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3 U M M A R Y

In this study, we have examined the use of the Public Debt

(Internal Debt) by the government of Nigeria and the nature of fiscal

and monetary impact such borrowing has on the Nigerian economy. The

study divides into two major parts. The first part discusses the

theoretical issues of debt policy and management. This is approached

through a theoretical examination of the financial linkages that link

the working of the public debt instrument with an income determi¬

nation model. The second part examines the use and impact of the

public debt in Nigeria from three main angless the history of

government internal borrowing, nature of management of the debt, and

the implications for economic policy.

In discussing the history, we examine the development in Nigeria

of institutional factors that facilitate the utilisation of the public

debt instrument, and the changes in the importance of the debt in the

financial structure of the government. As regards management, we

examine the borrowing techniques used, the nature of the Central

Bank's involvement in the management of the debt, and the resulting

pattern of distribution of debt ownership. On the implications for

economic policy we look at the extent to which the government has

utilised debt management as a positive instrument of control} the

effects of the debt on money supply, investment and income; and the

extent of the burden the servicing of the debt exerts on the budget.

Our findings are briefly summarised as under.

The use of internal borrowing on a high scale was restricted

prior to i960 by the absence of strategic financial institutions and

in fact wa3 hardly necessary considering the relative financial strength
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of the government vis-a-vis the level of expenditure entailed by its

scale of activities. In the face of increasing government expenditure

necessitated especially by the governments post independence develop¬

ment plans and the civil war, the government resorted increasingly to

internal borrowing. Also, following the establishment of the Central

Bank of Nigeria in 1959» bilateral mode of borrowing gave way to the

use of 'security paper' (Government bonds, treasury bills, etc.) for

raising internal loans.

The attempt to 'tailor' the range of debt instruments 'to the

mar et' has not had any appreciable degree of success in attracting

voluntary investment by the private sector in government securities -

a fact which is explained partly by the relatively low yield on

government securities vis-a-vis alternative investment outlets, and

partly by the fact that a great proportion of the population is yet

unfamiliar with this mode of investment. Although a relatively higher

degree of success has attended the attempt to mobilise private sector

savings into government debt through various savings institutions run

under the aegis of the government, a much better result could have

been obtained if the more important of these mandatoiy and quasi-

mandatory borrowings were not administered through the income tax

administrative channel.

Because of the low demand for government securities from the

private sector on the one hand, a: d the Central Bank's obligation to

support government securities, on the other hand, the Bank has had

to hold a steadily increasing proportion of the debt. The instrument¬

ality of the debt (especially open market operations) for monetary

control is particularly inhibited by the facts that (a) not much of

the private sector capital is obtained through the local issue of
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business shares, (b) the Bank's support for government bonds on the

capital market has prevented a free fluctuation of yields in response

to the dictates of the market and (c) the private sector's (parti¬

cularly commercial banks') demand for longer-term government bonds

is very low.

However, largely because of its increasing monetisation, the

debt is potentially highly expansionary of money supply and income.

The expansionary impact on money supply is partly offset by the

contractionary effect of the declining level of the country's foreign

exchange reserve which, in turn, is accounted for partly by the

increasing import induced by the successive income injection. This

expansionary impact ha3 also been kept relatively low by the commercial

banks' credit expansion policy and the Central Banks' specific credit

control.

On the effect on private investment, government borrowing appears

to have aided rather than placed a constraint on the supply of invest-

ible funds for private investment. Although it appears there is some

degree of substitution between commercial banks' credit expansion to

the private sector Find their investment in government liquid debt,

their capacity to lend to the private sector is not restricted by

their holding of liquid debts. However, as the responsiveness of

productive investment to income expansion has tended to be low, the

income injection induced by government borrowing ha3, in the face of

strict imports restrictions, tended to resolve in increasing infla¬

tionary pressure. Finally, in spite of the substantial level to which

the debt has grown, the burden of interest payments and amortization

on the government budget is still relatively very small and might

understandably not be of much concern to the government now.
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On the basis of the findings it is concluded that, so far at

least, the public debt is a weak instrument of monetary policy along

the line of orthodox theoretical analysis. Under the prevailing cir¬

cumstances in the country it is, at least, not an effective substitute

for the specific controls being used. Desirable as it is for debt

management that a substantial part of the liquid debt should be funded

into less liquid instruments, Find that the Central Bank should relax

its market support for government bonds, the pattern of demand for

bonds makes it difficult to pursue either without undesirable conseq¬

uences. And finally, from the point of fiscal policy, the use of

mandatory and quasi-mandatory borrowing, if appropriately expanded and

administratively modified, could be converted to a very useful instru¬

ment for controlling consumption, influencing investment orientation

within the economy, and canalising private savings into productive

investment.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Debt policies and the principles and techniques of debt manage¬

ment are widely discussed topics in economic literature."'" Govern¬

ment debt consists of two parts - the Internal Debt (which, in

this work, we shall also refer to as the Public Debt) and the

External debt. The public debt is the debt owed by the citizens of

a country in collective capacity (i.e. as the government) to them¬

selves in their individual capacities. This is quite distinct from

the debt owed by the government to citizens and governments outside

its jurisdiction. The terra 'National Debt', it is often suggested,

should be reserved for this other category of debts. This work is

concerned with the internal debt (and hence public debt) of Nigeria.

1. Standard textbooks in which these topics were given pungent
treatment include, inter alia, Buchanan, J.M., Public Principles
of Public Debt. (Illinois: Richard Irwin Inc., Horaewood), and
Nevin, E., op. cit. Most standard testbooks on Public Finance
also discuss, to a greater or lesser extent, problems of debt
policy and management. Among these are Prest, A.R., Public
Finance, (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, I960); Due, J.F.,
Government Finance, an economic analysis. (Illinois: Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., 1963» 3rd. edition); Musgrave, R.A., The Theory
of Public Finance. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
2nd ed.,); O.H. Brownlee and Allen, S.D., Economics of Public
Finance. (New York: Prentice Hall Inc. 2nd ed., 19549 and
Lindholm, R.W., Public Finance and Fiscal Policy, An analysis
of Government Spending^ Revenue, and Debt,(New York: Pitman
Publishing Corporation;. The report of the Radcliffe Committee -

Committee on the Working of the Monetary System: Report.
(London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 19^5) also provides
a very deep insight into these topics. A look at the critical
reviews of the Radcliffe Report in Arthor Seldon (Editor),
Not Unanimous. A rival Verdict to Radcliffe's on Money, (London:
Institute of Economic Affairs, I960) is also very useful.
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What should be regarded as constituting the public debt has

been a tricky point on which there has been no consensus of opinion.

Attempts have been made, for example, to define public debt by the

structure of ownership. Thus Professor Earl R. Rolph referred to

government debt as "National debt held outside official agencies,

or in other words, that debt held in private hands otherwise known

as the net debt, the publicly-held debt, or outstanding debt".''*
He stressed that an exchange of assets between the Treasury on the

one part and a government Corporation or the Central Bank on the
2

other is merely "a book-keeping arrangement" and should therefore

not be regarded as giving rise to a debt obligation of any signific¬

ance for economic analysis.

On the contrary, the undertone of Professor Prest's caveat

about regarding the interests of government Corporations as identical

with that of the government could be taken to mean that it would be

wrong to interpret Public Debt owned by government departments or

corporations as being of mere book-keeping importance. A variant

of this sort of caveat was the observation by Nevin 3. that the

relationship between the Treasury and the Central Bank varies from

country to country from one of virtual integration to a situation
3

whereby the Bank is virtually an independent institution. In

1. Earl R. Rolph, "Debt Managements Some Theoretical Aspects", Public
Finance, Vol. 16, 1961 at pp. 105 - 6. He justified his stand on
the issue by referring to toe concept of National Debt as provided
by Smith, W.L., "Debt Management in the United States", Study
Paper No. 19, (Washington D.C.s U.S. Printing Office) pp. 28 - $0.
Nevin, E., also shared this opinion as can be seen in his book
(op. cit.) p. 21 and pp. 58 - 69.

2. . Earl R. Rolph, "The Principles of Debt Management", American
Economic Review. Vol. KLVII, June 1957» P» 505n»

J. Nevin E., "Debt Management - A General Report" (Report of the
Institut International de Finances Publiques on 'Debt Management'
prepared for the Zurich Congress 9-11 Sept. i960), Public
Finance, Vol. 16, 1961, at pp. 10 - 11.
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which case, it will be wrong to make a general case for the exclusion

of the Bank's holding of debt on the ground of its being a mere

extension, or a complete integral part of the Treasury. Justifi¬

cation of such exclusion or otherwise would therefore depend on the

Treasury/Central Bank relationship peculiar to particular countries.

This is a highly debatable point which we shall come to later.

Two exclusions which should be made in computing the public debt,

according to Prest (and these are the only exclusions he was actually

firm about), are loans on-lent to the lower levels of the government

and loans of nationalised industries guaranteed by the Treasury. The

former, he argued should be excluded, in order to avoid double count¬

ing and the latter because it is, in actual sense, not a debt owed
1

by the government. The argument in respect of the former would

normally appeal to reason, but it is not easily acceptable in case

2
of the latter.

1. Prest, A.R., op. cit. p.

2. The idea of excluding guaranteed debts of nationalised industries
might not be too readily absorbable. It could be argued that the
government remains liable for such debts, albeit contingently,
until it is paid and so should be counted as part of its debts.
In actual fact, such liability might never accrue, and in any case,
government obligation in respect of such debts does not arise until
the guaranteed debtor defaults. The idea of feeling wrapped up in
a debt (when the guarantee is given) and feeling discharged (when
the guaranteed debtor pays) when, in actual fact, no debt has been
incurred and no payment has actually been made, would appear a
little absurd. The argument could probably be upheld on the ground
that guaranteed debts should be excluded unless and until there is
a default.
There is, however, one catch in the whole argument. Suppose,
instead of guaranteeing the debt, the government raised the loan
itself and then on-lends to the nationalised industries. Because
it is now the ostensible principal debtor, it would be argued that
the debt should be included in the government debts although the
difference between this and guarantee is only procedural. This
is a snag which, if stretched far, would involve complicated argu¬
ments which would merely bring us again to the question of how close
the integration between the Government and the guaranteed nationalised
industry is, and how much one can say the obligations of the
nationalised industries (or corporations) are actually those of
the government.
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Another slant to this argument is the inclusion of cash with

other government securities, less such securities held by the

Central Bank within the scope of the public debt. This approach

was adopted by the Radcliffe Committee in the compilation of their

statistical tables on the public debt of Britain.* The reason for

excluding securities held by the Bank was that it would amount to

double-counting to include them since they are backing for cash in

the economy.

The points against the inclusion of cash in the public debt
2

computation was well taken up by A. G. Chandavarkar. It is necessary,

in addition to his distinction between cash and securities on the

basis of liquidity and interest yielding, to add a few other points.

Cash, in the context of Radcliffe report, consists of "bankers,

balances at the Central Bank plus the notes and coins which the banks
x

hold and which are in ordinary circulation". Cash, it was argued

"consists of liabilities of the public sector to the private sector

(the part of the National debt on which no interest is paid) and it

is by payment of cash that the public sector can settle its current

transactions with, or discharge its maturing debt obligations, to

the private sector". Cash is therefore not synonymous with the total

money supply. It includes currency notes and coins issued by the

Central Bank as well as the Bank's (sight) deposit liabilities to

the rest of the banking system - the so-called 'primary or high-

powered money.

1. Radcliffe Committee, op. cit., Tables 24 & 25 at pp. 192 - 193«
2. Chandavarkar, A.G., "Legal Tender Currency and the Public Debt",

Public Finance. Vol. 17, 1962, pp. 82 - 87.

3. Radcliffe Committee Report, op. cit., par. 345•
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The crux of the question is how far we can say that currency

notes and coins and bankers' sight deposits with the Central Bank

constitute debt on the government. Let us assume, for the purpose of

our discussion here, that the Central Bank is indistinguishable from

the government. It will be helpful to take a brief look at how cash

gets into the hands of people from the government (including the

Bank). Cash issued by the government gets into the hands of the

public either in exchange for foreign currency or in exchange for

goods and services sold by the public to the government.

If we regard cash as a debt instrument, we are in effect saying

that the goods and services, gold and foreign currency obtained by

the government in exchange are actually borrowed. This implies an

obligation on the part of the government to pay back such debt in these

forms (or in a particular standard and more acceptable form than cash)

at the maturity (if any) of the debt instrument (cash) or on demand.

Theoretically, the inscription of a 'promise to pay on demand*

on currency notes is an acknowledgement of an obligation of the

issuing authority (the Central Bank) to pay gold when the note is

tendered.

Within this context therefore, the sale of services or foreign

currency by the government would be a redemption of debt. An issue

of securities by the Treasury or the sale of government securities

by the Central Bank to the public will therefore not give rise to a

new debt as it merely involves an exchange of one type of loan

instrument (securities) for another (cash). It follows that new

debt can only be created if government purchases of goods and

services together with Central Bank's purchase of foreign currency

from the public exceed their respective sales of goods, services,
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and foreign currency to the public. It is only in this rather

abstract reasoning process that cash can validly be included in the

computation of government debt. And in that case, holdings of

government securities by the Central Bank should be excluded.

However, the argument rests importantly on the logic of regarding

payment of cash by the government for goods and services purchased as

debt. A debt connotes an obligation by the borrower to repay to the

lender. This is an obligation which cannot now be said to be a feature

of cash. The 'promise to pay ' inscribed on a legal tender

currency is a historic relic which was of significance only when

media of exchange were things (e.g. gold) other than Bank's currency

notes. It does not now create any obligation on the part of the

government or the Central Bank to give out gold or silver to whoever

tenders it. It is only in so far as this note is tendered for a

foreign currency that the obligation arises (and only at the option

of the government) to pay the equivalent of the value of the note in

the foreign currency asked for. Within any country, the national

currency is the acce /ted medium of exchange and the end of contractual

obligations. The very objective of government borrowing is to with¬

draw cash. And cash is looked upon both by the public and the govern¬

ment as giving command over goods and services rather than as creating

a debt obligation on the government.

If this stand is taken, then government debt would arise out of

all such acts by which the government acquires cash other than through

taxation in any form (which can be classified as indirect payment for

goods provided or services rendered by the government), or direct sale

of goods and services by the government, or gifts to the government.

In that case, government debt would include money directly borrowed

from the public as well as money acquired by money printing or any



guise of money printing. Such a guise of money printing will "be

money borrowed from the Central Bank. Consequently government debt

would include government securities hold by the Central Bank but

exclude cash. This approach shall be adopted in this work.

The argument then seems to revolve on whether or not debt held

by the public sector should be included, or, in other words, whether

or not these debts in the hands of the public sector Eire of any

economic significance. Seeking an answer on the premises discussed

above, in our opinion, is not an absolutely correct approach. It looks

more to obligations of the government rather than the effects. Al¬

though it might be correct to argue that debt owed by the government

to itself, or what in actual fact is an integral part of it, should

not be looked upon as creating any obligation, it would be difficult

to argue that such debts are of no economic significance. The answer

therefore depends importantly on what features of the public debt

problem is being considered.

The complicated problem of what should go into the computation

of the total public debt necessitates our adoption of the concept of

the General Public. The General Public is not the same as the public

sector. On the contrary, it is almost the same as the private sector

except that it includes government departments which are, by the

nature of their functions, trustees and investors of funds entrusted

to them (for safe keeping - as it were) by the private sector.

Title and Scope of Study

Studies in the areas of debt policies and the principles and

techniques of debt management have been devoted largely (and perhaps

inevitably) to debt policies and management in developed countries.
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Consequently, like moat other fields in economics, debt theories have

developed largely against the background of these economies and geared

towards the achievement of economic policy goals which are of special

interest to them. The background and structure of underdeveloped

economies differ widely from those of the developed economies.

Similarly, although it has been argued that economic policy goals in

both developed and underdeveloped countries are basically similar,^"
2

the priority orderings and emphasis are different.

The existence and adequate development of economic institutions

and the appropriate orientation and responsiveness of economic be¬

haviour within the economy are basic requirements for the use of

economic policy instruments. That these features of underdeveloped

economies tend to differ considerably from what they are in the

developed economies, almost always tends to impose serious limitations

on the effectiveness of the working of economic policy instruments in

the former. Similarly, it often conditions the appropriateness and/

or the mode of application of particular instruments of policy for

specific goals in ways quite different from the latter. In particular,

1. Heller, W. "Fiscal Policies for Underdeveloped Countries", published
in R.M. Bird and Oldman, 0. (Editors) Headings on Taxation in
Developing Countries, (Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 19^7)
pp. 5-6.Heller, W. is of the opinion that the economic
objectives of underdeveloped countries" (l) to make available
for economic development the maximum flow of human and material
resources ; (2) to maintain reasonable economic stability in
the face of long-run inflationary pressure; ; and (5) to
reduce ... the extreme inequalities in wealth, income and consumption
standard ..." are not basically different from the goals of
"allocative efficiency, economic growth, stability, and optimum
income distribution" in the developed countries.
See al3o, Reddaway, L.B., "The Hconomics of Underdeveloped Counties",
Economic Journal. Vol. L.CX.III, 1963, PP» 1 - 12. Apart from showing
the differences between the two types of economy, the work highlights
some of the most important problems with which underdeveloped countrie
are pre-occupied.

2. See, Raja J. Chelliah, Fiscal Policy in Underdeveloped Countries
(London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 2nd ed., 19&9) PP* 19 & 20.
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the path of growth of the public debt, the pattern of impact it has on

the economy, and its usefulness as an instrument of economic policy in

developing countries depends very much on the existence and stage of

development of the co-operant factors and institutions.

In this study, we intend to look at the public debt policy and

management in Nigeria. The public debt has (especially since the

beginning of the sixties) assumed increasing importance in government

finances. Hitherto, the literature which has dealt with the Nigerian

fiscal and monetary structure has hardly done more than touch on the

fringes of the public debt policy and management.* Perhaps the only

exception to this is the work by C. V. Brown on the banking system in

Nigeria.

While his discussion of the development of the banking system

provides a very useful background to which we shall refer at various

stages in this work, his treatment of the public debt, especially in

chapter 7 of his book went much further than other contributions.

1. Brief mentions were made of government's internal borrowing in
Adebayo Adede.ji, "Nigerian Federal Finance. Its Development. Problems.
and Prospects", (Londont Hutchinson Educational Ltd., 1969)»
pp. 214 - 216; and Okigbo, P. C. N., Nigerian Public Finance.
(Londons Longmans, Green and Co. Ltd., 1965) PP«
A more informative discussion is to be found in Brown, C.V.,
The Nigerian Banking System. (London* George Allen & Unwin, 1966),
in particular, chapter 7»
The lending role of the Marketing Boards has received fairly deep
attention in some economic literature, including, inter alia, works
by Helleiner, G.K., "The Fiscal Role of Marketing Boards in Nigerian
Economic Development 1947 - 1961", Economic Journal, September 1964»
pp. 582 - 610; and by 0. Teriba and Olakanpo, 0., "Fiscal, Monetary
and Investment Implications of the Marketing Boards", paper presented
to the International Conference on The Marketing Board Systems
organised by the Nigerian Institute of Social and Economic Research,
University of Ibadan, 29th March - 3rd April 1971* While the days
are long past since Marketing Boards Loans constituted a significant
part of government borrowing, the Boards have also long been
transformed from lenders to donors to the government.



However, since he was looking at the public debt within the wider

context of the banking system and the mode of government borrowing

most relevant in that context had hardly developed by the end of his

period of study - 1962, his discussion of the public debt problem was

understandably restricted. Since 1962, there have been important

developments which have not only enhanced the importance of the public

debt in the fiscal structure, but also indicate that it must be genera¬

ting some significant impact on the economy.

Considering how fast, and the absolute amount to which the debt

has grown, within the 3hort time of its history, as well as the basic

structure of the Nigerian economy and the circumstances under which the

debt has grown, a detailed study of the use of the instrument in the

country is not only fascinating but is also desirable. This, we

intend to do here under the rather general titles

"THE USE CP THE PUBLIC DEBT INSTRUMENT IN NIGERIA".

While the generality of the title poses the problem of extensive-

ness of scope, the suitability of the background and structure of the

Nigerian economy for the use of debt instrument and/or the economic

policy goals to which it could be geared in Nigeria given the back¬

ground and structure of the economy could be taken as, at least,

providing a framework for analysis. The data problem, together with

the very short history of the use of the instrument in Nigeria, however,

impose definite limits on the method of analysis we can adopt, and the

nature and extent of debt policy problems that can effectively be studied

at this stage.

In light of these, this study shall be mainly concerned with

rudimentary problems about the use and management of the public debt

instrument in Nigeria. In this regard, we shall examine the causes of



increasing government internal borrowing, the techniques adopted in

raising the loans, and how suitable the state and nature of the

financial institutions and economic behaviours have been for the

adoption of such techniques. Furthermore, we shall examine, in some

detail, the extent to which this infrastructure permits the use of

the public debt instrument for economic control within the framework

provided by traditional economic theories. We shall attempt, on the

basis of whatever findings we make, to suggest reforms (if necessary)

in the debt management techniques and the application of the public

debt instrument in Nigeria.

Unless there are new thing3 to add, detailed examination of

structural aspects of the economy, which this topic borders upon but

which have received extensive treatment in other works, will be made

as brief as is necessary to complement the central theme of this study.

These, hopefully, will reduce the scope of the problem to manageable

limits. We do hope that the study will furnish considerable insight

into issues of debt policy, debt management problems, and the effective¬

ness of debt as a tool of economic policy in the Nigerian economy.

Further, it is hoped it would provide a useful basis on which further

research on this aspect of the Nigerian economy can be based.

Methodology. Layout of Chapters, and Sources of Data

In a study of this nature where one has to examine closely the

use of an economic policy instrument in a particular economy, it is

imperative that one should not only spell out, at least, the broad

policy goals to which such instrument oould be directed, but also

the different ways it should be handled to achieve the desired

objectives. The first proximate step for such an exercise is to look

through theory and then proceed to look behind the facade of theory



to the realities of the economy. And. this is just what we propose to

do here.

Our theoretical analysis shall take the form of an examination

in chapter 2 of debt in a simple Keynesian income determination model

appropriately expanded to include the monetary sector. Prom this we

shall deduce the effects of debt. On the basis of these effects, we

shall proceed to discuss issues of debt policies in chapter 3 »ncL the

techniques and problems of debt management in chapter 4» The latter

will deal with techniques of raising loans and manipulating the

composition and ownership structures of the debt consistent with

desired goals.

In Chapter 5» we shall cross over to the Nigerian situation. In

that chapter we shall make a brief discussion of the structure of the

economy and the development of the monetary institutions with a view to

showing the background on which the public debt instrument is being

made to work. We shall follow this up, in the same chapter, by a

discussion of the growth of the debt. This will largely be an analysis

of causes of changes in government expenditure and revenue from sources

other than the public debt. This is with a view to explaining and

perhaps estimating the relative importance of the forces behind the

government's resort to internal borrowing. It should, in addition,

show any changes in the government's borrowing policies.

For reasons which will be explained in the text, the discussion

of the growth of debt shall be in respect of two phases. The first

phase covers the period up to 1959 while the second phase covers the

period after 1959* Largely, for the same reasons, our detailed

analysis for the rest of this study will be based on the second

phase.



Prom the discussion of the growth, we shall proceed, in

Chapter 6 under the title "Structure of Nigeria's Public Debt",

to discuss and evaluate the borrowing techniques adopted by the govern¬

ment. This will be followed in Chapter 7 by an examination of the

holdings of the debt. Prom these two, we shall assess the relative

success of alternative borrowing techniques and ascribe reasons for

such success or failure.

In Cha ters 8 and 9» shall examine the effects debt might

have been having and could be made to have in Nigeria. For this,

attention shall be focused largely on the significance of the

composition of the debt, the various borrowing techniques adopted

by the government, the demand for the various types of instruments

by the different categories of investors, and the Central Bank's

market operations in influencing both the liquidity of the economy

and the level of investment in t'.e private sector. A fairly detailed

analysis of the effects of changes in commercial banks' holding on

their credit creation and the implications of such changes in banks'

credit on the level of investment will be made.

Specifically, in Chapter 8, we shall look at the effects of the

public debt on money supply and domestic credit injection, as well as

its expansionary impact on income and the resulting pressure on import.

Also in that Chapter, we shall consider briefly, the burden of the debt

on the government budget. As there are two sides to the problem of

budgetary burden, i.e. amortization and interest costs, we shall

discuss briefly the mode of repayment - funding arrangements and

techniques adopted, their relationship with the budget, and the

extent to which these can increase or lighten the burden of repayment

on the budget. Also, we shall estimate the interest commitments

resulting from the debts and how they are related to the size of the
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budget.

And in Chapter 9» shall look at the instrumentality of the

debt management techniques for control and their implications for

investment. In this chapter, we shall examine (l) the extent to

which debt management has actually been positively used as a control

instrument, (2) its usefulness as a device to control the liquidity

of the banks, and (3) in what ways one can say government borrowing

has affected the supply of funds for investment in the private sector.

In Chapter 10, which shall be the final chapter, we shall make a brief

summary of our analysis, conclusions and recommendations.

It is necessary to emphasise that although our income deter¬

mination model will be a mathematical one, it is not intended to make

quantitative estimation of the parameters of the model. The treatment

follows orthodox Keynesian approaoh, but there will be very limited

opportunity to make use of econometric techniques. This is very

largely because of data constraint. Anybody who has had to work on

Nigeria (or any of the relatively 'new nations* as such) will be fam¬

iliar with the problems posed by the 3tate of availability of data.

The unduly long time-lapse before data in respect of particular periods

are available, the complete absence or insufficiency of data in

respect of important variables, and occasionally the forms in which

official data are published, all make it extremely difficult to employ

sophisticated statistical methods of analysis.

Nevertheless, in some parts of our empirical work, particularly

in Chapter 8, we shall make use of regression analysis to investigate

the expansionary impact of the public debt on money supply and income.

This is especially facilitated by the fact that data on the variables

needeo. for some of these are available in monthly series and this
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gives a useful number of observations. For equations where data on

all or part of the variables are not available in monthly series, we

shall use annual figures. Since, as stated earlier, our empirical

work shall be based on the second phase which starts from rii60, using

annual figures inevitably reduces the number of observations ve can

use to just about eight, as data on gross national product and gross

fixed investment, for example, are not yet available beyond the

1968/69 fiscal year. In fact, we 3hall have to make do with provisional

estimates in respect of these variables for the two years, 1967/68 and

1968/69.

For t e rest of the work, our empirical analysis will be simple.

It will revolve largely around the use of averages, comparative rates

of changes - linear or otherwise, as the nature of particular problems

dictates - and graphical demonstrations.

For our data, we have to rely on officially published data.

Becauso of the nature of the problem, the Central Bank sources are

heavily drawn upon. Two of its officia publications - the Economic

and Financial Review, and the Annual Report and Statement of Accounts

- provide invaluable sources of information. Figures about changes

in the level, composition and holding of debt, as well as banking

sector's accounts from i960 are obtained largely from them. Also,

as data in respect of combined Federal/states g vernment revenue and

expenditures from this source are more consistent and more up-to-date

than figures from other sources, we shall rely on the source for them.

In addition to the Central Bank, publications of the Federal

Office of Statistics provide useful data. Estimates of National

Income and government accounts before I960, inter alia, are obtained

from this source. From the Federal Official Gazette and Supplements
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the necessary laws and some details of the changes in the debt

structure have been obtained. Other government documents were

also oonsulted.
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CHAPTER 2.

PUBLIC DEBT IN AH INCCI1E DETERMINATION MCPBL

A realistic analysis of public finance measures should taice

cognisance of income determination theory. The rationale lies in

the fact, clearly demonstrated by macro-economic theory, that because

of the inter-relationship between macro-economic variables, a change

in any one of them causes changes in some other variables which might

boost or diminish the ultimate effect of the original change on the

National Income.

Because of the multiplicity of fiscal tools the government can

use and the various ways any tool can be applied to achieve varying

results, a proper understanding of the causal relationship of macro-

economic variables facilitates the application of these tools by

laying bare, at least, how the effect of any measure works through

the causal chain. In particular, the strategic significance of

public debt in effecting liquidity changes in the economy, and the

effects of such changes in liquidity on macro-economic variables,

make it a worth-while exercise to approach public debt analysis

by way of macro-economic theory.

The purpose of the analysis in this chapter therefore is to

show the effect of public debt on the variables that go into the

national income determination. It provides a background for the

discussion on debt policy and debt management which follow in sub¬

sequent chapters. Because of the limited role this chapter is

intended to serve, we shall merely make use of differentiation of

functional statements without going into rigorous determination of

parameters.
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There exists a vast literature on the theory of income deter¬

mination. In some of the writing the influence of money has been

introduced, particularly in the determination of the rate of interest.*
To bring public debt into such a model, it would be necessary to take

one step further by introducing it as a determinant of changes in

the level of money supply.

One technical problem of incorporating public debt into an

income determination model consists in trying to include what is

essentially considered a stock in a flow model. Both public debt

and money supply are considered as stock, while an income deter¬

mination model consists of flows. This problem is usually circumvented

by defining the rate of interest as a function of money and then

substituting this function for the interest rate in the investment

equation. Even in this approach, the money supply remains a stock
2

"fixed exogenously by the banking sector".

While it is recognised that at any given time, the level of

money or debt is a stock, it is equally true that changes in the

level of money or debt over a time dimension should rightly be

regarded as a flow.^ Thus money supply consists of both stock .and

1. See for example, A. Peacock and G. K. Shaw, The Economic Theory of
Fiscal Policy. (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1971)»
chapter 1 in particular} Also, P. L. Smith and Teigen, R. T.
(Editors), Readings in Money. National Income and Stabilization
Policy, (Illinois: RichardUnwin Inc., 1970), Chapter 1.

2. See for example, A. Peacock and Shaw, G. K., Ibid., at p*41*

3* See Lipsey, R. G., An Introduction to Positive Economics.
(London: English Language Book Society and Weidenfeld and
Nicholson), p.36. Also, Ackley, G., Macro-Economic Theory,
(New York: The Macmillan Co.), pp. 6-8 and 201 - 207.
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flow elements as much as - say - investment. And this flow of

(change in) money supply is of strong relevance to income deter¬

mination. Furthermore, not only are the changes in total volume

of public debt important, but also the flow of debt instruments

as between the private sector and the Central Bank constitutes an

important factor in the supply of money and consequently in national

income determination.

To make the development of our discussion easier, we shall

proceed by the expenditure approach to income determination as is

conventionally adopted in fiscal policy analysis. Public debt is

introduced as a variable at the appropriate stage. In addition,

for simplicity, our analysis will be static - in the hope that this

would be sufficient to bring out the salient points needed for this

study. Furthermore, we shall assume right away that the economy

is an open one with a government. Thus we start with the simple

definitional expression

Y - f(C, I, G, X, R) (0.1)
where Y « Gross National Income, C - Private Consumption,

I » Private Investment, G = Government Expenditure,

X - Exports and R » Imports.

Starting with consumption, we shall now consider briefly, factors

which go into the determination of each of the variables on the right.

Consumption

Discussions on consumption usually proceed on the basis that it

is a function of personal disposable income where the latter is equal

to personal income net of tax. The assumotion is implicit in this

that, on the aggregate, consumption is limited by the current income
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(i.e. that there is no running down of accumulated wealth for the

purpose of consumption) as disposable income is defined in terms of

current income. Also implicit in it is the assumption that borrowing

is not done in a form that is similar to tax. These assumptions shall

be upheld here although we shall have to take another look at the

second assumption later.''' Thus we can write the consumption function

where « disposable income, and T ■ tax collection.

Tax revenue is influenced by changes in the level of income as

well as ohanges in rates. A whole array of tax rates exists in the

tax structure of any economy, ranging from poll tax to progressive

income tax, to progressive tax structure on consumption etc. While

it is recognised that a change in part or the whole of the tax rates

structure would affect tax revenue, it is difficult to take this into

account in a simple model as we are interested in. However, it is

clear that if rates remain unchanged, an increase in income would

result in an increase in tax revenue. It is also true that tax

revenues would change as rates change with income remaining unchanged.

Thus there are two parts to the definition of tax collection, viz. that

part which is related to changes in income and that part which is not

related to income but to some other factors like changes in tax rates

or tax structure. That part which is not related to income we shall
£

take as given and represent by TJ . Therefore we have:

C - f(Yd) .

Yd = j (Y, T)

(1.1)

(1.2)

1. Infra pp. 55-57.
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T - f(lT, Y) (1.3)
By taking total differentials of equations 1.1, 1.2, nd 1.3,

and by process of successive substitution we have*

V £Y. ^Y It -v_ "&Y .

dc - ■£+ ® dY + ^55* d0'1 (1*4)d d

Since disposable income is negatively related to tax and tax is
"&Y HT

positively related to income, the expressions ^-d and

d are negative. And « is positive showing that consumption will
15* <*Yd

tend to increase as disposable income increases but tend to decrease

as tax Increases.

dYd dY
From these, the simple relationships can be shown that -rr—> —

d

„ dT dY , . aYd dY „ dT dY ... , dC nfor ~<Y 311 y"~~ < Y" ~> T" * Alao» although ^ > 0,
d d

2 =
d C < 0. In other words, while we can say that a change in

K
consumption as a result of a change in income would be positive, we

cannot say anything really definite about the rate of change of such

responsiveness of consumption to disposable income. It could be

positive, zero or negative. V/e shall not hazard a discussion of why

it could take any of these values because, hopefully, such discussion

would not be of much relevance to this study. However, whatever

value it takes is significant, because where it is positive it means

we have an increasing marginal propensity to consume and when it is

zero or negative it means we have a constant or diminishing marginal

propensity to consume respectively. An increasing propensity to

consume implies that a decreasing proportion of increases in income

is saved and vice versa for diminishing propensity to consume. We
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shall leave the discussion of consumption function at that meanwhile

and turn to consider Investment.

Investment.

Like most problems in economics, the problem of the determination

of investment spending within the economy centres around demand and

supply - this time for and of investible funds. As a first step,

therefore, it is useful to make a detailed analysis of the sources

of demand for and supply of investible funds. One should then

formulate the supply and demand equations and solve them for the

actual investment equation.

We can divide investment within the economy into two broad

categories, viz. investment undertaken by the government and that

undertaken by the private sector. Government investment is here

included in the variable, G. Discussion of investment here therefore

refers only to investment within the private sector. Nevertheless,

the mode of financing government investment and other capital

projects is important for the determination of actual private sector

investment undertaken. Government capital expenditure can be

financed out of tax revenue, accumulated surplus, loans raised from

within the economy, or external grants or loans. The part which has

to be raised from within the economy by way of borrowing constitutes

part of the demand for investible fund within the economy.

Within the private sector, demand for investible funds flows

both from the 'household* and the business sector. The inclusion

of the household might, on the face of it, appear absurd. A little

reflection will however show the reasonableness of its inclusion.

We can define investment expenditure as expenditure on goods and

services that yield service or returns beyond the period of such
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expenditure. This conforms with the accounting concept of capital

expenditure. Thus both in accounting and economic senses, expenditure

- say - on machinery, heavy advertisement and stock would be regarded

as investment. However, household expenditure on durable consumer

goods would not be regarded as investment while acquisition by the

household, of capital goods that yield returns either by way of sale

of the service of such goods or by appreciation would be regarded as

investment. Household expenditure on real property - like new dwelling

house or land improvement - would fall into this category of investment.^"
And household desire to acquire such capital goods constitutes a source

of demand for investible funds.

Turning then to the factors which influence the demand for invest¬

ible funds, it is clear that in the business sector, the desire to

invest is motivated by the expected profit on such investment. And

the business outlook, as indicated by changes in the demand for their

products determines the amount of investment they will want to under¬

take. Such desired investment can therefore be said to be induced by

changes in consumption and hence income. Investment demand, within

the business sector, will therefore be an increasing function of the

level of consumption and consequently of the level of income. However,

to the extent that investors have to pay or forgo interest on the

funds to finance such investment, the actual amount of investment

undertaken by them will be a decreasing function of the rate of interest.

1. A more detailed (but similar) discussion of the classification
of household expenditure into investment and consumption will
be found in Aboyade, C, The Foundation of an African Economy.
(New Yorks Frederick A. Praeger Inc. Publishers, 1966;,
PP. 65-71.
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Of the household investment demand, one may say such demand

can he influenced by a desire to provide an additional source of

income or to provide in real terms for the f iture. Also, it can be

conditioned significantly by social factors (especially where certain

types of investment are looked upon as a status symbol).* Cases

where such investments are conditioned by a desire to earn more

income can conveniently be taken on with the investment demand

function of the business sector. A desire to provide in real terms

for the future will enhance the importance of the household's

confidence in the security of alternative modes of investment.

Expected yield becomes of smaller relative importance as it gets

progressively compromised for increasing security of investment.

Consequently, consideration for rate of interest tends to diminish.

And in the third case, psychological factors, rather than a balancing

of expected yield with the security of investment play the dominant

role in investment decision.

These factors can, on the whole, be classified into three major

categories - the influence of changes in income, that of changes in

interest and other factors (which might actually not be quantifiable

and whose effect on investment demand can therefore be taken as given).

Thus we can write the investment function as«

I = f(Y, i, n) (2.1)
where i = interest rate and- factors other than income and interest.

.*. dl = dY + |J di + d^ (2.2)
where the last term on the right hand side is given.

1. See for example Adewumi, M. 0., Excise Taxation in Nigeria,
an unpublished II.Sc. dissertation submitted to the University
of Ibadan, Jan. 1970, at p.153* Also Aboyade, 0., op. cit.
pp. 122 - 123.
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Turning now to the supply of investible fund, we shall use the

Peacok-Shaw approach which was based on the Keynesian demand for

money. This approach equates the supply of money (exogenous) to

the demand for money as determined by the Keynesian liquidity

preference theory. By this theory, the demand for money is determined

by throe motives - the transactions, the precautionary, and the

speculative motives. The precautionary motive can be subsumed into

the transactions motive to givei

L - Lt, La) (2.3)

t - /(*) (2.4)

/(i) (2.5)L
s

where and Lg represent transactions and speculative demand
respectively, for money. As 2.3 merely defines the demand for money

we havei

L
a La) (2.6)

where represents the demand for money.

Differentiating from 2.4 to 2.6 and by process of successive

substitution we have*
BM. BL. HM.2L

u X j v u S .
"

nil. dY + bl Bi dl*
t 8

BL„, , BM, BLI. BL . . BM, BL

•. diisrsi^ (dMd-s:sr dY> <2-7>v s y t

Since the demand for speculative balance would tend to fall as

interest rate rises (as the rise in interest rate would induce people
Bl8

to part with liquidity) -jj— will be negative and consequently the
>Id &Lg _1

fraction •vr—)- is negative.
eus



The next step is to define money supply in terns of government

debt and substitute into 2.7. 3y definition, money supply consists

of cash in circulation and demand deposits at the commercial banks.

In other words, it consists of the Central Bank's money (currency

notes and coins) find commercial banks' money

The level of banks' demand deposits is

importantly affected by the amount of credit creation done by banks.

The latter, in turn, is affected by the size of the inflow of cash

deposits, and also by the structure of financial assets held by

banks.

On the probability that customers are not likely to rush on

the banks and withdraw all they have deposited with them at once,

the banks are able to create further claims on these deposits through

credit creation. The lower this probability the higher the amount

of credit the banks can thereby expand. Considering it the other

way round, this probability provides the guiding limit to the ratio

of liquid assets which the banks should maintain to their deposits.

In some countries the minimum liquidity ratio is fixed by law while

in others it is determined by banking convention as dictated by

experience. Whichever way it is determined, the maximum capacity of

the banks to create credit at any time is limited by toe inverse of

this liquidity ratio.

For toe purpose of discussing money supply, we shall define

financial assets in terras of cash (completely liquid assets), short-

terra government securities (almost as liquid as cash) find long-term

government bonds (illiquid assets). Short-term securities and long-



term bonds we shall denote by and Iwhile D shall stand for

government debt where it is not intended to make any distinction.

Also, we shall distinguish between three types of holders - the non-

bank public, commercial banks, and the Central Bank - whom we shall

denote by subscripts p, b, and e respectively. Finally, B shall stand

for commercial banks' cash holding.

When an individual buys newly-issued securities, he pays money over

to the treasury thus reducing his money holding. If the purchase is

paid for in cash by drawing on deposit with commercial bank3, the cash

holding of the banks is correspondingly reduced. Similarly, when a

bank purchases short or long dated securities, its cash balance is

correspondingly reduced. For tiie purpose of credit expansion (and

hence expansion of money supply) purchase of short dated securities,

assuming meanwhile there are no cash feedbacks, does not affect the

capacity of the banks to create credit while purchase of long dated

securities reduces their capacity to create credit. This is because

short dated securities, being liquid, serve as base for credit

expansion by banks as much as casn while long dated securities do not.

However, purchases of securities for cash can generate compen¬

sating cash deposits immediately especially if 3uch securities are

not bought from the Central Banks. Thus, for example, the proceeds

of securities sold by the treasury can be retained as deposits in

commercial banks if not immediately spent. Even if money borrowed

is immediately spent, as long as it is spent within the economy,

beneficiaries will tend to increase their bank deposits. Further¬

more, if banks* purchases are from within the private sector, there

i3 the likelihood that a substantial proportion of the cash paid out

to the sellers will again be deposited by the recipients with the
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banks. Consequently, the cash flow from the commercial banks will

thereby be, at least, partly replenished.

Taking together the effects of banks' purchases of securities and

those of the resulting cash flows, banks' purchase of short-dated

securities will tend to increase their liquidity while their purchase

of long-dated securities will still tend to reduce their liquidity.

Consequently, credit expansion (and hence money creating) capacity of

the banks will tend respectively to increase or decrease, in either

case by a multiple (limited by the inverse of the officially accepted

liquidity ratio) of the resulting change in liquid assets.

With respect to the Central Bank, an increase in the Bank's

holding of government securities increases the supply of money. This

is true whether the increase results from indirect purchase from the

government or on the open m rket. In case of open market dealings,

however, in so far as that operation affects the portfolio of the

banks, the impact on money supply can be expanded through the effect

of the resulting change in liquidity. Perhaps one further line of

development is the distinction of the separate effects of debt

operations by the treasury and debt operations by the Central Bank

on money supply. All these we shall incorporate in a money supply

model which we give as follows:

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)D
e
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where D = holding of public debt by the non-bahk public,
P

Q = liquidity of the commercial banks; Dg = Central Bank's holding
of public debt; H * Cash deposit into (or withdrawal from} bank

by banks' customers; B • Commercial banks' cash holdings; and

^b = Commercial banks' holdings of short-and long-term debts
respectively; B^ => Treasury's operations of debt (which include
new is ues, retirement, and funding); and M represents any exogenous

variable (e.g. net flow of currencies in the foreign sector -

especially where local currencies are fully or partly tied to

external reserve"1 which might influence the supply of money.

In the model, equations 2.9 to 2.11 deal with bank liquidity

(or the capacity of banks to expand credit). Variable B which

represents banks' cash holding is defined in 2,10 as influenced by

the banks' dealings in government securities, customers' dealings

in government securities, -and cash flows into and out of the banks.

These cash flows, which we represent by H incorporates, among others,

cash flows resulting from transactions in government debt. Equation

2.12 gives Central Bank's holding of debt as a function of treasury's

sale or redemption of debt and the demand for government debt from

the rest of the economy.

Taking total differentials and substituting from 2.11 through

2.10 to 2.9 we have

(2.13)
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Prom the fact that government short-term securities are taken as near

money and are consequently looked upon by banks as liq.dd assets, it

could be taken that liquidity does not change as a result of movement

by bank from cash into short securities and vice-versa. Therefore,

nd IB115 would both be zero. Similarly ^ .Oil Oii-j q «.ji

It follows that IB Equation 2.13 therefore reduces to»
D?b lb 2 b

ai/dB IB s M lb .,-n /o indQ - Sb(wh m + if dDP + f5 dD?b) + m,~tbT d])2b (2a4)p 2b lb 2b

b TSB ePB ,*B * lb .. 1 /„ ._v
mm M + ss dDp + ^,.,+ mZ/ 2b| ^a5)

ju^
't-T~ ~~p * ""2b * °2b

differentiating 2.8 and substituting 2.15 we havet

uj m sa r>i to ,4j it. _ 7" * 5E % * S5 ft LSc " * 55 dDP ♦ (5d„ ♦ 55"' dIW
p P 2b 2b A

+ Id dI)n + £57 dV + h mo (2a6)
en i o

since, in equilibrium, the supply of money equals the demand for

it we substitute this money supply function'' for dM^ in 2.7 to gets

fig 2LM do f 8B ™ dB /to d"lb\ *1di - [^dDp + ^d3 [aHdH + SJdDp+ (SJ2b+ SD^dd2bJ
D, - ,

o *a±i~. au„. '2 b/
P

1 -1
/Sa#aTi i^esr. 1 *Lt ,T ] f ***■ ( 1iv(|- ld + - bl+ m 17 "dL IT" j »**(2.17)en i t J L s J

The co-efficients of dD^ and dD,,^ are negative from the facts that

1. Needless to say that this money supply model is a highly simplified
one. However, we are contending ourselves with it because it is
adequate for the purpose of the study. For a more sophisticated
approach, see Brunner, K., "A Scheme for the Supply of Money",
International Economic Review, Vol. II, January 1962, pp. 79 - 109*
Also, Teigen, H.L., "The demand for and Supply of Money", In Smith,
•L., and Teigen, R.L., op.cit., pp. 74 - 112 (particularly

pp. 92 - 97, and pp. 109 - 112).
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firstly an increase in investment in government debt by the non-bank

public reduces their holding of cash and that of the banks. And

secondly, an increase in banks* holding of long-term debt, ceteris

paribus. reduces their liquidity. Furthermore, since the denominator,

which is the responsiveness of the demand for investible balance to

change in rate of interest, is a constant and is negative, an increase

in the numerator results in a decrease in the rate of interest while a

decrease in the numerator causes the rate of interest to fall.

For the sake of simplicity of presentation, we shall drop this

money supply function and merely write dM instead. It should, however,

be borne in mind that at any time we thus write dM it represents the

right hand side of equation 2.16. Now let us go back to the investment

function.

The investment function can now be arrived at by substituting 2.17

into 2.2. Since we know dM as given by 2.16 we can avoid writing out
a

the long equation and merely substitute 2.7 into 2.2. Thus,

Taking 2.16 and 2.18 together it is possible to trace the effects of

changes in income and money supply as affected by the various types, and

structure of holding, of government debt on investment. We shall not

go into any detailed discussion of all these here since they have to

be discussed fairly extensively later. We shall now go over to take a

brief look at Government Expenditure.

Government Expenditure

Variations in government expenditure shall be taken as given as

it depends, to a considerable extent, on government policy decisions.
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However, such variations have important effects which we should discuss

briefly here. Government expenditure, irrespective of how it is

financed, can take the form of transfer payments or purchase of goods

and services. Such purchases (or any part of them which is not imported)

generate income for the suppliers of such goods and services. And the

income thus generated affects consumption and investment in the same

ways as have been analysed above.

In considering the effects of the mode of financing government

expenditure we shall restruct ourselves to debt finance. As shown

above, debt can be raised from the private sector or the Central Bank.

Purchase of government debt by the private sector is made out of

speculative balance (which is actually accumulated private savings).

Therefore, increased government borrowing from the private sector will

tend to reduce supply of investible funds for private type investment.

To what extent one can say government borrowing from the private sector

constitutes a constraint on private type investment will depend on the

level and responsiveness of the latter in relation to the supply of

investible funds.

If, for example, the level of, or change in private investment

demand is not high enough to absorb the amount of or changes in the

supply of loanable fund especially because of constraints other than

rate of interest, then government borrowing, in so far as it absorbs

only the excess, will not constitute a constraint on private type

investment. Financing government expenditure by borrowing from the

private sector will therefore only have the effect of re-activating

funds which otherwise would have remained idle. It is only when

government demand for private funds exceeds the surplus that compet¬

ition arises between government borrowing and private investment

demand. In that case, increased government borrowing from the private



sector will tend, to increase the rate of interest and thus reduce

private investment. If, however, government borrowing is from the

Central Bank, competition for loanable funds by the government with

the private sector is thereby avoided.

Other points one has to consider include the effects of the

import component of government expenditure, the effect of the nature

of government expenditure itself on real income growth, and the change

in the distribution of income effected by government expenditure.

Since we still have to look at imports below, we shall leave the

effects of the import component meanwhile.

In discussing the other two points we shall assume that government

borrowing has not competed with private demand for investible funds

and that a full employment situation does not exist. If government

expenditure takes the form of mere transfer payments, then additional

purchasing power is pumped into the economy without a matching increase

in productivity resulting directly from the government expenditure.

Since consumption demand will thereby tend to increase, this, as can

be seen from equation 2.8 above, would induce investment to increase.

If, however, investment does not respond, the increased consumption will

merely generate price increases.

If government expenditure takes the form of purchases of goods and

services, then one wants to know whether such purchases are in compet¬

ition with private sector's demand for them. If the purchases compete

with private demand, prices would tend to rise especially if production

of such goods and services does not increase to m et the additional

demand generated. A situation like this might arise where there is

full employment or where there is any constraint that hinders the

responsiveness of changes in production to changes in demand. If,

however, no such competition arises - say where there are unemployed
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resources and the increase in government expenditure is such as to

utilise these unemployed resources - then such expenditure will

increase income both in real and money terms depending on the nature of

the expenditure.

This requires that one distinguishes between expenditures which

are of direct significance for physical production and those which are

not. In the case of the former, government expenditure is geared at

utilising unemployed resources in the production of goods and services

which theoretically should be produced by the private sector but are

somehow neglected or insufficiently produced. In such a case there

will be an increase in income in real and money terms.

The latter include expenditures on expansion of government

administration, social welfare services and even public works like

road construction. (Very often such expenditures merely create more

jobs while cloaking a considerable amount of underemployment). The

effects of these on physical production are largely indirect and

depend on the responsiveness of investment in the private sector to

stimuli. In that case the effects will be very much like those of

transfer payments discussed above.

We can look at the same problem in a different way by examining

the effect of government expenditure via its effect on income distri¬

bution. It is true that the marginal propensity to consume (on the

aggregate) is a function of the propensities to consume of the various

income groups within the economy. (We can take it that it is a

weighted average of the various marginal propensities to consume of

the different income groups). Also, it is realistic to assume that the

marginal propensity to consume of the lower income group is higher

than that of the higher income group.
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If, therefore, government expenditure, either by way of transfer

payment or purchases of goods and services, were of the pattern that

increases the income of the lower income group, the aggregate marginal

propensity, and hence the aggregate demand for goods and services will

tend to increase. If production does not respond sufficiently to meet

the increased demand, prices will tend to rise. On the other hand, if

the expenditure were to increase the income of the higher income group,

a substantial proportion of such increased income might find its way

into savings thus reducing the expansionary effect of the government

expenditure substantially.

These are points one should bear in mind in discussing the multi¬

plier effect of government expenditure on income. We shall come to this

later. The next variable - Exports - shall be taken as given. We shall

therefore proceed to take a brief look at import.

Imports

Imports can be divided into three broad categories - consumer goods,

capital goods and services. Imports of consumer goods depend on the

level of consumption and the rate of substitution of locally produced

consumer goods for their imported counterparts. Similarly, change in

demand for imported capital goods can be associated with changes in

investment in the private sector and in government's capital expenditure.

Demand for imports can therefore be said to be a function of investment,

consumption and government expenditure. Thus we have*

H - /(C, I, G) (3.1)

(3.2)

All the co-efficients and are likely to be positive.
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Consequently, the smaller the co-efficients are the smaller imports

will be and the larger they are, the larger imports will be. And

since imports constitute income leakages, it follows that the larger

the co-efficients are the greater the drain the economy will suffer

via the import valve.

The actual size of each of the imports co-efficients above

depends on several factors. Importation of consumer goods for

example, depends on the extent to which local production is diversi¬

fied to satisfy consumers' tastes as well as the relative prices of

local production in relation to prices of imports. The former is

closely linked with the stage and pattern of industrialisation in the

economy. This in turn depends on the level, pace and pattern of

industrial investment (undertaken either by government or the private

sector) in the country. If the pace of industrial investment is high

and increasingly oriented towards import substitution, §§ *>uld tend
to get progressively smaller. Thus, although increasing consumption

would tend to increase imports, such tendency would be reduced in the

longer run if investment is also increasing and is geared towards

import substitution.

Nevertheless, such increasing investment will also tend to increase

importation (of both capital goods and skill) unless the capital goods

industry and human resources development have progressed far. This

will be so whether the increasing investment is undertaken by the

private sector or the government. The effect of relative prices will

depend on the extent to which the government attempts to restrict

imports either through protective tariff or quantitative restrictions.

The more such restrictive measures succeed, the smaller the above co¬

efficients would be. Such restrictions, however, necessarily have to

be selective as it could otherwise affect investment (procuration of

capital goods), and hence production, adversely.
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With this brief discussion of all the variables, we shall now

take a look at the whole model and see particularly how the effects

of public debt percolate through the whole causal chain. For ease of

reference, let us bring together the important equations arrived at

above. These are equations (1,4)» (2,18) with (2.16), and (3,2),

The definitional expression 0.1 is re-written as shown in 0.2.

dY - dC + dl + dG + dX + dR (0.2)

80 ,STd jYd », to *Yd
dC - & (z~ + r— ~) dY + £5 dir9Y/&Y #f *Y'a »Yd au* (1.4)

dM = r-r dD + ttt
SLD p to aB

P
iH m + 5d dDp

p

✓ to
(Sd,2 b

to.,

2b
2 b

aM , e JT1 e
+

to ^to n + to.
en i

to
dV * dM (2.16)

dl _v dl . SI
*

dY + to2 + to

... m ^Lt
m "

dLt to dY
to tos
to to

s

(2.18)

,D to to todR -
to dc + to dI + to dG (3.2)

dX dX (Given)

dG = dG (Given)
ctH

In these, dX, dG, dD , dDov,/dM , dD , dD ., dfl , and dU*' ' ' p' 2b'A o' e.n' e.i*

, . , . , .. to *Yd aYd tot to toare exogenously determined. Also, cp, gr ,
P JP '2b

aDlb ^ Hi.
—, •££> find -£-r~ are all negative. For neatness, we shall now

represent the exogenous variables as X1, G', D^, H', M', D^ n,

D' ., , and U* (following the order above) and the co-efficients by
Q • X
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lower case letters. Furthermore, we shall introduce the appropriate

(positive or negative) signs. And we shall continue with the as¬

sumption implicit in our discussion so far that all the relationships

are linear. Thus we haves

dY - dC + dl + g' + X* - dft (0.2a)

dC - c(l - t)dY - cU' (1.4a)

dM » -(1 - p)D« + A(kH' - pD' - zD« ) + e^D' +v
P P 2b' 1 e.n

e0~D' . + rail* (2.l6a)c. 6 • x

dl = + edY - v(di/I "bn^; (2.18a)
dR - rdC + qdl + gdG (3.2a)

dX - X1

dG = G'

z represents (~^ + °) while p simply represents the proportion
2b 2b

of private purchase or sale of government securities done through the

bank. If we assume that all such transactions are done through the

bank then p becomes 1 and so the first term on the right hand side of

the money supply function disappears.

Solving these equations for dY givest

-cU'(l-r) + ( n» + 7 i1-*) + G* (1-ffi.) + X'
dY - - (4.1)

1 - c(l-t) (l-r) - (1-q) + ~ (1-q)

Firstly, let us take a brief look at the denominator and how the

parameters that make it up affect the size of the multiplier. The

denominator comprises of two parts. The first which arises out of

consumption is c(l-t) (l-r), where c, t and r are, respectively,

propensities to consume, pay income tax and import for consumption.



The bigger t and r are the smaller the whole expression will be» On

the other hand, the larger c is, the bigger the whole expression will

be. Consequently, a high c will tend to make the size of the denomi¬

nator small while high t and r will tend to increase the size of the

denominator. Correspondingly, as the size of the multiplier varies

inversely as the size of this denominator, a large c will tend to make

the multiplier large while large t and r will tend to make the

multiplier small.

The second part, which in fact can be written together as

( e- (l-q) arises out of the investment function. e which

expresses the inducement effect of a change in income on consumption

behaves like c, and so the bigger e is the bigger the multiplier will
VII

tend to be. On the contrary ~ will tend to increase the size of the

denominator and hence reduce the size of the multiplier. It will be

recalled that v is the interest elasticity of demand for investment, b

the interest elasticity of demand for speculative balance while n is

the responsiveness of the demand for transaction balance to change in

income. Consequently, an inelastic investment and/or a low responsive¬

ness of demand for transaction balance to a change in income will tend

to reduce that expression and hence the contractionary effect on the

multiplier while an inelastic liquidity preference schedule will tend

to work in the opposite direction. Further, both the expansionary
vn

effect of e and the contractionary effect of on the multiplier are

reduced by the import leakage that arises out of investment expenditure

For convenience, let us represent the denominator by /B/.

Equation 4*1 would give the money multiplier as:

dY ^ " q'b (4.2)
dM a "757—
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Given this, the effect of a change in debt on income can be expressed

as:

r dY dM , v
dD " 4 dM dD^

j - p, lb, 2b, e.

(i - q)?b
dM

" I _^ dD.
J 3

4.3 implies that the effect on income of a change in money

supply resulting from the debt depends on the interest elasticities

of the investment and the liquidity preference schedules and the

propensity for investment expenditure to leak into imports. For

v -> o the effect of the change in money on income will also tend to

zero. However, for v ->. b the initial impact of the change in money

will be to change income by the amount of the change in money times

the proportion of investment expenditure made within the economy.

Ultimately, the full effect on income will be this initial change

times the multiplier

4.1 and 4*5 permit the investigation of the effects of a budget¬

ary inbalance and the consequent change in debt on income. From 4*1»

the government expenditure and tax multipliers can be derived as

follows:

1. But for some computational differences the Polak model follows
an identical line of argument as this. See Polak, J.J.,
"Monetary Analysis of Income formation and Payments Problem",
I.Li.F. Staff Report, Vol. 6, 1957-58* The Polak model is
further discussed below. See infra: chapter 8.
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cLY 1 - g

dG' - 7w
dY dY -c(l-r)
dT = dU' " /D/

Taking the budgetary inbalance as the difference between government

expenditure and tax, and incorporating the debt effect (4»3) we havei

dM
l
i

d(G\ T', D) " 757

(1-g) - c(l-r) + (1-q)? I dl)
dY D i i

Since g and rc are likely to be leas than 1 and c respectively,*
government expenditure would exert an expansionary influence on

income while the tax will exert a contractionary influence. This

contractionary impact of the tax will, at least, partly offset

the expansionary impact of government expenditure. Whether or not

the deficit (assuming expenditure is greater than tax)2 will have a

1. g would be equal to 1 and rc would be equal to c only in the
exceptional circumstance where, respectively, all the government
expenditure are on imports and all the reduction in consumption as
a result of the tax are in respect of imports.

2. The same argument would apply in reverse for a surplus. In the case
of a balanced budget, the third expression on the right is zero.
In that case, we have the position where any net expansionary impact
would probably be explained by the Balanced Budget Multiplier
Theorem. Seet the pioneering works in this respect by Wallich, H.C.,
"Income-Generating Effects of a Balanced Budget", Quarterly Journal of
Economics, Vol. 59• Nov. 1944» pp. 78 - 91; "~nd Haavelmo, T.,
"Multiplier Effects of a Balanced Budget", Econoraetrica. Vol. 13»
No. 4» PP. 311 - 318, 1945« Because of the inclusion of the import
leakage, it is difficult to say from our equation above whether such
multiplier effect would be positive, negative or zero. This would
depend on the relative sizes of ug and cur on the one hand and of
(l-cx) and (cur - ug) on the other hand. For a discussion of the
significance of the relative size of budget leakage in relation
to the size of leakage in the rest of the economy for the Balanced
Budget Theorem, see W.J. Baumol and Preston, M.H., "More on the
Multiplier Effects of a Balanced Budget", American Economic Review.
Vol. 45, March 1955» P* 140* They concluded in the work that a
"balanced budget expenditure has an expansionary effect only if
the 'marginal propensity government's 'marginal propensity to leak'
is less than the public", and "that the expansionary effect will
vary directly with the size of the public's marginal propensity to
save, import etc.".



net expansionary impact would, however, depend on the effect of the

mode of financing investment.

If, for example, the debts were raised in such a way that would

cause a reduction on the liquidity of banks and a withdrawal of cash

from the non-bank public, money supply would fall and hence the whole

of the third expression on the right hand side becomes negative. The

additional contractionary effect that thus results might be higher

than, equal to or less than the net expansionary impact of the

deficit considering expenditure and tax alone.

On the other hand, if the debts were raised in such a way that

money supply is increased - say by raising it from the Central Bank

(which virtually amounts to printing money) the expression would be

positive. In that case, the expansionary impact of the deficit would

be supplemented by the additional expansionary impact of the mode of

financing. In addition to these, the third expression is important in

that it permits, also, the examination of the possible effects of the

variation in the composition of debt on income. These are of very

significant policy importance and shall be examined further in the

next two chapters.
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CHAPTER 5

DEBT POLICY

It is intended in this chapter to examine more deeply, the

implication of debt within the monetary model given above, the adequacy

of the model to explain the effect of debt in the process of income

determination, and the broad goals to which debt policies can be

geared given the implications of debt financing. A cursory view of

the model shows (l) that the effect of government borrowing depends

on how it is borrowed, i.e. what type of instrument - long or short -

is used} and (2) that the pattern and magnitude of such effects

depends on who holds the debt.

Types of Loan Instrument

Debt instruments were divided in the model into only two types -

long and short term instruments. This no doubt is an over-simpli¬

fication. Thus let us take a brief look at various classifications

of debt instruments.

In terms of the life of securities, (from issue to retirement)

it is difficult to classify which type of security should belong to

what class except for the very short ones (like Ways and Means Advances

and Treasury Bills) whose lives are less than one year, and the very

long ones typified by irredeemable securities. The problem of

delimitation along these lines is usually circumvented by classi¬

fication in range of years. Thus the Radcliffe Committee classified

into Treasury Bills ..... for less than three months, and longer terra

debts due for repayment in (a) under 5 years, (b) 5-15 years, and

(c) over 15 years and undated.^ A variation along this line is to

1. Radcliffe Committee; op. cit.t Table 26. It would appear from
paragraph 548 of that report, however, that the committee demarcated
5 - 1C year bonds as medium term bonds.
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classify those in the first cla3s of longer term debts in Radcliffe's

classification, i.e. those due for payment after one year but under

five years, as medium term debts.*
Yet another mode of classification, one which is particularly

useful in the discussion of debt management, is the classification

into Funded, Floating, and Unfunded debts.

Originally, the term Funded debt used to be applied to debts the

service of which were secured by special funds specifically set aside

for that purpose or on the government's consolidated revenue fund.

Although it is still largely used in that context, the term has

progressively, in addition, come to refer to long-dated and undated

securities which the government may, at its option, redeem after a

specific date. Hence, funding a debt simply means exchanging a type

of short term debt into a longer one. Although, on the face of it,

the government is obliged to redeem a funded debt, if at all, at a

specific date, the government or the Central Bank can buy it on the

open market before the redemption date originally fixed.

The other two categories - Floating and Unfunded debts - virtually

mean the same thing and are often used interchangeably. They include

short term borrowings of government and other borrowings which could

be redeemed within a specific time (which could be greater or less than

one year) of issue and on which interest is paid till maturity.

In discussing economic effects of government debt, however, a

distinction is usually made only as between short term securities

(comprising largely of treasury bills) and various other government

stocks which are classified as long term securities. It is suggested

1. Lindholm, R. W. classified short term debts as those under one year,
intermediate debts as those between one and five years, and long term
debts as those over five years. See Lindholm, R. ¥,, op. cit., p. 62



that this rests more on consideration for the liquidity structure of

debt on which in fact a lot of the theories about the effects of debt

have been developed.

The liquidity of a debt instrument depends on how easily it can be

converted into cash without the risk of capital loss. Thus the first

test of liquidity would appear to be the length of the life of the

security to maturity. The shorter the life, the more liquid the

security tends to be. This is because the current value, both in money

and in real terms, of a security due to mature within a few months or

weeks is not likely to be very different from the value at maturity.

However, securities which still have a long time to run to maturity

are open to risk of depreciation in real value as a result of inflation

in the economy. Such risk would affect the price that can currently

be obtained on it should the holder decide to sell it.

The second test of liquidity is the marketability of the instrument.

When a security is marketable, it means it can be sold freely on the

market and the holder at maturity gets the redemption value. Two

variants of marketability are the readiness of the Central Bank to

discount the security, and the extent to which it can be pledged as

security for loan. Discounting of securities by the Central Bank is

usually in respect of treasury bills. And the likelihood that a non-

marketable security will be accepted as security for loan is very low.

It follows that a non-marketable security will have to be held by the

initial purchaser until maturity while a marketable and/or discountable

security can easily be converted to cash.

Of vital importance, however, is the effect of the state of the

market on the price that can be obtained. Some securities invariably

find a ready market more easily than others. There is the risk of the

market being depressed when a security holder wants to sell. In that



case it ?/ill be difficult to sell without suffering a capital loss.

In addition, where long term securities are accepted as a pledge for

a loan, it is unlikely that the lender will be prepared to lend the

full face value of the securities pledged because he is also uncertain

how much they would fetch on the market should he have to sell in the

event that the borrower defaults. Thus the longer term securities, even

if mar eatable, are still illiquid because of the risk of loss attaching

to these market uncertainties.

The conventional two-way classification into short- and long-term

debts, therefore, appears to rest on an attempt to distinguish between

these highly liquid instruments and less liquid ones. Treasury bills

are usually taken as typifying short term securities. These can in

fact be taken to be the most liquid of government debt instruments.

This is becauses (i) they are usually issued for 91 days or less during

which time the risk of serious depreciation in the value of money is

likely to be minimal; (ii) they can be sold easily on the market without

any undue risk of loss; (iii) they are readily acceptable to the banks

at face value as security for loan because of their 'near money' nature

and (iv) they are discountable at the Central Bank. A more liquid debt

of the government than treasury bills is the Ways and Means \dvance.

But this transpires only between the government and the Bank like a

commercial bank's advance to a private customer and is not marketable.

Within this liquidity framework, the medium term debts can also

be subsumed into the two-way classification. Thus, in so far as

medium instruments do not have the features of liquidity given above,

it will appear the proper place for them is with the long term

instruments. However, occasionally, medium term instruments are issued

subject to such conditions of easy discountability as in the case of
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the short terra instruments. In that case, the liquidity character

of such medium instruments becomes so enhanced as to qualify there

for inclusion in the short term debts. Let us defer the examination

of the effects meanwhile and take a brief look at the structure of

ownership.

Ownership of Debt Instruments

In addition to the classification of debt instruments, the model

demarcates three categories of holders of debt, changes in whose

holdings have important implications for the supply of money. The

categories are the non-bank public, the commercial banks, and the

Central Bank. Problems of definition are involved in this classification

especially as regards what class of holders should be included or

excluded from the all-embracing category called the non-bank public.

Such definition in particular has important implications for the

controversial issue, hinted at in the introduction, of what should

actually be taken as constituting public debt.

Broadly, holders of public debt can be divided into the following

classess private individuals including unincorporated businesses,

limited liability companies, commercial banks, financial institutions

and insurance companies, government corporations, government departments

and the Central Bank. The first four classes of holders clearly fall

within the private sector. The last three can be said ostensibly to

fall within the government sector. In actual fact, however, the

classification is not as clear-cut as this. A lot of overlapping exists

because of the nature and functions of the government corporations.

In so far as we consider government corporations from the owner¬

ship angle only, they can be said to belong to the government in the

sense that they are usually fully owned and their policies are subject



to government control. From this angle, debts by corporations can be

said to be held by the government itself and interest on any such debt

is paid by the government to itself. For that reason, it can be held

that debts held by corporations should be excluded in computing total

government debt, as such holding merely reflects a 'reverse budgetary

allocation' of unused previous budgetary allocation or budgetary accrual.

Theoretically, where the corporation is partly owned by government and

partly by private individuals, an argument can be validly brought up

that a percentage of debt holding by the corporation representing the

equity interest of private individuals in the corporation should be

included in the holding of public debt by the private sector. These

arguments can only be supported if one is only interested in government

obligations in respect of its debts.

If one is interested, however in the implications of government

borrowing for the supply (or withdrawal) of financial resources from

the economy a different approach is needed. In cases where corporations

are lOCX/J financed from the budget and any additional resources they

obtain from the private sector is in the ordinary course of trade and

such additional resources automatically accrue to the budget, investment

by such government corporations in government securities would not have

any special implication for the supply or withdrawal of resources from

the private sector. A special case of this sort is when a corporation

has been set up to supply loans to the private sector from budgetary

allocations. Examples of these are various loans boards, housing and

development corporations. Although such allocations are meant for

supplying loan capital to the private sector, investment of the funds in

government securities reflects a reverse budgetary allocation of unuti¬

lised capacity rather than a withdrawal of resources from the private

sector. In that case, holding of government debt could be netted out.
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However, there do exist instances where, although corporations

are fully owned and are controlled by the government, their sole or at

least part of their business is to take custody of private sector funds.

These include, for example, cases where corporations operate banking

services (e.g. the post office savings bank, or operation of deposit

account by housing corporations) and, in particular, in the case of

the National Insurance scheme where, in pursuance of a welfare scheme,

a government body is charged with the responsibility of mobilising and

investing savings oorapulsorily extracted frora private individuals'

incomes.

Social Security Department - A Tax or Loan Agent?

In respect of the last example, it is useful to draw a distinction

between National Insurance schemes, contributions to which are, in

effect, outright taxes and those which are not. Nevin contended that

the investment of the National Insurance Fund in British Government

securities amount to "taxation (in all but name) of the insured persons

and their employers plus a subsidy (in all but name) from the Exchequer"^
There is a strong argument for regarding contributions into a

National Insurance scheme as tax if, in addition to the facts that

contribution is made compulsory and the rate (or amount) of each

individual's contribution is fixed by law, (a) benefits can be drawn

from the scheme regardless of whether or not the drawee has contributed,

and/or (b) benefits that can be drawn are based on criteria other than,

1. Nevin, H., op. cit. p.59
2. These elements of compulsion are necessary but not sufficient

to convert the contributions to tax.
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and are not strictly related to the amounts contributed. In that case,

the scheme at once becomes a tax/expenditure dovide for re-distributing

income along socio-political lines rather than an insurance scheme in

the ideal sense. That the British National Insurance Scheme (which

Nevin*3 contention is about) features these characteristics provides the

justification for this argument. In identical cases, where contributions

are, in effect, outright taxes the argument can be strongly supported

that the investment of the Fund in government securities should be

taken as proceeding from the government.

However, assuming an ideal situation where the National Insurance

Scheme is a contributory pension scheme by which every working citizen

is made to save compulsorily for his old age or any contingency, and

from which each contributor or beneficiary draws benefit commensurate

to what he has contributed plus accumulated interest, it is more

correct to regard such contribution, the compulsion notwithstanding,

as saving (or more appropriately as financial investment; by the

individual contributor rather than as tax. To the extent that the

insured arsons have to receive benefits strictly related to their

contributions at some time in future, either on retirement or sudden

death, the Fund becomes a Trust. And the fact (if it is so) that the

managers of the Fund invest it only in government securities would, on

these conditions, merely convert the corporation (or de; artment) in

charge to an official agenoy for mobilising and channelling funds from

the private sector to the coffers of the government"'" - a sort of
1. It should be pointed out, however, that it is not the form of invest¬

ment to which contributions have been put that determines the * tax
character* of the scheme. If, for example, the scheme operates in
such a way that one can correctly regard it as a savings/benefit
scheme in the ideal insurance sense, the fact that the funds are
Invested in government securities would not convert it to a tax. On
the contrary, if, by its operation, it is of the character of govern¬
ment tax/expenditure scheme geared to the achievement of socio-poli¬
tical objectives, this characteristic of the scheme would not be
changed by the mere fact (if so) that the funds are invested - say -
in private shares.



quasi-mandatory form of borrowing from the private sector.

To the extent that investment by these government bodies (which

are custodians of private sector funds; in government securities from

private sector funds in their custody increases, private sector invest¬

ment in government securities should be deemed to have increased. On

this count, it will be wrong to exclude holdings of government debt by

such bodies from the total debt. And indeed these investments should be

grouped with investment in government securities by the non-bank public.

In all other cases, there is strong argument for excluding debts held by

government corporations and other arms of government excluding the Central

Bank. It is appropriate, at this point, to consider holdings of govern¬

ment debt by the Central Bank.

The Central Bank

The Central Bank stands in a unique position vis-a-vis the other

arras of government with respect to dealings in public debt. This is

not only because, conventionally, the Bank is responsible for the man¬

agement of the government debt but also because of its note issuing

function. The Bank does not have to be in custody of private sector

funds or unutilised budgetary allocation to enable it to invest in

government securities. It can buy securities by simply issuing new

notes or creating deposits for the government and the extent to which

it can do this is only limited by whatever legal or other institutional

limitation is placed on its currency issuing power. It follows that

the capacity of the Bank to invest in government debt can be influenced

by varying its note-issuing capacity.

In actual fact, the amount of government debt the Bank would

purchase is only limited, but not conditioned, by this capacity. This



is theoretically dictated largely by its money control functions. The

volume of debt holding necessitated by this function would necessarily

be a minimum. Above this, the volume actually held varies from country

to country and with the circumstances of the monetary system peculiar

to each country.

Being responsible for the management of the public debt the Bank

usually acts as a buffer between the Treasury and the securities market.

When new issues are floated, it is customary for the Bank to take up

whatever part of the new issues that are not fully subscribed by the

public. But these amounts taken up by the Bank are peddled through the

market as soon as possible afterwards. The implication here is that the

money supply is temporarily increased by the fact that the Bank takes

up unsubscribed issues but the resulting increase in the money supply

is withdrawn as soon as possible after through market sale.

This would not matter very much where the market for securities is

well developed and demand for them is high enough to absorb whatever

excess the Bank takes on, at the time of issue, within a short time after.

In economies where the securities market is not at an advanced stage of

development and demand for securities from the general public is low, the

Bank might find it difficult to sell much of the new is-uea it has taken

up. This means that for every successive issue of a new security by the

government, the Bank's holding will tend to increase. The Bank's support

to government under the circumstance is inflationary. In addition, it

might tend to indicate the weakness of open market operations as a tool

of monetary control.

It might be useful to look at holdings of debt by the Bank from

the point of view of resource withdrawal from the private sector.

From equation 2.16 it can be seen that money supply varies directly



as changes in the Bank's holding of government debt. Money supoly

increases v/hen the Bank purchases government securities and decreases

when its holding of securities falls. In addition, it is immaterial

whether the purchase or sale is from/to the private sector or directly

from/to the treasury. When the Bank sells to the private sector,

monetary resources are thereby withdrawn from the private sector and

when it purchases from this sector, monetary resources in the private

sector are correspondingly increased. If the Bank purchases directly

from the treasury (new cash - so to say - is thereby issued and) the

government is thereby enabled to withdraw real resources from the private

sector through its purchases of goods and services. Consequently,

either way, the Bank's holding of debt has important implications for

the variation of resources in the private sector.

The Working of the Debt Instrument

It might perhaps be useful, for a 3tart, to point out one vital

difference between the effects of debts holding by the non-bank private

sector and the banking sector. Prom equation 2.16 it was shown that,

assuming that banks utilise credit capacity fully, money supply will

change by a multiple of the change in commercial hanks' holding of

long term debt. This will be so whether the change is an exchange of

long term bond for short term debts or for cash. However, exchange of

cash for short term securities and vice-versa will not affect the power

of the banks to increase supply of money by credit expansion.

With regard to the non-bank private sector, money supply varies

inversely as their holdings of debt. There is no multiple effect as

in the case of the banks unless of course in so far a3 such variation

in the sector's holding leads to increase in cash deposit into or

withdrawals from the banks by the investors.
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The link-up between debt instrument and income provided by the

model is via money supply and investment. We shall now examine the

causal relationship provided by this link-up and proceed to consider

how far we can say it adequately explains the relationship. For easy

reference, let us reproduce the relevant equations here.

dl . Jl« + edY - v(dM "bZdY) (2.18a)

dM m -(1 - p)dDp + \(kdH - P<*Dp - zdD2b^ + ^^'dn
+ e2D'ei + mMV (2.16a)

From equation 2.18a we see that investment is negatively related

to the rate of interest but positively related to (consumption and

hence; income. The rate of interest is determined by the expression

in brackets in the last term on the right hand side of 2.18a. This

expression derives from equation 2.7 which relates the rate of interest

to the demand for speculative balances defined as the difference between

total demand for (which is equal to the total supply of) money and the

demand for transaction balance. We can re-cast the expression as

A-l for convenience of discussion, b is the responsiveness of

demand for speculative balance to changes in the rate of interest.

If we take dlvl as the change in supply of money we see that, given

the transactions demand for money, an increase in the supply of money

would force the rate of interest down while a decrease in the supply of

money would cause the rate of interest to rise. With the rate of

interest falling as a result of the easy money, investment would,

ceteris paribus, rise. Contrarily, rising rate of interest resulting

from the tight money would tend to make investment fall. Given,

therefore, that the transaction demand for money remains unchanged, if

tue change in government debt is such as to ease money supply, the



changes would tend to depress the rate of interest and consequently,

investment \?ould tend to increase. If, however, changes in government

debt is such as to tighten money supply up, the changes would force

the rate of interest up and consequently cause a fall in investment.

The effects of changes in transaction demand should also be

emphasised as they might detract from or boost these effects of money

supply on the rate of interest. If at the same time, the supply of

money is increasing, transactions demand for money is also increasing,

the resulting reduction in the rate of interest would be smaller than

it would otherwise have been. In fact, the rate of interest might not

fall at all if the increase in transactions demand in absolute terras

is equal to the increase in money supply. The reverse of this could

result if both money supply and transactions demand are falling at

the same time. On the oontrary, if money supply and transactions

demand are moving in opposite directions, the effect would be to carry

the change in interest rate (in either negative or positive direction)

beyond what would have resulted if money supply only had been changing.

One could conceive of combinations of policy measures that could

result in changes in both money supply and transactions demand

especially if changes in debt are necessitated and accompanied by

changes in government budgetary balance (deficit or surplus). To the

extent that such budgetary balance exerts expansionary or contractionary

effects on income, transactions demand would tend to change while, at

the same time, money supply would tend to change as a result of the

changes in debt necessitated by the budgetary balance.

Let us now turn our attention to the proposition that the effect

of debt on income generates only through investment. One important

respect, hinted at above, where borrowing might directly affect not only
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investment but also consumption is the case where government borrowing

takes the form of mandatory or quasi-mandatory borrowing. One can

argue too that debt might affect consumption through wealth, expected

income and liquidity effects. The effects of these variables on

consumption have, for some time, been receiving attention in

economics literature.^".

Although some empirical work on the liquidity effect on

2
consumption shows positive association between the two, on a prior

reasoning the idea is not convincing that pe pie would consume more

if their wealth were to be held in liquid asset form than if held

3
in illiquid form. This is particularly so if we assume that

accumulation of wealth results from a voluntary savings process. That

the level of wealth might influence the proportion of income that

goes into consumption sounds quite a plausible proposition.

It can be argued that the higher the level of wealth the less

the urge would be to cut down on current consumption. This, as

4
Musgrave suggested, would be meaningful in case of 'target savings*

Similarly, it can be argued that the higher the stock of interest

yielding assets held, the higher the expected income, and hence, the

higher current consumption would tend to be. These are of particular

relevance in discussing the effects of the mandatory and quasi-

mandatory borrowings. ,

1. For detailed discussions of these effects see! Gardner Ackley,
Macro-Beonomic Theory, (New Yorkt The Macmillan Company, 1963)*
pp. 252-307 and 555-561; Also his "The Wealth - Savings Effect",
Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 59* Apr. 1951> PP« 154-161; and
Zellner, A, "The Short-Run Consumption Function", Bconometrica
Let. 1957, PP. 552 - 567. " — -

2. See, for example, Zellner, A., op cit. and Ackley's i-lacro-Zconomie
Theory, op. cit.pp. 274 - 279.

3. Ackley, Ibid.

4. Musgrave, R. A., op. cit., p. 553*



If savings is forced through a process of mandatory of quasi-

mandatory borrowing by the government, consumption would be affected

to the extent that the forced saving is higher than what it would

otherwise have been. Forced saving features strongly the element of

compulsion in taxation which necessitates that it should be looked

upon an reducing disposable income and treated just the same way tax

is treated. This is not to suggest that the effect on consumption

would thereby be the same as if a tax increase of equal amount had

been imposed. The proportion of disposable income, thus arrived at,

that would go into consumption might be so adjusted that the level of

savings (taking both the voluntary and compulsory savings together) is

not hi her than it would otherwise have been. If, however, the amount

of savings thus compulsorily extracted is higher than what would

otherwise have been saved, it would tend to depress the absolute level

of consumption.

For the rest of this chapter we shall proceed to consider debt

policies to achieve various goals. This, we shall do very briefly,

and after it we shall go over to take a look, in the next chapter, at

the problems of debt management.

Debt Policy Goals.

From the discussion above, we have seen that the use of debt

instrument might take one or both of two forms - fix. changing the

absolute level of debt, or changing the structure of the debt. From

the viewpoint of the treasury, the first is necessitated by budgetary

requirement and so can actually be referred to as fiscal/debt policy

to distinguish it from the second which can be referred to as

ordinary debt policy.
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Ordinary debt policies, therefore, are policies geared at changing

the structure (i.e. composition and/or holdings; of debt, hich does not

neceso rily involve a current budget surplus or deficit. It involves,

for example, funding of shorter term debts into longer ones and vice versa,

or varying the proportion of total debt or any type of debt instrument

held by the general public. It can nevertheless be necessitated by

budget .ry considerations (e.g. controlling the budgetary burden of debt

servicing and/or amortisation of debt) as well as the control of the

liquidity of the economy for the purpose of attaining specific monetary

policy goals. The two - fiscal/debt policies find ordinary debt policies -

are not mutually exclusive as in pursuing the former, the government

would, in all probability, also contemplate the latter.

The growth of government borrowing may be due to national emergency

such as war, devastating flood or earthquake, catastrophic epidemics, etc.

A national emergency requires an increase in government en ^nditure - an

increase which it might not be practicable, if possible at all, to meet

by raisin- taxes. A budgetary deficit, then, arises which has to be

financed by borrowing. A characteristic feature of a war economy is a

substantial drop in production for peacetime consumption as resources

tend to be largely mobilised towards the prosecution of war. Given the

expansionary nature of government deficit in the face of declining (or

possibly negative) rate of growth of physical production, in appropriate

borrowing policy would appear to be such as will substantially reduce

the liquidity of the economy. This requires that government borrowing

policy should not only be on long term basis but also should be raised

absolutely from within the private sector.



Discussion of the various ways whereby this might be done we

shall defer to next chapter. However, because of the urgency attaching

to such situation, and the practical difficulty of raising the necessary

loan this way, in sufficient amount, and as quickly as it is needed,

resort is usually had to easier modes of financing - say borrowing from

the Central Bank.

Apart from war, borrowing by government might also be necessary

for financing the government's long term investment project which, by

reason of the heavy expenses involved, cannot be net from the recurrent

revenue of the year in which it is to be undertaken. It is often argued

that such capital projects should, in fact, be financed by borrowing

in so far as the benefit that would accrue from it would be enjoyed

beyond the year in which it is undertaken. Also, such borrowing, which

should he on long terra basis, should be repaid over the useful years

of the investment. This, it is usually argued, would ensure inter-

generation equity as the services of the investment would then be

bought by successive generations on a principle of 'pay as you use'.

Proceeding to more general uses of fiscal/debt policies, because

of its expansionary effect, it is often prescribed that a budgetary

deficit on government account is advisable during a period of stagnation.

A deficit will thereby increase income and consequently consumption.

The increase in consumption, in its turn, will induce higher investment.

Since the amount of investment that is actually undertaken may depend

on the rate of interest, it is important that the government takes

care that the mode of financing the deficit does not raise the rate

of interest.

In that case, it sounds reasonable that, under the circumstances,

the government should refrain from borrowing from the private sector or



should make use of short terra instruments only. That way, credit

capacity within the private sector, rather than fall, will remain

unchanged and can even increase considering, in addition, the increase

in saving that would result from the additional income generated by the

government deficit. This would have the effect of keeping the rate of

interest low so permitting uninhibited adjustment of investment to

the pressure induced by the rise in consumption. Borrowing long under

the circumstance would reduce money supply and consequently increase the

rate of interest. Such increase in rate of interest might prevent

investment from adjusting to the extent necessitated by the increase

in consumption.

At the other extreme, for combating inflation, particularly in a

full employment situation, apart from running a budget surplus,'-
government debt policy should be geared at reducing the liquidity of the

economy. This would involve inducing the private sector to increase

their holding of longer term debts. Such increase would, ceteris paribus

reduce liquidity and hence increase the rate of interest which would, in

turn, depress investment. Arguments can be advanced for the use of

budgetary and/or debt policies along these lines in greater or less

degrees to cope with situations less extreme than complete stagnation

or extreme inflation.

^iirthermore, there is tne special case of developing countries

where it has been fashionable to embark on development programmes aimed

at speeding up their growth. The programmes usually entail government

expenditure on a massive scale that cannot be met from tax, given

their limited taxable capacity. The result is that the government

1. Due suggested that such budget surplus should be spent in redeeming
,rt of the outstanding debt, (op cit. p. 579)• In our opinion this

appears inconsistent with the necessity to reauce liquidity under
such inflationary condition.
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necessarily has to resort to borrowing.

,11 too often, capital projects in developing countries consist

of speedy expansion of economic and social infrastructure - either

handled directly by the government or by the government corporations.

Although this sort of capital expenditure may raise productive

efficiency through better movement of raw materials, improved quality

of labour, and a general expansion of the market, all of which are

essential for growth, they might not, in fact, immediately increase

production of goods and services. In that case, it can be argued that

government debt policy should be such as would leave the economy

reasonably liquid and hence make for uninhibited growth of private

investment.

However, given the characteristic features of under-developed

economics - high propensity to consume, preponderant orientation of

business towards commercial rather than productive industrial invest¬

ments, and the high propensity to import - a debt policy geared at

credit liberalisation might be ill-advised. This, rather than

increase private industrial development, might tend instead to generate

increasing demand for import. Apart from the substantial leakage,

this will constitute, the strain it will place on the country's

foreign exchange reserve might be too high for her to accommodate.

It can be suggested that imports could be restricted 30 as to

retain the full expansionary impact on the demand for locally produced

oods in the hope that that would induce higher investment which could

be encouraged by appropriately gearing debt policy in the direction

of credit liberalisation. But then the argument rests on the ability

of rivate industrial investment to respond automatically to the

stimuli of increasing demand and falling interest rate. In the



absence of such automatic responsiveness, the fiscal/debt policy would

merely result in inflation rather than any growth in real income.

Because of the danger of low (or absence of) responsiveness of

private industrial investment, development programmes are often drawn

to include schemes whereby part of the borrowed money can be re-lent

to private businesses or directly invested by the government in indust¬

rial enterprises. Important though availability of capital or liber¬

alisation of credit might be, responsiveness of investment is a question

the answer to which might also depend importantly on some other basic

factors. We shall return to these problems later on.

Two other small but nonetheless important reasons for government

borrowing are worth mentioning. The first arises out of the time

difference between the flow of recurrent government revenue and expend¬

iture. This often necessitates that government borrows to keep its

activities going in anticipation of flow of revenue. It is therefore

reasonable to expect that the borrowing is on short term basis.

The second is usually adopted as a device for postponing repayment

of debts which might fall due for repayment at inconvenient times.

Thus, rather than stretch further an already tight budget to repay the

maturing loan, the government might instead raise another loan to- pay

it off. This is no more than a funding (or conversion) device. Let

us now turn our attention to the problems of debt management.
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CHAPTER 4.

DEBT MANAGEMENT

The successful use of the debt instrument to achieve economic

goals depends very largely on its management. The problem of debt

management arises out of the need for regulating the effects of the

issue, retirement, and composition of debts on the liquidity of the

private sector as well as keeping the budgetary burden of the debt

within manageable limits. Although this is primarily the responsibility

of the Treasury, the Central Bank plays a very major role both in aiding

the Treasury and in performing its own function of monetary control.

Thus close co-ordination necessarily exists between the Treasury and

the Central Bank in the performance of this task.

As mentioned earlier, the ultimate goal of debt policy is to

influence the liquidity of the private sector in such a way that will

lead to the achievement of the desired goal. This can be successfully

done if the participation of the private sector is sufficiently large

to form a significant proportion of their asset holding. If it is

very low, for example, issue or retirement of debt will hardly go any

way to influence their liquidity structure and thus effect a change in

their economic behaviour. It will appear therefore that a very import¬

ant problem of debt management is to ensure as much participation of

the private sector as possible.

Also, as already shown, the pattern of the effects of public debt

on the economy depends on the composition of the debt and the structure

of ownership. Thus another important problem of debt management

consists of the manipulation of the composition and terras of issue of

debt to achieve the appropriate change in the pattern of holding

consistent with the achievement of the desired goal.



Purthermore, since public debt has to be serviced and eventually

repaid, the budgetary burden imposed by the cost of borrowing and

repayment makes it impossible for the Treasury to close its eyes to this

aspect of debt. Therefore, cost of borrowing as well as the timing and

mode of repayment also pose important problems in debt administration.

These encompass a wide range of problems which the techniques of debt

management are meant to solve and they shall be examined to some extent

in this chapter.

Influencing the Extent of Participation of the Private Sector

To start with, let us attempt to analyse briefly the various

factors that influence the investment decisions of various categories

of investors in the private sector. These we shall discuss under four

sub-headings, viz. Commercial Banks, Financial Institutions other than

commercial banks, Business Firms, and Private Individuals.

Commercial Banks

The first and major concern of commercial banks is how best to

utilise moneys deposited with them in such a way as to maximise profit

while, at the same time, keeping sufficiently liquid to meet the

withdrawals by customers from deposits standing in their names. In

that case yield, as well as relative liquidity, is of major importance

in banks' investment decisions. Thus ceteris paribus, the banks will,

on the ground of relative liquidity, prefer short-term assets to longer-

term investments either in government bonds, business shares or long-

term private loans. Thus, the yield on the longer assets, both in

terms of interest rate to be earned and possible capital gains, will



have to be much higher than the yield on the shorter assets, at least

to compensate for their relative illiquidity.

The importance attaching to liquid assets in the portfolio of

banks derives largely from the fact that they serve as the base for

banks* credit creation and that the amount of credit a bank can create

is a multiple of the liquid assets held. If, therefore, the yield on

the credit that can be supported by a specific amount in liquid assets

is greater than the yield that can be obtained by investing directly

in long-term instruments (private or government), the former would be

preferred to the latter. Yield, in both cases, should be adjusted

appropriately by deducting from what is obtainable on either, the cost

of obtaining the funds that permits the investment being undertaken.

Such cost will be the interest rate the bank pays on customers'

deposits plus any loss sustained in converting non-cash assets to cash

for the purpose of sustaining the investment. The loss will be a loss

incurred either through re-discounting or through market sales.

In addition, however, banks' decisions will also be influenced

by the relative security of the various forms of assets. Banks are

open to the risk of default, and hence bad debts, in respect of credit

granted by them. The strict terras of guarantee on which their loans

are usually made are intended to minimise this risk. But at the same

time, they are open to capital loss in respect of long-term securities

they invest in. In that case, the yield on any form of investment by

banks should, in addition, be weighted by a risk or 'security index'.*

1. 'Risk or Security Index' here simply means the relative subjective
weight attached to the risk element in government securities
vis-a-vis other forms of assets by the investor.
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We can therefore sura up this way. Commercial banks1 investment

in illiquid (risk) assets depends on the relative weighted yield on

credit to customers, business shares, and government long-terra stocks.

This determines their preference for the various types of illiquid

assets. Their preference for credit will be reflected in the amount

of liquid assets they hold. Furthermore, liquid assets kept by them

will be such as will be enough to sustain the level of deposit and

credit, subject to whatever minimum liquidity ratio is prescribed.

Thus their investment in short terra securities will be the difference

between such amount of liquid assets and the minimum amount of cash

they maintain as determined by officially prescribed minimum cash ratio

or by convention, whichever is higher. Also, the investment mix at

this short end between government and commercial bills will depend on

the relative weighted yields.

Financial Institutions other than Commercial Banks

These include Insurance Companies, Finance Houses, Credit Corpo¬

rations, etc. Their major businesses include largely lending and

investing with a profit motive. The possibilities before them range

from loans to individuals for purchase of durable goods or real

property to investment in business shares and government securities.

Thus it is not so much liquidity consideration that influences them

as the yield on investment. In audition, security of investment will

receive a relatively lower weight than yield in their investment

decision as evidenced by the fact that these categories of investors

are invariably more involved in speculative investments than most

others. They therefore invariably tend to be more interested in long-
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term investments on which yield might he higher.1
The extent of their investment in government securities will

largely depend on the demand for credit in the private sector, the

availability of credit worthy business shares as well as the relative

yields on them vis-a-vis yield on government securities. If private

investment and consumption is so high that they can obtain higher

returns by supporting private demand they will prefer to do so rather

than invest in government securities. This is particularly so since

their usual mode of financing such consumption is to vest ownership

of whatever is being purchased in themselves until full payment of

the price plus their interest hae been made. Similarly, since under

normal circumstances, 'security index' is likely to be low in the

investment decision of this categoiy of investors, interest rate on

. overnment securities will have to be as close as possible to yield on

private shares to be able to compete effectively with the latter in

their portfolio.

It follows therefore that demand from this group for government

securities will tend to rise when there is a lull in business (and

hence both yield and security of private shares tend to fall) and

consumption is low. The reverse too is to be expected in a boom.

Business Firms

Discussion of business firms' decision to invest in government

securities will also have to revolve around their idea of the relative

1. Jeet Due, J.P. op. eit.. p. 4911 Abbot, C. C., "Government Debt
and Private Investment Policy", Review of Economics and Statistics
Vol. 51, 1949, at p. 24. -
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profitability of alternative ways of utilising investible surplus.

Pour possible alternatives are open to them. A firm can keep its

surplus in form of balances in the bank, plough it back into its

operation, invest in some other business enterprise, or invest in

government securities. One naturally expects the second alternative to

take priority, but only in so far as the firm thinks it has got to

the limit of its expansion possibility, or does not have enough surplus

to increase its scale of operation, or feels that it can get a higher

return on any other alternative than the current return on its capital

will these other alternatives come up for consideration.

Where a firm wishing to expand does not have sufficient investible

surplus, it can do one of two things. It can, for example, borrow -

say from the banks - such extra fund as is necessary to make the

expansion possible provided the interest to be paid is not above the

expected increase in profitability that might result from the expansion.

An alternative to that is to put whatever surplus there is meanwhile

into financial assets as a temporary investment until it is able to

muster enough fund3 for its programme. In that case, short-term

government security might be an attractive proposition. Apart from

thiSj it appears that the enthusiasm of business firms to invest in

government securities would be very low except in the unusual case of

the yield on securities being higher than the return the firms can

obtain otherwise.

Private Individuals

Investment by private individuals can be either indirect - say

through participation in pension scheme - or direct through compulsion

by the government, or through a conscious attempt to save out of net



disposable income and put the saving into a form that yields a dividend.

The indirect and direct but compulsory ones have been touched upon above

They were referred to as quasi-mandatory and mandatory government

borrowings respectively.

A conscious effort to save might arise out of desire to provide

for old age or to invest so as to increase earning capacity. The type

of investment that will appeal to the individual will then depend on

what he is cutting down on present consumption for. It also depends,

to a considerable extent, on how perfect his knowledge is as to the

various investment opportunities open to him.

Broadly, a person saving for his old age is likely to be highly

interested in the security of his investment (where security is defined

in terms of low risk of loss of both financial and real value of

investment). He is therefore likely to choose between bank deposits,

investment in real property, investment in business shares, or invest¬

ment in government securities. The choice of the last two is likely to

be influenced largely by hi3 knowledge of such modes of investment and

how to get at them, as well as his idea of the relative security of

the assets while investment in the second will depend on the size of

his income. Absence of adequate knowledge might go a long way to

minimise the conscious or voluntary investment of individuals in

government securities. Besides, the security, and occasionally long-

term returns attaching to investment in real property might be too high

to be resistible for people who have access to enough resources to

acquire them.

Similarly, for the other group of savers, these features of invest¬

ment in real property might give it a relatively high weight in their

decision. On the assumption that this class of savers are prepared to
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take some risks, an additional investment opportunity is open to them

- viz. to employ any savings they have in running small 3cale businesses.

This possibility, however, depends on their entreoreneurial ability.

Given, therefore, that this class of people have perfect knowledge

of alternative investment opportunities, government securities will also

have to compete with business investment, real property and bank deposit

for their savings and will only succeed if the relative yield and the

security weight on them are higher than those on the other modes of

investment.

From the discussion, the following general picture emerges. The

distribution of investment in the private sector between government

securities and private-type investment is affected by (i) the relative

yield on both, (ii) the investors' concept of relative security,^"
and (iii) the degree of indifference of private investors between yield

and security. It might therefore be possible to construct a locus of

points of indifference which, given the investment capacity of each

group of investors in the private sector, will show the various

combinations of yield and security components between which the group

2
is indifferent.

1. It is safer and perhaps better to work on the basis of investors'
(subjective) concept of relative security of alternative modes of
investment than a set of rigid ideas, about relative security, based
on principles which do not bear much relevance to reality. Govern¬
ment securities, for example, are often said to be more secure than
private-type investment. The argument largely rests on the danger
of los3 of capital invested in business shares (which are usually
taken as typifying private investment) in case of the failure of the
issuing company, a thing which could not happen in the case of the
government securities. To start with, typifying private investments
by shares is clearly wrong as they include investments in real estate
as well as own business both of which investors could consider more

secure than government securities. Besides, there is doubt as to
whether one can place government securities as being more secure than
private shares bearing in mind that inflationary pressure would tend
to diminish the real value of government securities while the other
would gain both in money and real value as a result of increasing
profitability of business.

2. For a good analysis of investment behaviour using indifference curve
analysis, see Tobin, J., "Liquidity Preference as Behaviour Toward
Risk", Review of Economic Studies.Vol. XV, 1958, PP» 65 - 86. See,
in particular, Sec. Ill on 'Uncertainly, Risk Aversion and Liquidity
Preference'.



One can therefore conceive of ratea of substitution, for each

investor, of yield for security and vice-versa. Such rates will differ

from one investment group to the other depending on their investment

motive. For groups where the income motive is strong, the rate of

substitution of yield for security will be high and investment will be

more interest elastic. However, for groups whose investment motive is

to provide for a specific future eventuality, e.g. old age or future

project, the rate of substitution of yield for security will be low,

hence investment will not be interest elastic and the security element

will be stronger. This means that the strategy to adopt in increasing

the private sector's investment in government debt is either to

increase the yield or security, depending on which group in the sector

is the target.

By way of rationalising, we defined a security as secure if it can be

converted to cash before or. at maturity without risk of capital loss.

Hence, interest and security can actually be reconciled by re-defining

real yield as the real value of interest minus the loss in real value

of the capital sum invested. The real value of yield on government

security is therefore directly related to the rate of interest but

inversely related to time, both in respect of interest find capital.

It follows that the real yield will be very close to the rate of interest

on short term securities and will progressively be lower than the rate of

interest the longer the life of the security.

Consequently, lending short would attract more participation by

the private sector than lending long. Also, increasing investment in

long term debt will have to be secured either by (i) issuing at sub¬

stantially high rate of interest that would more than compensate for

whatever discount of value people might place on the monetary value of

the investment of (ii) issuing on such terms that the debt instruments are



guaranteed against such loss in real value.

Other basic issues involved include the extent, within the private

sector, of knowledge of, and interest in, investment in government

securities, and the existence of suitable channels whereby such invest¬

ment can be effected. The former is part of a wider problem of what the

general public's attitude is to investment in equity shares and debt

instruments (private or government). This problem does not normally

arise in respect of banks and other financial institutions since they

basically trade in investments. With individuals, it is different.

The general level of education of the public and the dimension of

sophistication their investment behaviour has attained are very important

for investment by individuals in government securities.

Even if we can assume a reasonably favourable attitude from the

general public to this mode of investment, their patronage of government

securities will, in addition to yield and security discussed above, also

depend on the minimum value that can be bought. The problem of the

minimum value that can be bought is closely tied to the size of income

of the prospective investors. While a purchase of £100 government

security at a time might be possible for people in the very high income

bracket, it would surely be beyond the reach of majority of the low and

middle income groups. Issuing securities in small units will bring this

mode of investment within the ambit of what a good number of small

savers can afford. However, to be weighed against this is the higher

administrative cost that might result from dealing with numerous

applications that might result. It might perhaps be better if the

government has to deal with just a few brokers who ueal on behalf of

a good number of small investors.
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toother important role which such brokers fulfil is that they

provide suitable channels (which are, at least, more accessible to

many prospective investors in the private sector than the capital

markets) through which investment in government securities can be

undertaken. It is unrealistic to expect that everybody who wants to

buy or sell securities would be able to do so directly on the capital

market. Cost of such direct dealings apart, dealings on the market

are often restricted to professional registered dealers. Consequently,

individuals or bodies interested in buying or selling often have to do

it through the brokers. The extent of participation therefore depends

rather largely on how much custom the brokers have, which in turn

depends on how dispersed their area of operation is. However, the

cost of investing through an intermediary will reduce the effective

yield on the securities bought and this will tend to reduce the demand

for them.

Not all government securities are, however, dealt in on the capital

market. The government also utilises more widely distributed and easily

accessible channels like the post offices. In addition, commercial

banks often readily help their customers in such dealings through their

own brokers. These make it easier for individuals who are interested,

to obtain them at reasonably lower expense. Let us now turn our

attention to the various borrowing techniques that can be adopted in

borrowing from the private sector.

Borrowing Techniques

We shall assume adequate knowledge, favourable attitude, convenient

units of issue, and easy accessibility to channel for purchase and sale



of securities. Besides these, there remains only two factors to be

manipulated to vary the attractiveness of government securities.

These are yield and security of investment where security is defined

as the ease of convertibility to cash without suffering undue capital

loss.

Ease of convertibility can be provided for either if the security

can be discounted or redeemed by the government or any government agency

at any time, or if the security is marketable find quoted on the stock

exchange. This will ensure that the investor can easily convert it

to cash in case urgent need for cash suddenly arises before it matures.

Even where government has, for any reason,^" decided to make use of

irredeemable debt instrument, marketability of such instrument will

compensate to some appreciable extent for the non-redeeraability.

The fear of capital loss arises either at the time the investor

wishes to sell his securities or on redemption. The former deoends on

changing market conditions which, at best, are difficult to predict and

hence safeguard in advance. The latter results largely from inflationary

trend in the economy. The longer the life of instrument, the greater

this fear will be. The fear can, theoretically, be removed or at

least minimised by the use of guaranteed securities. This is not

without problems which we shall come to later. However, the technique

will have the effect of at least increasing the security weight attached

to the securities.

With regard to yield, apart from manipulating the actual rate of

interest, there are a number of terms on which securities can be issuedthat

1. The use of irredeemable securities is iften sug ested in cases of
war debts. Also it is often suggested that the hard core of govern¬
ment debt which has been subject of successive refu ding are better
converted to i redeemable or perpetual debts.
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will actually have the effect of increasing the yield. These include,

inter alia, (i) tax exemption terms whereby both the capital invested

as well as interest accruing on government securities are made

deductible from income in calculating the taxable income of the investor,

and (ii) terms in respect of discount whereby securities are issued at

a discount in addition to whatever interest might be payable on their

nominal values. This discount ;,ro tanto increases the yield on the

securities.

Other techniques of involving a large proportion of the population

in government debt include institutionalised borrowing (i.e. borrowing

through savings - voluntary or compulsory - schemes), mandatory

borrowing, and identifying loan instruments to factors of sentimental

of psychological appeal. Premium Bond scheme provides a good example

of borrowing based on psychological appeal. The lottery character of

premium bonds as well as the availability in small units - usually

of £1 - make it attractive to a large proportion of the cross-section

of the public. Although only the lucky winners in the prize draws

enjoy any yield on their holdings of premium bonds, the psychological

expectation of the probability of winning a prize if holding is large,

usually induces many people to invest in it. Also, although premium

bonds can be cashed on demand, the government has a free hand, if it

chooses, to attach a maximum repayment time at which tirae it theore¬

tically has an opportunity to reduce the absolute volume of the debt

if the state of the economy so demands.

Attaching borrowing to issues of National importance might be a

very effective way of securing as much participation as possible from

the public and possibly at relatively lower rate of interest than would

otherwise have been possible. Thus, in time of National emergency, for
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example, securities like war bonds might find ready market from private

individuals. This technique can also work in peace time if bonds are

attached to activities like development programmes - provided such

programmes have been brought home to and have won the support and

admiration of the people.

Institutionalised borrowing takes the form of official channeling

of small savings mobilised through various institutions into government

debt. Examples include the post office savings bank deposits, and

national savings and pensions schemes. Although such schemes do

ensure investment by a large and sufficiently diversified section of

the public (including low, middle, and upper income groups), the

indirect form they take, however, tend3 to insulate participants from

changes in debt policies of the government.

In the first place, some of these schemes take the form of demand

deposits in that interested individuals can put in or withdraw funds

at any time irrespective of whether the current government policy is

geared towards reducing or increasing the liquidity of the economy.

Similarly, although pension schemes might make contributions by indi¬

viduals take on the character of long term investment, there is nothing

in the machinery of debt management to prevent retiring individuals

from withdrawing investment benefits irrespective of the prevailing

government debt policy. It follows therefore that in so far as the

bulk of the participation of individuals takes this form, debt manage¬

ment techniques will not succeed to any appreciable extent in directly

influencing their liquidity positions.

Mandatory borrowing is analogous to 'refundable tax*. The govern¬

ment stipulates how much each individual should lend - attached

probably to his income and deducted along with income tax. If the
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will not meet opposition. In fact, rather than fix a rigid amount or

proportion of income, to be deducted, the government can merely

stipulate a minimum and allow each individual to state how much above

this he likes to lend. Certificates in respect of amounts deducted

can then be given to each investor at specific intervals and such

certificates can be made transferable. In addition, this node of

borrowing can be linked with issues of national importance to reduce

whatever opposition people might have to it because of its tax character.

On the whole, these methods of borrowing would open up a steady

flow of loans to government from the private sector. It must be

mentioned, however, that some of them (particularly the institutionalised

borrowing techniques which we earlier on called quasi-mandatory bor¬

rowing) do not serve more than this purpose as far as the contributors

of the loan funds are concerned. Let us now turn our attention to the

problems of liquidity control.

Liquidity Control

Because of the great implications of the composition of debt for

the liquidity of the economy, its control forms the crux of debt

management problems. The magnitude of this problem ranges from minor

control of the credit creation capacity of commercial banks, with

which the monetary authorities are largely concerned, to major controls

necessitated by extreme cases of inflation and depression in which the

overall control of spending power in the economy is the focal point

of the Treasuiy. Control of liquidity by the Treasury and the Bank

hangs largely on their ability, through their sales technique, to

manipulate the mix of long and short term debt instruments held by

the general public.



There are other methods which the Bank can also adopt and which

are used largely for controlling banks1 credit capacity. These other

methods depend on the power of the Bank to stipulate the liquidity

requirement of the commercial bank3 and the types of assets that

should qualify for inclusion in determining their liquid assets, the

power to require commercial banks to make special deposits with it,

and the power to control, as lender of the last resort, the cost at

which the banks attain more liquidity through changes in its re¬

discount rates.

Adjusting the liquidity requirement or composition of bankers*

liquid assets hits at the very base of their power to expand credit.

The success, however, depends on circumstances* For example, measures

aimed at increasing liquidity - say lowering of liquidity ratio or

including assets which had hitherto not been accepted as liquid -

will succeed in increasing money supply only if the demand for credit

in the economy is sufficiently high.^" On the other hand, when demand

for credit is very high - say in a period of inflation, an increase in

liquidity ratio might succeed in placing a definite limit on credit

expansion. The success can be thwarted, however, if banks can easily

convert their less liquid assets to cash or borrow from the Central

Bank on the security of such assets. This the Bank can take care of

either by lending to banks at penal rate or substantially increasing

the rate of discount, in the hope that, with such increase, the rate

of interest at which the banks lend to the private sector would increase

and would consequently bring down the demand for credit.

1. In spite of excessive liquidity of banks and presumably low lending
rates, demand for credit might not rise if, for example, conditions
of borrowing from the banks other than interest rates are so strict
that only very few people could meet them. Such conditions might
include security or guarantee conditions which many people might
not be able to meet.
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There are doubts, however, about the efficacy of an increase in

interest rates under inflationary conditions simply because the

business boom would permit borrowers to afford the high increase in

interest rate. Furthermore, the Treasury might frown on excessive

rise in interest rates because of its implications for its own

borrowings. However, since these are monetary, as opposed to debt

management techniques, they shall not be pursued further here.

Two vital facts are brought out by this brief analysis. Firstly,

the effect of bankers* credit restrictions on the general liquidity of

the private sector is indirect and to the extent that the non-bank

public depends on bank loans for only a small proportion of their

supply of funds, the restrictive effect on general liquidity is

reduced. Secondly, manipulation of interest rate through monetary

channels might have very small effect on credit demand in situations

tending towards extreme.

Control of liquidity through debt management technique involves

inducing investors in government securities to prefer long-term to

short-term securities when it is intended to reduce liquidity and to

prefer short- to long-term securities when the desire is to increase

liquidity. This is a function jointly performed by the Treasury and

the Central Bank and it can be done through new issues or in form of

retirement of maturing securities or open market dealings of the

Central Bank in existing debts. We shall adopt the easy approach of

examining in turn, techniques required to decrease liquidity and those

required to increase liquidity.
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Decreasing Liquidity

Decreasing liquidity via the use of debt instrument requires that

people tie up as much of their assets as necessary in long-term invest¬

ments. Following our earlier discussion, it can be argued that one way

of making people shift to long-terra securities is to issue them at

very high rates of interest. The argument follows the line that

because of the relatively higher rate of interest, new investments will

tend to flow into the new securities. Also, for fear of capital loss

and possible deterioration, holders of existing long-term securities

will want to dispose of their bonds and buy the new ones - an action

which will tend to accelerate the fall in the prices of existing bonds.

Similarly, as long-term debts are now cheaper and consequently

more profitable, holders of short-term debts will be induced to dispose

of them and buy longer ones. A limitation is placed on the extent of

such shift from short-to long-terra debt by the fact that, as the demand

for short-term securities falls and supply increases (from existing

holders who want to change over to longer ones) prices of short-term

securities will tend to fall (i.e. yield will tend to rise) until the

long-/short-yield ratio is such that does not encourage further

substitution.

Because of this limitation, it might require a very high rate of

interest on the new long-term issues to induce a sufficiently large

substitution between short and long debts. However, the downward

pressure on the price of short-term securities can be taken care of

if the Central Bank engages in the purchase of short term securities

which people are prepared to forego for the more attractive long-term

bonds.
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A variant of this technique which might not involve the inter¬

vening role of the Central Bank is government's Funding operations.

This involves government offering long-term securities issued on

favourable terms in exchange for ahort-terra debts held by the private

sector. This might (if the new issues can also be bought by cash)

or might not (if done on exchange of securities, i.e. by conversion

only) result in an overall increase in the public debt.

Before proceeding to look at other techniques, it might be useful

to examine a few arguments against this technique. One of the criti¬

cisms against it is that since it tends to depress prices of existing

bonds it involves holders of such bonds in capital loss. This might

not be a disadvantage after all in light of the goal the government

wants to achieve. It can be expected that the danger of capital loss

will be an incentive to holders of existing securities to hold on to

them rather than sell them.

The technique can also be criticised on the ground that the down¬

ward pressure on prices (and hence increase in interest rates) might

seriously increase the cost of government borrowing. In this regard

also, it is difficult to argue that this actually constitutes a dis¬

advantage. Since the question of interest cost to government will still

be gone into below, the point shall not be taken up here. Perhaps a

much more serious problem with this technique is tnat investors might

possibly sense an inflationary trend from government action and therefore

approach the market with caution. If this happens, there is a real

danger that the move will fail. A very high rate of interest might

not palliate this fear of inflation and consequent loss in capital

value.



One measure which has often heen proposed, but which has little

been used is the use of securities repayable at its real value on

maturity. Such securities are often referred to in literature as

• Index-Bond', or 'Guaranteed Bond', or 'Fixed purchasing power bond'

The use of Index-bonds involves relating the maturity value of debt

instruments to the changes in the purchasing power of money. For

example, a security issued at fx will have a maturity value of

£x(l + p^) where p^ represents the proportional change in purchasing
power in year n, which is the maturity or redemption year, over what

2
it was at the time of issue. The significance of this is that the

holder does not suffer any capital loss as a result of inflation.

The situation might be a little tricky if the price level has

actually gone down at the time the debt matures. If p^ were negative,
it means the holder will have to take a lower monetary value. pn can
be negative, for example, as a result of recession or growth in real

income far in excess of growth in money. The idea of matching

repayment with purchasing power of money, in that instance, will be

1. A few of the literature on the use of Indexed Debt includei
Bach, G.L., and R.A. Musgrave, "A Stable Purchasing Power Bond",
American Economic Review. December 1941. pp. 825 - 855$ Goode, R.,
"A Constant-Purchasing-Power Savings Bond", National Tax Journal.

December 1951. pp. 552 - 540; Kagly, R.V., "On Government Issuance
of an Index Bond", Public Finance, Vol. 22, 1967, PP« 268 - 286;
Finch, D., "Purchasing Power Guarantees for Deferred Payments",
International Monetary Fund Staff Papers. Feb. 1956. p. 8; and.
Cohen, B.I., "The use of Indexed Debts in Underdeveloped Countries",
Public Finance. Vol. 21.. 1966, pp. 449 - 457•

2. This is a general form in which the maturity value of Index Bond can
be defined. The form V. = = P^Gq(1 + r) in which Eagly, R.V.(see ibid, p. 268n.) put it, is merely a special case based on an
assumption that price level grows at a constant specific compounded
rate over time.



repugnant to the investor. And if the idea of an index-bond is to

remove the relative disadvantage of investment in government bonds

vis-a-vis other forms of investment, and no more, the government can

reasonably insist on repayment at real value since monetary returns on,

as well as the monetary values of other types of investments will also

tend to fall. With a strong money illusion,'" repayment at a monetary

value lower than the original coat might however cause a lot of

discontent which might affect the attitude of investors to subsequent

issues adversely.

The practical use of this instrument might also not be easy because

of the vagueness attached to the future value of the bond. Investors

might not be oonvinced by the mere hope of a future increase in

monetary value which is not quantitatively defined. Unfortunately, given

the life of the security, it is difficult to assign a precise repayment

value since this depends on the price level at maturity. It can

be argued that price level changes can be calculated - say by using a

time series analysis of past trends - and that such rate of change

arrived at can be used in a compound interest formular Y = x(l + r)^,
where r and t are the rate of price change and the life span of the

security respectively to obtain an estimate of the price level at

maturity.

Assuming a very close estimate of the parameter 1r* can he got,

one can extrapolate for the period of the life of the security and

thus fix a repayment value. Clearly, this is not an easy task because

all factors that might affect price changes over the period used for

estimation must be taken into consideration, and expected changes in

these factors must be taken into consideration in predicting the future

I. 'Money Illusion is used here simply to mean an attitude whereby
people look to the nominal rather than the real value of money.



trend in price level. Accuracy becomes of very vital importance the

longer the life of the security for which it is to be used.

Ceteris -paribus, the guarantee offered by an index-bond, ?;ould be

a particularly strong inducement to long-term savers to put their

savings into long-term securities and would tend to reduce the advantage

of investment in real property over investment in government securities.

If such securities are available in small units, it would be attractive

to low and middle income groups'*' who otherwise might have retained

their savings in the form of bank deposits - a form which would not

help the achievement of a policy of liquidity reduction. The more this

technique succeeds in inducing these categories of income earners to

invest in long-term securities, the more successful a programme to

reduce liquidity based on it, would tend to be, if only because of its

tendency to cause a reduction in bank deposits (and hence credit creation

capacity of banks) as people substitute government securities for bank

savings.

Perhaps one last technique of reducing liquidity worth mentioning

is the open market operations of the Central Bank. The Bank can flood

the market on the long end, with its long-term securities held on tap,

thus bringing the price of long-term bonds down and consequently

increasing its yield. The Bank should then stand ready to purchase

short-term securities which people might wish to sell in order to be

able to buy the higher yield bonds. This does not involve an increase

1. In fact, some of the proponents of the use of this technique had in
mind the loss suffered by these income classes through their invest¬
ments in fixed-sum government securities. See, for example,
evidences of Milton Friedman, and G. L. Bach before the i'atman
Committees Joint Committee on Economic iieport, Monetary Policy and
the Man gement of Public Debts Their Role in Achieving ?rice Stabi¬
lity and ■Employment. (Washington. 1952. Mart II j. Also, Hayek, F.A.,
The Constitution of Liberty, (Chicago, 1959) at p.539*
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in the total volume of debt. We shall now turn to the other aide of

the problem - i.e. that of increasing liquidity.

Increasing Liquidity

The central theme in this regard is to increase the supply of cash

or near cash in the private sector. This is not nearly as tedious for

the government as working the liquidity position of the economy the

other way around. Apart from expenditure of government which can be

made to rise substantially for this purpose, a proper selection of the

type of debt the government contracts will also go a long way to increase

liquidity.

Having in mind, the significance of short-term securities for

commercial banks' credit expansion capacity, the government can conc¬

entrate on borrowing short. Alternatively, it can concentrate on

borrowing from the Central Bank. Since such money borrowed from the

Bank does not reduce the volume of cash in the economy, the immediate

impact of the expenditure of the money borrowed is to increase the

supply of money by the full amount of the debt contracted.

Similarly, the government can embark on the retirement of debts

maturing as well as those it has an option to redeem. Or, in the

alternative, it can exchange part of its existing long-term debts for

short-term debts. These will make the private sector more liquid and

in so far as the banks are thereby affected, their credit creating

capacity will correspondingly increase.

Furthermore, Central Bank operation can be geared towards buying

as much long-term securities as possible at the ruling rate and thereby

release money to bond holders which they can use either in purchasing



short-terra securities, deposit in the banks or otherwise spend.

Whichever way the proceeds are disbursed, it will have the effect

of increasing the liquidity both of the banks and the non-bank public.

Increase of liquidity is often suggested for, or as ociated with,

depression finance. Excessive use of short-term securities in increasing

liquidity is often criticised on the ground that it tends to weaken the

control of the monetary authorities over comnercial banks after the

situation which necessitates the measure has passed. And in fact some

economists typified by Simons'1" advocate on this ground, the extreme

view that government borrowing during depress•on should be long only.

The argument for this is that severe depression is characterised by the

existence of idle balances caused by limited investment activities and

a need for reactivation which i8 not forthcoming from the private

sector because optimism in business circles is at a low ebb. The

situation calls for government pump priming which, because of the

relatively lo\7 level of tax that can be collected under the circumstance,

will necessitate government borrowing. Such borrowing can be had at auch

time very cheaply because of the existence of surplus investible fhnds

for which government securities provide a welcome outlet.

The argument then is that, since the occasion provides an opportunity

for the government to borrow cheaply its borrowing should be done on a

long-term basis. The long-run advantage is the inflationary control

which the existence of such a large number of bonds sold during

depression would facilitate when inflation comes round again. This

argument is open to criticisms in a number of ways.

1. oimons, H., "On Debt Policy", Journal of Political uoonomica.
Vol. LII, Dec. 1944, pp. 356 - 361.



Firstly, the argument rests on an assumption that investors

would be interested in tying up their capital in long-term bonds

as soon as demand for investible funds by the business sector

becomes weak. Anticipation of recovery might make them prefer to

remain t least fairly liquid."'" Secondly, the long-run advantage

depends on the life of the cycle. It would not be helpful if the

long-term debts start to mature during a phase of inflation because,

if they do, repayment would create a problem of making the inflation

more serious. And if the government decides on replacing maturing

ones with new ones, it would have to be done at substantially higher

rate of interest, thus counteracting the initial advantage of low

interest depression borrowing.

1. Viewed from another angle, apart from ignoring the liquidity trap
problem, this suggestion does not seem to consider the fact that the
liquidity schedule is likely to be convex to the origin and have
a negative slope. The liquidity trap (if it exists) sets a floor
below which the rate interest cannot fall. The fact that the
demand for money tends to infinity as the rate of interest
approaches this floor implies that the demand for bonds also tends
to aero. Consequently, in spite of a depression, to induce an
appreciable amount of investment in government bonds in a depression
might still require that the government o fers to high a rate of
interest that no much is gained by way of interest cost reduction.
For further discussion of tne Liquidity trap problem, see Don
Patinkin, Money, Interest and Prices, (Illinoist Row, Peterson and
Company, 1956) pp. 245 - 249* And for controversy, based on
empirical findings, on the existence of the liquidity trap, see,
inter alia. Tobin, J., "Liquidity Preference and Monetary Policy",
Review of Economics and Statistics. Vol. 29, 1947» PP» 124 - 431;
hJisener, "Another Look at Liquidity Preferences", Scono trica.
Vol. 31, No. 3, 1963, pp. 531 - 538;- II.,Brofenbrenner and Mayer, T.,
"Liquidity Functions in the American Economy", itaono: ^etrica.
Vol. 28, i960, pp. 810 - 834 «nd Mayer's "Rejoinder to Professor
iisener", teonometrica. Vol. 31? 1963, pp. 539 - 544*



Furthermore, the advantages have to be weighed against the possible

disadvantage of the relative illiquidity which this mode of borrowing

would create especially as recovery gets under way. If the government,

by its borrowing, had straightened the economy into a highly illiquid

state, it would become difficult for private investment to respond

adequately to the government's pump priming stimulus. It is perhaps

in this regard that short-terra borrowing during depression has the

strongest point above long-term borrowing. These problems can,

however, be circumvented if the Treasury restricts its depression

borrowing to the Central Bank. Since this mode of borrowing is analogous

to money creation, liquidity will be increased (via government spending

and the resultant increase in banks' cash deposit) without necessarily

tying up investible surplus. Further, the resultant increase in the

Central Bank's tap holdings can be utilised eventually in its control

operations as situations in the economy change.

iMinimising the Budgetary Burden of Debt

So much reference has been made to the rate of interest in the

last few paragraphs that this is perhaps a good point to turn to an

examination of the budgetary burden on public debt. The problem falls

into two parts, viz. amortization of the debt, and cost of borrowing

especially as typified by interest payment. To a considerable extent,

the use of debt finance is criticised on the ground of the alleged

necessity to increase tax to amortize and/or pay interest on the debt.

The fact that tremendous growth in the debt of most advanced coun¬

tries had been caused by war finance makes such criticism irresistible

as war expenditure neither yields returns to the government nor



generates growth from which government revenue can benefit. One doea

get a slightly different picture, however, when one considers debt

finance in peace time. As noted earlier, apart from war, government

can incur debt in anticipation of tax revenue, or to finance capital

projects or on behalf of government corporations, aepayment of such

debts will surely not create (if at all) a budgetary burden of the

same magnitude as debts incurred to finance a war.

For example, if a capital project financed by debt aid3 economic

activities, e.g. road construction, electricity, etc., its effect would

be reflected in increased tax revenue and only to the extent that the

induced increase in tax revenue falls short of the debt and interest

payable would repayment constitute a budgetary burden. Also, with

respect to debt raised and on-lent to government corporations, it

is incorrect to consider repayment of such debt and interest as

constituting a budgetary burden as the funds would presumably come

from the surplus of such corporations.1 In a similar way, it is

difficult to look on repayment of short loans raised in anticipation

of revenue as constituting a burden when the anticipated revenue has

been raised.

However, a debt management problem arises as to the desirable

liquidity structure of the economy or the financial strength of the

government to meet its obligations when such debts fall due for repay¬

ment. Thus, if debts fall due at a time when the government is fighting

to reduce the liquidity of the economy, or when, as a result of the

demand of other expenditure programmes, it has to mobilise all

1. Although public corporations are usually not ex.acted to break even
from year to year, they are expected at least to break even taking
one year with another. See Radcliffe Committee Report, par. 592.
Breaking even over a period of time supposes that enough surplus
must have been made to cover capital and recurrent expenses.



resources possible, the best way out would be to find a way of converting

the maturing debt into longer ones.

This conversion can be done in one of two ways. The holders can

be induced to exchange the expiring debt into conversion issues bearing

higher yields. Alternatively, the process of continuous borrowing can

be ado ted. This involves the government raising new debts to pay off

the maturing ones. The new debts raised can be longer or shorter

depending on the reason why the government is not paying maturing debts

without raising new ones.

The c „se of interest payment and other costs might not be so easy

to explain away because it is an extra which taxpayers are made to pay

for financing with debt rather than tax. And, apart from the income

distribution effect the proportion it bears to tax revenue is of

significance to both the taxable capacity of the economy and other

government expenditure commitments on current account. Th:i s proportion

is often a focal point of critics of debt finance, and efficiency rule

for debt management, based on it, is not uncommon in literature on debt

management. It is often argued, therefore, that management policy should

be geared towards borrowing at the lowest coat possible. To adopt this

as a rigid policy goal is fraught with danger as we shall show in the

next few paragraphs which deal largely with various techniques by which

the government can borrow at low cost.

Costs of public debt fall into two broad categories - administrative

costs and interest payment. Administrative costs are costs incurred in

issuing, retiring, and paying interest on debt instruments. A few

suggestions have been roposed as to how these costs can be reduced.

Important among them is the number of debt instruments the government

uses. Reduction in the number instruments used makes for considerable
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simplification which would save the government expenses incurred

in putting several types on the market and the multiplicity of records

necessitated by the use of numerous types of instruments. An extreme

view (influenced partly by cost consideration) was proposed by Simons^"
that government borrowing should in fact be made on a long-term basis

only.

Against this argument must be set the desirability of adapting

the types of debt instruments used to suit the variety of tastes of

investors. By this 'tailored to the market' approach (to borrow Due's

terminology), rather than induce people with high rate of interest,

other terms of issue regarding liquidity, marketability, security,

etc., attaching to various instruments can be so aligned to satisfy,

as much as possible, the non-yield motives behind the various investors'
2

decisions to invest. Utilisation of these non-yield terms surely

necessitates that the government issues many types of instrument. The

alternative is that the government induces people to sacrifice taste

for higher yield. This would mean higher interest cost which the

government might otherwise have been able to avoid.

Two other ways are also often suggested whereby administrative costs

are reduced. Firstly, it is often suggested that the dealings of

government departments (the Central Bank in particular) in debt are

3
considerably advantageous in reducing these administrative expenses. .

Issuing a substantial proportion of securities to the government

departments in the first instance (leaving them to peddle such

1. Simon, H., op. cit.
2. See for example Sari Rolph, "Principles of Debt Management",

American Economic Review. Vol. CLVTI, June 1957» pp. 302 - 320.

3. See Prest, A.R., op. cit.



instruments through the market subsequently), and a practice whereby

the Central Bank buys up securities nearing maturity will have the

advantage of minimising the number of debt holders (and hence the

administrative cost) with which the Treasury has to cope.

While this might be true, by and large, it is to be feared if it

will not have the disadvantage of slowing down the effective

functioning of public debt instrument. And the marginal cost this

technique might save might not compensate for this disadvantage.

Besides, if the argument rests on the fact that interest due to the

government departments for the period they hold the instrument before

selling or pending redemption, should not be regarded as an expense to

the government (since the departments are also part of the government),

it can be argued also that the expense incurred by these departments

in peddling the new issues through the market or acquiring those

nearing maturity constitute part of government expense. It follows,

therefore, that there is no actual saving in administrative expense.

Perhaps the only advantage which accrues, therefore, is the smoothening

of the issuing and redemption process it makes possible.

Another suggestion by which cost can be reduced is the use of

tax free securities (presumably to save the extra cost of computing

the tax on dividends), or deduction of tax at source (to save the in¬

ternal revenue department the administrative cost of collecting tax on

interest earnings)"''. On the whole, it is doubtful if these too would

result in substantial saving, if any at all. Perhaps an improvement

in the system of record keeping - say through the use of computers -

would save administrative cost without necessarily restricting the free

use of debt policy instruments.

1. Prest. Ibid, p.214



Turning now to the problem of interest coat, the relatively low

rate of interest at which short-term debts can be raised vis-a-vis

long ones might tempt one to suggest that the government should con¬

centrate on the use of short-term securities rather than long. But,

considering the implications of short-term borrowing for the liquidity

of the economy and monetary control it is clear that the disadvantages

will occasionally outweigh the advantages of lower interest rate.

Besides, the rate of interest on short-term borrowing is not likely to

be the same through time. It will tend to rise with inflationary trend

and might well rise above what the government would have needed to bear

on long-term borrowing contracted during non-inflationary periods.

Unfortunately, the argument cannot be shifted to the other side

with a view to favouring exclusive use of long-term debt. Although

the government might be able to borrow long at a fairly low rate of

interest during depression, there is the disadvantage, mentioned above,

of leaving the economy illiquid during recovery. Furthermore, pre¬

occupation about high interest cost would tend to make it a bad

policy that government should adopt long-term borrowing and funding

operations as means of fighting inflation. This sort of view puts

the shoe on the wrong foot as the economy would gain more from the

stabilisation which can be achieved with this instrument than from the

government's attempt to reduce interest payment.

While still on the use of long or short borrowing as a means of

reducing interest payment, it might be useful to examine yet another

extreme view - viz. that since the government owns and controls the

machinery for printing money, its borrowing on short-term is an

unnecessary substitute for money printing.'" There is the temptation

1. This suggestion will have an intuitive appeal, especially if cash is
taken as interest-free loan instruments.



to want to uphold this argument on a few grounds.

Firstly, it can be argued that taking up government securities by

the Central Bank after all merely cloaks money printing. Thus the

government should print money directly rather than burden itself with

interest commitment and administrative cost by employing an inter¬

mediary. Secondly, short-term securities are near money and serve,

in the hands of banks, as a basis for credit expansion just as cash

does. If the government needs money or wishes to increase liquidity

it could well print the money necessary. Thirdly, the government

does not pay interest on printed money whereas it has to on loans

raised.

On a close examination, however, it would be realised that

attempting to avoid interest payments by printing money would only

result in bigger problems. A first (albeit weak) argument against

this is that the ease of printing money might be so tempting that the

government might fail to apply the brakes when necessary. A stronger

argument against it is that the excessive increase in liquidity that

successive issues of cash would create, if money printing were sub¬

stituted for short-term borrowing, would pose serious problems of liquidiiy

control. It should be considered that short-term debt instruments are

at least less liquid than cash and are not acceptable as or cannot be

converted to acceptable medium of exchange without some loss. This

factor provides a valuable check on money supply which would be lost if

money printing were substituted for borrowing through the issue of

short-term securities.

In particular, a vital instrument for the control of banks' credit

expansion would thereby be lost. In the absence of securities which

could be manipulated, the Central Bank would have to rely solely on

specific credit controls. It should be pointed out also that, in spite

of the near money nature of short-term securities, the practice of
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continuous borrowing by the government tends to commit consistently

a part of money supply to government securities not available for

immediate spending especially by the non-bank public. Furthermore,

money printing is not without expense and this faot will tend to diminish

considerably the otherwise apparent saving in interest cost in substi¬

tuting it for borrowing.

There are other methods, based on the mode and terms (other than

interest) of borrowing by which the government can obtain its loan at

relatively low rates of interest. These include the use of premium

bonds and the technique of attaching government issues to events of

national interest. Both have already been discussed above. The

latter can be extended to private type investments undertaken by the

government. For example, it can be made a condition of the issue of

debt raised to finance these investments that the debts would be

repaid in form of equity interest in the investment financed with the

loan. The expectation of high equity yield in future might override a

present low yield on the government security being bought. Another

technique which is also discussed already is the assurance of a constant

real value of security on maturity. Such assurance could hopefully

make lenders discount the future risk of loss and thus reduce the cost

at which they would be prepared to lend to the government. The benefit

actually accrues if at maturity of the loan the economy is not

experiencing inflation.

Based on an assumption that rates of interest fixed by the govern¬

ment include elements of economic surplus for some investors, selling

of government securities by auction is also usually suggested. Selling

securities by auction simply involves that rather than fix a specific

price for securities repayable at par, the government invites sealed

bids from interested investors at prices of their own



choice."'' Applications will then be accepted first for the highest

bidders and moving down the scale, for the successive next highest

bidders until the securities offered for sale have been fully taken

up.

The effect of this is that the highest bidders, who in effect have

opted for the lowest interest rate, will be satisfied first and in full.

Lower bidders will have to be satisfied successively out of leftovers.

Since the idea is to issue securities at the various prices offered and

accepted, a sliding interest rate structure will emerge in respect of

the same issue. The discriminatory pricing structure which thus

emerges has two advantages. On the one hand, the risk of failure

arising from government's fixing of price at a level which might be too

high for many prospective investors will be averted. On the other hand,

the government will not be making offers on too generous terms to

people who would have been satisfied with less returns. Furthermore,

the technique is flexible and can also be used in case of securities

issued at par, the yield on which is in form of interest rates on the

par value. In that case, bidders can be required to bid on the basis of

rates acceptable to them.

Whether or not this will result in overall reduction in interest

rate is a tricky point which cannot be disposed of off-hand without

reference to facts. One wants to know, for example, the relationship

of the resulting weighted average rate to the rate at which the govern¬

ment would otherwise have issued. Representing the weighted average

1. See Goldstein, II. N., "Should the Treasury Auction Long-Term
Securities", Journal of Finance. Vol. XVIII. Sept. 1962, pp. 444 - 464
Also, Berney, R.E., "The Auctioning of Long-Term Government
Securities", Journal of Finance, Vol. XIX. Sept. 1964> No. 3,
pp. 470 - 482.
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rate by r (where r =» ^ f^r^) and the rate at which the government
would otherwise have issued by r, there would be a reduction in interest

cost only if r < r. If the reverse is true, the only advantage which

accrues lies in the greater number of people who would participate a*

result of the auction than would have participated were the government

to fix a price or interest rate.

Let us examine a few limitations of this technique. First, one

can consider the subsequent effect of the variable price structure on

the resulting relative liquidity of the successful bidders. Suppose

the securities sold by auction are quoted. The initial price at which

the highest and the lowest successful bidders obtained the securities

will definitely influence the amount that would be acceptable to them

respectively should they decide to sell. The lowest bidder having had

the advantage of an initially lower price than the highest bidder will

be able to sell at a lower price. This makes his position at least more

liquid than that of the latter, in addition to the higher returns he

might enjoy. This factor might condition the range of prices offered -

making it rather narrow and thus tending to make a substantial proportion,

if not all the biddings, fall below or above what the government would

otherwise have fixed. And this would tend to boost the interest cost

differential.

Another factor that can lead to the same result is the possibility

of collective bidding as a result of prospective investors forming them¬

selves into a very few syndicates*. Bidding, in that case, will tend

to reflect, to a lesser degree, the differences in rates at which

individuals comprising the syndicates might otherwise have tendered.

This factor might tend to reduce the chances of having extreme high

bidders. Perhaps the only advantage here cost-wise is therefore that

1. See for example, United States' experience in 1963 with the auction
of long-term securities in Bemey, H.3., loc. cit.



the government will now have to deal with a few bodies at the time of

issue (only).

It might be useful to consider alternative ways of effecting

security auctions. One alternative suggested by Milton Friedman*
is that rather than accept offers at varying rates, the government

should accept offers at the marginal bidding rate where the marginal

bidding rate is the lowest bidding price (or the highest bidding interest

rate) at which the curtain is brought down. Should that price be lower

(or rate higher) than what the government would otherwise have fixed,

it would result in higher interest cost without a compensating offset

from high biddings. While this would remove the inequality of bidders

inter se. the special attribute of this technique of removing economic

surplus on government interest payments would be lost.

Another possible alternative is that the government adopts a pre¬

conceived price (or interest rate) below (or above) which it will not

accept offers. All offers falling within the accepted optimum can then

be accepted while the unsold securities are taken up by the Central

Bank on tap. Such securities taken up by the Bank migiit be put on the

market again at a price related to the one at which the government

sold out in the hope that unsuccessful bidders might see the futility

of their low bidding and buy on the market. The government would

particularly be able to reduce interest cost in this case if majority

of the bidders offered prices above the governments' pre-conceived

lower price limit. In that case, it will be possible for the govern¬

ment to sell at a higher price than it would have sold if it had to

fix a price.

1. Milton Friedman's testimony in Hearings before the Joint Economic
Committee, 86th, Congress, Pat 9A pp. 3024 - 3026.
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From the discussion above, it will be seen that the success of

auction technique (brilliant as it may seem) in reducing interest costs

depends, like many other management techniques, already discussed, on

too many *ifs'. These * ifs' unfortunately happen to be so vital that

they will always tend to mitigate the achievement of cost reduction

as a goal of debt management. And, when matched with the whole spectrum

of purposes and effects of debt management policies, minimisation of

cost might tend to be of secondary importance only.
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CHAPTER 5

INSTITUTIONAL BeW3L0FM£NT FOR THS WORKING CP THB

DSBT INSTRUMENT AND HISTORY OF GOVSRNMSNT INTERNAL

BO-iRq.ING IN MIGSRIA

The discussions in the last three chapters are based on certain

implicit assumptions. These are that within the economy there exists

a sophisticated and articulated monetary system and that the predominant

saving-investment outlook within the economy is oriented towards the

divorce of capital and entrepreneurship, so that the flow of investible

funds is largely in response to market stimuli. The two assumptions are

in fact interrelated. For the ease of discussion, however, we shall draw

an arbitrary line between them and examine briefly the validity of the

assumptions in the Nigerian case.

Institutional Developments^"

The first assumption implies (i) that there exists a fully estab¬

lished Central Bank whose normal operation in public debt is not con¬

strained by factors other than those necessitated by its monetary con¬

trol functions; (ii) that government securities constitute an effect¬

ive base of control of commercial banks* operations; (iii) that

government borrowing (or a very substantial part of it) is done by the

issuing of securities; and (iv) that there exists an established

1. The purpose of treating the institutional developments at this stage
is merely to provide a background to our discussion of the growth
of debt in Nigeria. It is necessary to emphasise, therefore, that
the treatment is very much on the surface. In order not to distract
attention from the main object of the study, details of the
functioning of the institutions are discussed appropriately in the
text as needs arise. For a more detailed and consistent discussion
of the growth and structure of the financial system in Nigeria, see
Brown, C.V., op. cit.
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money and capital market. Looking at the history of the development

of financial institutions in Nigeria, it can be seen that until very

recently, monetary operations in the country was not anything near

what could be called articulated and was consequently innocent of

such sophistication that could make the use of public debt within

the country an effective tool of economic policy.

The Central Bank of Nigeria (CNB).

Up till 1959» there was no Central Bank and the function of money

supply was performed by the West African Currency Board.^ The currency

of the board was required to be IOO^j backed by sterling. The board had

no legal authority to formulate monetary policy nor power to control the

operation of the commercial banks. These authorities were vested in

the Financial Secretary. Further, even the management of the government's

external debts was not entrusted to the board. Rather, it was made the

responsibility of the Accountant General of the Central Government.

The CBN was established in 1959* In addition to taking over the

function of currency note issuing from the West African Currency Board,

it was empowered, inter alia, to issue on behalf of the government, loan

instruments and to manage the government debt. Pursuant to this, it

was empowered to invest in government securities (subject to the restri¬

ction that such investment in securities should not be more than 20

of its total liabilities), buy, sell, and discount securities, as well as

grant short-term credit for periods not exceeding three months on the

pledge of government securities.

1. The Y/est African Currency Board was neither a Central Bank nor was
it "in any position to influence monetary policies". See: United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa, Economic Bulletin for Africa
Vol. 1, No. 1, Jan. 1961, p.64; Also H. Ord and Livingstone, An
Introduction to West African Economics, (Londont Heinemann Educational
Books Ltd., 1969) pp. 294 - 296.



In addition, from its inception, t ie Bank was given power to take

auch steps as would promote the development of the monetary system and

to issue such directives to commercial banks as may be necessary to

control their operations. In pursuance of the former, the Bank was

concerned with the establishment in 1961 of the first and only Stock

Exchange in Nigeria. Prior to the establishment of the Lagos Stock

Exchange, it provided a forum for the operation of money and capital

markets. As one of the instruments for controlling the operations of

the commercial banks, the CNB was specifically empowered to direct

the banks as to what proportion of specified liquid assets they should

maintain to their deposits. However, what constitute liquid assets

in the banks' portfolio have been the subject of a series of legis¬

lative measures. No doubt the ability of the Bank to perform these

functions effectively depends very much on the existence and stage of

development of co-operant institutions and factors. Most important of

these institutions are the commercial banks and the capital market.

The Commercial Baulks

Although the history of modem banking in Nigeria dates back to

the beginning of the century, banks for a long time were utilised

largely by the expartriates and the few educated indigenous elites

in the country. Banks were very few and concentrated largely in

major cities which were centres of commercial and/or government

administrations. Rapid growth of banking services started only in

the 'fifties with the springing up of many mushroom indigenous banks

(many of which failed very shortly after starting) and the opening

of more branch offices by the older banks. In 1952, there were 57
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banking offices, 16 of" which were in Lagos, while the remaining 41

were distributed in major oities all over the country. In spite

of the rapid expansions of the 'fifties, there were only 258 banking

offices in the whole country by 1962. In line with the pattern of

distribution in 1952, some 77 of these (raor ' than 25$) were operating

in the Lagos area. The remaining 181 were distributed over the rest of

the country with major concentration being in regional capitals.

In a vast country like Nigeria, with an official population of

55.6 million in 1963 (58-• 6 million in 1955) and a geographical area

of about 357,000 square miles, these numbers of banking offices are

definitely small. Assuming even distribution, it means there was an

average of one banking office to about 0.22 million people and 1,384

square miles in 1962 (0.55 million people and 6,963 square miles in

1952).* Inadequate as these ratios appear, they still present a much

better picture than when the assumption of even distribution of banking

offices is removed and one considers that banking offices were distri¬

buted in pockets of concetration in urban areas which, all told,

constitute a very small part of the total area of the country. This

distribution has, up till now, tended to concentrate the influence
2

of conmercial banks in urban centres.

Until the establishment of the CBIi, banking operation in Nigeria

was externally controlled. Local control measures were geared almost

solely towards the mitigation of fraudulent banking practices and

hardly towards the pursuance of any monetary policy goals. For

1. Compared with a place like Scotland where there is a banking office
to almost every other street, it would be hard to resist the
conclusion that Nigeria is probably the most under-banked country
in the Worldl

2. See also infra pp. 109-110.



example, apart from limits placed on loans to certain specified

categories of borrowers, there was hardly any systematic criterion

of credit control. Banks were required to maintain an adequate

degree of liquidity while what was 'adequate* was left to the unguided

discretion of the Financial Secretary,

As mentioned above, the establishment of the CBN in 1959

ushered in, at least in theory, a system of control more along scientific

lines. By that time, banks' assets, apart from loans and advances

were still largely in form of British Government Sec rities or Sterling

balances held in foreign banks. Consequently, liquidity control of

banks had to be based largely on their holdings of these foreign assets.

In fact, in view of the scarcity of local eligible commercial bills and

the fact that the Nigerian Government Securities were just being intro¬

duced, this was quite inevitable. Changes were, however, subsequently

made in the direction of eliminating foreign assets aa the liquidity

base as the supply of government securities and local eligible bills

grew. We shall discuss details of these changes and their implications

for monetary control later in this work. Meanwhile, we turn our

attention t the structure and development of the capital market.

The Lagos Stock Exchange

The Lagos Stock Exchange was established in 1961 and has since

then provided facilities locally for the marketing of capital issues

(government stocks and shares of private companies). Ordinary member¬

ship of the Stock Exchange is open to any individual or firm who, upon

application and election, takes up and subscribes in full for the

ordinary shares of the Exchange.* Dealings on the Exchange is

1. The Authorised Share Capital of the Lagos Stock Exchange is only
£5,COO and is issued in units of £10 ordinary shares.



restricted to ordinary members who hold a licence to deal. Dealing

members, who thus qualify after a further subscription of £150, are

required to deposit a security in form of cash, stocks or shares, or

real property to the value of £1,500 with the Trustees of the Exchange.

The security and/or yield (if retained by the Council of the Exchange)

on it can be utilised by the Council for the discharge of liabilities

incurred to the general public and other members should the dealing

member default.

Easy a3 these conditions of membership appear to be, membership of

the Exchange had, up till 1970, not exceeded 14. And of these, there

were only four dealing members, all of which are based in Lagos. The

registered agents are, however, of greater importance for the purpose

of assessing the contact between the public and the Stock Exchange.

By 1970, there had been 17 registered agents. They included, inter

alia.commercial banks, insurance companies, and the Central Bank.

The Central Bank'3 activities extend beyond Lagos to seven of the other

eleven State Capitals, thus affording the interested people in these

areas the facility of access to the Stock Exchange. Perhaps of greater

importance, however, are the insurance companies and commercial banks

because of the wider geographical coverage of their activities and

of course their closer contact with the people.

On the basis of these, one can therefore hazard the suggestion

that if it appears that capital issues have not enjoyed much patronage

from members of the public in Nigeria the reason does not now lie so

much in the absence of contact with the capital market but importantly

in ignorance of the existence of such machinery or disinterestedness in

that mode of investment. It is appropriate, at this point therefore,

to take a brief look at the pattern of investment orientation in Nigerii



This we shall now do within a broad context of changes in the orient¬

ation of economic behaviour.

Processes of Transformation in the Traditional Economy

Nigeria is an underdeveloped country and features the incomplete

process of transformation from traditional to imported culture. This

is a common feature of most underdeveloped countries nd it accounts for

the concept of duality commonly used in literature to describe their

economic structures. Duality of an underdeveloped country is often

conceived in terms of distinction between a rural sector, usually

taken to be synonymous with the agricultural community, and the

modern sector, which is taken to be synonymous with the manufacturing

sector.

For practical purposes, this distinction as agricultural and

manufacturing sectors snacks of a high degree of over-simplification

for the analysis of most economic problems of underdeveloped countries.

This is particularly so in discussing reactions to government's economic

policy measures because these have to do more with the economic, social

and political lives of the people than just their vocation or method

of production. Various aspects of the former are very easily influenced

by external factors. Consequently, in attempting to classify into

sectors, one i3 bound to observe a lot of overlapping. Consequently,

in the sector one would, on the face of it, classify as traditional

one would observe aspects of economic behaviour which ordinarily are

taken to be characteristic of the modern sector - and vice-versa for

what, on the face of it, would be grouped as the modern sector.

Differences in the aspects of life of the traditional and modern

sectors which are of particular relevance to this study are the dif-
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ierencas in the mode of exchange, the savings Investment orientation,

and the attitude to and extent of credit utilisation. The difference in

the nod® of exchange between the traditional and modem economy as

relating to Nigeria is one of the degree of mix of production for own

consumption, reciprocated transfers, and exchange through monetary

medium, Reciprocated transfers cannot oorreotly be equated to barter

exchange because it is more in form of reciprocation of a good turn

(in any guise) than a contractual direct exchange of goods for goods or

gpeds for services.

Life in the traditional family is staple. Production of goods and

services is largely for own consumption as well as for contribution

towards ..revision of community amenities and, only to oo;ae extent, for

sale. This sale, which is done through the medium of money,* therefore

constitutes a vary small proportion of total production. This implies

that the degree of monetisation in traditional economy is small. And

this small degree of aonetisation provides a basic difference between the

traditional and the modern sector. In the latter, ,roduction is, more

often than not, wholly for sale while the family^ requirements also

have to be almost wholly bought. And this difference makes the impact

of monetary changes much stronger oh the latter than on the former.

Investment orientation in the rural sector is largely of the

nature of short-time stock piling (especially in traditional agriculture),

ploughing back of profit in own business, consumption type investment

(e.g. children's education), or acquisition of real property. Busi¬

nesses are usually sole enterprises or family based. Partnership or

1. Before the importation of the use of currency notes .nd motal money,
the tr iditional money was the cowrie shell. This w .3 still freely
in circulation up to the 1920s although by the 1940s the changeover
to currency notes and metal money was already complete.
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business participation which involves the divorce of capital and

management are either approached with distrust or (in the latter case)

completely alien. Consequently, they are hardly attracted by (or

familiar with) investment in business shares or debt instruments.

Children's education and ownership of real property are of extreme

importance and to achieve them constitutes the life ambition of many.

This is largely because a successful child is traditionally looked upon

as the surest insurance for his parents while the ownership of a

house is considered a mark of success and confers tremendous social

prestige as well as constituting a real income-earning asset. Con¬

sequently, most other investment efforts are actually made to aid the

achievement of these goals.

Further, the modern commercial banking system is an imported inst¬

itution. Apart from keeping monetary savings in the home, an alter¬

native traditional mode of saving is participation in group contributions.

Contributions are made periodically and funds collected on each occasion

are made available to participants in rotation. This scheme is usually

used as a means of saving (or obtaining interest free loan) towards

anticipated or planned heavy expe diture of a social or investment

nature.* Other sources of loan include close associates (relatives

or close friends) or professional money lenders. Borrowing from the

latter is usually frowned upon and invariably comes as a last resort

partly because of the social degradation of being branded a debtor and

partly because of the hard lending terms and ruthlessness of the money¬

lenders.

1. For a fairly good discussion of this system, see Bascom, W., "The
Ssusu: A Credit Institution of the Yoruba", Journal of Anthropolo-
gical Institute, No. 82, 1952*



External influences have made a lot of inroads into these tradi¬

tional economic orientation. The impact is greater and more direct in

the urban areas while it is relatively less in the rural areas having

been transmitted there largely through socio-political forces. For

example, the penetration of political influences of centralised govern¬

ments into the rural areas and the consequent need to pay taxes in

cash emphasises the need to produce more for the market as well as for

home consumption. Also, contacts between the rural and urban areas

have through the demonstration effect tended to kindle aspiration in

the former for more sophisticated and expensive life. Further, the

spread of formal education as well as the steadily increasing belief

in it as being a passport to prosperity has gone a long way to aid the

transformation process. It has not only led to far-reaching changes

in the structure of skill and employment, but has also increased the

demand of the traditional family for money income to enable them finance

the education of - at least - the younger members.

As observed earlier, the rates at which the various aspects of

traditional life get transformed are not equal. The process of trans¬

formation from traditional to modern economy along the line that permits

the percolation of monetary influences can be grouped in probable

sequential order. The first is the increasing monetisation following

from increasing shift from subsistence production and the impact of

formal education which has led to the steady growth of salaried working

class, middle class artisans as well as medium and small sailed busi-

nes es.

The second is the increasing modification of savings habits in

favour of using banks as repository for savings. This trend has been



helped, considerably by a number of factors. Of greatest importance

among these is the increasing urban concentration and urbanisation

of rural areas as a result of the industrial spread and the locational

distribution of government and commercial offices as well as educational

institutions. Also of importance has been the increasing monetisation

of the economy resulting from the changing structure of employment.

Moreover, the increasing spread of 1 teracy coupled with the formidable

advertisement of the banks for savings^ have gone a long way to educate

people about this aspect of the working of the banking system and

consequently have aided in the cultivation of the habit of saving with

the banks.^
The third is increasing orientation in the direction of investing

in businesses that are not directly self-managed. Transformation in

this direction does not appear to have progressed far. Although there

has been a tendency for partnerships to grow especially in trading and

1. See Olakanpo., "Monetary and Banking Problems in Nigeria", Bankers'
Magazine. Vol. 201, 1966 at pp. 178 - 179} Also Teriba, 0., "Monetary
and Banking Problems in Nigeria", The Banker. Vol. 117, No. 507t
1968.

2. It is useful to point out that this is much more true of the urban
areas where banking offices are concentrated than of the rural areas.
In many of the rural areas, although raonetisation is steadily
increasing, the cultivation of banking habit is still seriously
retarded by the absence or inadeouate supply of banking services.
In many of the villages and smaller towns it is still not unusual
for the village teacher to have to travel upwards of 15 to 20
miles - if he wants to utilise the services of a bank - to get to
the nearest bank. In actual fact, spread of banking services to,
and growth of banking habit in the villages are mutually retarding.
Unless banks are sure of sufficient custom to ensure profitability
they would not expand to the rural areas. Yet, banking habit will
not be cultivated unless people understand the operation of, and
develop confidence in the banks - a thing which is possible only
if they have the opportunity of actually seeing banks operate and
of having banking offices close at hand.



professional practices (accountancy, legal practice and consultancy

services for example) investment in 3hares is still minimal and highly

restricted to just a handful of people. We shall say more about this

in the text. The fourth trend is the increasing utilisation of credit

provided by the banking and other credit institutions. Evidences

available point to a low level of credit utilisation for consumption

and/or investment. This i3 partly attributable to the fact that many

still do not fully comprehend the complexity of the banking operation and

so are shy of approaching banks for loan and partly because credit terms

imposed by these credit institutions are very often difficult for many

to meet. We shall discuss this also further later in the text.'*'

Importance of the Transformation Process for the Working of the Public Debt

Before proceeding to a discussion of the growth of the public debt

let us take a quick glance at the importance of this transformation

process for the pattern of fiscal and monetary effects of public debt.

For this we shall talk in terras of the modern and the transformed tradi¬

tional sectors rather than the modern and rural sectors.

The effect of increasing monetisation is that it makes it increasi¬

ngly possible for the effects of the impact of the monetary changes on

the modern sector to percolate into the other sector. For example,

even if as a result of the saving/investment pattern of the transformed

traditional sector, debt operations do not have direct impact on their

liquidity structure, the impact of the operations on the modern sector

could be transmitted through inter-sectoral trade at least to vary the

level of money income in the transformed traditional sector. If we

assume, for example, that investment behaviour in the modern sector

1. Joe Infra pp. 271-276 and 278-280.



responds to the stimuli of demand and interest rates, a fiscal/debt

operation which induces higher investment in that sector would lead

to an increase in the income of both the modern and ( through increas¬

ing employment) the transformed sector. Demand for the production of

the latter sector would consequently tend to increase, thus generating

increasing income down the various stages in this sector. This

increasing income would either be ploughed back into their businesses

or frittered away in ostentatious consumption.

The growth of savings habit through the medium of the bank makes

it possible to channel the savings of the transformed sector into

securities indirectly through the banks* investment activities.

Beyond the indirect channelling of savings into securities, there is

not much more significance this development of banking habit has for

debt management. This is because the banks are not obliged to transmit

the changes in their earnings on their investments on to their

customers.^" Similarly, changes in the liquidity of the banks do not

necessarily get transmitted to the economy unless credit utilisation

within the economy has progressed far.

Furthermore, to the extent that the transformation process has

not gone far to change the predominant mode of investment within the

economy, the utilisation of the facility of contact with the capital

market provided by the banks (and insurance companies) would be

restricted to just a handful of individuals and institutions.

Consequently, changes in bank liquidity and/or interest rates resulting

from debt management would therefore be of very small relevance in

the determination of overall investment decisions unless, of course,

1. "./here interest payable on bank deposits are specifically tied to
interest rate on government securities, changes in the latter would
definitely af ect yields savers make on their savings with banks.
But this will be so whether or not the banks invest in government
securities. And, in any case, this is a monetary problem different
in context (however narrowly we are prepared to accept) from debt
managem nt problem.



the amount of investment undertaken "by thi3 vary narrow segment of the

economy constitutes a v?ry high proportion of total investment in the

economy. The constraints imposed by these institutional factors

and investment attitude would tend to place limits on the extent,

the pattern and the effectiveness of the use of debt instruments in

Nigeria. Having taken note of them, we shall now go over to

examine the growth of Nigeria's Public Debt.

The Growth of Public Debt in Nigeria.

For a few reasons, short as the history of int:rnal borrowing in

Nigeria is, we shall have to divide its growth into two stages - covering

respectively the period before and the x>eriod after 1959* Fii-stly, as

can be seen from our discussion above, a lot of the developments that

could give the use of the instrument meaningful significance for

economic policy did not occur before 1959* As there was neither a

Central Dank nor a capital market before 1959» internal borrowing by the

issue of government securities was not feasible as government securities

had to be issued and traded on the London Stock Exchange. The only

attempt at the internal issue of government securities which was done

in 1946 failed.'" and consequently, subsequent internal borrowings had

to be done by way of direct bilateral arrangements between the govern¬

ment as the borrower and the lenders. The establishment of a Central

Bank in 1959 permitted a complete change in the mode of borrowing to the

issuing of debt instruments.

Secondly, because of the differences in the mode of borrowing

during the two peri ds, there is a corresponding markeu difference in

1. Seet "The Economic Programme of the Federation of Nigeria, 1955 -

i960", Sessional Paper, No. 2 of 1956, (Lagoss '"ederal Government
Printer;, par. 21.
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the pattern of holdings of government debt. As a result of the

bilateral mode of borrowing adopted before 1959» government borrowing

was necessarily restricted to semi-official government institutions

which, because of their relationship to the government, could be

forced into this inconvenient form of investing in government debt.

Consequ ntly, apart from cases of inter-governmental borrowing within

Nigeria, which anyway would oancel out on aggregation, the sources of

government loans were the marketing boards (from which virtually all the

loans to the Federal and Regional Governments came), the Regional Dev¬

elopment Corporation and the University College.* Holding of government

debt since 1959 has, on the contrary, tended to be increasingly diveri¬

fied.

Thirdly, internal borrowings of the various governments before 1959

was largely unco-ordinated although they all had in common the fact that

the loana were between semi-official institutions and the various

governments. There has, on the contrary, been greater harmonisation

(or - more appropriately - centralisation) of borrowing policies since

1959. Fourthly, changes in constitutional arrangements within the

country and the consequent effect on the form and details of published

data make it difficult to use such data without running into serious

errors. And fifthly, fortunately, the amount of internal debt up to

1959 was so small that omitting the period from our detailed analysis

is not likely to make much difference to the results when based only

on the subsequent period.

Because of the first three and fifth reasons above, our detailed

analysis of the use and effects of public debt will be based on the

1. Colonial Reports, Nigeria, (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office),
1951 - 1955.



second stage. Also, although our discussion of the growth of the debt

will take cognisance of the first stage, our approach with regard to

the first stage will, because of the third and fourth reasons given

above, be different from that for the second stage. While the

discussion of borrowing by the Regions will therefore be separated

from that of the Federal (Central) Government for the first stage,

our discussion of the second stage will be based largely on combined

data for the whole country.

The First Stage

Looking at the growth of the Federal Government internal debt only,

for the period up to 1959» one Sees that up to 1955» and ignoring

1946/47-1948/49 when internal debt constituted only 1.3,' of total

debt, the proportion of internal debt to total debt was less than 13/>.

(See Table 5»1 below). As can be verified from the Table, this

proportion was as high as 15/ because of the systematic decline in

foreign debt rather than increase in internal borrowing. In fact, the

only increase in 1949/50 represented an average of £0.525 million

annual increase up to 1954/55 and this average represented approxi¬

mately only 1/ of the average annual recurrent expenditure for the

period.1 From 1956 however, the level of internal debt tended to

increase at more frequent intervals, and the average rate f increase

was higher. Thus two rounds of increases - in 1955/56 and 1956/57

brought the level of the public debt to £14.43 million. Although

the corresponding average annual increase rose to £2.8 million,

1. The average annual recurrent expenditure of the Federal Government
fox- the years 1950/51 - 1954/55 as computed fron figures given
in the Digest of statistics, Oct. 1961, (Lagost Federal Office of
Statistics;, was £51•3 million.
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TABLE 5.1

FEDERAL DEBT (NET) OUTSTANDING FOR FISCAL YEARS

TOPING 31a t MARCH 1946 - 1959

EXTERNAL INTERNAL TOTAL

YEAR AMOUNT

£' million

OF

TOTAL

AMOUNT

£' million

'/> OF
TOTAL

AMOUNT

£' million

1946 24.90 100 - - 24.90

1947 21.88 98.7 0.30 1.3 22.18

1948 21.38 98.7 0.30 1.3 22.18

1949 21.78 98.7 0.30 1.3 22.08

195C 24.15 87.5 3.45 12.5 27.60

1951 14.16 80.5 3.44 19.5 17.60

1952 20.96 86.1 3.39 13.9 24.35

1955 20.96 36.3 5.54 13.7 24.30

1954 20.96 86.4 5.29 13.6 24.25

1955 16.75 83.8 5.23 16.2 19.98

1956 16.75 75.7 5.18 24.3 21.30

1957 16.75 53.7 14.43 46.3 31.18

1958 16.75 54.5 13.99 45.5 30.74

1959 20.5c 60.2 15.55 39.8 34.05

Sources: Digest of Statistics, No. 1, January 1958
(Federal Office of Statistics, Lagos)

Annual Abstract of Statistics. Nigeria. Vol. V,
1969, (Federal Office of Statistics, L;igos)

it still constituted only about 45° of "the average annual recurrent

revenue for the period 1955/56 to 1958/59* These, at least, 3how that

internal borrowing was of relatively low importance in government

finances over this period.

This relatively low importance notwithstanding, it is necessary to

show certain features of the government's finances during this period with

a view to explaining the government's approach to this ode of financing.



The period before 1955 witnessed the btilding up of substantial financial

reserves by the gov rnment. This was particularly possible because of

succe sive surpluses it had on current account but which its capital

expenditures were not high en ugh to absorb. These accumulated reserves

were invested in overseas securities and by 1954 "the overseas assets of

the Federal government (not counting those of its official institutions)

had risen to £58.4 million. Therefore, not only did tne government

continue to have surpluses on current account for the financing of the

capital expenditures in its "Economic Programme 1955-60'' but also had

a very high accumulation of reserves from which it could (and in fact

did) draw to finance the capital expenditures.

However, curiously, in spite of the apparently strong financial

position of the government, a high reliance on loans (internal and

external) was planned in the Economic Programme, 1955-60 plan.* Details

of the expected funds for this programme - shown in Table 5»2 - show that

of the £91.75 million capital expenditure requirement for the programme,

£21.3 million and £30.0 million were expected to be met from internal and

external loans respectively while £23.C million and ess than £20 million

were required to come from current and accumulated surpluses respectively.

Comparing these with figures given in Table 5*3 it turns out that

the amount of loan the government was actually able to raise was signifi¬

cantly lower than what it planned. For the five years only £8.13

million was obtained from external loons while internal loans fetched

only 'SI3.3O million. Although surpluses realised on recurrent account

was more than planned, the excess was not enough to cover the shortfall

in loans and meet its expenditure requirement without substantially

1. Sees "The Economic Programme of the Government of the Federation of
Nigeria 1955 - 60", op. cit., par. 1J.
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TABLE 5.2

E3TI" 1ATSD CONTRIBUTICHS INTO THE DSVBLOfM NT FUND FOR

FINANCING CAPITAL EiiEMDITURKS OF THE

"SCGNCIA1C . GRANS 1955-60"

SOURCE OF FUNDS
ESTIMATED AMOUNT

£• million <fo OF TOTAL

General Revenue Balance and
other Fundsa

15.3 14.5

Contribution from Annual ievenue 23.0 25.1

Colonial Development and /elfare
Fund

4.15 4.5

External Loans 30.0 32.7

Internal Loans 21.3 23.2

Total 91.75 100.0

as accumulated balances on various funds up to 1955-
SOU vC "The Economic Programme of the Government of the Federation

of Nigeria 1955-60" Sessional Paper No. 2 of 1956,
(Lagos» Federal Government Printer), par. rf.

TAB?,.! 5.5

BLUNTS AVAILABLE FOR CAPITAL P.rSNPITURB Fid . LOAN. GNATS. AND CURRENT

ACCOUNT SURPLUSES FOG FISCAL YEAR ENDING 31st ARCH 1956-60

±>rr>(ll/bn.

YEAR
INTERNAL

LOAN
EXTERNAL

LOAN
GRANTS

SAVINGS ON
CURRENT ACCOUNT*

DRAWINGS ON
EXTERNAL
RESERVES

1956 2.0 - 0.12 4.92 -2.0

1957 9.30 - 0.66 16.23 -6.7

1958 - - 1.10 11.37 8.8

1959 - 3.75 0.80 10.20 20.6

I960 2.0 4.38 0.50 10.08 2.6

Total 13.30 8.13 3.18 52.80 23.3

¥. Includes specific allocations to Development Schemes and Surplus
on cu 'rent account.

*x Changes in External Financial Assets of the Federal Government*
- indicates addition to external assets and
+ indicates withdrawal from external assets.

SOURCE* Digest of Statistics (various years) (Federal Office of
Statistics, Lagos), and Appendix 1.



running down its external reserves. These reserves fell by approxi¬

mately half to €29.6 million between 1955 s-nd 1959* This 3hows that,

more than provide a reason for the low level of borrowing, the financial

strength of the government enabled it to absorb the limitation provided

by the internal borrowing constraint.

As we showed earlier, because of the absence of the necessary

financial institutions, government internal loans had to be raised

through bilateral negotiation instead of through t e issue of debt

instruments. That this tended to restrict the sources of government

loans to semi-official institutions can be said to place a constraint

on tiie amount of loans the government could raise. Although these

semi-official institutions had substantial reserves which were invested

in foreign assets, the fact that the institutions which were strongest

financially were not owned or controlled by the Federal government

placed a constraint on the amount of loan it could extract from them.

For example, calculating from the figures of external assets given

in Appendix 1, the marketing boards and the regional development cor¬

porations owned more than 75/' of the total outstanding external assets

of official institutions in any of the years up to 1959» These two

types of institution were owned and/or controlled by the regional

governments. These governments were also deeply involved in high

capital expenditures and, as we shall show below, relied virtually

on these institutions for funds. It was therefore not possible for the

Federal government to raise more loans from the institutions than it

actually received. Furthermore, it is doubtful, for the same reason,

if, assuming the necessary financial institutions had been establisned,

the government would have been able to attract more funds from these

institutions by borrowing t trough the issue of debt securities. Never¬

theless, it would probably have thereby been possible to attract loans

from the private sector.
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We now turn our attention to internal borrowing by the regional

governments. Apart from constitutional issues which limited the fiscal

activities of the Regions, they were theoretically free to raise loans

directly both internally and externally. Established in 1946 under the

Richard's constitution as Regional Councils, the regional authorities

were mere consultative assemblies and did not have legislative powers

until January 1952 when another constitution, which was introduced in

1951,1 came into effect.

Although the 1951 constitution was a step in the direction of the

evolution of the Federal structure in Nigeria, there was not much in

it by way of legislative or fiscal autonomy. The legislative powers

were limited and subject to central veto. Regional control over revenue

sources was minimal. The fiscal arrangement provided for by the consti¬

tution tied the regions highly and almost rigidly to centrally collected

and allocated revenues. Moreover, because of the limited functions

allocated to trie regions, the levels of regional government expenditure

were low and were largely covered by the regions' revenues from internal

sources, central statutory allocations and the central government's
2

grants. Consequently, internal borrowing was not a significant feature

of regional finances up till 1954* Even the £1.00 million loan nego¬

tiated in 1953 with the central government by the Western Region govern¬

ment for the development of water works in the region was not made

available until December 1954.

Political reactions to and arising out of the working of the 1951

1. Nigerian (Constitution) Order-in-Council, 1951> No. 1172 of 1951*

2. A detailed account of these constitutional and fiscal developments
has b en given in Adedeji, A., op. cit. pp. 48 - 95*



constitution necessitated the introduction of a truly federal consti¬

tution in 1954. Two changes which were effected in 1954 are of vital

importance for the discussion of government borrowing at regional level.

The first was the constitutional change which substantially altered

the balance of power and functions between the central and the regional

governments, giving the latter a really substantial degree of autonomy

and fiscal responsibility.

One important implication of this change was the increase in reg¬

ional expenditures it entailed. Apart from the immediate upward shift

whereby the regional government recurrent expenditures rose by almost

1QC$ within the two years from fiscal year 1952/53 to 1955/56, the

average annual rate of increase from 1955/56 up to 1959/60 was of the

order of I3.8fo. (See Table 5«4 below). Also, government development

programme, which in the ten-year plan (1946 - 56) was centrally planned

and directed, became the responsibility of the respective regions.

Each region embarked on its own five-year development programme,

1956-60, (apart from the Federal Government's Economic Programme 1955 -

60 referred to earlier) which also required high level of capital

expenditure by the regions.

Although the regions' recurrent revenues also increased under the

new fiscal arrangement provided by the constitution, it was small in

relation to the resulting expenditure commitments of the regions. As

a result, government recurrent revenue was barely enough to meet the

recurrent expenditure. From Table 5«4 it can be seen that, while the

total All-Region recurrent expenditure for the period 1955/56 - 1959/60
was about £201.1 million, the total recurrent revenue was £207.7 million.

This left an overall surplus of only about £6.6 million over the period.
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The second change effected in 1954 was the regionalisation of the

Commodity Marketing Boards. These boards which were set up between

1946 and 1949 were to operate "as agents or trustees for the producers"

of cash crops both in selling these crops on the world market and

insulating the producers from the fluctuations of prices on the world

market. The guise of stabilisation of producers' prices provided an

excuse for the vigorous pursuit of conservative price policies by the

boards in spite of the very good prices these products were yielding on

the world market.1 Consequently, the boards realised high surpluses
2

which by 1954 had accumulated to approximately £119*9 million. With

regionalisation, £87.01 million of these surpluses was inherited and

distributed among the regional marketing boards.

TABLE 5.4

TOTAL ALL -REGION GOVERNMENT RECURRENT REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE

1952 - 59 £» million.

YEAR begin¬
ning April

REVENUE EXPENDITURE
SURPLUS /

+/ DEFICIT -

1952 14.4 14.0 +0.4

1953 17.3 17.3 -

1954 50.6 29.4 +1.2

1955 52.0 34.4 -2.4

1956 40.1 39*6 +0.5

1957 40.6 39*1 +1.5

1958 44*0 38.4 +5.6

1959 51.0 49*6 +1.4

SOURCES: Digest of Statistics (various years), (Rederal Office of
Statistics, Lagos)

1. This point was discussed extensively in Dupe Olatunbosun and Olayide,
S.O., "Effects of the Marketing Boards on the Output and Income of
Primary Producers", paper presented to the International Conference
on the Marketing Board System, 29th March - 3rd April 1971» (N.I.3. f.R.
University of Ibadan). See, in particular, the section on 'price and
price differential' at pp. 15 - 22 (mimeograph).

2. The figure includes £10.5 million, a large proportion of which was
interest on the investments into which the surpluses were put.
See Helleiner, G.K., op. cit. Table 1 at p.
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Regionalisation brought the boards under the direct control of the

regional governments and so gave the latter the opportunity to influence

or control both the pricing policies of the boards and the nature of

disposal of their surpluses. Y/hile the world prices of primary produce

were still good, tie latter was more of interest to the governments.

In contrast to the previous policy of the commodity marketing baords

of channelling most of the s rpluses into British securities, the boards

were increasingly made to utilise the surpluses in grants .and loans to

the regional governments for financing development programmes and aiding

the establishment and running of regional corporations and universities.

By the turn of the decade, more than 6^/j of the 1954 surpluses and

subsequent accumulations had been thus disposed of.

The structural change in the disposal of marketing board surpluses

is best shown by a comparison of the nature of disposal during the

periods 1946 - 54 and 1955 - 61. In Table 5*5 below, it can be seen

that 67.3r> of the commodity marketing boards' surpluses was invested

in United Kingdom securities during the period 1946 - 54* 2.6^ of their

reserves was held in form of loan to the Nigerian central government.

TABUS 5.5

DISPOSAL 0? THE NIT/BRIAN g0??,T0DITY MARKETING BOARD FUNDS 1947 - 54'

£' million

Amount lt* of Total

Grants to Production Development Boards 23.66 24.55

Research and Development Expenditure 5.94 6.03

Loans to the Nigerian Government 2.49 2.64

United Kingdom Securities 66.38 67.30

v Excludes current assets and current liabilities

SOURCEi Helleiner, O.K., op. cit.. Table V.
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TABLE 5.6

DISPOSAL OF REGIONAL I4AR...ETING BOARDS SURPLUSES' * 1955 - 67
£' million

1955 - 61 1961 - 67^b;
Amount $ of Total Amount $ of Total

Regional
Governments

Regional
Corporations

Grants
Loans

Grants
Loans

Federal Govt. Loans

Nigerian
Private

Companies

Government
Securities

Loans

Equity-
Investments
Federation
of Nigeria
United Kingdom

33.09
16.81

13.84
4.70

5.14

7.09

6.90

5.02

11.50

33.39
16.96

35.45
5.04

45-10
6.41

13.97
4.74

11.54
4.14

14.69
4.09

5.19 2.37 3.02

7.16 0.74 0.94

6.96 10.25 13.05

3.12 9.07 11.54

11.61 •»

fj Exclude current assets and current liabilities.

(b) Exclude figures for the three Eastern States.
SOUlICESi Computed from (l) Helleiner, G.K., op. cit., Table VI

(2) Cbayan, E.G., op. cit., Table 2.

However, as can be seen in Table 5*6, 50.4,' of accumulated reserves had,

by 1961, been sunk in grants and loans to the regional governments while

a further 18.7$ had gone to regional corporations by way of grants and

loans. This can be contrasted with investment in United Kingdom

securities which had dropped to 11.6$ of the accumulated surpluses and

with direct loans to the Federal Government which had increased to only

5.2$ of the reserves of the boards.

Let us now examine the impact of these changes on the finances of

the regions and how they affected the level of government internal

borrowing. As we showed earlier, surplus on current account for the

period 1955/56 to 1959/60 was altogether £6.6 million. This, together

with the funds transferred from the consolidated revenue fund accounted

for only 33.78$ of funds available to the regions during this period

for financing capital expenditure. External sources provided 16.08$

while the Federal Government provided only 5*72$ as loans on-lent
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TABLE 5.7

SOURCES OF CA.ITAL FUNDS FOR REGIONAL GOVERNMENTS 1955 - 60

£' million

Amount / of Total

Surplus on current account 6.64 3.67

Marketing Boards Loans and Grants 31.44 41.03

Transfer from Consolidated Revenue 19.33 25.11

Federal Government Loans 4.38 5.72

External Grants and Loans 12.32 16.08

Others 2.53 3.30

SGURCSi Computed from Adedeji, A., op. cit., Tables 5.5 - 5*7 and
6.3 - 6.5

(including the £1.00 million on-lent to the Western region in December

1954). Marketing boards loans and grants constituted 41.03/ of the

total capital funds. Applying the marketing beards' loan/grant propo¬

rtion given by figures in Table 5.6 one can say that the marketing board

loans re; resented approximately 13.5/ of total capital funds for the

regions over the period. Consequently, total internal loans of the

regional governments (taking marketing board loans and Federal loans

together) over the period, was about £14.9 million or approximately

19.1'/ of the total capital funds.

Within the context of the country as a whole, it will be wrong to

add this on to the internal debt of the Federal Government in order to

arrive at the total all-government internal debt. In the first place,

adding loans on-lent by the Federal Government to the regions would

result in double-counting. In the second place, as we argue below,*
it is incorrect to regard the so-called loans from regional marketing

1. See infra pp. 183-188.
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boards to the regional governments as such. Nevertheless, the funds

that flowed from the boards to the regional governments contributed

substantially towards meeting regions' capital expenditures and con¬

sequently minimised their need to raise internal loans directly or

through the Federal Government. The significance of marketing boards

is further enhanced when one considers, in addition, the fact that they

made substantial funds available to regional corporations which other¬

wise would have had to rely on the regional budgets.

In rounding up the discussion of government borrowing during this

first stage the following broad conslusions can be drawn. For the period

up to 1959y funds from sources other than internal borrowing, partic¬

ularly from surpluses on current account, contributed immensely to

capital expenditure of the Federal Government, therefore necessitating

little resort to internal borrowing. Also the high contributions from

marketing boards surpluses to the finances of the regional governments

minimised their demand for loans. In particular, the substantial savings

accumulated in the past both by the governments and their institutions

and held in form of foreign asset provided a buffer, dunning them down

mitigated (for good or for bad'*") the constraint that would otherwise

have been imposed on government capital expenditure during this period.

Further, in spite of the rather progressive liquidation of these

assets in the second half of the fifties the net financial position of

the government was still in credit. In particular, since virtually all

the internal debts proceeded from within official circles, on aggregation

of the financial position of the all-government sector, these internal

1. Although a good proportion of the capital expenditure which necessi¬
tated the borrowings and running down of external reserves went on
government capital projects, the sad disclosures of the Coker
Commission, of diversion of large sums of public money into private
coffers of a few members of government, cast a shadow on the genuine¬
ness of the enthusiasm of the then government personnel as well as
raise the real question of how ranch value the economy got for the
past hard savings.



loans will tend to cancel out. Consequently, the net financial

position of the all-governraent sector was actually the difference

between the external liabilities (which was £20.50 million in 1959)

and the total official financial assets (which stood at £116.4 million

in 1959). However, this financial position, apart from being much

weaker than the country's financial position in 1955» left a relatively

lean reserve for the second phase - the post independence period.

The Second Stage

The changes that took place in 1959 in the mode of internal borr¬

owing were of tremendous significance for monetary as well as fiscal

policy. These changes, most of which have been referred to earlier,

include the re-introduction of the floating of securities for raising

internal loan as opposed to the bilateral mode of borrowing that was

previously employed. A significant feature of this was the simultaneous

introduction of short-and long-term securities in form of Development

Stocks and Treasury Bills respectively.

In tune with the former objective of utilising long-term internal

loans for the government's development programme, loans raised by the

issue of development stocks were to be paid into the Development Fund.

Proceeds of Treasury bills issues were, however, to be paid into the

Consolidated Revenue Fund from which government's recurrent expenditures

are met. And from the fact that the maximum amount of loan that could

be raised by the issue of Treasury bills was strictly made a percentage

of the estimated recurrent revenue, one can reasonably infer that these

short loans were actually intended for bridging the gap between expend¬

iture and inflow of revenue.*
1. The Central Bank of Nigeria Ordinance, No. 24 of 1958> s.J4 required

the bank to fulfil this role subject to the condition that any short-
term advance made during any year must be fully repaid by the end of
the fiscal year, failing which the Bank could refuse to make further
advances until it is paid. The introduction of Treasury Bills would
appear to make this provision superfluous except in so far as it is
necess-ry to make Ways and Means Advances to the Treasury.
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Another important significance of the changes was that the intro¬

duction of the instruments provided local investment outlet, in suitable

form, for private funds which otherwise had, in the past, largely flowed

out into foreign securities. Thus, not only did it widen the sources

of supply of loanable funds to the government but al30 provided

machinery whereby the supply would tend to be aligned according to the

dictates of the money and capital markets. Furthermore, the intro¬

duction of fiduciary element into the Central Bank's currency and the

inclusion of government securities into commercial banks' portfolio

(for the purpose of calculating their liquidity ratio) involved the

monetary system in government's debt operations.

Of significance also was the agreement, in 1958» between all the

governments (Regional and Federal) to co-ordinate their internal borro¬

wing presumably because of the implications of such borrowings for

monetary policy.^" Consequently, the floating of securities was made

the responsibility of the Federal Government but part of the funds raised
2

could then be on-lent to the Regional Governments. Consequently,

although, as can be inferred from the discretionary power given to the

Central Bank to deal in securities issued by the regional governments,

1. See Adedeji, A., Nigerian Federal Finance. (Londont Hutchinson
Educational Ltd., I969), p»214»

2. A similar arrangement existed before 1958 but, in addition, the
Regional Governments could also raise loans from within their
respective regions independently of the Federal Government.
Consequently, a substantial amount of loan was raised by the
Regions from their respective marketing Boards and other
Corporations.
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the latter theoretically have the power to raise loans internally by

the issue of securities, this power has not hitherto been exercised

by any of the regions (States).'" Y/ith this, it becomes possible to

take changes in the loans raised by the issue of securities as

reflecting changes in the internal debt structure of the whole country.

We shall now proceed to consider the changes in the level of

internal borrowings. Table 5*8 below shows that from 1959» there has

been a high ana sustained increase in the level of government's
TABLE 5.8

CHANGES IN OUTSTANDING PUBLIC DEBT IE NIG ;RIA. 1959 - 1970

£N' million.

YEAR
TREASURY
AMOUNT

BILLS
CHANGE

OTHERS
AMOUNT CHANGE

TOTAL
AMOUNT CHANGE

1959 2.00 15.52 17.52

i960 11.00 9.00 15.11 -0.47 26.11 8.59

1961 19. CO 8.00 24.30 9.19 43.30 17.19

1962 25.23 6.23 30.82 6.52 56.06 12.76

1963 30.45 5.22 46.10 15.28 76.55 20.49

1964 34.0c 3.55 66.26 20.16 100.26 23.71

1965 40.00 6.00 80.49 14.23 120.49 20.23

1966 64.00 24.00 91.25 10.76 155.25 34.76
1967 84.CO 20.00 107.96 16.71 191.96 36.71
1968 120.00 36.00 138.48 30.52 258.48 66.52
1969 170.00 50.00 214.80 76.32 384.80 126.32
197cf* 208.OC 38.00 269.04 54.24 477.04 92.24

Others include Development Stocks, Savings Bonds and Certificates,
Reconstruction and Development Savings Certificates, Treasury
Certificates and Bilateral Loans.

** ffgwvts 19ft ftvt o,t ApW-
SOURCSSt Federal Official Gazettes (various years);

Economic and Financial Reviev/, (Central Bank of Nigeria, Lagos)
Vol. 8 No. 1, 1970;
Economic Survey, 1970 (Federal Ministry of Information, Lagos)

1. In fact the desirability of such power is now in doubt in view of the
increasing strong position of the Federal Government vis-a-vis the
States governments, the increasing n ed to co-ordinate and harness
the fiscal policies of all the governments in the country towards tht
achievement of mutually reconciled National objectives. See Adewumi,
M.O., "Federal Fiscal Policy and Inter-State Fiscal Relationship",
In Mahiaud Tukur, (Ed.), Administrative and Political Developmentst
Prospects of Nigeria. (Zariai Ahmadu Bello University, Nigeria;.
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outstanding internal debt. From the relatively very low level of

£15.52 million in 1959» it rose steadily through £155*25 million in

1966 to £477.04 million in 1970. This phenomenal increase represented

annual average increase of £20.24 million between 1959 and 1966 and

£80.45 million between 1966 and 1970* Breaking these into increases

in short and long term debts we have £9.14 million and £36.0 million

in the periods 1959 - 1966, and i960 - 70 respectively in respect

of short-term debt, and £10.80 million and £44*45 million for the

respective periods in respect of longer term debts.

TABLE 5.9

PROPORTION CF (KETj OUTSTANDING PUBLIC DEBT TO GROUP NATIONAL

PRC 1)UCT MP ALL-GOV ..RN! 1 EOT RECURRENT REVENUE I960 - 1968

Year of G.D.P. f.> of Recurrent
Revenue

I960 2.3 19*9

1961 3.7 31.6

1962 4*3 37.8

1963 5.5 49.7

1964 6.8 59.3

1965 7.7 62.7

1966 9.5 84.7

1967 13.8 119.9

1968 17.4 161.8

SOURCE* • Computed from Total Figures in Table 5«4» Gross Domestic

Product of Nigeria. (Federal Office of Statistics, Lagos,

July 1971)» and "Public Finances of All the Governments",

in Economic and Financial Review, Vol. No. 1, 1968, and

Vol. No. 1 1970, (Central Bank of Nigeria).
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CHART 3.1

PROPORTIONS OF OUTSTANDING PUBLIC DR3T TO G.'D.P. AND ALL-

00YS3in.I5NT R3CURR5NT R3V3NU3, I960 - 68; AND INDEX OF

THE GROWTH OF TUT DT3T, 19*59 - 70. (Base Year - 1968 = 100?$)

— — Proportion of the Debt to Recurrent Revenue

Proportion of the Debt to G.D.P.

Index of the growth of the Debt.



Comparing the increasing level of debt with both the Cross

Domestic Product and the total All-Government Revenue, one sees that,

over this period, government internal debt had grown at a much faster

rate than either of them. Thus, although, in i960, the outstanding

debt was only 2.3;' of the G.D.P., it had, by 1968 gone up to 17• 4'/^»

(See Table 5*9 above). Similarly, from the very low level of about

20^ in i960 the proportion of outstanding debt to total all-govern¬

ment recurrent revenue rose to over 160^ in 1968. In particular, it

would be seen that in both cases, the proportions rose rather steeply

from 1966. (See Chart 5.1 above). Let us now consider, in some detail,

the factors that were responsible for such high increase in government

internal borrowing during the period.

Forces behind the governments' increasing demand for internal loan

The matching of long- and short-term debts with capital and

recurrent expenditures respectively introduces a small complication

to the analytical approach that can be used here. While the demand for

long-term debt can be related to governments capital expenditure, it is

not so easy to relate the level of short-term debt, in the same

breadth, to the level of the government's recurrent expenditure. The

picture is more complicated by the fact that the total amount of short-

term loan is made a proportion of the estimate of current revenue.

The Demand for Short Loans

Let us recall the inference made earlier on that the purpose

short-term debts are supposed to serve in Nigeria is one of filling

the gap between expenditure and inflow of revenue. This inference

was based on the facts that short loans that can be raised are made a



specific percentage of the recurrent revenue and that the rcceeds of

such loans are paid into the consolidated revenue fund from which all

recurrent expenditures are allocated as opposed to long-term loans

which are required to be paid directly into the development funds which

are specifically utilised in meeting governments' capital expenditures.

The inference is, however, vitiated by the fact that the government

is not precluded from transferring funds from the consolidated revenue

fund to the development fund and it is only to the extent that such

transfer i3 fully covered by surplus on current account can one say it

does not involve a transfer of short-term loans. Nevertheless, let

us proceed on the tentative assumption that the objective of short

borrowing by the government was a gap-filling one. This objective we

can recast as one of enabling the government to keep liquid. The amount

of debt that has to be raised therefore depends on the desired level of

liquidity. And t .e latter is determined, inter alia, by the level of

government's recurrent expenditure (given the time pattern of the flow

of revenue).

The inference of the gap-filling role would hold if one is able to

assume that existing borrowings are paid out of realised tax revenues

as opposed to proceeds of fresh issues. In that case, one would be able

to hold that debts in any particular year are paid off completely during

the year out of the normal recurrent revenue and that debts raised in

subsequent years are strictly in relation to those years. Presumably,

one can make this assumption if recurrent revenue is greater than or

equal to recurrent expenditure. In that case, one will expect the

level of debt to taper off towards the end of each fiscal year as it can

realistically be exoected that government revenue would not come rushing



in just at the end of the fiscal year.

In the alternative, rather than pay off debt out of the recurrent

revenue, borrowing could continue at the permitted limit till the end

of the fiscal year - maturing debts being repaid, on a continuing

basis, from the proceeds of new issues. The amount of debt thereby

raised constitutes, in one shift, an addition to the revenue of the

year, and the whole of this amount is carried forward into the succeed¬

ing period. Such a practice can only be rationalised on the basis of

a desire by the government to maintain a regular position of liquidity.^
And the level of liquidity thus desired would be determined by the size

and nature of government's recurrent expenditure.

Granted therefore that the pattern ana proportion of expenditure

to revenue remain approximately unchanged, and there was no deficit on

the current account in the previous period, the proportion of debt to

revenue would remain unchanged. However, a fall in revenue with

expenditure remaining constant or increasing would necessitate an

increase in the proportion of debt to revenue. Similarly, a change in

the pattern of expenditure towards a higher level of short-term

recurrent cash payment without a corresponding change in the pattern of

inflow of revenue would increase government's demand for liquid funds,

and consequently necessitate a higher proportion of short-term debt

to revenue. Furthermore, if in any period there was a deficit on

current account, the liquid fund carried forward would be less than

the amount represented by the outstanding debt. This also would,

1. This would look a rather absurd policy or questionable conclusion
considering the cost of maintaining this sort of superfluous liquidity
But the reasoning becomes clearer and perhaps more tenable when one
considers that such funds becorae handy on occasions when the difficult
process of longer-term borrowing might make capital projects grind
to a stop. The existence of such liquidity provides immediate relief
so that the subsequent floating of the necessary long-term debt would
merely be analogous to a funding operation to restore the liquidity
position.
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ceteris paribus, necessitate an increase in the proportion of debt to

revenue in order to restore the desired liquidity position.

Prom Table 5.10 below, it can be seen that although recurrent

expenditure of the government had been rising at a relatively higher

rate than recurrent revenue, the current account continued to be in

surplus up till 1967. Thus one can say that short-term borrowing

during the period was necessitated largely by the liquidity requirements

of the government. Prior to 1966, both the post Independence expansion

of services and the further expansion necessitated by the First National

Development Programme 1962 - 68 could be said to exert important

influence on the government's desire for increased liquidity. And these

could be said to account for the increases of the permitted proportion

of short debts (raised through the issue of Treasury bills) to

TABLE 5.10

total all-government recurrent r .venue and expenditure 1961 - 69

revenue expenditure surplus/deficit
year amount change amount change

£'million erf
/•> fi'million * +/-

1961 137.01 106.23 + 50.78

1962 148.64 8.5 120.86 13.8 + 27.78

1963 154.42 3.9 123.51 2.2 + 30.91

1964 168.97 9.4 143.25 16.0 + 25.72

1965 192.19 13.7 162.20 13.2 + 29.99

1966 183.15 4.7 174.74 7.8 + 8.41

1967 179.67 1.9 146.83 - 15.9 + 32.84

1968 159.73 11.1 161.71 10.1 - 1.98

1969 223.50 39-9 303.83 87.9 - 30.33

SOURCE: Economic and Financial Review, Vol. 8, No. 1, 197°*

(Central Bank of Nigeria)
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1
recurrent revenue from the original 10J& to 20^ in 1961 and further to

40;' in 1962.5
The period from 1966 was characterised by steadily falling revenue

and steeply rising recurrent expenditure. A brief summary of how total

government recurrent revenue, as show in Table was affected by

the distrubances and war i3 given in Table 5»H» The figure of revenue

of the Eastern States were excluded for the period of the war 19&7 ~ 69*

This is reflected in the downward shift in 1967 in the All-States

recurrent revenue figures shown in the last column of Table 5«H» Of

greater Importance is the fact that revenue from some of the major tax

sources dropped as a result of the disruptions caused by the war as

well as fiscal measures necessitated by the war.

levenue from import duty which had always constituted the greatest

proportion of total revenue fell drastically from 1966, partly as a

result of government's massive import restriction measures taken to

preserve foreign exchange and partly because the ports in the Eastern

States (which included the second largest port in the country; were out

of use for the duration of the war. Although there was an upward shift

in excise duty revenue in 1966, it systematically declined in 19&7 an<*

1968 before picking up again in 1969*

The 1966 upward shift in excise revenue was accounted for largely

by the expansion of coverage of excise tax and the scaling up of rates

of duty. It was helped, in addition, by the fact that the fall in

import induced substantial increase in the production of the import

substitution industries. However, the cutting off of contact with, and

1. Treasury Bills Act, 1959* Ho. 11 of 1959> Federal Official Gazette,
Supplement, 1959.

2. Treasury Bills (Amendment) Act, 1961.

3. Treasury Bills (Amendment) Act, I962.
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BREAKDOWNOF
COMBINED
FEDERAL/STATESGOVERNMENTS'
RECURRENT
REVENUE1961-1969 £»vw

YEAR

IMPORT

EXPORT

EXCISE

COMPANY TAX

MINING ROYALTIES &RENTS

OTHERS
FEDERALSTATES*AUTONOMOUS REVENUE

1961

60.2

15.5

6.4

4.7

4.3

22.7

25.2

1962

59.0

12.4

6.5

6.0

13.1

22.4

29.2

1963

61.3

13.5

9.3

6.2

8.5

25.7

29.9

1964

75.8

14.6

12.2

4.8

9.9

21.3

30.4

1965

84.5

15.8

16.5

6.5

12.8

24.2

31.6

1966

58.5

14.3

33.7

8.4

10.4

27.9

30.0

1967

55.0

14.0

30.1

11.2

27.8

25.6

16.0*

1968

54.5

14.5

21,.5

14.2

10.6

24.0

17.4*

1969

75.8

18.7

36.0

16.6

11.8

30.1

34.5"

*ExcludesthethreeEasternStates SOURCES:EconomicandFinancialReview,1970, (CentralBankofNigeria).
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eventual stoppage of factories located in, the former Eastern Region

during the \?ar essentially cut away excise revenue that could have

accrued from them. Among these factories was the oil refinery from

which 21.6$ of total excise revenue was obtained (a contribution which

was surpassed only by that from the cigarette factories).*
Another expanding revenue source - mining royalties and rents -

was similarly affected. Oil had steadily taken pre-eminence over all

the other minerals mined in Nigeria. Virtually all the oil fields

are located in the Rivers State (part of the former Eastern Region)

with only a very few in the Mid-Western State. As the former Eastern

Region was the war zone, oil mining in the Rivers State fields

(ostensibly) stopped and hence royalties and rents on the fields also

stopped.

As opposed to the declining trend of revenue, the total All-Govern¬

ment recurrent expenditure tended to rise. Although the exclusion of

recurrent expenditure in respect of the Eastern States caused a downward

shift (which is most noticeable in 1967)> the recurrent expenditure of

the other States, put together, and the non-defence recurrent

expenditure of the Federal government tended to rise. In addition,

because of the war, there has been tremendous and steep increase in

the recurrent expenditure on defence. (See Table 5.12). All these

culminated in the budget deficit on current account in 1968 which

further increased substantially in 1969*

1. For further details about these, see Adewumi, E.G., Excise Taxation
in Nigeria, op. cit.
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TABLE 5.12

BREAKDOWN CP COMBINED FEDERAL/STATES GOVERNMENTS' RECURRENT

rliPBITDITUEE 1961 - 1969 £• million

YEAR

DEFENCE 5
FEDERAL

OTHER EXPENDITURE
STATES (Excluding
Eastern States)

HEADS
EASTERN

STATES
TOTAL

1961 10.17 38.82 41.55 15.90 106.24

1962 11.39 41.12 50.97 17.38 120.86

1963 12.23 48.70 43.88 18.70 123.51

1964 15.38 56.98 48.72 22.18 143.26
1965 16.92 62.67 57.21 25.40 162.20

1966 18.61 71.29 58.54 26.31 174.75

1967 20.21 64.08 62.53 - 146.82
1968 46.I6 64.62 50.94 - 161.72
1969 68.99 149.71 85.15 - 303.85

© Including States' internal security expenditure.
SCUECEi Economic and Financial Review, 1970

(Central Bank of Nigeria).

TABLE 5.13

PRO PC' 1TICK OF OUTSTANDING SHORT DEBT* TO ALL-GOVERNMENT RECURRENT

REVENUE AND EXPKNDITURE 1961 - 1969

Year Aercentage of
Revenue

Percentage of
Expenditure

1961 13.9 17.9

1962 17.0 20.8

1963 19.7 24.7

1964 20.1 23.7

1965 20.8 24.7

1966 34.9 36.6

1967 46.7 57.2

1968 75.3 74.2

1969 76.0 56.1 J
x Treasury Bills only

© If adjusted by the accumulated deficit on current account it could be
inferred that the actual level of liquidity attained was 49«5C/' of
expenditure.

SOURCEt Calculated from Tables 5*8 and 5«10.



It can be posited therefore that to the tune of approximately

€82.31 million (which, as shown in Table 5«10» was the amount of accu¬

mulated deficit during the two years 1968 and 1969)> the short-term

debt outstanding at the end of 1969 was represented by the successive

deficit. But since the accumulated deficit represented about 47«8?*

of the short-term debt (Treasury bills) outstanding at that time, a

substantial percentage can still be said to be explained by the

liquidity desire and, possibly, part of short-term loan previously

utilised for capital project but yet unfunded into longer debts.

The considerable expansion of defence personnel and tremendous

increase in size and turnover of equipment and ammunition character¬

istic of a war situation clearly necessitate a high and rapid flow of

government expenditure. This, in turn, would make it inevitable for the

government to resort increasingly to short-terra borrowing. Accordingly,

the permitted short debt/revenue proportion was increased to 50/£» 85^,

lOO;' end 105/' in the successive years from 1967 to 1970.^"
Let us now take a brief look at the proportions of short-terra loan

to government revenue and expenditure over the period. These we set out

in Table 5*13• The figures bring out a sharp difference in short-term

borrowing between the • disturbance-free' and the crisis „>eriod. Up to

1965, although the proportions of short debts to the all-government

recurrent revenue and expenditure tended to increase, it was below

25/' in either case. Prom I966, however, there was a sharp increase

which continued till 1968. Amending the figures for I968 and 1969 by

the amount of deficit on current account, the proportion of 'free'

1. Treasury Bills (Amendment) Decrees, 1967, 1968, 19&9 r-nd 1970*
The 1970 amendment makes the total amount of loan that could be
raised by issue of Treasury bills a proportion of combined
estimated Federal and Regional governments1 current revenue as
opposed to Federal revenue only to which previous proportions
were related.
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(i.e. not absorbed in deficit) short debt to recurrent revenue and

expenditure for the two years respectively were 73.9^ and 56.23 for

revenue and 73.4/^ aad 28.9/' f°r expenditure.

The proportions for 19&9 are markedly lower than the corresponding

proportions for the rest of the ♦disturbance' period. Explanation for

this could be one of two possibilities - either that the short-term

loans raised from 1966 - 1968 were, in addition to satisfying the

liquidity desire, partly intended for and utilised in financing capital

expenditure, or that short term loans raised in 1969 were supplemented

by other forms of loan (e.g. the medium term loan - Treasury Certifi¬

cates - first introduced in December 1968) to make up a level of

liquidity comparable with that of the preceding year. Before consider¬

ing these further, let us look at government's demand for longer term

debt as this might throw some light on which explanation is more

appropriate.

The Demand for Longer Term Debts

In this regard, we can proceed along the line adopted for the pre-

1959 period as these loans are required to be paid into the Development

Fund^" and applied specifically for government's capital expenditures.

Thus, we shall have a look at the government's capital expenditure and

examine how far funds from sources other than internal debt contributed

to the financing of the expenditures. This is with a view to determ¬

ining how much pressure the government had to put on internal borrowing

for this purpose.

1. Ixcept for the National Reconstruction and Development Loans which
are treated here along with longer debts but which are paid into
the National Reconstruction and Development Fund set up specifi¬
cally for financing post-war reconstructions. We shall come to this
later.
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Apart from the uncompleted projects of the 1955 - 60 Economic

Programme which were extended to 1961/62, the level of capital expendi¬

ture during the sixties was determined largely hy two factors. These

are the First National Development Programme 1962 - 68 and the civil

war. In the development programme, a total capital expenditure of

£654 million was planned for. This was an annual average of £108.97

million. Funds for financing this were expected to be mustered as

laid out in Table 5*14« Once again, a considerable reliance was placed

on foreign sources as these were expected to provide 50/' "the funds

needed. Realising the expansionary effect the programme might have on

recurrent expenditure, less optimism was placed on the contributions

that savings on current account might make. This source was expected

to provide 4• 3(/> while internal loan was expected to provide ll6g of

the total planned expenditure.

The amount of £75.7 million required to be raised from internal

sources was so large compared with what had hitherto been raised from

this source that the government had to take several steps to diversify

the sources in order to make government borrowing penetrate far into

the private sector.'" In addition, the limit placed on the amount of

long-term internal loan that could be raised, which was increased to
p

i960 to £30 million from £20 million, was further increased to £10G

million.^

1. These are discussed below. See chapter 6".
2. Loan (internal Borrowing; (Amendment) Grdinanoe, i960, No. 8 of

i960, Federal Official Gazette. Supplement, i960.
3. Int rnal Loans Act, 1962, No. 10 of 1962, Federal C fficial Gazette

Supplement. 1962.
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TABLE 5.14

EXj EOT EI) SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR THE CAPITAL EX PS* DITURB3 OF THE

NATIONAL DEVELOH4SNT PROGRAMS 1962 - 1968

f'million

SOURCES OF FUNDS AMOUNT

(All-Government;
i<> of
Total

Recurrent Budget Surpluses 28.4 4.34

Domestic Borrowing and Central Bank 75.7 11.58
External Reserves and other Accumulated

Funds 35.2 5.38

Internal Resources of Corporations 80.0 12.24

Marketing Boards

Foreign Aid^a^
39.1 5.98

327.1 50.00

Others 4*6 0.70

Uncovered gap 63.7 9.74

TOTAL 653. 3 99.96(
j

(a) Includes Foreign Loans and Grants

(h) Does not add up to 100.00 because of rounding.

SOURCEi National Development Plani Progress Report, 1964.

(Lagosi Federal Ministry of Economic Development).

As would be expected, the outbreak of disturbances and civil war

would necessarily have important effects on what was essentially a

programme planned and intended to he executed in peace conditions.

This is because under conditions of war, priorities are hound to he

disrupted, defence expenditure now taking first priority and carrying

much greater weight than had hitherto been planned. The overall effect

on total capital expenditure would thus depend on how far the government

is ore oared to substitute capital expenditure on defence for those on

other heads. If the resultant increase in the defence expenditure is

greater than the fall in expenditure on other heads, then total expend¬

iture would he on the increase.
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This would appear to have been the case in the Nigerian situation

as the government was not prepared to compromise most of the major

capital projects in the programme in spite of increasing capital

expenditure on defence. The result was an overall increase in capital

expenditure which, in light of relatively low contributions from other

sources of capital funds, threw the government increasingly on internal

borrowing. Consequently, the 1964 £10° million limit was completely

abandoned in 1968.'"

The Flow of Capital Funds and its Impact on Internal Borrowing

Before going over to consider the effects of actual changes in

expenditure on the level of debt, we shall consider briefly the other

sources of funds for capital expenditure - viz. external loans and grants,

and savings on current account. The latter had been touched upon briefly

above and it was pointed out that recurrent expenditure was rising at

a relatively higher rate than recurrent revenue. As calculated from

Table 5.10 above, recurrent expenditure increased at an average annual

rate of 11.25/' between I96I and 1965* and 6.7/' between 1961 and 1968.

During the respective periods, revenue increased at average .annual

rates of 8.91/' and 2.5/5. As a result of the disturbances and war,

revenue systematically fell between 1966 and 1968. Similarly, largely

because of the exclusion of the three TSastem States from the combined

Federal/States expenditure, the levels of expenditure were each below the

1966 level. These factors accounted for the smaller rates of increase

in both cases when extended beyond 1966.

1. Internal Loans Decree, 1968. Federal Official Gazette Supplement,
p. A 25.



Nevertheless, the general pattern of the relatively higher rate

of increase in expenditure than revenue is clearly shown in respect of

both eriods. Furthermore, comparing the relative rates of increases

of both, for the two periods it would be seen that the rate of increase

of expenditure was 126.7$ of the rate of increase of revenue from 1962

to 1965 while it was 268$ of the rate of increase of revenue for the

period 1962 to 1968. From these two proportions it can be inferred

that the difference between the rates of growth of expenditure and

revenue was much higher after 1966 than it was before.

The net result of these changes wa3 that there was a steady decline

in the proportion of current revenue that was available for capital

expenditure until 1967 since when there had been recurrent deficit on

current account. On the whole, therefore, the proportion of savings on

current account to capital expenditure systematically declined from 51*8$

in 1963 through 42.65' in 1965 to 11.9$ in 1966. Nevertheless, the

accumulated savings on current account between I962 and 1966 was 40»9$

of total capital expenditure for that period and 32.5/' of capital

expenditure between 1962 and 1968. These were much higher than what

was planned for in the development plan.

The actual inflow of foreign funds had, however, been low and had

contributed a much lower proportion than was expected. For example,

the inflow of foreign funds was only 16.25' arid:,1318$ of capital

expenditure between 1962 and 1966, and 1962 and 1968 respectively. It

is clear from these that not only had the hope placed on external

sources been too optimistic, but also that reliance had to be placed on

internal loan more than was actually anticipated, even in spite of the

relatively high proportion available on recurrent account.
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TABLE 5.15

FUITDS AVAILABLE FROM LOANS AND SAYINGS CN CURRENT ACCOUHT FOR

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE. 1961 - 1969

External Surplus on Internal Capital
YEAH Loans Current Loans Total Expenditure

Account

1961 Amou^ta
$

10.02
16.2

30.73
49.8

9.19
14.9

49.99
70.9

61.86

1962 Amount3
<b

9.57
15.9

27.78
46.25

6.52
10.9

43.87
73.05 60.07

1965
Amount3

<'b
5.41
9.1"-

30.91
51.8

15.28
25.6

51.60
06.5 59.70

1964
Amount3,

r'b
/°

2.47
3.4

25.72
37.2

20.16
29.2

48.35
69.8 69.O8

1965
Amount3 13.98

19.7
29.99
42.6

14.23
20.2

58.10
82.5 70.33

1966 Amount3 17.29
24.4

8.41
11.9

10.76
15.2

36.46
51.5 70.89

1967 taougt*
/»

10.15
14.3

32.84
46.2

16.71
23.5

59.70
84.0 71.04

1968
Amount3

$£b
7.19
9.3

- 1.98
e

30.52°
39.3

37.71d
48.6d 77.70

1969
Amount3 2.03

2.5
- 80.33

e
76.32°
92.4

78.35d
94.9 82.63

a £' million

b Percentage of Capital Expenditure

c Includes Treasury Certificates (Medium-term Loans)

d Deficits on Current Accounts are not deducted.

e These were deficits on current account and therefore did not
contribute towards caoital funds.

SOURCES! Federal Official Gazettes, (various years)

Economic and Financial Review, (Central Bank of Nigeria),
1968 and 1970

Annual Abstract of Statistics, (Federal Office of

Statistics), (various years).



One otner important feature of Table 5*15 is the proportion of

funds from these major sources for capital expenditure. The sources,

important as they are, accounted for only between 48.6,' and 94*9/» of

total capital expenditure. The relative sizes of funds from t iese

sources to total capital expenditure are shown in Table 5.16. For the

purpose of comparison, the proportions are presented in the Table for

the periods I96I - 65» 1961 - 67 and 1968-69. And to make the picture

complete, contributions from marketing boards and further depletion of

official external assets (to finance capital projects) are also brought

into focus. Since data are not available for the Eastern States for

1967 - 69 contributions of marketing boards for I966 - 69 are based

on estimates as projected (on average annual basis) from grants to all

the States governments excluding the Eastern States for the period

I96I - 67. (See Table 5.6 above).

The diminishing importance of contributions from recurrent surplus

on current account and withdrawals from past accumulated savings of

government is more clearly shown by these proportions. Total official

external assets (excluding those of marketing boards and the Central

Bank; fell from £64.8 million in December i960 to £14*7 million in 1965

and to £12.1 million in 1969.^ And as shown in Table 5*16 the proportion

of drawings from savings to total capital expenditure fell from 15*7?^

over I96I - 65 to 10.97? over 1961 - 67 and was only 1.8;? over the two

years i960 - 69. Grants from marketing boards and withdrawals from

external assets constituted about 31»3'/» of the total all-government

capital expenditure over the period 1961 - 65 and 24.8/a over 1961 - 67.

1. See Appendix 1.
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TABLE 5.16

RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS CP FUNDS FROM VARIOUS 3UI.CE3 TO

CAj-ITAL EXPENDITURE VSR THE PERIOD 1961 - lp69

Sources of Punas
1961 - 65

Percentages
1961 - 67 1968 - 69

External Loans 12.8 14.9 5.,6

Withdrawals from External Assets 15.7 10.9 1.,8

Marketing Boards 16.6 13.9 9.,8

Surplus on Current Account 45.4 40.25 •»

Long-Term Debts (internal) 20.4 20.05 21 • 9

Medium Debt (internal) - - 42,.4

TOTAL 110.9 10C.0 82,-5

SOURCES: Computed from Tables 5*6 , 5.15» and Appendix X-

Altogether, contributions of capital funds from all sources other

than internal loans constituted about 90jf£ and 8&p over the first two

periods respectively. This means that contributions needed from internal

loans were about lO/o and 20^> over the respective periods. The prop¬

ortions of long-term loans actually raised over the two periods were

respectively about 20.4/5 find 20.Op of capital expenditure. It follows

that short-term loans were not, during the periods, locked in capital

expenditure, or if they were utilised interimly to finance capital

expenditure, they were at least replaced by long-term loans subsequently

raised.

However, for the period 1968 - 69 (i.e. in the heat of the civil

war) sources of capital funds other than internal loans provided only

17.2;'- of the capital expenditure. Consequently approximately 8tf* was



financed by internal borrowing. This included long-term internal loans

which constituted only 21.95& the capital expenditure. Necessarily,

therefore about 6l/> of the capital expenditure over the two years was

financed from short and medium loans both of which, as we snail show

later, are liquid debts. Given the war situation, during which govern¬

ment expenditure could not conceivably be curtailed or postponed,

explanation for the large scale utilisation of liquid debts in financing

capital expenditure would probably be in the fact that it was at least

easier for the government to raise them than it was to raise longer debts

at the scale necessitated by the high level of expenditure and tie flow

of funds from other sources. V/e shall now examine the functional break¬

down of overnment capital expenditure to see how the two factors named

above - government development expenditures^ and defence expenditures -

have influenced the level of government internal debt financing.

Internal Loan and the Structure of Government's Capital fxpenditurea

From Table 5*17 it can be seen that but for a drop in 1963> capital

expenditure on economic services increased steadily from 1961 to a

peak in 1966. Capital expenditure on social and community services

remained fairly stable up to 1966 dropping substantially only in 1962

and 1963. Capital expenditure on general administration rose up to

1963, and thereafter tended to decline till 1966 when a substantial drop

almost brought it to the 1962 level. These expenditure heads represented

average percentages of 51 • 1, » 18$ end 9• 9>' of total capital expenditure

1. 'Development expenditure' is used here in a rather loose context to
embrace government capital expenditure on the expansion f its
administrative ;aehinery, development of the tertiary sectors of the
economy, improvement of human resources through health and educational
projects and the widening of business horizon through expansion and
improvement of communication links. Hence, development expenditures
nere comprise of expenditure on economic services, social and
community services and general administration.



over the period. Although capital expenditure on defence also tended

to increase over the period (except for a curious drop in 1966), its

average proportion to total capital expenditure, which was only 8.6^.,

was considerably small. These indicate that over this eriod, government

demand for capital fund and consequently for internal loan was largely

in res.ect of its development schemes.

The picture after 1966 was very much of a contrast, hhile capital

development expenditures on other services declined, that on defence

increased at the phenomenal rates of 200/Z in 1967 and 101P;' in 1968.

And although defence expenditure fell in 1969» it was still at a

level five times what it was in 1966. Accordingly, the relative shares

of each expenditure head changed, raising the average share of defence

to 3J.7V' and reducing the shares of economic services, social and

community cervices and general administration to 29»8/', 5-9, » nd 3.5$

respectively.

Although the exclusion of the data in respect of the Eastern States

for 1967 to 1969 could be said to have been responsible for the drop in

the level of development expenditures, the declining trend over the

respective years indicates that there was a conscious saving on these

heads - presumably to meet the increasing defence expenditure require¬

ment. Furthermore, it would be seen that the absolute increases in

defence expenditures were greater than the decreases in expenditures on

the other heads in 1967 and 1968 respectively. Consequently, the war

could be said to have been largely (or at least more than others)

responsible for the increasing use of public debt during this period.

Let us probe this a little further by examining to what extent one

can say government borrowing had been influenced by the changes in



table5,17

FUNCTIONALBREAKDOWNOFFEDERAL/STATESCAPITAL.EXPEND:TURSS19^1-1969
£*million

AD«S£TIONTOTfl, AMOUNT%ofAMOUNT%ofAMOUNT TotalTotal

1961

3.28

5.3

31.19

50.4

12.70

20.5

4.33

7.0

10.35

16.7

61.86

1962

5.76

9.6

31.60

52.6

11.31

18.8

5.21

8.7

6.20

40.3

60.07

1963

4.53

7.6

27.27

45.7

8.79

14.7

8.58

14.4

10.53

17.6

59.70

1964

7.53

10.9

35.20

51.0

12.50

18.1

7.42

10.7

6.43

9.3

69.O8

1965

7.04

10.0

35.99

51.2

12.13

17.2

7.78

11.1

7.49

10.6

70.43

1966

5.83

8.2

41.21

58.1

13.03

18.4

5.22

7.4

5.60

7.9

70.89

1967

16.62

23.4

36.68

51.6

11.50

16.2

3.08

4.3

3.16

4.4

71.04

1968

35.53

43.2

29.09

37.4

4.25

5.5

2.21

2.8

8.62

11.1

77.70

1969

28.59

34.6

23.52

28.5

6.79

8.2

2.92

3.5

20.80

25.2

82.63

*Theseincludelargelycapitaltransferstolowerarmsofthegovernment. SCONCE:CentralBankofNigeria,EconomicandFinancialReview.Vol.8,No.1,1970DEFENCE

YEARAMOUNT
%of Total

ECONOMIC SERVICES AMOUNT%of
Total

SOCIALAND COMMUNITY SERVICES AMOUNT%of
Total
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defence expenditure necessitated by the war. We shall adopt a very

simple, albeit heroic,^ approach. We shall attempt to estimate what

capital expenditure might have been over the years 1967 - 69 (the war

years) assuming there had been no war. This we shall do, in respect

of capital expenditure, by taking the annual average of expenditure
2

over the six pre-war years covered by our data. For recurrent

expenditure, we shall find the rate of growth over the six years.

Whatever average or rate (for the capital and recurrent expenditures

respectively) we obtain, we shall project for the three years. Since

this would be in respect of the whole country and the actual data for

the three years exclude the three Eastern States, we shall obtain an

equivalent average for the former Eastern Region and subtract from

the above estimate.

From this figure, we shall deduct an estimate for peace-time

defence expenditure, similarly obtained, to provide an estimate for

other expenditure heads. Subtracting from this, the actual expenditure

on these other heads for the period 1967-69 would give an estimate of

the extent to which defence expenditure was substituted for other

expenditures. Furthermore, to obtain an estimate of additional

expenditure necessitated by the war defence expenditure, we shall

subtract from actual defence expenditure during the period, the

estimate obtained from peace-time defence expenditure.

1. A regression analysis would probably have been the most appropriate
method to adopt here. We have not used it, however, because, having
regard to the number of observations and the number of explanatory
variables, including a dummy variable to sieve out the effect of the
war, the result would, at best be inefficient. The method we have
adopted is highly restrictive but we believe it produces more logical
results.

2. It can be argued that finding the rates of growth of these expendi¬
tures and projecting for the three years, using the rates of growth,
would be a more correct approach. We have used averages in respect
of capital expenditures because they fall within, or at least are
guided by, a pre-planned programme rather than follow a specific time
pattern. And since most of the period being examined falls within
the life of one such development programme, we think it would be more
appropriate to think of an average annual expenditure rather than a
rate of growth of capital expenditure for the period.
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After deducting from this sum the cut on other heads, we can obtain

the amount of additional public debt necessitated by the war. On a heroic

assumption that such additional debt was raised internally, we shall take

the difference between it and the actual amount of loans raised during

the period as representing the loan requirements for the governments

normal peace-time expenditures. These, expressed as proportions of the

total debt, indicate approximately the relative magnitude of the influence

of war and peace-time borrowing on the level of internal debt in Nigeria.

From figures in Table 5*11 in respect of capital expenditures, and

figures of recurrent expenditures obtained from Table 5*12, we obtain

the following resultsi
Capital Recurrent

a (i) Average annual expenditure 1961-66 65.3
a(ii) Less (l) Average expenditure

(Defence) 1961-66 5*7

(2) Average expenditure (Eastern
States) 1961-66 2^8 15.5

a(iii) No-war estimate of average annual
expenditure on other services 1961-66 49*8

b (i) Projected Estimates for 1967-69 1
Estimate a(iii) x 3 149*4 484*5

(ii) Less Actual expenditure on other
services 1967-69 152.6 584.3

(iii) Cut-back on other services for defence 1.9 100.2

c (i) Actual war-time defence expenditure
1967-69 78.8 135*4

(ii) Less estimate a(ii) (l) 17.0 71.4
64.O

Others (necessitated by war) 61.8 82,7 146*7
(iii) Less cut-back on other heads - 100.2

(iv) Additional borrowing necessitated by
war defence expenditure 61.8 46.5

d (i) Actual borrowing 1967-69 123.6 374*0

(ii) Less projected borrowing 38.1 318.2

(iii) Estimated extra borrowing 85*5 55*8

(iv) Less Additional borrowing - c(iv) 61,8 46.5
(v) Additional borrowing attributable to

fall in revenue 23*7 9*3



Pre-war compounded, rates f growth of recurrent expendit re,

according to our calculations, werei 12.1;', 4«7$i 11.6$ and 16.7$ for

general administration, social and community services, economic services,

and other expenses besides defence respectively. The rate of growth of

defence expenditure during the period was also 12.7$ while short-term

borrowing (through the issue of treasury bills) grew at the rate of 27.5$•

All the data are based on 1961 as the initial year.

The total extra borrowing, during the war years over the estimated

borrowing as projected from peace-time borrowing, was £141.5 million.

This is 57.2/0 of the total debt outstanding in 1969. It comprised of

£85.5 million in medium and long-term borrowing (or £14.5 million long-

term borrowing (9»8$ of long-term loans outstanding in 1969) £71.00

million in medium loan (100$ of medium loan outstanding in 1969) and

£55*8 million in short-term borrowing (or 52.8$ of short-term debt out¬

standing in 1969). A further development along this line was the attempt

to allocate these additional borrowings as between that strictly

necessitated by additional defence expenditure and that necessitated by

the fall in revenue over the period. The averages of actual expenditure

not related to war over this period were not above the 1966 level in

either case. Consequently, the actual borrowing, in so far as it is

not accounted for by expenditure increase necessitated by the war, has

been attributed to fall in revenue. It is unnecessary to carry this

point further firstly because it does not add more to what we set out

to show and secondly because, in any case, the fall in revenue was one

of the consequences of the war. Hence, the two factors are actually

parts of the same cause (i.e. the wax) of increased borrowing during

the period.



Although the war has been an important contributory factor for

increasing growth of government's public debt, a substantial .proportion
of the debt has been peace-time borrowing necessitated by the expansion

of government expenditure in pursuit of social and economic development

programme. It is relevant to point out that the above discussion does

not imply that the rate of government borrowing would necessarily fall

to the pre-war level with the end of the war. The tremendous enlargement

of the armed forces during the war, the problem of resettling them, and

the possibility of the need for precautionary arms consolidation would

tend to keep government capital and recurrent expenditure at a level

higher than the pre-war level. To what extent this would necessitate

higher borrowing, however, depends on the post-war changes in revenue as

well as whatever further planned development programmes the government

embarks upon.



CHAPTER 6

STRUCTURE Off NIGERIA'S PUBLIC DEBT

Bearing in mind the rate at, and the level to which Nigeria's

Public Debt has grown particularly during the decade from i960 to 1970*

it becomes of interest to see how, given the structure of the economy*

the government has gone about raising these debts. This involves

discussing in greater details, the strategies, briefly touched upon in

the last chapter, of government borrowing, and examining in some detail

the structure of holdings of the debts. It is also in this way one

can establish, hopefully, how government debt has been, or could be

made to influence the liquidity of the economy and consequently what

fiscal/monetary impact debt might have been having or can be made to

have in Nigeria.

The first, which has to do with the composition of the debt shall

be dealt with in this chapter, while the other shall be treated in the

next chapter. These chapters are merely intended to spell out the

various techniques )f borrowing that have been utilised and show what

measures of success have been attained by these teclmiques. Questions

of monetary and other implications of the techniques of borrowing and

the distribution of ownership of the debt we shall defer to later

chapters.

The Composition of the Debt

As shown earlier on, there is no standard time span definition of

short-, medium-, and long-term debt. However, we shall adopt the

approach of classifying short-term debt as that not exceeding one year,

medium-term debt as that exceeding one year but not exceeding five years,

and long-term debt as that exceeding five years. Accordingly, we clas-
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sify the Nigerian public debt as shown in Table 6.1 below.

TABLE 6.1

TERM STRUCTURE OF NIGERIA'S PUBLIC DEBT

LONG-TERM MEDIUM - TERM SHORT-TERM

Development Stocks Treasury Certificates Treasury Bills

Premium Bonds and Savings
Certificates

National Reconstruction and
Development Savings Certi¬
ficates

Bilateral Loans (From Insti¬
tutions to Government)•

Since bilateral loans have been discussed in some reasonable detail

above, we shall not again go into them here. We shall therefore proceed

to the discussion of the other modes of borrowing beginning with the

long-terra instruments. To simplify our discussion of these long-term

instruments, we shall classify them into two broad categories - The

development bonds as one, and the other instruments as the other.

This other category, we shall call Savings Schemes and Mandatory lending.

Saving Schemes and Mandatory Lending

In his budget speech in i960, the Federal Minister of Finance

announced the government policy, inter alia, to "make effective arrange¬

ments for the provision of funds required to finance development in

Nigeria both by mobilising domestic resources and by attracting capital

from overseas".^ To the end of mobilising domestic resources the

government launched several schemes which, inter alia, were intended

to encourage increasing level of savings by individuals - such increasing

savings either being invested directly or being channelled indirectly

1. F. S. Ckotie - Sboh; Budget speech presented to the Federal Parli¬
ament for the fiscal year 1960/61.
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into government securities.

The first of such schemes was the National Provident Fund,

established in October 1961.^" This was followed in 1962 by the
2

introduction of the National Savings Certificates and Premium Bonds.

In addition, although introduced much later, the National Reconstruction

and Development Savings Scheme was introduced in 1968 with the object¬

ive of mobilising savings for war reconstruction and development.

The National Provident Fund (NPF).

The NPF is, prima facie, intended to provide some form of pension
3for people in non-pensionable employment including casual workers

(employed on daily basis) and employees of religious sects whose

mission joins the scheme. Under the scheme, compulsory deductions

of jfa of salaries and wages (up to a maximum of £2 each per month)

are required to be made from the salaries and v/ages of workers in

establishments employing more than ten people,^ and in which a form of

pension (or social insurance scheme) was not already established. To

1. "The National Provident Fund Act, 1961", Federal Official gazette.
1961.

2. "Savings Certificate and Premium Bond Act, 1962, Federal Official
Gazette. Supplement. 1962.

5. This automatically excludes a substantial proportion of employees in
special class (e.g. diplomats) or in the high income group such
as University teachers who contribute to and draw benefit under
the F.S.3.U. scheme, Civil Servants in the administrative (policy
making) class whose terras of employment include pension. However,
it includes civil servants other than the class described above,
non-University teachers not employed directly by the government
(or who, if employed directly by the government, are not employed
on the same terms as employees in the administrative (policy making)
class), and all categories of employees in the private sector (e.g.

business houses, factories, etc.) the terms of service of whom in¬
variably do not include retirement benefits.

4. It is only optional for employers employing leas than ten people to
join the scheme.
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these deductions, employers are required to contribute an amount equal

to the employee's contributions. All the contributions are then required

to be paid into the Fund which is administered by a government depart¬

ment.

Both the employee's and the employer's contributions are held

in the Fund for the benefit of the employee. Interest, at the rate

of 4per annum is added to whatever amount stands in the name of any

employee (contributor). Benefits can be drawn by contributors on

retirement, permanent emigration, on grounds of invalidity (certified

by a Medical practitioner as rendering the contributor as unemployable),

or death (in which case the survivor draws the benefit). A contri¬

butor can only withdraw completely from the scheme on the ground of

unemployment if he has remained unemployed for at least two years.

Contributions into the Fund are required to be "channelled to

promote the country's economic growth".^" And the contributions which

have increased at an average rate of £4,065 million per annum from
2

£1,092 million in December 1962 to £35*69 million in December 1970
3

have all been invested in government securities. Similarly, interest

on investments after allowing for administrative costs are re-invested

in government securities. Figures in respect of the break-down of

the Fund's investment as between Stocks and Treasury Bills are not

available. However, data available in respect of contributions and

investments up to March 1963^ show that approximately 93*78/' of the

total contribution to that date was invested in government's develop-

1. Savings Certificate and Premium Bond Act, 1962, ibid.
2. Computed from "National Savings Statistics" in Economic and

Financial Review (various years), Central Bank of Nigeria.

3. Nigeria Handbook, 1970» p.120 (Federal Ministry of Information,
Lagos).

4. National Provident Fund, Report and Annual Statement of Account for
year ended Jlst March 1963*



ment stocks while about £,,&?<> wa3 invested in treasury bills. This

at least indicates that a highly substantial percentage of the contri¬

butions is channelled into development stocks.

In agreement with Professor Prest,* contributions into this sort

of scheme cannot rightly be called a loan to the government. But given

the facts above and the official bias the investment policy of the

managers of the Fund would have towards investment in government

securities, it is evident that the NPF scheme is, in actual fact, an

indirect form of government borrowing with a mandatory colouring.

The mandatory nature results from the fact that although participation

by individual employer is voluntary, so to say, an individual employee

within an establishment which has joined the scheme cannot elect not

to participate. The growth of the fund, and hence the amount of

income being channelled into government debt via this source therefore

reflects more the number of establishments joining the scheme than the

voluntary decisions of individuals as to whether they should invest

in government debt at all and to what extent they like to.

One characteristic of this form of borrowing is that the liquid¬

ity position of each individual contributor to the scheme is not

affected by the type of or maturity pattern of the investment into

which the fund has been put. Put in another way, changes in his

liquidity position can be affected only through changes in his rate

of contribution and/or right to withdraw from the fund rather than

the governments management of the debt or the portfolio structure

that results from the investment policy of the managers of the Fund.

Also, because of the investment bias mentioned above, changes in the

investment portfolio cannot be said to be accounted for by changes in

the relative yield of government securities vis-a-vis private type

1. Prest, A.R., "Compulsory Lending Schemes", International Monetary
Fund Staff Papers, vol. 16, 1969» pp. 27 - See in particular
pp. 27-29.
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investments.

National Reconstruction and Development Savings Certificates (NRDSC).

A more direct form of mandatory borrowing is the reconstruction

and development savings scheme introduced in 1968.^ This scheme was

introduced to raise loan compulsorily from all tax payers specifically

for the purpose of financing war reconstruction expenditures. Each

contributor's loan was to be 5"A of taxable income (or ten shillings

per annum in case of flat rate payers and NPF contributors whose
2

income is less than €400 per annum). It was deductible at income

source (in case of people who are not self employed) and collection

is administered with personal income tax. To this extent, therefore,

it is very much like the NPF scheme.

It is however different from the NPF scheme in five respects.

Firstly, the employer was requred to contribute in respect of his own

income only and not in respect of the income of his employees. Secondly,

each person's contribution carried a rate of interest at yfo per annum.

Thirdly, every individual was to be issued with certificates to the

value of his contribution and such certificates was to become negotiable
x

in 1973 and redeemable in 1977* Fourthly, being a direct loan, as such,

from the individual to the government, the latter*s decision to redeem

would have a bearing on the liquidity position of the individuals -

1. National Reconstruction and Development Savings Decree, 1968,
Federal Official Gazette. Supplement. 1968.

2. National Reconstruction and Development Savings Scheme (Amendment
No. 2) Decree, 1968, Federal Official Gazette. Supplement. 1968.

3. However, the government has recently decided to redeem all the
loans raised through the scheme. By the NRDSC Redemption Decree
of December 1972, redemption was to be effective from the date of
the decree.



as opposed to the N?F scheme where redemption of the debt instrument

in which contributions have been invested affects the liquidity of

the Fund rather than contributors to it. And fifthly, the scheme was

for only one year although people who, because of the war, could not

contribute during the period of contribution were required to do so

as soon as they were in position to.

The annual contribution to the scheme increased from approxi¬

mately £3.8 million in 1968 to £5.0 million and £5.3 million in

1969 and 1970 respectively. The year to year increase v/as a result

of the increase in the number of contributors following the establish¬

ment of control over the war zones.

From the fact that this loan was raised through the tax collect¬

ion channel, the cost of raising it would tend to be very low. For

the same reason, however, the amount that could possibly be raised

would be seriously influenced by the efficiency of the income tax

administration. Thus, in so far as tax collection was based on the

'pay as you earn' scheme, which is the case with salary income earners,

the amount of loan forthcoming from this source would tend to vary

with changes in income. However, the abuses of the assessment of

income in respect of self employed people for tax purposes would

affect, adversely, the amount of loan that could be raised from the

source. Thus the greater the proportion is of the income of salary

income earners to total income, or the less the chance is for income

tax avoidance provided by the income tax administration, the more the

amount of loan that could be raised through this mandatory technique.

Premium Bond and National Savings Certificate

As part of the 3cheme designed to mobilise small savings for

financing its development programme, the government introduced the
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use of savings certificates and premium bonds in 1962. The aim was to

borrow in a way that would both encourage and facilitate the voluntary

and direct investment by all the range of income earners in government

securities. To this end, apart from the extensive campaign by radio,

newspaper, and public talks to educate people about the scheme, its

administration was channelled through the post offices, end other

local sales agents who might be appointed for that purpose by the

Director of Post and Telegraphs.'" With the distribution of post

offices covering the whole country and penetrating into most of the

rural areas, opportunity was afforded to a highly substantial

proportion of the population to participate directly in the scheme.

In addition, other terms of issue were geared towards enabling

people in the very low income group to buy the securities.

Por example, considering the national savings certificate,

certificates were issued in units of ten shillings each and any

investor could buy as low as one unit or as many as a maximum of

4,000 units. Allowance was made for those who, presumably, could

not afford a unit of ten shillings at a time to pay in instalments,

on account, through the puzchase of adhesive savings stamps. These

were available in units of three pence and one shilling and could

be exchanged for one certificate as soon as stamps worth ten

shillings had been bought. Interest at the average annual rate of

simple interest was payable on each certificate. This interest

was, however, accumulated for five years thereby making repayment

value twelve shillings and six pence (I2s« 6d.) at the end of the

fifth year of purchase.

1. Amendments permitting sales through appointed agents were made
only in 1965. bee L. N. 6 & 7» 1965> Federal Official Gazette.
Supplement, 196*5.
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With respect to premium bonds, units of £1, £10, and £100 could

be bought. Bonds did not carry specific interest returns but every

bond was eligible for competition in a quarterly prize draw. The

number and value of prizes to be won were to be fixed by the Minister

of Finance. The total value of the prizes should, however, not

exceed 5^> per annum of the value of bonds purchased up to three

months before the draw. This lottery character of the loan was

supposed to be the inducement for people to invest in the instrument.

With the five per cent, limitation, the absolute amount and/or number

of prizes to be distributed would depend on how much patronage the

bond had enjoyed.

Both premium bonds and savings certificates had a maturity of

five years. Also, both could be redeemed at par, at any time,

through the post office. That savings certificates were transferable

implied that they could be sold. Registration of such transfers were

also required to be done through the post office. Similarly, premium

bonds were easily transferable and hence marketable. The procedure of

transfer was, however, simpler than in the case of savings certificates

since they were 'bearer documents' and the bona fide holder in due

course was entitled to claim prize draw winnings or the value of the

bond by redemption or at maturity.

However, in spite of the campaign which preceded the launching

of these schemes,^ the easy accessibility through the post offices,

1. There is a very big danger of overestimating the educative impact
of mass media campaign and consequently of concluding wrongly about
the extent of knowledge which people might have gained about this
mode of investment through such campaign. The effectiveness of
mass media communication in educating a community of low literacy
ratio is surely limited. In addition, there was the danger at that
time that such campaign could easily have been misconstrued as a
political weapon and consequently attract little attention from the
general public. In that case, it might still be necessary, in
spite of the campaign to attach a high weight to 'ignorance' in
assessing the causes of the failure of the use of these instruments.
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COMPOSITIONOFGo
'VLRNMENTDEBT

OUTSTANDING*AS
ATLiDJE«A£RL
1960-1970

L

0NGTERM
DEBTS

MEDIUMTHiM DEBTS

SHORTTERM DfcsTS

£*million

TEAR

(F)

Development Stocks

CllT

Bilateralv^ Loans

Q•(U)Savings Bondsand Certificates

TST

Mandatory Loan,
K..D.S.C.

/pi)

Treasury Certificates

(F1)

Treasury Bills

TOTAL

1960

2.655

12.452

_

mm

-

11.000

26.087

1961

12.355

11.949

-

-

-

17.000

43,304

1962

19.355

11.461

0.008

-

mm

25,232

56,056

1963

34.355

11.689

0.956

-

-

30.451

76.551

1964

53.955

12.219

0.088

-

-

34.000

100.262

1965

68.955

11.398

0.134

-

-

40.000

120.487

1966

80.955

10.110

0.183

-

-

64.000

155.248

1967

98.955

8.797

0.211

-

-

84.000

191.963

1968

116.955

7.995

0.083

3.448

10.000

120.000

258.481

1969

131.355

7.401

0.075

4.970

71.000

170.000

384.801

1970

150.355

7.376

0.064

5.249

118.000

278.000

564.044

(F)=Funded(U)=Unfunded(F1)=Floating
(a)Cumulativebutnetofrepayments (b)N.RJB.b.C.means'NationalReconstructionandDevelopmentSavingsCertificates*. SOURCES:(1)"TreasuryReturns";FederalOfficialGazettes(variousyears) (2)CentralBankofNigeria,AnnualReportandStatementofAccounts(variousyears) (3)CentralBankofNigeria,EconomicandFinancialReview(variousyears)
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the 55^ interest on savings certificates (which was higher than both the

post office bank rate and the commercial banks' interest rate on

savings;, the chance of prize winning on the bonds, and the avail¬

ability of loan instruments in small units, the result of this mode

of borrowing in the country was most discouraging. Total investment

in premium bonds, savings certificates and savings stamps, as can be

seen from Table 6.2 above, accumulated from a very low level of

£0.0C8 million in December 1962 to the ridiculously low peak of

£0.211 million in December 1967 - a result which could hardly be

said to justify the expenses of raising the loan. Consequently,

largely as a result of the poor result, the use of the instruments was

discontinued in 1968.

It would not be quite correct to attribute the response to

this form of borrowing to a low level of savings among the general

public. Also, although one can correctly point to the low rate of

interest as contributing to the low response, as C. V. Brown seemed
1

to imply, it does, in addition, reflect the very 3raall extent to

which the mind of the populace has been oriented towards investment
2

in debt instruments. Besides, the various lotteries, which were

being run by the various regions constituted a formidable competition

for the premium bond scheme whose selling point was the lottery

character of its yield. Apart from the fact that these regional

lotteries enjoy greater publicity, the winnings on them are much

higher than the premium bond prizes.

1. Brown, C.W, op. cit., p. 167.
2. While it cannot be denied that yields (and consequently interest) is

an important factor in investment decision, interest in, or under¬
standing of a particular mode of investment is a necessary pre¬
condition to, or permissive factor for, the functioning of the
rata of interest.



Regional (States) lottery tickets are sold at only two shillings

and six pence (three shillings in case of one State) which is much

lower than the minimum of £1 that can he invested in Premium bond.

Unlike the premium bond, any amount staked in a lottery ticket is

not refundable since the tickets are not loan instruments. Winnings

distributed on lotteries are actually part of the proceeds of tickets

sold. Consequently, the States governments can actually afford to

pay higher winnings on their lotteries than the Federal Government

could pay on premium bond draws. Further, in light of the basic

difference between the two, it is difficult to suggest that prizes on

premium bonds should be increased to the level of winnings on the gov¬

ernment lotteries to increase the competitiveness of the former.

Development Stocks

As shown earlier, apart from an attempt in 1946 to borrow

locally by the issue of registered stock, a consistent use of this

loan instruments issued under the Local Loans (Registered Stock and

Securities) Ordinance, 1951» the proceeds of which are required to be

paid into the development fund of the Federal Government and/or on-

lent to the Regional/States government specifically for financing the

economic development programmes of the respective governments.

Development stocks are issued and transferable only in units of

£10 or multiples of £10. Stocks may be issued in the name or names of

an individual or joint holder(s). They are not redeemable until

maturity but can be sold at any time before maturity subject to market

conditions. Because of its obligations to manage the debt of the

Federal Government, the Central Bank is responsible for the issue of

stocks and, prior to the establishment of the Lagos Stock Exchange in
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1961, acted as the link for the smooth sale of existing stocks. All

the stocks are quoted on the stock exchange.

Broadly, the maturity structure of development stocks falls within

the range of 5 to 25 years. Within this range, maturities can he

approximately classified into 5 - 9» 10 - 14, 15 - 16, 20 - 21, and

24 - 25 year terms. Table 6.5 shows the distribution of the loan

according to this classification. Glaringly, as the table shows, there

has been a stronger tendency towards borrowing on the longer terms

than on the shorter terms. This is of significance to both the

interest rate structure and the time structure of repayment.

TABLE 6.5

TIME AND INTEREST HATE STRUCTURE OF DEVELOPMENT STOCK

OUTSTANDING AS AT 1970

Life of Security Amount Average Rate of
ifrwn Interest

Years S'million 1"

5-9 15.00 5

10 - 14 11. OC 5i
15 - 16 19.0C 5i
20 - 21 21.555 5f
24 - 25 86.00 6

SCURCEs Computed from various 'Directions' issued under the
"Local Loans (Registered Stock and Securities) Act

(Cap.Ill)" by which the loans were raised.
federal Official Gazettes. Supplement, (various years)

As shown in the table, the interest rates on stocks vary directly

as the life of the 3tock. In effect, therefore, a substantial

proportion of the long term debt had been raised at higher rates than

if the term structure had been more biased towards the shorter end.
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However, if one takes into consideration the possibilities of infla¬

tionary trend within the economy, the real valiie of interest on the

longer term debts might in fact be lower than that on the shorter

debts.

In addition, the tendency towards greater use of longer term

debts gives the government the opportunity to apread the repayment

over a long period. Although more strictly related is the problems

of the burden of debt, which will be discussed in a subsequent chapter,

it would not be out of place here to mention the arrangements adopted

for the redemption of loan stocks. Invariably, all the development

stocks are funded loans. As a result, the direction by which each

stock is issued included a provision for a bi-ennial contribution

from general revenue to a sinking fund, a specific ercentage of the

loan raised by the issue. Table 6.4 shows that this percentage contri¬

bution varies inversely as the length of the loan.

TABLE 6.4

RATS CP CONTRIBUTION IMTO THS SINKING FUND IN R3SPECT
OF bSySLOPMSNT STOCK

Life of Security Average rfo Contribution $ of Total Debt Accumu-
to Sinking Fund lated on maturity

Years °/o cf

5 6.47 64.70
6 5.37 64.44
7 4.70 65.80

10 3.21 64.20

14 1.93 54.04

15 1.78 53.40

16 1.63 52.16
20 1.76 70.40

21 1.10 46.20

24 0.86 41.28
1

25 0.83 41.50 A

SOURCEi Same as for Table 6.5.
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Therefore, the longer the loan, the relatively les3 the strain it

constitutes on the annual budget. However, by the Government Promissory

Notes Act, i960,* these sinking funds could be re-invested. This has

some important implications the discussion of which is inappropriate

to go into in this chapter.

Given the minimum value of stock that can be bought and the

channels through which they can be dealt in, this form of investment

will have relatively little attraction for small savers. In that case,

direct dealings in stock would tend to be restricted largely to a small

section of the economy comprising of the high income group, insti¬

tutions (especially those specialising in investments), and semi-offi¬

cial bodies. We shall not discuras this further since we shall have

more to say about it later.

Turning then to the amount that it has been possible to raise

through this source, we shall recall the fact pointed out earlier that

the amount that could thus be raised was, until 1968 subject to limits.

These limits have been discussed above. However, the amount of devel¬

opment stock outstanding rose from only £2.7 million in 1959 through

£34.4 million and £99*0 million in 1963 and I967 respectively to £150.4

million in 1970. (See Table 6.2). Hence it constitutes the most

important source of long term loan. We shall now take a brief look at

the short- and medium-terra instruments - i.e. Treasury bills and

Treasury Certificates.

Treasury Bills

In light of the discussion on short-term borrowing in the last

chapter, not much needs be said here in respect of treasury bills. By

1. Ordinance No. 6 of I96O5 Federal Official Gazette. Supplement.
I960.
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the "Treasury Bills Ordinance, 1959"bills could be issued to raise

fresh loans for the government, pay off maturing bills or defray the

cost of minting new money. The bills are issued in units of, or

multiples of £100 and are required to have a maturity life of not

more than 12 months. In actual fact, treasury bills issues have

invariably been for 91 days. In addition, they could be freely sold

and are readily discounted by the Central Bank at whatever rate it

chooses in light of its prevailing monetary policy.

Bp till 1965, the usual practice was to issue these bills monthly,

the amount thereby issued accumulating to the maximum in three months.
2

Prom 1963, however, the issuing interval was changed to weekly.

Although each weekly isBue represents a lower percentage of the

maximum allowed, it does ensure a regular flow of supply of bills which

is more in line with the regularity at which one would expect short-

term funds to become available.

While the rate of interest fluctuated rather irregularly between

47' and 5.697' in i960 and 1961, it fell to and remained at 4in 1962

and fell further in 1963 to 3^* It rose again in December 1964 to

4-%■}' and remained at that level till June 1968 when it fell again to

47'. ^ noted earlier, in the absence of suitable form of local invest¬

ment outlet, investible funds flowed freely into securities outside

the country with only seasonal fluctuations caused by seasonal financ¬

ing of export produce. Under this condition, it was not enough that

the instrument was introduced but also that the yield on it must be

sufficiently high to attract the funds which, otherwise, would have

1. Ho. 11 of 1959; Federal Official Gazette. Supplement, 1959.
2. Central Bank of Nigeria, Annual Report and Statement of Accounts.

1963, p.29.

3. Percentages obtained from Central Bank of Nigeria, Ibid., various years
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flowed out, as well as encourage a repartriation of funds already

invested abroad. This accounted for the rater high and frequent

adjustments in the rates of interest in i960 and 1961 as they had to

be "related to overseas rates''.^

However, the declining trend of interest rates after I96I not¬

withstanding, loans forthcoming through treasury bill3 issues have

been markedly high. This can be seen from the data in respect of

outstanding treasury bills shown in Table 6.2 above. It will be wrong

to attribute this to a corresponding fall in the yield on short-term

investments in foreign securities. Rather it appears importantly

to be accounted for, inter alia, firstly by increasing patronage

from government departments and semi-official bodies in time with the

government's policy of arresting the outflow, and encouraging the

repartriation of investible funds; and secondly, by some other

regulations geared at influencing the portfolio structure of the

commercial banks. We shall discuss these further later.

Treasury Certificates

2
These were introduced only recently in 1968. But for a few minor

differences, these certificates are issued and administered on identical

terms as treasury bills. Unlike treasury bills, however, the certifi¬

cates have a maturity life not exceeding two years and are issued in

units of £500. Also, the mode of pricing may be by tender or at a

rate of discount fixed by the Finance Minister and the Central Bank.

Actually, two types of certificates have been issued. The first

has a maturity of one year while the second has a maturity of two

years. Rates of interest have been fixed by the government rather than

1. Central Bank of Nigeria, Ibid., i960, p.17* 8ee also Brown, C.V.,
op. cit. pp. 152 - 153.

2. Treasury Certificates Decree, 1968; Federal Official Gazette,
Supplement, 1968, p. A.155*
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by tender and these rates have been tfyfo on the one-year certificates

and 4.625';' on the two-year certificates. The fact that treasury

certificates are medium-term instruments notwithstanding, they are

included, like treasury bills in the assets specified for the compu¬

tation of commercial banks' liquidity ratio. In addition, they can

be discounted by the Central Bank or be pledged with the Bank for

advance s not exceeding 757° of the market value.'*
Like other loan instruments, the amount of loan that could be

raised by the issue of treasury certificates was subject to an upper

limit. This limit was fixed in 1968 at 5of the estimated Federal

Government revenue in the current year but was increased to 6Qf/o in
2

1969. Being medium-term instruments, treasury certificates provided

a welcome bridge between the short-term and the long-term securities.

This is evident from the fact that within a year of the first issue,

i.e. December 19&8, the amount of loan raised through it rose to

£72.00 million and by December 1970, it had risen to £118.CO million.

The General Structure of Instruments - A Summary

There are two important features of the disoussion above. The

first is the attempt by the government to impose quantitative limits

on the maximum amount of loan it could raise through the various

instruments. For ease of discussion, the various limits are repro¬

duced in Table 6.5 below. The limits, at best, express the govern¬

ment's estimation of the potentiality of each mode of borrowing, and

are seen to be largely related to the government's financial needs

in connection with its develop ment programmes.

1. Central Bank of Nigeria (Amendment) (No. 5) Decree, 1968, Federal
Official Gazette. Supplement. 1968. p. A.I85.

2. Finance Decree, 19&9» No. 52 of I969, Federal Official Gazette.
Supplement. 1969.
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TABLE 6.5

CUMULATIVE LIMITS OH LOANS TO BE RAISEP THROUGH VARIOUS

IK3THUJENTS

ABSOLUTS AMOUNTS (f'million) <& OF GiI .RBilSNT REVENUE

Type of
Instru¬
ment

YEAR

Development
Stock

Savings
Bonds and
Certifi¬
cates

N.R.D#
Savings
Certifi¬
cates

Treasury
Certificates

Treasury
Bills

1959 20 - - - 10

i960 50 - - - 10

1961 30 - - - 20

1962 30 10 - - 40

1963 50 10 mm - 40

1964 100 10 - - 40

1965 100 10 - - 40

1966 100 10 - - 40

1967 100 10 - - 50

1968 a 10 a 50 85

1969 a - - 60 100

1970 a mm - 60 105*

a meanst any amount needed and/or possible

- means zero, i.e. either instrument is not yet introduced or

no longer used.

* of total Federal and States estimated current revenue as opposed
to Federal revenue only to which other percentages are related.



In some cases, these estimations were far out. For example,

although it was estimated that it would be possible to raise as much

as £10 million from savings bonds and certificat es, these two sources

produced only £0.211 million. Partly for this reason and artly

because of some other changes discussed in the last chapter, in expendi¬

ture, a3 well as flow of funds from external sources, the limits in

respect of other modes of borrowing have had to be systematically

increased, and, in fact, removed in the oase of development stocks.

The limits cannot be said to have constituted any constraint whatso¬

ever, or to have been necessary for that purpose, on the amount of

loan raised by the government.

The second feature is the attempt to increasingly diversify the

types of debt instruments used. In this regard, apart from efforts

made through the various terms of borrowing to make government debt

attractive to a wide variety of savers and professional investors,

some elements of compulsion (direct and indirect) were also included

in the government's borrowing techniques. The various terms of

borrowing applicable to the various instruments are briefly summarised

in Table 6.6 below.

From the discussion above, it will be seen for example that the

savings certificates and premium bonds were geared towards attracting

people in the low- and perhaps middle-income groups embodying people

in the traditional and transformation sectors. Similarly, mandatory

(i.e. the N.P.D.S.C.) and quasi-mandatory (i.e. N., .?.) borrowing sch¬

emes had all the tax payers in view. Furthermore, the traditional

sophisticated mode of borrowing through the money and capital markets

were aligned to the tastes of professional investors, individuals in

the high income group, and institutions - all of whom, as such, can

be said to constitute the modern sector of the economy.
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term

table 6.6

TERMS ON Y.'HICH TIIE VARIOUS LOANS

WERE RAISED

TYPE OP
INSTRUMENT

LIFE
span

Years

INTEREST
RATE

7"

OTHER
terms

a, b, c,

Short

'Tedium

Long

Treasury
Bills

Treasury
Certificates

Savings (d)
Certificates

1-2 4-g- - 4*62 5

Premium
bonds

(d)

(d)N. R.D.S.C.

Development
Stocks

Bilateral
Loans

5

9

5-25

15 - 40 (e)

Prize

3

5 - 6

H •

b/c

b/c***

b/c

b/c

B, after 5 years

,XX

* A - Marketability

b » Transferability

c = Redeemable before maturity

© » Most current rate. (Rate has varied over the years).

(d) - Discontinued

xx - Largely repayable in annual instalments

xxx - Rediscountable at the Central Bank

(e) = The life of loan is much shorter for local contractor
finance which is also included in this.

n.a. «= Not available.



Except for the NRD3C which was to become negotiable only in 1975,

all the long-term instruments are negotiable or transferable and/or

(in the ca3e of premium bonds and savings certificates) redeemable

before maturity through the post office. Similarly, both the treasury

bills find certificates are discountable at the Central Bank. Further¬

more, except for the NRDSC, all the debt instruments can be pledged to

raise a loan at the Central Bank and presumably at other financial

institutions including commercial banks. All these were geared at incre¬

asing their attractiveness to investors.

These techniques cover a substantial part of the various techniques

discussed earlier on. There are two factors which have either not been

considered important or pursued vigorously. Firstly, the deterring

influence of the possibility of long-run diminution in the real value

of long-term debts owing to inflation, has not been taken into account.

Marketability, redeemability, etc. notwithstanding, this can import¬

antly deter people from taking to government securities. Secondly,

although the idea of security auction was conceived - at least in

respect of treasury certificates - the idea has not been pursued.

This technique, we pointed out earlier, would enable the government

raise as much as possible at rates which do not include economic

surplus to the lenders. Perhaps the relevant question to ask in this

regard is whether or not this would have been necessary. This we

shall not consider here now.

With regard to interest rate structure, it can be seen that

interest rates on all long-terra instruments, excepting NRDSC range

from 5■/> to 6$. NRDSC attracted only ~y/o interest which was even lower



than the lowest rate to which treasury bill rate has ever fallen.

In effect, the mandatory loan raised throu^i the NRDSC wa3 raised

on terms much inferior to the others. It is however difficult to say to

what extent this interest rate structure has made government securi¬

ties more or less attractive than other forms of investment. We

shall touch briefly on this in the next chapter.

Because of the indirect nature of quasi-mandatory form of

borrowing, it is not possible or correct to single it out for

comparison with other modes of borrowing. This is more so because

of the fact that on its own, the NPF scheme does not strictly

constitute a loan and the proceeds are, in any case, invested in

various types of government loan instruments. In addition, in

comparing loans raised through the NRDSC with other loans, regard

has to be had to the fact that it is in effect a * once and for all'

loan and so the continuity which the other types of loans feature

was absent.

Table 6.7 gives a picture of the relative importance of debts

raised through the various instruments. It can be seen that all the

loans raised through premium bonds, savings certificates and stamps

did not account, at any time, for as much as rf/' of the total debt.

Similarly, the mandatory loan raised through the NRDSC appears to

have been very low constituting only 1$ of the total debt. But

perhaps a more appropriate basis of comparison in respect of the

latter is to compare it with the change in the level of total debt

rather than the level of the accumulated debt. The resulting pro¬

portion is 5.2$ of the change in debt in 1968 which, for reason

stated earlier, is the most relevant year for this loan. This is

a much higher percentage than that in respect of premium bonds and

savings certificates.



TabLB6.7

COMPOSITIONOFr,)V.liKKJTJdJELIGDEBTOUISTAIDIROINRELATIVETLEMSASATD,XXu.vb.'-lv.1960-1970
Percentages.

LOR

0liaEMDEBTS

IEDIUMTER1 DEBTS

SHORTSEEM DEBTS

YEAR

(F)

Development Stocks

bilateral^ Loans

C5•(U)Savings Bondsand Certificates
Mandatory Loan K.R.D.S.C.
Treasury^̂ Certificates
Treasury^̂ Bills

TOTAL

1960

9

48

-

mm

-

43

100

1961

29

27

-

-

-

44

100

1962

35

20

b

•••

-

-

45

100

1965

45

15

•••

-

-

40

100

1964

54

12

•••

mm

-

34

100
„(c)

1965

57

9

•••

-

-

33

1966

52

7

•••

-

-

41

100 101^ 99(c) 99(c) 99^

1967

52

5

•••

-

-

44

1968

45

3

•#•

1

4

46

1969

34

2

•••

1

18

44

1970

27

1

•••

1

21

49

(F)

=Funded

(U)aUnfunded(F1)
=Floating

(a)N.R.D.S.C.means'NationalReconstructionandDevelopmentSavingsCertificates*. (to)...means'Negligible*,i.e.lessthan0.5?; (c)Figuresdonotamountto100becauseofrounding SOURCE:ComputedfromTable6.2.above.



A comparison of the absolute value of loans raised through the

two instruments similarly shows that even at the highest point, total

outstanding level of loan raised through savings certificates and

premium bonds was only about 6$ of the loan raised through the NADSC

in 1968 alone. This is in spite of the fact that the rate of interest

on the former was 5$ compared with 5$ on the latter, while there is

nothing by way of relative liquidity to make the latter preferable to

the former, i'nese tend to lend support to a conclusion that mandatory

lending has succeeded more in involving the public at large (or to

put it precisely, the private individuals) in government debt than

voluntary lending.

It is, however, difficult to proceed from this to a suggestion

that this mode of borrowing should be adopted on a continuing basis in

preference to voluntary lending. This is because a scheme of compulsory

lending is more prone to be regarded as a tax rather than a loan. This

is more likely as the scheme is administered through the income tax

channel. The scheme was adopted in Nigeria during the civil war -

a time wnen a sentimental appeal for sacrifice (for tnus it would be

regarded by the people given the tax colouring) in national interest

would fall on tolerant ears. Such tolerance can hardly be expected

in less critical periods.

Turning to the other instruments, it will be seen from Table 6.7

that, but for 1964 and 1965, treasury bills accounted for over 40$ but

under 50$ of the total debt every year. On the average, it accounts

for 42.1$ of the total debt. Also since bilateral mode of borrowing

has given way to borrowing through the issue of securities, both the

absolute find relative levels of long-term unfunded debts have tended to

diminish steadily with successive repayments. Thus, while these loans



accounted, for as high as 48/^ of total loans in I960, this proportion

had by 1970 dropped to as low as Vfo,

On the contrary, the proportion of long-term funded debt (raised

through the development stocks) to total debt rose steadily from 9/»

in i960 to a peak of 57/& in 1965 and then declined to 2f/a in 1970

although the absolute amount of the loan was increasing over the time.

The steady decline in this proportion was accounted for by the rela¬

tively higher rate of increase in Treasury bill issues and the broad¬

ening of the loan base to include the medium-terra loan (Treasury

Certificates) from I968. The latter accounted for 18y and 21<fo of

total loan in 1969 and 1970 respectively.

Although the government declared an intention, at the time

Treasury certificates were being introduced to fund most of the short

term debts into it, there i3 no evidence of this having been done as

Treasury bills issues have been increasing simultaneously with

increasing issues of treasury certificates. All that can probably be sai

is that its introduction has reduced the amount of treasury bills that

the government would otherwise have needed to issue.

However, the structure has evolved whereby Treasury bills (short

term debt) accounts for the greatest proportion of total debt and is

followed in order by development stocks (long-term debt) and Treasuiy

certificates (medium-term debt) respectively. In addition, all the

three account for about 97$ of the total debt. It is, however,

difficult from these only to make reasonable deductions about the

possible effects of debt operations unless one knows the structure of

the holdings of these debts. We shall therefore proceed to examine

this structure.
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CHAPTER 7.

HOLDING OF NIGERIA'S PUBLIC DEBT

Following the line of analysis in the theoretical chapters,

we shall divide the ownership of government debt into the government

sector (referred to above as the public sector), and the general

public (which with sorae modifications described above, is the same

as the private sector). The government sector, as noted above,

includes the Central Bank, government departments, and statutory

corporations. And in the Nigerian case, we can make the peculiar

addition of the government itself.

The modification that has to be made in case of the general

public is in respect of the distinction made above between govern¬

ment departments in their normal position as mere administrative

units of gov rnment and in their position as trustees of-private

sector funds. Distinction in these respects is necessary in the

Nigerian case, particularly in respect of two government departments.

These are the post office and the arm of government administering

the National Provident Fund.

With regard to the post office, distinction should be made bet¬

ween its role as the trading arm of the government and its role as a

banker for the general public. In its role as the latter, it falls

in the same position as the commercial banks and so any investment

undertaken from the savings deposited with it should be treated in

like manner as commercial banks' investments."'' Therefore, its

1. It is quite realised that post office decision to invest in govern¬
ment securities would, unlike the commercial banks', be highly
influenced by the fact of its being a government department rather
than relative yield on these securities vis-a-vis other types of
investments.



investment in government securities from savings in its savings bank

should be treated with the general public's holding of public debt.

In the same way, as shown above, the department administering

the National Provident Fund is merely a trustee for the various

contributors into the Fund. Moneys paid into the Fund do not accrue to

the government in the same way as tax or the proceeds of post office

trading, for example, accrue to the government. The investment of

these compulsory savings by the NPF investment committee should there¬

fore rightly be regarded as proceeding from the general public.

The criterion can therefore be generalised as follows - that

the government sector includes those departments and institutions

whose funds realised either by way of tax or proceeds of sale, normally

accrue to the government. This would enable the exclusion of such

government departments and institutions which operate as trustees of

private sector funds from the government sector and their inclusion

in the general public along with the private sector.

The position of the Marketing Boards in this context probably

needs a little clarification. Surpluses of Marketing Boards in

Nigeria arise out of the difference between prices obtained for pro¬

ducts sold on the World Market and prices paid to the producers by

the Boards. These surpluses were expected to be applied, largely

for price stabilisation (to the tune of 7Qg)» for research (to the

tune of 7-|^), and for assisting government development programmes (to

the tune of 22|$). This means that, prima facie. 77i^> of these surplu¬

ses were intended to be applied for the benefit of the producers.

In actual fact, the producers had nardly ever benefited from

these surpluses by way of price stabilis tion. As pointed out above,

stabilisation policy was an ostensible excuse for the building of sub-
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stantial surpluses.1 From 'fable 7*1 it can be seen that, on the

average, the proportion of producer prices to world prices for the

period before 1954 (i.e. before the marketing boards were regionalised)

was below 70^ for any of the major primary products. And from the

ranges shown, there was no time the mean proportion of producer price

to world market price went above 100$. This means that the marketing

boards surpluses were not utilised at any time to supplement world

TABLE 7.1

PROPORTION OF PRODUCER PRICES TO WORLD PRICES OF NIGERIA'S

MAJOR PRIMARY PRODUCTS - PERIODICAL AVERAGES 1948 - 1967

Percentages.

1948 - 54 1955 - 61 1962 - 67
Product

Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range

Cocoa 58.6 32.3 - 98.4 73.3 48.0 - 96.2 63.5 47.7 - 100.0

Palm Oil 68.7 55.8 - 93.5 51.4 46.2 - 55.8 44.7 39.6 - 46.8

Palm Kernel 60.2 38.2 -100.0 55.5 42*8 — 64.6 51.6 44.8 - 56.5

Groundnuts 38.2 22.8 - 45.7 55.0 41.0 - 79.7 69.3 63.6 - 76.8

SOURCEi Computed from Olatunbosun and Olayide, S.O., op. cit..
Table 5, p.17-

1. Supra p. f 2, 2.
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prices with a view to stabilising producer prices.* Behind this
2

were strong fiscal motives.

Similarly, after the boards were regionalised in 1954» the

governments saw in the surpluses of the boards, a ready reserve of

money which they could syphon into the financing of their develop¬

ment programmes. By the turn of the decade, more than 65^ of the

accumulated reserves had been deployed in loans and grants to the

various regional governments and corporations. This was an effect¬

ive, though informal, reversal of the boards' ostensible policy

1. This fact is borne out by a host of the growing literature on the
stabilisation role of the Nigerian marketing boards. These include,
inter alia. Dupe Olatunbosun and Olayide, 3.0., op.cit., Cbayan,
*3.0., op, cit. particularly as shown in his Table 6; Ogunsheye,
A., "Marketing Boards and Stabilisation of producer prices and
incomes in Nigeria", The Nigerian Journal of Economic and Social
Studies. Vol. 7, No. 2, 1965, PP« 131 - 143» anh Adamu, S.C.,
"On the Stabilisation Policy of the Marketing Boards in Nigeria
1948 - 1962", The Nigerian Journal of Economic and Social Studies,
Vol. 12, No. 3, 1970, pp. 323 - 340. Although Adaau's analysis
shows that there does exist some long run stabilisation in the
prices paid by the government on some of the primary products,
such stabilisation has not resulted from a conscious policy of
the government to that end and in any case, it has not been
achieved by the utilisation of the boards* accumulated surpluses.
Moreover, Adamu's work would have been more illuminating for our
discussion if he had gone further to show that such stabilisation
has tended to be achieved simply because prices paid have tended to
be ohe lowest possible in light of political considerations,
rather than pushed up to within the range of prices obtainable
externally for the products.

2. Apart from the mobilisation of Nigerian resources for use in
Britain which the investment policy of the Commodity Marketing
Boards connoted, the objectives of the Boards in fixing commodity
prices, as shown by Leubuscher, C., were geared, inter alia.
at enabling the colonial government to have a firmer grip on the
territory, contro 1 purchasing power and keep down inflation.
See Leubuscher, C., Bulk Buying from the Colonies. (Londont
Oxford University Press, 1956). See in particular p.11.
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with regard to the utilisation of profit. This was confirmed by the

subsequent open declaration of the various regional governments of

a "policy of employing their marketing boards to earn revenue for

financing development".* Price stabilisation role virtually
2

became extinct as a policy of the boards. To this end, policies
3

in respect of prices to be paid to producers have been increasingly

geared at taking as much as is politically feasible off whatever

prices are obtainable on the world market. Consequently, in spite

of the falling trend of the world prices of these commodities, the

proportion of producer prices to world prices during the sixties was

not, on the average more than 70?' in respect of any of the commodities.

Writers on the Nigerian marketing board system are unanimous in

the opinion that this is a device of taxing the producers. This

opinion is adequately summarised by Cbayan's Justification for the

fiscal role of the marketing boards. He wrotei "Given the diffi¬

culty of reaching the large number of individual farmers by any form

of direct tax, marketing board trading surpluses obviously provided

an administratively convenient fiscal device for mobilising financial

resources for activating the rest of the economy through government

capital expenditure"^

1. Obayan, E.G., op. cit., p.4*

2. It was, for example, stated explicitly in the Northern Nigeria
Development Programme 1962 - 68 that the government's reliance on
the marketing board for financing the development programme "entails
relieving the Board of its liability for subsidising the producer
prices annually at which level in relation to Yforld prices as to
anticipate a surplus on the year's operation to cover operating
costs". Ref. Government of Northern Nigeria, Development Plan,
1962 - 68, Kaduna} Kaduna 1962. This policy, although expressed
less directly, has been a common feature of the development pro¬
grammes of all the other regions.

3. Tha3e prices are usually fixed at the beginning of the crop season
by the boards invariably as directed by the government. The poli¬
tical significance of such prices fixed is demonstrated by the fact
that announcement of buying prices is usually done by a minister.

4. Ibid., p.5.



Within the context of this study, the relevant question to

ask is the correctness, or otherwise, of placing the marketing boards

in the government sector. Placing thera otherwise implies that the

boards are owned by, and their earnings accrue to, the general public.

As the yields of the boards neither accrued directly to the producers

in form of distributable profit nor made to accrue indirectly through

genuine pursuit of producer price stabilisation, it is wrong to hold

that they belonged to, or operated in trust for the primary producers.

Rather, they operated almost absolutely for the benefit of the

State governments.

The latter formulated their policies - manipulated their buying

prices to facilitate accumulation of trading surplus for their

(government's) capital expe diture. The price fixing (manipulation)

exercise was no more than a disguised sales tax. Also, the fact that

part of the amount extracted by the States (Regional) governments were

called loans is, in our opinion, deceptive since the governments could,

with one hand pay back these loans and allocate thera immediately to

themselves, as grants, with the other. In view of these, the marketing

boards would be better construed as trading arras of the States

governments^" rather than as trustees for primary producers. Conseq-

1. This ceased to operate from April 1973 us the Federal Government
has now taken over complete control of all the Marketing Boards
ostensibly to remove the dependence of the States on the Marketing
Boards as well as ensure better prices for the producers. The
policy implications of this especially as regards accumulation
and disposals of surpluses by Marketing Boards are yet too early
to assess. See The Budget of the Federal Government of Nigeria for
fiscal year 1973/74 (Federal Ministry of Information) mimeograph.



uently, they fell in the government sector within the context of the

definition given above."''

Holdings by The General loiblic
\

Discussions in the last two chapters show that the small savings

1. This is of importance in considering the net inter-governmental
obligations between the Federal Government and the States. With
this conclusion, it follows that marketing boards' investments in
loans centrally raised should be taken as loans from the particular
state which controlled the particular marketing board and should
correspondingly be offset from loans on-lent by the Federal Government
to that State.

Also, the conclusion raises a vital problem as to whether or not
loans raised by the marketing boards should be included in
government debt. Marketing Board purchases are usually financed by
short-term loans which are invariably repaid at the end of each
marketing season when payments for their sales are received. Such
loans have since 1962 been raised through issues of Marketing Board
Bills which are invariably secured on their estimated produce sales
and/or (since 1968) the Federal Government guarantee (if necessaiy).
The bills v/ere, up till early 1968 financed by consortia of various
commercial banks in Nigeria. The financing has, however, been taken
over since 1968 by the Central Bank. Furthermore, Central Bank's
discounting facilities extend to the bills. Thus, they have as
much monetary implications as government's treasury bills.

For this, and in light of our argument above, marketing board's
debts should be included in the government debt just in the same
way as it is arguable that their holding of debt should be excluded
in computing government's net debt. However, conscious of the
short-comings of doing so, we are taking the liberty of excluding the
boards' debts from total debt in this study for a few reasons:
The debts are largely raised merely to provide working balances
pending their sales. Such debts are invariably repaid within short
periods thus preventing government's contingent liability (if any)
on the debts from becoming a reality. Also, that the boards have
always been suppliers of funds to rather than drawers of funds from
the governments makes it adequate to represent their fiscal impact
by embodying such supply of funds in government revenue. This is
more so since the boards' budgets do not in any way form part of
the government's budgets except in respect of 'grants' expected
or received by the government from them. Furthermore, to include
the boards' debt would, because of the last reason given above,
give rise to several other complications which to disentangle might
take us very much beyond the scope of this work.



type of debts (voluntary and mandatory) were held by the general public

and in particular private individuals, while the bilateral loans were

held largely by semi-official institutions. We can therefore exclude

them and concentrate on the structure of ownership of other types of

debt instruments which, as shown earlier, account for about 97/' of the

total debt. In this regard, attention has to be focused on three types

of debt instruments - viz. development stocks, treasury certificates,

and treasury bills.

Tables 7*2 and 7»3 below show, respectively, the absolute and rel¬

ative holdings of development stocks by various categories of investors.

Also Tables 7»4 to J,6 show, respectively, subscriptions for and out¬

standing holdings of treasury bills. And in Table 7*7 we show the

quarterly holdings of outstanding treasury certificates. It can be

seen from the tables that, in respect of development stocks and treasury

certificates, the holdings of the general public have consistently been

higher than those of the government sector.

The picture is slightly different in the case of treasury bills.

While the proportions of treasury bills subscribed for and held by the

general public were higher than one naif in I960 and 1961, they system¬

atically declined to the rock bottom level of 14/5 in 1967 and rose

steeply after. As a result, over the period from 1962 to 1968, sub¬

scription for and holdings of outstanding treasury bills by the general

public were substantially lower than in the government sector. To put

the structure in proper perspective, we shall examine the holdings of

each of the various groups within the sectors.

Private Individuals

Considering first voluntary investments by individuals in these



TABLE7.2

H0LDIKG3OFOUTSTANDINGDEVELOPMENTSTOCKSIEABSOLUTETSR1BASATDid'iBHR1962-1970
£'million

G0

VE1NMS
NTSE
CT0R

OrE

NERAL

PUBLI
C

TEAR

Central Bank

Boards& Corpora¬ tions

Govern-a nents

SUB¬ TOTAL

Commer¬ cial Banks

Savings*3 Instit¬ utions

InsurancePrivate CompaniesCompanies
Indivi¬ duals

Unallo-C cated

SUB¬ TOTAL

1962

-

5.23

0.16

5.39

0.45

12.56

0.23

0.11

0.18

-

13.53

1963

2.53

7.14

0.24

9.91

0.55

20.82

0.28

0.85

0.22

1.07

23.79

1964

13.73

7.04

2.10

22.87

0.54

28.21

0.57

O.67

0.22

0.13

30.34

1965

19.03

7.49

4.07

30.59

0.56

34.97

1.09

0.60

0.27

0.04

37.53

1966

21.18

5.72

5.36

32.26

2.44

42.83

1.42

0.73

0.28

0.10

47.80

1967

30.49

5.29

5.14

40.92

2.41

51.46

1.50

1.54

0.26

-

57.77

1968

40.94

5.71

3.62

50.27

1.66

60.61

1.67

1.51.

0.25

0.09

65.79

1969

38.58

6.49

6.64

51.71

1.93

71.74

1.72

3.09

0.25

0.05

78.78

197043.56
7.00

3.04

53.60

3.64

77.87

9.43

4.62

0.34

-

95.90

aGovernmentsincludeFederal,StatesandLocalGovernments bSavingsInstitutionsincludePensionsandprovidentfunds,PostOfficeSavingsBank,Go-operative Societies,MutualSavingsandLoangroups,cr.ditorganisations,etc.
cCentralBanksalesnotyetallocated, dFiguresfor1970areasatJune.AlthoughthetotalstockoutstandinginDecemberremained-unchanged, theholdingsalteredslightlybutnotsufficientlytoalterthestructurehere,

SOURCE:EconomicandFinancialReview(variousyears),CentralBankofNigeria,
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HOLDINGSOBQUTST.JujINGDEVELQPifcNTSTOCKSIKREL'.TIVLflMBMaTBSilS1962-1970
Percentage.

GOVERNMEN
TSE
CT0R

GENERALPUBLIC

YEAR

Central Bank

Boards& Corpora¬ tions

Govern¬ ments

-SUB—a TOTAL

Commer-Savings cialInstit- Banksutions
Insurance Conpanies
PrivateIndivi-Unallo- Conpaniesdualscated

SUB-a TOTAL

1962

_

28

1

28

2

66

1

111

72

1963

8

22

1

29

2

62

1

313
71

1964

26

13

4

43

1

53

1

1 ...b...b
57

1965

28

11

6

45

1

51

2

......

55

1966

26

7

7

40

3

53

2

......

59

1967

31

5

5

42

2

52

2

2

58

1968

35

5

3

43

1

52

1

......

57

1969

30

5

5

40

1

55

1

2 ...•••
60

1970

29

5

2

36

2

52

6

3

64

aifeynotequalthesumofthesub-setsbecauseofrounding,
b ...means'Keligible*,i.e.lessthan0.5>c SOURCE:ComputedfromTable7*1



table7,4

ANNUALAVERAGCUA1TELYStTBSCRLETIOrSFCBTRASURYBILLSI960-1970
£'million

G0

VERBkEN
TSECT
0R

GENER
ALPUBLIC

xear

Central Bank

Boardsand Corpor¬ ations

Governments
SUB¬ TOTAL

Commercial Banks

Savings"1 Institu¬ tions

Private Conpanies
Individuals

SUB¬ TOTAL

1960

1.41

0.86

0.91

3.18

4.04

0.57

1.00

0.20

5.82

1961

2.31

1.73

0.25

4.29

7.11

1.19

0.57

0.07

8.94

1962

7.41

3.62

1.53

12.56

6.60

1.62

1.16

0.07

9.45

1963

10.96

2.90

1.45

15.31

4.48

3.96

0.43

0.07

8.95

1964

15.66

3.09

2.04

20.79

6.63

3.83

1.42

0.08

11.96

1965

19.18

6.09

0.27

25.54

6.42

3.90

0.50

0.15

10.97

1966

27.73

7.73

1.76

37.22

6.84

5.74

0.50

0.19

13.27

1967

57.40

3.87

2.54

63.81

4.87

4.54

0.92

0.13

10.49

1968

54.06

4.34

1.19

59.59

35.98

4.70

0.93

0.13

4L.74

1969

47.00

0.55

3.81

51.36

76.11

3.66

12.18

0.43

92.38

1970b

79.27

-

3.83

83.10

83.38

5.12

26.85

1.22

116.57

aIncludeInsuranceCompanies
"b^->£rterlyaverageuptoJuneonly.

SOURCE:(1)EconomicandFinancialReview(variousyears),CentralBankofNigeria. (2)AnnualReportandStatementofAccounts(variousyears),CentralBankofNigeria.



table7,5

ANNUALAVERAGEQUARTERLYSUBSCRIPTIONS7QRTRASURTBTT.T.STTJRELATIVETERMS1960-1970
Percentages.

c0

VERNME
NTSECT
0R

GENERALPUBLIC

Central

Boardsand

SUB-a

Commercial
Savings

Private

SUB-&

TEAR

Bank

Corpor¬

Governments
TOTAL

Banks

Institu¬
CompaniesIndividuals
TOTAL

ations

tions

1960

16

10

10

35

45

6

112

65

1961

17

13

2

32

54

9

41

67

1962

34

16

7

57

30

7

5 ...b
43

1963

45

12

6

63

18

16

2

37

1964

48

9

6

63

20

12

4 ...
37

1965

53

17

1

70

18

11

1

30

1966

55

15

3

74

14

11

1

26

1967

78

5

3

86

7

6

1

14

1968

53

4

1

59

36

5

1

41

1969

33

•••

3

36

53

3

8 ...
64

1970

40

-

2

42

42

3

131

58

aMaynotequalsuraofsub-setsbecauseofrounding
b ....means'Negligible',i.e.lessthan0.5/ SOURCE:ComputedfromTable7.3



YEAR I960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

TABLE7.6

HOLDINGSOFTR-AoURYBILLSOUTSTANDING-ASATDXiiaboR1960-1970
£'million

CENTRALBANKOOVKRNJENTSCOMiERCIALBANKSCALLMONEYFOND0?IffiRSa Amount

%of Total

Amount

%of Total

Amount

%of Total

Amount

%of Total

Amount

%of Total

1.37

15

-

mm

1.87

21

-

-

5.79

64

6.66

39

-

-

2.97

17

-

-

7.37

43

4.68

20

-

-

3.37

14

3.41

14

12.54

52

15.68

52

1.61

5

1.19

4

3.AS

12.

8.05

27

6.58

19

6.50

19

5.36

16

4.86

14

10.70

31

12.47

31

6.33

16

6.45

16

3.23

8

11.50

29

28.99

45

6.50

10

11.23

18

3.36

5

13.92

21

47.41

56

8.10

10

14.26

17

2.96

3

11.40

14

4.27

4

4.20

4

97.87

82

4.42

4

9.25

8

11.72

7

5.84

3

97.79

58

6.10

4

48.55

29

50.10

18

18.47

7

138.39

50

14.12

5

56.92

20

aInclude:BoardsariaCorpor&ttions,SavingsInstitutions,LocalGovernments, Companies,andIndividuals.
SOURCES:(1)economicandFinancialReview(variousyears),CentralsankofNigeria. (2)i-omualReportandStatementofAccounts,197°»CentralSankofNigeria.



TAsLE7.7

::JLDjlI-.3E>OFTIwbURYCf^TiFIGAlVLSAsATaH)Ob1('7,h'fa1968-1970
•fi'million

CENTRALBiiiJL

GOVERNMENTS

CiAvwiiItCTi\iixaANKS
OTHERS

(a)

quarter

Amount

jibof

Amount%of
iUBOUXit

%of

Amount

%of

XEaR

Ending

Total

Total

Total

Total

1968

Decemoer

-

-

-

9.70

97.0

0.30

3.0

1969

March

-

-

-

48.24

96.5

1.75

3.5

June

-

-

-

49.11

98.2

0.89

1.8

September

-

-

-

58.95

98.2

1.05

1.9

December

-

-

-

69.44

97.8

1.56

2.2

1970

March

7.49

7.1

-

94.14

88.8

4.37

4.1

June

7.10

6.7

-

95.11

89.7

3.79

3.6

September

6.69

6.6

-

95.26

~89.8

4.05

3.8

December

1.14

1.0

-

111.72

93.9

5.10

4.3

(a)

Include:Boards
andCorporations,

SavingsInstitutions
,Local

Governments,
Companies,

and

Individuals,
DXTT'3;(1)EconomicandFinancialReview,June1970,CentralBankofNigeria, (2)AnnualReportandStatementofAccounts,1970,CentralBankofNii-eria.



debt instruments, it is notable that even at the maximum level, these

were far below £0.5 million in respect of each type of debt instrument

(except in case of treasury bills, where the outstanding amount rose

above £1 million in 1970 only). As a result, holdings by individuals

have consistently constituted a highly negligible proportion of the

total debts. This picture is very much the same with what obtained

with the savings certificates and premium bond scheme discussed earlier

and strongly lends support to the contention that the investment attit¬

ude of the individuals is largely not oriented to this mode of invest¬

ment.

Given the factors which condition the investment attitude of the

private individuals in Nigeria, it is hardly surprising that so little

investment has voluntarily been made in government debt. The traditional

social prestige attaching to ownership of real property, or the ordi¬

nary man's idea of safe investment conceived in tangible property or

going business, and the desire for sizeable and immediate yield are

among the major factors that influence the private individual's choice

of type of investment in Nigeria. In either respect, investment in

government debt stands very little chance against other modes of

investment like ownership of house or a large variety of small- and

medium-scale businesses. Coupled with this is the fact that investment

in debt instrument is a relatively new thing in Nigeria and the struct¬

ure of and accesr, to such mode of investment are still very unfamiliar

to a large proportion of the population.

Insurance and Other Companies

It is convenient to treat these two categories of investors

together since, under normal circumstances, they have identical attit¬

ude to investment. This attitude, as we showed earlier, is conditioned

largely by the relative yields on the alternative modes of investments



open to them. These alternative modes include investment in business

shares, mortgage loans, ploughing baok of profits, and investment in

government securities. It can be argued that the profit maximisation

objective in the case of insurance companies would be subject to the

constraint placed by their obligations to their insured clients.

However, the lower the risks on their policies* (and this they try

to minimise through various devices), the weaker this constraint is

and hence the greater the speculative investment they can undertake.

Further, the higher their demand for speculative investments the lower

their demand for government securities would tend to be.

Like the case of private individuals, investment in government

securities by these two categories of investors have also been very low.

Investment by private companies in development stock was consistently

below £1 million up till 1966 and thereafter rose till it reached the

peak of only £4*62 million in 1970. Similarly, investment by insurance

companies in development stocks rose steadily from £0.23 million in

1962 to only £1.72 million in 19^9» and jumped to £9.43 million in 1970.

1. Degree of riak on policies here means the probability, in any
period, that insurance companies will become liable to pay
money to their insured clients as a result of things happening
against which the clients have been insured. These include,
inter alia, the probability (in cases of vehicle and property
policies; that there will be an accident necessitating payment
of compensation or (in the case of life policies) the
probability that insured people will die or have their
insurance p.licies otherwise matured during any specific period.



Separate figures in respect of the treasury hills holdings

of insurance companies are not available as they are merged into

holdings of savings institutions. However, judging from the very

low amount held by the latter, one can infer that holdings by

insurance companies would, on the whole, be negligible. V/ith

regard to private companies, their holdings of treasury bills were

also very low ranging from £0.43 million to £1.42 million only up

till 1968. There were steep rises, however, both in 1969 and 1970

bringing their total holdings to £26.85 million which was 135$ of

total average quarterly subscriptions for treasury bills in 1970.

Similarly, while subscriptions for treasury certificates by

insur;mce companies have been virtually nil, those by private

companies have been, o& /the '.Average, just about 2'/> of total issues.*"
Given the assumption that the investment policies of these

categories of investors are conditioned, ceteris paribus, by yield

on investments, these low levels of their investment in public debt

would seem to be explained by the relatively low yield on the

securities vis-a-vis other forms of investments. For example, from

the results of the estimates of profitability of the manufacturing
2

sector made by Ggon Vielrose from some of the industrial surveys

conducted up to 1965) it is evident that returns to capital in most

of the businesses are much higher than the yields on development

stocks.

1. See Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial ..view, 1970.
Table 28.

2. Ggon Vielrose, "Manufacturing Industries in Nigeria: Notes on
Profits, Growth and Capacity Utilization", Nigerian Journal of
Economic and Social Studies. Vol. 12, No. 1, 1970, pp. 141 - 151.
See particularly Table 2. Of the 36 industries examined, 29 showed
profit/output ratios above the Tr - 647' quoted. Data in respect

of one were omitted. The poor performance of the remaining 6
result, inter alia, cither from poor management (especially in the
case of the government owned and contro led ones) or stiff
competition from non-factory type local producers who, of course,
were e eluded from the surveys on which Vielrose's study was based.



By his estimates, the proportion of profit to output in most

of the industries ranges from 7r to 64/' and the average for all the

industries examined was 26^'. It would not not only pay such business¬

es to plough back their profit, but their equity shares, if quoted,

would be more attractive to investors than the government develop¬

ment stocks. In addition, yields on private companies* preference

shares and debentures quoted on the stock exchange have been of the

order of 7- 85^.These are also higher than the yields on develop¬

ment stocks.^

Commercial Banks

As 3hown earlier, the policies of commercial banks are condit¬

ioned largely by their liquidity requirements and the interest motive.

With regard to the latter, the banks fall in the same position as

insurance and private companies. Thus, given the relative yields

1. Obtained from reports on "Money and Capital Markets" given in
Central Bank of Nigeria, Annual keport and Statement of Accounts,
(various years).

2. It can be argued that the fact that government stocks are relati¬
vely more secure than these shares should compensate for the
difference in yield as between the two. But, considering the
facts (l) that the difference between 5$ - 6"' (which is the range
of interest on stocks) and 7$ - 8$ (which the range on these
shares) is fairly substantial especially where large sums of money
are to be invested; (2) that some of these shares are cumulative
shares in which case they, as well as ordinary shares, are likely
to appreciate in monetary value with inflationary trend whereas
government stocks would not; and (3) that, as we argued above,
the question of security of investment is a relative concept and
that the weight attached to security in the investment decisions
of these * professional* investors is likely to be relatively low,
one would conclude that shares would still have an edge over
government stocks in their investment decisions.
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shown above on alternative investments in Nigeria, the banks' invest¬

ment in government long-terra securities would also tend to be snail.

In addition, with commercial banks' lending: rates heir..- 7 on first

class advances, 7 - 8'/ on produce adv?mces and 77 ~ 1<7"' on other

advances, these advarxces would tend to have greater attraction for

the commercial bank3 than investment in government securities. This

is more so since these advances are invariably for much shorter

periods than the life of government development stocks. This can be

seen from the pattern of distribution of the maturities of commercial

banks* loans for 1966 - 197$ set out in Table 7*8.

TABLd 7.8

'VitTdlTY - ATT ,KK OF CC t ••■IHClAh ITuo. LCAL ■ 1)66 - 19701

Percentages.

Yd AH
Less than
1 year

1-5
years

lore than
5 years

1966 88.8 9.0 2.2

1967 91.0 7.0 2.0

1968 90.4 7.6 2.0

1969 89.5 8.5 2.2

1970 89.9 9.4 0.7

1. Based on monthly average percentages of each class

of loan to total loans and advances.

SOURCE 1 Central Bank of Nigeria, Annual he por t and

Statement of Accounts, 1970, p.52.

approximately 90'/, of total banks' leans and advances are granted

for les t'nan 1 year while less than 2jt, on the average, are granted

for mor than 5 years. The distribution of loans is highly indicative



of tho banks' predominant preference for short-term investm . ts.

Since development stocks are usually issued for not less than 5

years and, to a v ry large extent, for periods much greater than

5 years, banks' demand for them would be very low. This seems to be

borne out by their holdings of development stocks as shown in Table

7.2. Throughout the period up to 197°» outstanding holdings of

stocks by them rose above £2.C million only in 1966, 19 7 md 1970.

In addition, these holdings did not at any time exceed 3/ of the

total stocks outstanding. (See Table 7*3)• Furthermore, develop¬

ment stocks have consistently constituted less than l/ of total assets

of the banks.

ith regard to Treasury bills, although the banks' subscriptions

during the first two years of issue constituted very high proportions

(45V and 94'/ respectively) cf total issues, their subscriptions in

subsequent years up to 1967 have tended to remain unchanged, in

absolute value, in soite of substantial increases of total issues.

Consequently, the proportion of their subscriotion to total issues

tended to decrease steadily until 1967* After 1967» however, both

the absolute end relative amounts of their subscriptions rose steeply.

A look at their holdings of outstanding treasury bills (see Table 7*6)

presents an identical picture.

Several factors can be said to account for the relatively low

level of their investment in Treasury bills before 1968 and the sudden

and substantial increase from 1968. In order to make the discussion

of these factors easy, it will be necessary to take a brief look at

the assets structure of the banks over the period. This is shown in

Table 7*9» From that table, it can be seen at a glance, that loans

and advances have consistently constituted the largest art of their



TABLE7.9r,.1/.
MONTHLYAVERAGESOFCOiMDRCIALBANKS'ASSETSIKABSOLUTETERMS1-URYEARS1960-1970. Cash,Call

Balanceswith

LOANSANDADVANCES

MoneyFundand
Offices,branches
Internal

OtherLoans
Treasury

Treasury
Other

YEAR

Inter-bank

andotherbanks
Bills

and

Bills

Certifi¬
Assets

TTAL

Balanceswithin
abroad

Discounted
Advances

cates

Nige.,J.C.

(a)

(b)

1960

11.8

27.6

0.8

39.8

3.7

23.6

106.7

1961

10.2

27.0

1.2

50.6

6.7

-

30.3

126.0

1962

10.5

35.7

1.7

62.6

6.7

-

31.6

148.9

1963

12.0

PO

—*

•

O

7.4

71.6

4.4

-

26.0

143.2

1964

12.6

20.8

11.2

86.5

7.6

-

33.0

169.0

1965

13.9

22.7

13.6

101.3

10.4

-

36.4

198.4

1966

13.3

26.7

22.3

106.1

12.5

-

40.5

221.4

1967

15.8

19.4

20.7

107.3

20.2

41.0

223.5

1968

14.1

9.7

7.3

102.8

73.4

9.7

41.7

249.7

1969

17.6

1.4

2.1

99.7

97.6

51.2

59.9

329.6

1970

23.5

1.5

1.5

115.5

116.2

89.6

74.1

423.6

(a)Includesproducebills (b)Includesnegligibleamountofforeignbillsdiscounted (c)Includesdevelopmentstockswhichhoweverconstituteanegligibleproportion.
SOURCE:EconomicandFinancialReview(variousyears),CentralbankofNigeria.



assets. These loans and advances went largely to construction and

general commerce. The last category consisted of advances for financing

of imports, exports internal trade, and discounting of commercial bills

the bulk of which were marketing board bills.

The discounting of these eligible bills offer more direct competi¬

tion with treasury bills. These commercial bills are invariably fully

guaranteed, or in the case of marketing board bills, fully secured on

the season's produce. In addition, they are eligible for discounting

by the Central Bank at any time. Furthermore, they are part of the

specified liquid assets for the computation of commercial banks'

liquidity ratio. With this, they are of comparable security and

liquidity as treasury bills. But, in addition, the yields on them

are invariably higher than the yields on treasury bills.

For example, in 1962, when marketing board bill financing was

introduced, the commercial banks' discounting rate of the bills was

5vf/. as opposed to 3interest rate on treasury bills. Similarly, when

treasury bill rate was increased to 4t> to 1964» marketing board bills

discount rate went up to 6-f>. Clearly, on the grounds of relative

yield, commercial banks' demand for these bills would be higher than

their demand for treasury bills. Consequently, during the period when

marketing board bill financing was in operation (1962 - 1)67)» banks*

holdings of eligible bills rose and remained above their holdings of

treasury bills. But, after the Central Bank took over the direct

financing of marketing board bills in 1968, a major portion of eligible

bills the banks could hold was thereby withdrawn.

Another form of banks' asset which was also of competitive signi¬

ficance to treasury bills was 'external balance with offices, branches

find other banks abroad'. Apart from the fact that such external
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balances were, to some specified extent, liquidity ratio assets, they

constituted an indirect medium of unpenalised external utilisation of

funds in competition with investment in local securities. Up till

I964, 7/' f these external balances were taken into account in com¬

puting the liquidity ratio. But this proportion was reduced late in

I964 to y/o as part of the package deal of fiscal and monetary instru¬

ments applied to reduce the level of consumption and control infla¬

tionary pressure. And from 19&9> balances ceased to be counted

as part of the specified liquid assets of the banks.

No doubt, these systematic reductions, coupled with the with¬

drawal of marketing board bill financing from the commercial banks,

enhanced the importance of treasury bill3 in liquidity ratio compu¬

tation and consequently caused an upward shift in banks' demand for

them. However, the explanation of the substantial shift since 1968

lies also largely outside liquidity ratio consideration.

Other factors, which were actually occasioned by the disturbances

and civil war, included the lull in commerce resulting from various

measures to restrict import as well as the strict tightening of foreign

exchange control and regulations of commercial banking business. The

first resulted in systematic reduction of the level of commercial

banks' loans and advances for general commerce. And the others are

seen importantly to account for the downswing in commercial banks'

external assets from 1967* In addition, the deposit liabilities of

banks kept steadily increasing as a result of increasing government

expenditure and because of the relative scarcity of goods resulting

from the governments' import restrictions. All these generated sub¬

stantial surplus capacity for investment by banks which only found

outlet in government securities.
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In spite of this substantial increase in capacity, there was no

appreciable increase in banks* investment in government development

stocks. Rather, virtually all the investible surplus thus released

were invested in treasury bills even though the yields on the bills are

much lower than these on stocks. The only reasonable inference one

can make from this is a desire on the part of the banks to keep liquid

hopefully awaiting the re-activation of demand from the private sector

for loans and advances.

The introduction of Treasury Certificates in 1968 provided a

welcome alternative outlet for banks* investible funds. The fact that

they did not have long to wait, as the life of certificates vary from

only one year to two years, and also that the yields on them are, at

least, higher than the yields on treasury bills enlivened their Interest

in this instrument. Prom its introduction, banks' holdings have been

high and increasing and have constituted a very high proportion of total

issues. Prom Table 7»7» it can be seen that banks' holdings have on

the average accounted for more than 957' total certificates outstanding.

It is difficult to say if this instrument would, given a revival of

demand for credit in the private sector and removal of controls on

banks' advances, be able to attract as much custom from the banking

sector as it has. There is a danger, however, that, given the fact that

the certificates are issued on identical terms as Treasury bills (except

for the life and the rate of interest), banks' investment in them might

eventually tend to grow at the expense of their investment in the latter.

To summarise, it is clear from the discussion above that commercial

banks* demand for government s curities in Nigeria is not, under normal

circumstances high. For example, both the length of life and interest

rates structure of the development stocks make them much less

attractive to the banks than other forms of investment which are

usually shorter and/or carry higher yields. Also, other types of



liquid assets besides treasury bills which were taken into consider¬

ation in computing liquidity ratio were more attractive than treasury

bills either on the ground of yield (e.g. in the case of eligible

commercial bills) or on the ground of alt rnative and probably more

profitable use to which they could be put by the banks (e.g. in the

case of balances with offices, branches or other banks abroad).

That marketing board bill financing has been taken away from

commercial banks and foreign balances and securities have ceased to be

counted for the computation of liquid assets tended to increase the

demand for treasury bills if only for the purpose of meeting the

liquidity requirement. It might, however, be highly misleading to

take the sudden upspurt in, and high level of, banks1 investment in

treasury bills from 1967 as reflecting a change in their attitude

that would last. Neither would it be co-'rect to e pect the high

level of investment in treasury certificates to be sustained. This

is because the high and increasing demands for these instruments by

banks are seen importantly to have been caused by developments

occasioned by the war and post-war anti-inflationary measures. And

finally, given the terms of issue of treasury certificates, they

mig t eventually come to compete formidably with treasury bills in

the portfolio of the banks.

Savings Institutions

Holdings of development stocks by savings institutions consti¬

tuted by far the largest percentage held by any category of investors.

Proa Table J.2 it is seen that these institutions had consistently

held more than 5ty' of outstanding stocks. In absolute terms, their

holdings have consistently increased from £12.56 million in December

1962 to £77.37 million in June 1970 and £83.10 million in December 1970.
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This represents an average annual increase of £8.82 million which is

about 50;' of the average annual increase in total stock outstanding.

But for a few relatively unimportant ones, these institutions are

run either directly by the government (e.g. the II F and the post office

savings bank) or under the aegis of government (e.g. co-operative

societies). And either because of their nature or as a result of

government influence, government patronage and security of investment

rather than speculation appear to have been their overriding investment

criteria - hence the high patronage government stock has enjoyed from

them. Also, for the fact of their being media for small long-terra

savings and the consequently low probability of withdrawal from their

funds, their liquidity requirement would tend to be low. For example,

as shown in Table 7*4 their maximum average quarterly subscription for

treasury bills has consistently been below £6.00 million and has not,

at any time, accounted for more than l6'/> of total issue.

The government Sector

Our discussion of holdings of government securities within the

government sector is divided into two. The first is in respect of

holdings by boards, corporations, and the governments themselves.

The second is holdings by the Central Bank.

Boards. Corporations, and the Governments

Figures of holdings of outstanding government securities by

boards, and corporations show clearly their gradually diminishing

importance from virtually one of sole supplier of credit to the

government (which they were in the fifties). The proportion of their

holdings of outstanding development stocks steadily diminished from
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28;/ in 1962 to only 5i* in the successive years from 1967 to 1970.

Explanation for this diminishing trend is to be found largely in

the change in the role the marketing boards, from which by far

the greatest proportion of the loan from this class usually comes,

has been raa.de to fulfil. As shown earlier, all the States governments

look up to and now require their respective marketing boards to

provide funds for their respective economic development programmes

by way of outright grants rather than by loan. Thus, the amount

which becomes available for the boards to invest becomes limited

to such part of their surplus which the States governments do not

have immediate need for.

Apart from the marketing boards which realise substantial

surplus on their trading, other boards and corporations derive

their funds from government budgetary allocations, external grants

(invariably channelled through the government), and their trading

surpluses (if any). Consequently, funds available for them to

invest are nece sarily limited to whatever funds have become avail¬

able but are not immediately needed for their capital projects.

These are i variably very small find would most likely be put into

short time investments.

Perhaps a more interesting point about their investment in

government securities proceeds from their relationship with the

governments. Boards and corporations are fully owned by the govern¬

ments, their profits accrue to the governments and their capital

programmes are formulated by the governments and usually also

embodied in the latter*s programmes. With this degree of integration

it is difficult to look on them as being in any way different from

the government. Any government security they buy, therefore, can



rightly be regarded as loan lent by the governments to themselves.

This situation is more obvious in case of investments by the

various governments (Federal, States and Local) in government

securities. Funds which are thereby invested are recurrently al¬

located funds for expenditure due to be met at some future time.

The various Federal/States sinking funds for the repayment of funded

debts are typical examples of these funds. These investments have

accounted for between 1/ and 7/ of outstanding development stocks

and 1/ and 10/ of treasury bills issues.

Although investment in government debts by the boards, corporations

and governments smacks very much of mere book-keeping significance,

they are not without some economic implications. Apart from the

reactivation of funds which otherwise would have remained idle, thereby

reducing, if only slightly, the extent to which governments have to

depend on borrowing from the private sector or the Central Bank, it,

in addition, makes possible inter-state or inter-governmental flow of

temporarily surplus funds.

Central Bank

As in the case of the boards and corporations, the Central Bank of

Nigeria is fully owned by the government and its profits after allowing

for statutory reserves to the government. These reserves and other

funds that come to it in the normal course of its business could be

invested. But the distinguishing feature about a Central Bank is its

extensive capacity, which might theoretically tend to infinity, to

undertake investments by the process of money printing. This depends

on whether or not the fiduciary element in its currency is controlled



and to what extent it is controlled either quantitatively or in

relative terms to its holding of foreign reserves. It is this rel¬

ative control that applies in the case of the Central Bank of Nigeria

currency.

Unlike the West African Currency Board*s currency which was

100^ backed by sterling, the Central Bank of Nigeria's currency is

required to be backed by external reserves only to specific proportion

of the Bank's total currency and demand liabilities. Prior to 1962

the external reserve backing was required to be not less than 60/'

of the currency in circulation plus 35/=> of other demand liabilities.

External reserve backings were subsequently reduced in 1962 and 1968

to 40rfo and 25^ respectively of total currency and demand liabilities

of the Bank. This definitely means successively increasing capacity

for the Bank to acquire other forms of assets by fiduciary issues.

Given this set up, it follows that the extent to which the Bank

can acquire other assets, given a certain percentage backing, would

vary directly as the level of the external reserve. This is demon¬

strated in the three hypothetical balance sheets given below. In

Illustration I, assuming an external reserve backing of 70/', the Bank

will be able to acquire other assets to the maximum value of £30

million. Supposing the level of external assets falls to £63 million,

it means the currency and demand liabilities must fall to £90 million.

Correspondingly, the maximum value of investments it can undertake,

assuming fixed assets remain unchanged, will have to fall to £27

million. (See Illustration II). The reverse would happen if the

level of external reserves were to rise.
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ILLUSTRATION I

Capital

Currency and Demand

Liabilities

25

100

125

External Reserves

Investments

Fixed Assets

£'million

70

50

25

125

Capital

Currency and Demand

Liabilities

ILLUSTRATION II

25 External Reserves 65

Investments 27

90 Fixed Assets 25

115 115

Following the line of a fall in the level of external reserves,

Illustration II clearly shows a contractionary effect on money supply.

To maintain the previous level of currency and demand liabilities,

the ratio of external backing must be reduced from 7 Ofa to 65$.

However, doing this would increase the capacity of the Bank to acquire

investments by £7 million.

ILLUSTRATION III

Capital 25

Currency and Demand

Liabilities 100

f'raillion

External Reserve 65

Investments 37

Fixed Assets 25

125 125

A further point of significance is that the ratio of the

adjusted proportion to the previous proportion must just equal the

ratio of the reduced level of reserve to its previous level. If the



former ratio is greater than the other, there will still he contra¬

ctionary effect on money supply. If, however, the latter is greater

than the former, capacity for money expansion will be increased beyond

what it was, thereby giving the Bank additional investment capacity

in excess of the actual fall in foreign reserve. It follows there¬

fore that where external reserve has not fallen (or has fallen only

slightly), a reduction (or a more than proportionate reduction) of the

ratio of such reserve to total currency and demand liabilities would

merely increase the capacity of the Bank to acquire additional assets

by money printing.

A look at the external reserves of the Central Bank of Nigeria

shows a gradually declining trend. The average monthly level fell

from £65*65 million in 1961 through £65*78 million and £51*92 million

in 1962 and 1965 respectively to £57*58 million in 1968. (See Table

7*1C). In addition to this, three significant facts are established

by Table 7*10. Firstly, the liability capacity of the Bank was

consistently underutilised (by reason of the actual proportion of

external reserve to liabilities being above the permitted minimum;.

Secondly, it is clear that actual currency and demand liabilities have

been rising at a higher average rate than the average rate of fall in

external reserves. And thirdly, the permissive factor for this high

increase has been the systematic reduction in the minimum permitted

proportion of external reserves to these liabilities. The reduction

of the minimum proportion to 25'/' did not take place until late in 1968

and this probably explains the contraction in currency and demand

liabilities for that year.
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TABLE 7.10

MINIMUM PERMITT TP AIT11 ACTUAL PROPORTIONS OF EXTERNAL RESERVES

TO CENTRAL BANK OF NIGERIA'S CURRENCY AND DEPOSIT LIABILITIES8,

I960 - 1970

YEAR

External
Reserve

Actual Cur¬

rency and
Deposit
Liabilities

Proportion
of Reserves
to Liabili¬
ties

Permitted
Minimum

Proportion

€'million £•million *

I960 59.90 58.14 101.3 60

1961 65.65 70.71 95.0 60

1962 65.78 75.78 84.1 60/4013
1965 59.81 81.25 75.6 40

1964 49.51 88.92 55.5 40

1965 51.92 98.24 52.9 40

1966 48.27 108.45 44.5 40

1967 47.76 114.20 41.8 40

1968 57.58 88.58 42.5 40/25b
1969 42.56 118.98 55.6 25

1970° 45.55 162.90 27.8 25

a Based on monthly averages,

b Proportions changed during the year,

c Monthly averages up to June only

SOURCESt (l) "Central Bank of Nigeria Statement of Assets and

Liabilities", Economic and Financial Review (various

years), Central Bank of Nigeria.

(2) Central Bank of Nigeria Act as amended in various years;

Federal Official Gazettes, Supplements, (various years).



It appears then that the reductions in the proportion of

external reserves were, at least partly, intended to 'compensate'

for the declining external reserve. Nevertheless, the power of the

Bank to undertake further investments was thereby systematically

increased. And, from the extent to which the Bank is required to

participate in government debt, it would appear that the successive

reductions in external reserve backings were also motivated by this

factor.

For example, in order "to enable the Central Bank to participate

more fully in the development programme by subscribing to long-term

Federal Government securities"^" the percentage of its total currency

and demand liabilities which it could invest in government develop¬

ment stock was increased in 1962 from 20$ to 33i'$» This percentage

was subsequently increased in 19&7 19^9 to 50$ 75$ respectively.

Given that the amount of stocks the Bank needs to buy is limited to

such parts of the issues which are not taken up by other investors

(as the Bank is required to buy securities after they have first been

offered to the public), these increases reflect an expectation of

relatively low and inflexible demand for government stock and a

consequent decision by the government to resort (if need be) to money

printing.

Our discussion above shows that although holdings of stock by

other categories of investors outside the Bank accounted, up till 1963»

for more than 97$ of total stock outstanding, the rate of increase in

their holdings has been much lower than the rate of increase in total

outstanding stock. Thus, necessarily, the Bank's outstanding holdings

1. "Central Bank of Nigeria (Amendment) Billi Explanatory Memorandum"
Federal Official Gazette, Supplement, 1962, p. C.97*



have had to increase from £2.53 million in December 1963 through

£40.94 million in I968 to £43.56 million in June 1970. These rep¬

resented 8/j, 35/' and 29/£ of total stock outstanding for the respective

years.

The Bank's investment in treasury bills find certificates were

not specifically limited as has been the case with development stocks.

It would appear, however, to be subject to the overall limit imposed

by the Bank's investment capacity through the control of its currency

and demand liabilities. In addition, it would be conditioned by the

amount of issues not taken up by other investors, as well as their

re-discounts. Consequently, because of the relatively low demand

for bills by investors outside the Bank, its investments in bills up

to I967 were high both in absolute and relative terms. And because

of the reversal in the general public's demand for bills since 1968

(as influenced by the shift in commercial banks' demand), its invest¬

ments in bills have correspondingly tended to fall. Contrary to the

high proportion of bills it as had to subscribe for and/or hold,

the Bank's subscriptions for and holdings of treasury certificates

have been very low.

Summary

Broadly speaking, the government, with the use of security issues,

has succeeded in raising a greater proportion f its long and medium

terra loans from the general public. This is a contrast to the situ¬

ation in the fifties when virtually all the loan to government proceeded

from the government sector. Most important of the holders of the long-

term securities are the savings institutions. These institutions

mobilise small savings from the private individuals largely either by



way of quasi-mandatory contributions under government and/or employers1

direction or by way of voluntary contributions into co-operative and

mutual savings societies which are run along lines which most of the

ordinary people are traditionally used to. Because these institutions

are run under the aegis of the government, their investment policies

are biased towards government patronage or security. Largely on the

ground of relatively lower yield of government long-terra securities

vis-a-vis other forms of investment, they have not been attractive to

the rest of the general public outside these savings institutions.

Consequently, the success of the government in securing a substantial

proportion of its long-term loans from the general public owes a lot

to the mandatory and quasi-mandatory techniques of borrowing.

Commercial banks' holdings have accounted solely for the predomi¬

nant share of the general public's holding of treasury certificates.

Their interest stemmed from the fact that this instrument was intro¬

duced at a time when, because of the circumstances created by the war

and government's war and post-war fiscal and monetary measures, their

loans to the private sector were dwindling. The certificates provided

an outlet, for part of their investible surplus, that kept them

comparatively liquid but, at the same time, gave them relatively

higher yield than treasury bills.

Also, the banks' investment has largely dictated the pace of the

general public's investment in treasury bills. This is because banks*

subscriptions for treasury bills have almost invariably accounted for

more than the subscriptions of the non-bank general public. Apart

from the first three years of issues, the general public's invest¬

ment in the bills did not assume much importance until 1968 when
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commercial banks, because of the withdrawal from them of marketing

board bills financing had to turn progressively to bills as reposi¬

tory for their surplus investible funds.

In the government sector, investment in these securities outside

the Central Bank, was very low. Besides, apart from serving as a

means of inter-state or inter-governmental flow of allocated funds

or budgetary accruals not immediately needed, they are hardly of

more than book-keeping significance. The Central Bank, on its

part, has had to fulfil a gap-filling role between government

borrowing and the demand for debt instruments by the rest of the

economy. And the prermissive factor for its performance of this

role has largely been the systematic increase in the permitted

fiduciary element in its currency.



CHAiT>]R 8,

mcii ,tary/fiscal significance of THa public hhBT IN nigeria

The implications of debt financing can be viewed from two angles.

The first has to do with its effects on the budget. This is usually

coined in terms of the budgetary burden. The second concerns, in a

wider sense, its effects on macro-economic variables within the economy.

It is from this that debt derives its usefulness as an instrument of

economic policy apart from merely being a means of raising funds for

the financing of government expenditure. These effects on macro-

economic variables can be contemplated or merely incidental. One

would say the effects are contemplated if the instruments are specifi¬

cally used to control these variables. And the magnitude of such

effects (whether contemplated or incidental) depends on the relative

size of the debt and the pattern of causal relation between the types

of instrument and the relevant macro-economic variable.

Making use largely of the background information presented in the

la3t three chapters about the growth, composition, and attern of

holding of Nigeria's public debt, we shall now proceed to discuss,

the impact of the debt on money supply, its income generating effect

and spill-over into import within a theoretical model, and the burden

it exerts on the budget. Although, as stated earlier, it is not

possible, given the state of availability of data on Nigeria to

undertake a comprehensive quantitative investigation of the impact of

government internal borrowing in the country, it is nevertheless use¬

ful to consider closely the magnitude of its impact on some of the

macro-economic variables data in respect of which are available in

fairly reliable quantity. This is with a view to giving a deeper in-
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3ight to the precise form of economic influence of government internal

debt in the economy. These will be of particular assistance in dis¬

cussing the general economic significance of the debt. Specific

impact we shall analyse quantitatively include the impact on the

supply of money and credit as well as the implication for the level

of import. ^ b® necessary te exercise great caution in

interpreting these statistical results.

EFFECTS GN IXN ]Y SUP-'LY

Conventionally, money supply consists definitionally of currency

in circulation plus demand deposits. The procedure adopted here is

to estimate the functional relationship between cash in circulation and

government debt, between demand deposits of co>amercial banks and credit

granted by the banks, and between commercial bank credits find govern¬

ment debt held by them. In the first, two other independent variables

are taken into consideration. These are commercial bills held by

the Central Bank and external reserves of the Bank which are also

known to have been very important determinants of money supply in

Nigeria.1 Similarly, in the equation to determine the level of

commercial bank credit, we include, in addition to government debt,

the flow of savings and time deposits, external assets of commercial

banks, and a dummy variable to represent credit control. Thus we

havet

M - f^, Mg) (8.1)
1 » a + a,D , + a„B , + a,F , (8.2)1 o 1 cb 2 cb 5

K, - bQ + b^ (8.5)

b " co + clDlb + c2U2b + c53b + c4?b + V (8,4J
1. oee for example, lyoha, M.A., "An Econometric Analysis of the Main

Determinants of Nigerian Money Supply 1950 - 64", Nigerian Journal
of Economic and Social Studies, Vol. 11, No. 5» 1969, PP» 275 - 284.
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a
where M - Total money supply

M,* CovS^ cir*ulot\c*>
hlr, = Demand deposit

D = Government debt

D^ & D^ « Liquid and Long government debts respectively
B » Commercial bills

F = Sxternal reserve

S » Commercial banks' saving and time deposits

= Credit granted by commercial banks and

</ = Dummy variable.

Subscripts cb and b represent holdings by the Central Bank and

the commercial banks respectively.

The data used are quarterly data of the respective variables.

For each variable, monthly data averaged over each quarter were used.

These gave 32 observ .tions over the eight years from 1962 to 1969»

Straight line multiple regression line3 were fitted to the data

making use of Dryden's least square multiple regression modification

(Jan. 1971).

The first, being merely definitional, i3 expected to hold

exactly. This is reflected in the following equation obtained:

M - -0.61 + 1.03^ + 0.97^2 (8.1a
(0.034) (0.0406

(30.258) (23.98)

Figures in brackets immediately under the co-efficients give the

standard error while the set of figures just under those are the t

values. The t statistics in both cases here are highly significant

even at 99*95 level of confidence. The correlation co-efficient

R2 is O.99.

1, See Appendix III for the quarterly series of money supply.
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The regression of currency in circulation on holdings of govern¬

ment debt and coramercial bills (mainly marketing board bills) by the

Central hank as well as the Bank's external reserves yield:

= -2.76 + 0.736Dcb + o.635Bcb + 0.993Fcb (8.2a)
(C.094) (0.206) (0.154)

(7.826) (3.083) (6.429)

At 99*5 degree of confidence all the co-efficients are significantly
2

different from zero. R = 0.731. The co-efficient of artial

regression of cash on the Bank's holding of government debt is 0.736.

The result shows that currency in circulation is significantly affected

by changes in the Central Bank's holding of government debt, commercial

bills, and external reserve currencies. The expansionary impact of

the Bank's holding of government debt on currency in circulation is

less than the expansionary impact of its holding of foreign exchange

on currency in circulation which is very close to unity.

A look at the matrix of correlation co-efficients given below

shows that both the Bank's holding of government debt and its holding

of commercial bills are each negatively correlated with its holding

of external reserve. This is because, as we pointed out earlier, of the

increasing substitution of internal financial assets for external

assets as backing for the Central Bank's currency notes.

MATRIX OF "h-JRO - OKDHR CORKSL ATICN CO-SFFICHNTo FOR

R'aGR38SI0N No. 8.2a.

*1
1.000

Dcb B
Vcb

F
Vcb

0.578 0.294 0.004 *1
1.000 O.483 -0.687 Dcb

1.000 -0.622 B vcb

1.000 F .

cb



A regression of demand deposits on commercial bank credit
2

yields an R of 0.35 and. a regression co-efficient of only 0.280

with a t value of 4.019 which is significant at 99*95 degree of

confidence. Further, the regression of bank credit on government

debts held by commercial banks, savings and time deposits, external

assets of commercial banks, and a dummy to reflect the specific

credit control on commercial banks givesi

- 4.428 - 0.529Dlb + 3.560D2b + 1.1213b - 0.602Fb + 15.141W ...(8.4a)
(0.063) (2.623) (0.219) (0.212) (6.066)

(8*459) (1*357) (5.128) (2.837) (2.496)

li = 0.895 which means that about 89.5/i of credit granted by

banks is explained by these variables.

Firstly, the co-efficient of liquid debt comes up with a negative

sign which suggests that investment in government liquid debt by the

banks in Nigeria is partially substituted for credit expansion to the

economy. Also, although the co-efficient of D^b (i.e. banks' holding
of long-term government debt) comes up with a positive sign, the t

value suggests that the co-efficient is not significantly different

from zero. This shows that credit expansion by commercial banks in

Nigeria is not significantly affected by their investment in government

long debts. Furthermore, the positive co-efficient of the dummy

variable suggests that credit expansion has tended to experience an

upward rather than a downward shift during the period of the specific

credit control.

1. Savings and time deposits have been included in light of the claim
by commercial banks in Nigeria that the level of savings time
deposits maintained with them by savers constituted a major
constraint on their level of credit expansion. See Olakanpo,0 .,

op. cit.
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Making use of first differences, however, it i3 seen that the

co-efficient of the credit control dummy variable, although not signi¬

ficantly different from zero (with t ■ 0.398) is negative. However,

the signs of the co-efficients of liquid and long debts remain the

same (being -0.382 and 5*660 respectively) and the t values (1.93

and 1.34 respectively) show that the partial regression co-efficient

of short debts is significantly different from zero at 0.95 level of

confidence while it is not for long debts. By and large, these

results give a quantitative confirmation of our discussion in the

last chapter on commercial banks* investment in government debt.

However, the importance of these results will be further discussed

when we come to discuss the utilisation of bank credit capacity. For

now, however, it is clear that whatever expansionary impact government

borrowing has on money supply generates largely through the Central

Bank's holding of the debt.

To obtain the overall impact of government borrowing on money

supply, we regress total money supply on total liquid and long debts.

And to improve the specification, we include also foreign reserves held

by both the Central Bank and the commercial ban' s. This g'ves us the

follo\?ing equation*

M - 14.17? + 0.8161^ + 0.473D2 + 1.1605F b + 0.154Fb (8.5)
(0.281) (0.105) (0.207) (0.267)

(2.903) (4.50) (5.594) (0.576).

All the co-efficients except the co-efficient of F^ (external
assets of commercial banks) are highly significant at 99•5 degree of

2
confidence. The co-efficient of multiple correlation R = 0.823.

The correlation matrix given below shows that both types of government

debts are negatively correlated with foreign exchange reserves held by
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the Central Bank and the commercial banks. Also, there are negative

cross partial correlation between these foreign reserves and total

money supply, while the correlations between money supply and the

government debts are >ositive. These show that whatever expansionary

impact overnment borrowing has on money supply is pertly offset by

the contractionary effects of movements of external reserves of the

banking system. Further, comparing the co-efficients of and D^,
one sees that the liquid debts generate a higher expansionary impact

on money supply than the long-term debts.

MATRIX OF TERO-CRDER CORRELATION CO-EFFICIENTS FOR REGRESSION

D1 ,,D2 P
V.cb Fb

0.727 0.780 -0.262 -0.590 M

1.000 0.833 -0.735 -0.862 Q1
1.000 -O.699 -0.766 D2

1.000 0.605 Fcb
1.C00 Fb

GO'J-'SNrtoNT BORROWING AND TOTAL DOMESTIC CREDIT

It is convenient to proceed from the effect of government bor¬

rowing on money supply to its impact on total domestic credit. As

we shall show below, it is through this impact that one can conveniently

discuss its effects on imports and consequently estimate the amount

of income it actually generates. Total domestic credit is here

defined as credit created by the banking system,^" (i.e. the Central

Bank and commercial banks). We represent this by K and regress it on

1. Clive Gray defined the net credit creation as the "increase in the
domestic assets of the banking system". Gee Clive Grayi "Credit
Creation for Nigeria's Economic Development", Nigerian Journal of
Economic and Social Studies, Vol. 5» No. 3» 1964» p.252.
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total government debt to establish how much of it is accounted for by

government internal borrowing. A dummy variable is also included

for the period of the civil disturbances. These yield the following

equation*

K - 72.575 + 0.570D + 55.541W (8.6)

(0.0903) (9.512)

(6.315) (3.757)
2

The co-efficient of multiple correlation 11 is O.894 while the

cros partial correlation co-efficient between total debt and the

dummy variable is 0.791* Because of the high correlation between the

regressors, a substantial proportion in the upward shift in total

domestic credit caused by the effect of the dummy variable can in

actual fact be attributable to a shift in the level of total internal

borrowing by the government. Consequently, we shall take the value

of total domestic credit predicted by this equation as approximating

the part of it accounted for by government borrowing. Inserting

government borrowing for successive years we obtain the estimated

amount of total domestic credit that thereby resulted for the years

i960 - 1970 in Table 8.1 below (column III). With this we can

proceed to estimate the amount of income injection which government

internal borrowing in Nigeria entails.

Government Internal Borrowing and the Level of Income Injection

As we showed earlier, the increasing level of borrowing by the

government was necessitated by the increasing deficit on the capital

and (during the civil war) current accounts of the government. To

the extent that the excess of expenditure over revenue was not spent

directly by the government on imports it results in injection of
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T ABLE 8.1

ESTIMATED TOTAL DOMESTIC CREDIT INJECTION AND HESUhTIEE FROM

TOTAL GOVERNMENT INTERNAL BORROWING
f'million

I II III

Year
(a)

Total Government'
Internal Borrowing

Estimated Total Domestic
Credit resulting from
Government Borrowing

I960 8.59 4.90

1961 17.19 9.74

1962 12.76 7.62

1963 20.49 11.68

1964 23.71 13.52

1965 20.23 47.07

1966 34.76 55.40

1967 36.71 56.46

1968 66.52 73.45

1969 126.32 107.53

1970 92.24 88.12

(a) See Table 5*8

(b) Estimates obtained by substituting values in Column II

for D in equation 8.6.

income into the economy. Similarly, the additional domestic credit

generating from government borrowing will also result in income

injection into the economy in so far as they are spent within the

economy.

To follow our analysis in chapter two requires that one ascertains

the various uses to which these credit injections were put, estimate
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the propensity to import attaching to each form of use and, on the

basi3 of this estimate, the initial income injection and subsequent

expansion which the domestic credit creation entailed. Data are not

available in a form that will make this approach possible. To

estimate the expansionary effect on income, therefore, we shall

take the total domestic credit creation resulting from government

borrowing as an autonomous injection of income (disregarding who the

recipients are).

To do this we apply the simple Polak model"1' to estimate both

the magnitude and the phasing of the expansionary impact of credit

injection on income. The Polak model makes use of an aggregate

propensity to import. The model is simply the application of the

simple Keynesian income multiplier to autonomous income injection

with a phasing device based on classical monetary theory. The
•

.

credit lies largely in the simplicity of calculation it makes possible

via the introduction of the income velocity of money as a phasing

device. That the Polak model multiplier takes into consideration

only the import leakage makes it very easy to handle for quantitative

work.

For the same reason, however, the estimation of the expansionary

impact using his approach is bound to be upwards. This is because it

fails to take into consideration other leakages like saving and tax.

Or, to put it differently, it assumes implicitly that tax leakages are

fully compensated by equivalent government expenditure and savings

leakage are made up for by, say, aaditional investment expenditure to
2

the same amount of the savings. We shall retain these assumptions

1. Polak, J.J., op.cit.. Also Polak, J.J. and Boissonneault, L.,
"Monetary Analysis of Income and Imports", I.' .?. Staff Papers,
Vol. 7, 1959-60, and Gray, C., op. cit.

2. We are conscious of the implications of this assumption especially in
a dual economy in which the banking habit is only yet developing and
the amount of monetary hoarding might be substantial.
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for the sake of simplicity.

The model divides the whole year into income periods - the

number of income periods being equal to the income velocity of money.

Further, it assumes that credit created in any one year is spread

equally over the inoome periods. The formula for arriving at the

total extra income generated by the equal instalments of credit

injection is given as^i

y
x (mv" i;1 ■ ^ )

ra v ( v ' )

where m is the marginal propensity to import and v is the income

velocity of money, v/here v is used as a subscript of Y it represents

the number of income periods in the year and the figure after it

specifies the particular year in which the income effect is being

estimated. Consequently, 1 refers to the first year (i.e. the year of

the credit injection), 2 refers to the following year, 3 refers to two yeais

after the credit injection, etc.

Further incomes generated in the second and subsequent years by

the credit injections of the first year is given by:

*v2 - — - <* ♦ »>"Tf (0.8)m v N
• •

• •

• •

• «

• •

-( )2
*vn = ~T" (1 + m) "V';n " 2;(1 " (1 + m)"V) (8,9)

m v ( )

Into these we now apply data in respect of Nigeria for the period

1962 - 69 to obtain first the magnitude of income and i .port generated

by credit injection in relative terms and, secondly, to estimate how

1. For the mathematical argument for this formular see Folak, J.J.,
op. cit., and Gray, C., op. cit., p. 251.
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much income and imports one can say, on the basis of these relative

magnitudes, the credit injections have been inducing in Nigeria.

To obtain the value of ra we regress imports on GDP for the

period 1962 - 69 and obtain the following result 1

i - -420.083 + 0.287Y + 0.715F + 44.78W (8.10)

(0.059) (0.326) (25.050)

(4.813) (2.193) (1.788)

where ft represents imports, Y, the Gross Domestic Product; and F

Foreign Exchange available, while W is a dummy variable included to

eliminate the effect of the war. With five degrees of freedom, the

co-efficient of F is significant at 95 degree confidence level while

the co-efficient of Y is significant at 99*5 degree of confidence. If

we take the co-efficient of Y as the marginal propensity to import,

then in = 0.287. This is much smaller than the value of u = O.36I

obtained by Clive Gray using the data for 1954 to i960. The difference

is seen largely as accounted for by the fact that Nigeria featured less

of an open economy in the 'sixties than it did in the 'fifties. The

considerable growth of import substitution industries, the government's

increasing protective tariffs and the specific controls imposed during

the war on imports are seen to have kept the propensity to import at a

level lower than that of the 'fifties.

To estimate v, we regress GDP on money supply for the period 1962

- 69 which is the same period as for imports. This yields:

Y - 342.516 + 8.188M (8.11)

(1.796)

(4.560)
2

The correlation co-efficient R is 0.748 and the regression co-efficient

of M is significant at 99*5 degree of confidence. From this result, the

marginal income velocity of money is 8.188.
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If we insert these into the formulae above we havet

Y
x = 2.188AK

Yy2 - 1.134£K

Yv3 - 0.142 AK
Y . - 0.018 4 K

v4

Y _ . 0.0024K
v5

To estimate the import leakage these extra incomes indue we simply

multiply the co-efficients of K by the propensity to import - m.

These give t

K -m - 0.6284 X
vl

Rv2 - 0.325AK
H = 0.040 4K

R . = 0.005AK
v4

R _ - 0.001 A K
v5

These imply that the series of credit injected in any year induce

extra income over the first two years which is more than 3.3 times the

sura of the credit injected. Thereafter, there is a very raoid deoline in

the extra income induced. In fact, between the third and the fifth

year the total extra income induced is just about I6/1 of the initial

credit injection. Correspondingly, the rate of imnort leakage is very

high within the first two years but diminishes considerably from the

third year and tends to zero after the fifth year. About 95»3/j of the

credit injected leaks out within the first two years while only about

4.6'' leaks out between the third and fifth years inclusive. Over the

five years 99*9/' of the credit injection leaks out.
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Al/u.-'riOKALIKOOAGhidgtAThDBYSUGOiu.&lV,,Cil-JIT1KJ.CTIJKIJ&.ULTIKG-jKO..GOVPKMr-M'IhTIrdiL gOhhOrtlKG1962-1970
(L^Txi.AXi^»US1KG-1'liLrOL.at,..uuLL)£»million

LxtraIncomeGeneratedin
1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

Total

ItomesticCredit Injected

|{

ProjectedEstimate
11.82

1.47

0.19

0.01

-

-

-

-

-

AK,62xx

15.67

8.64

1.08

0.14

0.01

26.54

"'63

-

25.56

13.24

1.66

0.21

0.02

40.70

"'64

mm

-

29.58

15.33

1.92

0.24

0.03

47.11

AK'«5

-

-

-

102.99

53.38

6.68

0.85

0.09

164.01

Ak»66

-

-

-

mm

121.22

68.82

7.87

1.00

0.11

193.03

A1c»«7

-

-

-

-

-

123.57

64.03

3.02

1.02

196.73

Ak-68

-

-

-

-

-

-

160.71

83.29

10.43

255.93

Ak'69

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

235.29

121.94

374.67

**'70

•

_

_

_

_

mm

192.81

307.04

Total^

28.49

35.67

44.09

120.13

176.74

193.33

233.49

327.69

326.31

xPredictedIncomesgeneratedbycreditinjections,1960-61.
xxSubscriptreferstoyearofcreditinjection.(a)Totalextraincomegeneratedbyeachcreditinjection.Figurestotheleftdonotadduptothistotal.(b)Totalextraincomegeneratedineachyearbycreditinjections.



■!e now proceed to estimate the actual values of extra income

induced by the domestic credit injection resulting from government

borrowing. Figures used are predicted from the regression equation

8.6 above. (See Table 8.1, Column III). The predicted credit injections

are substituted for &K in the results set out above and the values of

income expansions obtained are laid out in Table 8.2. The last column

shows the total income expansion induced over five years after which

the multiplier effect of each credit injection has worked down to

negligible proportions. In the other columns, the amount of extra

incomes inuuced in each of the five years income generating period are

laid out. And the last row above shows the total amount of income

induced in time t by borrowings done from year t-4 to year t (inclusive).

Comparing the estimated values in the last row with the GDI', one

sees that these extra incomes induced by government borrowing have

constituted an increasing proportion of total income. From Table 8,3

it can be seen that this proportion increased at a very high average

annual rate of 45• 6$, from 2.18/J in 1962 to a peak of 15»71g in 1968.

One important inference that can be drawn from this is that the

responsiveness of income to the expansionary impact of credit injection

has b .en low. To investigate this we take a look at the elasticity

of the GDP with respect to credit induced income expansion. This we

do by dividing the proportional change in GDP by the proportional

change in credit induced income expansion, i.e.

GDPt " GDPt-l

GDPt_i

AYvt -*Yvt-l

*Yvt-l
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TABLE 8.3

EEC . 0RT10N OF INCOG INDUCED BY 00V 'RNMENT CREDIT INJECTION

TO GDP 1962 - 1968

YEAR

GDP

^'million

Income
Generated
Gove ronent

Debt

£'raillion

Proportion
of Income
Generated
to GDP

4r>

Rate of
Increase

*

1962 1308.3 38.49 2.18

1963 1396.7 35.67 2.55 17.0

1964 1465.9 44.09 3.01 18.0

1965 1558.3 120.13 7.77 158.1

1966 1638.9 176.74 10.78 38.7

1967 1396.3 193.33 13.85 28.5

1968 1486.5 233.49 15.71 13.4

(a) See last row, Table 8.2.

TABLE 8.4

ELASTICITY OP INCOME (GDP] ,'ITIi RESPECT TO GOVERNMENT

CREDIT INDUCED INCOME EXPANSION 1963 - 1968

I II III

YEAR A Yt A AYtyt-l
Y* yt-1 yt-l

1963 0.068 0.252 0.270

1964 0.050 C.236 0.212

1965 O.C63 1.724 0.036

1966 0.052 0.471 0.110

1967 -0.148 0.094 -1.574

1968 O.065 0.208 0.312
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For neatness of presentation we define Y* - GDP. and y. - Y . •t t 't vt
*

Thus we have:

These we estimate in Table 8.4 above. The elasticities are

shown in the last column for the various years. The negative elast¬

icity obtained in respect of 1967 is explained by the exclusion of

GDP figures for the Eastern States from the total Gil data. This

has a downward shift effect while the positive trend showed up again

in 1968. To obtain the expected value of elasticity, therefore, we

exclude the negative elasticity for 1967 on the ground that it is

unusual. For the remaining five years the mean elasticity, is 0.1882

with <r » 0.0519. To test the null hypothesis that this mean elast¬

icity is not significantly different from zero at 95° level of

confidence, we obtain the t value which is 3.6958. Since for four

degrees of freedom P(-2.132 > t > 2.132) « 0.05 we reject the null

hypothesis.

Explanation for this low elasticity is to be found in. the failure to

take into account in the model other factors which, in addition to

imports, might also be having contractionary effects on income

expansion. Among these are savings/hoarding/illegal smuggling of

money out of the econoniy as well as tax. Taking into consideration

savings and tax propensities along with import propensity will have

the effect of replacing m with m + s + t or with the denominator of

our equation 4»1 in chapter 2 above in the Polak model used.^"
1. deej Hewlyn, V.T., "Monetary Analysis and Policy in Financially

Dependent Economies". In Stewart, l.G. (3d.;, Economic
Development and Structural Change. (Edinburgh! University of
Edinburgh Press, 1969), pp. 71 - 82. In particular, p.l7«

U.UHB ±&gf et0>



And since this will be larger than m only, the multiplier co¬

efficient becomes considerably smaller and consequently the income

exnans:on effect of credit injection becomes smaller. Savings should

take into account monetary hoarding. Although it is not ossible to

estimate the amount of hoarding actually done, failure to take it

into account, especially in an economy in which .?. substantial

proportion of monetary savings is not done through the banking system,

will understate the size of leakage, and hence inflate the size of the

multiplier. Similarly, illegal smuggling of mone out of the economy,

if not taken into account, understates the size of the imLort-type

leakage. Modification along thi3 line will therefore have the effect

of reducing the income expansion induced by credit injection and hence

increase the size of the elasticity of the GDP with respect to credit

injection. We shall leave our discussion of the effect on income at

this end turn our attention to the effects on imports.

Impact of the Public Debt on Imoort and Foreign Exchange

In our discussion above, we made no allowance for initial import

components of expenditure financed by government borrowing or domestio

credit creation resulting from government borrowing on two main

grounds. Firstly, since we are healing with internal bo \rowing,

the sort of condition on which external loans are often granted as

regn.rds use is absent. Consequently, the government is free to utilise

the loans raised in like manner as it would utilise tax revenues.

Secondly, in Nigeria, tracing internal loans to specific projects is

not possible as they go into the same pool as capital funds from other

sources (including recurrent revenue transferred to capital account)

from which capital funds are allocated. Hence, it i3 not possible, on
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this basis too to make guesses as to import components. Consequently,

the application of a general marginal propensity to import is the

most correct approach to adopt, further, on this account, it is more

ap ropriate to look at the effects on imports, of domestic credit

generated by government borrowing rather than of government borrowing

itself. Consequently, our discussion goes back to the Polak model.

Above, we gave five equations with determined parameters of the

additional imports generated over a period of years t to t f4 by

domestic credit injected in year t. The parameters were determined

by simply multiplying the income induced by the marginal propensity

to import. Following the same procedure as we adopted for income

generation, we obtained the estimates of imports generated by the

credit injection into the economy as a result of government borrowing.

These are given in column I of Table 8.5.

TABLE 8.5

■:.m aTJQ .JCThA ItiiORTS GENERATED BY GOV .illhlPiNT BORROWING

'■'ilHCUGH ITS EXPANSIONARY 1 2 ACT ON IECt". I 1962-69

I II III

Level of Import H as /j of R as f> of
YEAR Generated Total Imports Foreign Exchange

R Available

S'million f> fa

1962 8.18 3.38 1.91

1963 10.24 3.92 2.29

1964 12.65 3.59 2.87

1965 34.48 8.98 7.06

1966 50.72 12.56 1C.07

1967 55.49 15.59 11.79

1968 67.01 19.87 17.15

1969 94.05 23.15 20.95



As was the case with income, it can be seen from Table 8.5 that

import induced by successive credit injection has risen rapidly over

!he years. In 1962, it constituted only 3*4/» of total imports. This

proportion had, by 1969* risen to about 23.2^. Correspondingly, it
has induced a progressively increasing drain on the foreign exchange

available. Foreign exchange available here is defined as total

foreign exchange receipts on current account in year, t, plus balance

of official (including Central Bank's) foreign financial assets at

the end of year, t-1, minus outpayments in year, t, on capital account.

From column III of Table 8.5 it can be seen that the proportion

of these induced imports to foreign exchange available increased

from 1.9?o in 1962 to 20.9^ in 1969* Apart from the error which might

have crept in to inflate the estimated imports generated as a result

of tiie procedure adopted in calculating the income multiplier, it

should be pointed out in addition that this average rate of increase

is substantially affected by the heavy drop in foreign exchange during

the Nigerian civil war. This accounts for the rather high proportions

we have, especially from 1968 to 1969. Considering the period prior

to 1967, the ratio of induced import to foreign exchange available

was below 6g. Also, if the calculation of income generated by credit

expansion were amended along the line discussed above, it would have

the effect of further reducing these proportions obtained in respect

of the impact on imports and foreign exchange.

nevertheless, the rising trend shows that leakages into imports

from income generated by domestic credit creation has been rising

-aid has been generating increasing pressure on the country's foreign

exchange earnings. To verify our conclusions here, we take a brief

look at the figures and see the actual propensities to import with
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TEAR 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 30'^d

TABLE8.6

IMRORTSASPROPORTIONOr'O.D.i.(INCO:,501960-68
II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

R

AR

Y*

R

Y*

AY*

AR

AY*

52

52

1116.9

249.7

22.4

-

-

1181.5

257.5

21.8

64.4

7.8

12.1

1508.5

241.0

18.4

127.0

-16.5

-15.0

1396.7

261.5

18.7

68.4

20.5

25.0

1465.9

352.2

24.0

69.2

90.9

31.4

1558.5

384.5

24.7

92.4

32.5

35.0

1658.9

404.0

24.7

80.6

19.5

24.2

1396.5

354.7

25.4

-242.6

-49.3

20.5

1436.5

337.2

22.7

90.2

-17.5

-19.4

"i.D.P.ofN.peria1958/59-1968/69(Lapos:FederalOfficeofStatistics). CentralBaricofNigeria:EconomicandFinancialReview(variousyears).
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TABLE 8.7

•-LA3TIC1TY CP IMPORTS WITH RESPECT TC INCOME (5

I II III IV

YEAH
Aat 1

Rt-i Rt-l*Yt

1961 0.058 0.031 0.534

1962 0.108 -0.064 -0.593

1963 0.068 0.084 1.235

1964 0.050 0.348 6.960

1965 0.063 0.092 1.460

1966 0.052 0.051 0.981

1967 -0.148 -0.122 0.824

I960 0.065 -0.049 -0.754

XURCSSi GBP of Nigeria (Lagosi Pederal Office of Statistics)

Economic and Financial Review. various years (Lagos:

Central Bank of Nigeria).

respect to the GBP over the period 1961 - 1968. Columns 4 and 7 in

Table 8.6 show that the average proportion of import to GBP (average

propensity) over the period was 0.225, while the average proportion of

change in import to change in GBP (marginal propensity) was 0.267.

The proportional changes in GBP and import are shown in the second

and th-ird columns in Table 8.7 while the fourth column shows the

elasticity of import with respect to income. The time series of

elasticities shows a rapidly rising trend up to 1964 and a rapidly

falling trend from 1965. The trend from 19&5 reflects the effect of the
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multiple imoort control measures (through credit control, foreign

exchange control and specific import control) applied by the government

since then.

We make three important inferences from these. The first is that

under normal conditions, in Nigeria, import is highly elastic with

respect to income (i.e. an increase in income leads to a more than

proportionate inorense in import). Consequently, unless exports (or

the inflow of foreign capital) are equally elastic to income, successive

increases in income injection place increasing pressure on foreign

exchange reserves. Therefore, since government internal borrowing has

been generating an expansionary impact on income, it can be concluded

that it has also induced additional imports, with important implications

for foreign exchange reserves.

The second inference is that the change in iraoorts as a result of

the change in income has not been in Nigeria, a raonotonic increasing

function as has been predicted using the Polak model. In fact, it has

tended to be parabolic - the declining trend being accounted for by

government measures which tend to keep the import propensity suppressed.

It is difficult to predict future trends partly because of this and

partly because of the tremendous growth and expansion of import

substitution industries that has been (and are still) taking place in

the country.

The third inference, which actually proceeds from the two above,

is that, while the rising and positive trend in the income elasticity

of iraportB up to and including I964 implies that demand pressure

generated by income expansion was increasingly being released through

the import valve, the increasingly declining trend from 1965 implies an

increasing diversion of this demand pressure on to local production.



Te shall discuss the implications of these further when we come to

discuss* the effects on investment. Meanwhile, we shall turn our attention

to the budgetary burden of the debt.

The Budgetary Burden of the Nigerian Public Debt

Let us recall, and further discuss in the Nigerian context, 3ome of

the aoints raised in our earlier theoretical discu sion. of the budgetary

burden of debt. There we argued first that it is only to the extent

th t a public debt, having regard to its use, is not self-liquidating

th t it can constitute a burden on the budget. /e argued that public

debt utilised in the production of goods and services does not constitute

a budgetary burden in so far as the government realises enough re turns

on the goods and services, the production of which the debt is utilised,

to cover the capital repayable plus interest charges. Or, where the

debt is not completely self-liquidating, to the extent that it is,

its budgetary burden should be discounted. Secondly, the expansion of

income generated by the government borrowing and expenditure necessarily

generates increase in tax revenue. Although such induced increases in

tax revenue might not be quantifiable, one should nevertheless discount

the so-called budgetary burden on that account.

Thirdly, it was considered incorrect to regard interest on that

part of the debt held in the government sector as being a burden on

the budget. Kevin's analogue of "a man writing a cheque to himself
1

for shaving himself every morning" immediately comes to mind. For

example, although because of its expansionary effect on the economy,

one should not ignore the Central Bank's holding of debt, one cannot

1. iievin, 2., op, cit.« p.64.



in the sane breath regard seriously yields accruing to it on such

debt held as constituting any burden on the government budget. If

the Bank, or any other government corporation for that matter, had

not held or realised any profit from government debt, it would still

have to be maintained from taxation. And the fact that even 3uch

yields accrue (as the profits of these government corporations accrue)

to the government makes nonsense of the discussion of the burden of

debt servicing costs which include it. Also, as we showed above,

although the government tries to restrict borrowing to finance capital

expenditure to long-term loans, the war necessitated, in addition,

the utilisation of part of the liquid (short and medium-dated) loans

for financing capital expenditure. The short-dated debts have largely

been made to fulfil a gap filling role.

Further, alloc tion3 for capital expenditure are usually made from

the "Development Fund which all capital funds received from all sources -

grants, loans, transfer from recurrent revenue, etc. - are paid.'"
Because of the pooling of capital funds, a breakdown of loan funds as to how

much went to what type of capital expenditure is not possible. It will

be very much like trying to identify which part of water drawn from a

lake originally got into the lake from rain drops, drom melting snow

from the hill-top, or from one of the many tributaries of the lake.

In that case, there are two alternative assumptions one can adopt.

One is to assume that loans raised are utilised on various heads of

capital expenditure in the proportion to their relative share of the

1. The only difference i3 where external loans and grants are tied to
specific project - say, roads, waterworks, telecommunications, etc.
In such cases the loan money can be traced to specific projects.
But in the case of internal loans which are not thus specifically
tied to projects, such tracing is not possible.
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total capital expenditure. On this basis, it can be posited, with

reference to our earlier discussion of the structure of government

capital expenditure that about 26.7/' of the capitalised loan (i.e.

long loans plus medium and short loans expended on capital assets), as

at 1969 "'/as attributable to the war. (it will be recalled that we

estimated above that the additional internal borrowing on capital

account necessitated by the war was £61.8 million). Of the remaining

heads of capital expenditure, peace-time defence constituted 9-1"',

while economic services, social and community services, general

administration and capital transfers constituted 51*9;'» l6'6',f>, 8.3

and 14.1 ' res actively for the period from 1961 to 1969.^" It follows

then that about 6.6/ of the capitalised loans was attributable to

peace tine defence, 38/ to economic services, 12,2/ to social and

community services, 6.1'/ to general administration, and 10.3;' to

capital transfers.

Both general administration anddefence (war or peace-time)

expenditures are "consumption-type" capital expenditure. They do not

generate any profit for government except that tax revenues benefit

from ta es which accrue on the increased income and/or consumption

of eople whose incomes are affected directly or indirectly by such

government expenditure. Capital expenditure on social and community

services is merely an investment in social overheads aimed largely at

increasing the quality of human resources. These, most importantly,

include education and health. The outputs are of greater significance

for social welfare than for monetary returns to the government on its

invest: it. The outputs are therefore usually sold to the oublic at

1. Based on the average proportion of each expenditure head to total
estimated non-war capital expenditure over the ye rs, I96I - 69.
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prices the fixing of which are almost virtually influenced, by socio¬

political factors rather than a determination to make the capital
>

investment self-liquidating. Consequently, like the case of the first

three categories of capital expenditures, returns on investment on

social overhead is indirect and might not be near enough to make the

investment self-liquidating.

Transfers are capital transfers to lower arras of government as

well as the Federal Government's contributions to intern tional org¬

anisations. Loans on-lent to lower arms of the government are largely

to Feder- 1 .and States government corporations. However, the proportion

we have here includes, in addition, loans on-lent in 1968 and I969 to

some of tie new states to help them establish their administration.

To the extent that loans components in these transfers are on-lent to

corporations, they fall in the same category as general government

expenditure on economic services.

Government corporations, which include, inter alia, the Nigerian

Ports Authority, Railway Corporation, the National (Shipping) Line,

the Ai ays Corporation, Coal Corporation, the various tates Housing,

Finance .id evelopment Corporations, are, as much as possible, run

along the lines whereby after allowing for depreciation of s,s3ets and

interest charges, they make a profit or at least break even. This

is shown by looking at the expected performances of so ie of these

corporations as projected in the Six-Year Development 'lan. For

example, the Niger Dam (Hydro-electric project), for vhich a capital

investment of £68.1 million was planned, was supposed to nave realised

a £96.95 million profit by 1976.^ Similarly, the operations of the

Nigerian orts Authority was expected to yield an average annual

financial r ite of return of about 5.2/' on capital invested. Further,

1. >• < .the Federation of Nigeria First National Development Ian 1962-68,
on. cit.. Tables 9 end 10, pp. 66 and 67.

2. ibid.
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although the Railway Corporation was expected to operate at a loss

at the initial stages of the plan, it was expected that from 1965/66
it would start to show some margin of financial profit which by 1966/67

would have increased to 1.6^.

Major items under the economic services include, inter alia,

postal and telecommunication services, the Development Bank, the

Loans Board, and direct participation in industry. It was anticipated

that post and telecommunication services would yield returns on

2
investment at the rates of and 2.6fa respectively. Also,

although the industrial bank and the loans board are intended to

facilitate easy accessibility to credit by Nigerian businessmen, they
>1

are nevertheless required to operate on commercial lines. Consequently,
*"*> p

not only should they cover costs, they should also make profit.

Furthermore, direct government investment in private businesses

clearly have the profit motive in view.

There is a host of other items under economic services ranging

from direct investment in agriculture, establishment of markets

(for which use traders must pay), roads, to various research (agri-
tf ~ 4

cultural, geological, statistical, etc.) institutes. While most of
I ; -V.Ar.fv •• <0
4

these yield returns to the government, others expand the business

horizon and thereby enhance the prospect of higher tax revenue for

the government. Consequently, it can be argued that any part of the

public debt on-lent to these corporations or invested in these

economic services will be self-liquidating.

The second, albeit less realistic approach, is to assume that all

consumption-type government expenditure and social investments are

financed first, as much as possible, from sources other than internal

1. ibid., Table 22, p.80.
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debt and that economic services ijake a second place. Un er such an

assumption it can be said, in so far as funds from these sources

exceed consumption type capital expenditure as well as social invest¬

ment, that internal debts are utilised in financing economic services.

On this basis, one wo .Id therefore conclude that the debt i self-

liquid, ting, As the assumption is not convincingly realistic, we

shall not pursue it further.

On the assumption of proportional distribution of loan funds to

capital expenditure heads, one can therefore say that 38/ of loans

which re attributable to capital expenditure on economic services, is

self-liquidating. Also, of the 10.3^ which is attributable to transfers,

the /roportion which can be said to represent capital transfers to

corporations (and we suggest this is more than one half of the total

proportion attributable to transfers) is also self-liquidating.

Servicing Costs

Going down to the actual figures of the servicing cost of the

Nigerian debt is difficult because of the incomplete bresdown in

government accounts. We shall have to content ourselves therefore with

whatever estimates can be made from the size and terms of issue as

well as holdings of outstanding securities. Estimating interest

pay ants on Treasury certificates, however, -poses some problems because

distinctions are not made between one-year and two-year issues. What

we have done therefore i3 to take the average of the two rates as the

operative rate in the hope that this will not introduce a wide margin

of error. -sfe

The estimated interest payments due on all the debts are shown

in Table 8.8. As v/ould be expected, the interest due on the debts
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has risen substantially over the .ears. Nevertheless, as shown in

column III of the 'fable, the proportion of interest to current

revenue has remained low, though increasing. The large increases

in these percentages from 1966 to I968 were accounted for, in

addition to the increasing level of interest in absolute terms, by

the f ct that government revenue was also falling as a. result of the

disturbances and exclusion of revenue figures, in respect of the

three ..astern States.

TABLE 8.8

ESTIMATED INTEREST PAYMENTS ON GOVERNMENT i: ANiHAL DEBT

1962 - 1969

Yd AH Amount

Percentage of
All-Government

Recurrent
Levenue

£'million c

/

1962 1.56 1.05

1963 2.10 1.4

1964 2.65 1.6

1965 3.53 1.8

1^66 5.61 3.1

1967 7.23 4-

1968 9.16 5.7

1969 11.61 4.0

SOURCE: Computed from Issues of Treasury Bills, Treasury Certifi¬

cates and Development Stocks and outstanding balances of

Savings Bonds and Certificates, N.H.D. i.e., and Unfunded

bilateral loans.



These calculations, because of the difficulties of estimating,

do not take into account the interest received on the part of these

loans on-lent to corporations, the yields the governments realise

on such revenue yielding projects and private investments which the

loans hve made possible, and the gains that might have been accruing

to tax revenue as a result of the expansionary impact of government

debt financed expenditure. All these must be deducted to arrive at

the exact strain put on the budget by interest charges.

Similarly, the figures include interest on that part of the debt

held in the government sector (government departments, corporations,

and the Central Bank) which we argued above cannot rightly be regarded

as an expense by the government. Holdings of the debt in the govern¬

ment sector have invariably been higher than 20;' of the total debt.

Over the period from 1961 to 19&9f holdings by the government sector

represented on average some 32$ in respect of development stocks and

35; of treasury bills. Interest on these, which amounted to about

26$ of the total estimated interest cost on the total debt, should

also be deducted. If all these are subtracted, the budgetary burden

becomes considerably reduced, below even the low figures shown in

Table 8.8. On that basis, one can conclude that consideration of

the interest burden of the debt might understandably not be of much

concern to the government now.

The administrative cost of managing the debt is a much less

tractable thing. These costs can be divided into three broad cate¬

gories 1 the cost of pointing security papers, registration and floating

costs (which include the cost of materials and labour that go into the

maintenance of the register of holdings as well as the retainer fee

paid to the government broker), and the administr tive c st of mobili-



sing and channelling institutionalised savings into government

securities. These are matters in respect of which official figures

cannot be obtained since they go rather deeply into the details of

the working of the government machinery (including the security mint

which has the responsibility for printing securities) which are

heavily shrouded in official secrecy.

however, none of them can strictly be said to involve the govern¬

ment (or the Central Bank) in much real expense. This is because

internal loans raised invariably include the cost of raising them.

This, to a large extent takes care of the first two categories.

Subscribers, too, bear the third category of costs through the dif¬

ference between the interest paid on their savings and the yields on

the securities into which such savings have been >ut. One can there¬

fore hazard a guess that the budgetary burden of the administrative

cost is negligible.

Amortization

On the other hand, considering the problem of amortization in

light of the 'enormous' size to which the debt has grown, there

ap ears to be a real cause for concern. It was shown above that by

1969, the total level of debt had grown to over 130/ of the total all-

;-overnment revenue. Short and medium term debts constituted 84/ of

revenue while the long-term debt constituted 50/. The former are

floating debts, and maturing ones are repaid out of new issues. In

case of the latter, provisions are made for repayment by passing into

a sinking fund annually specific proportions of the debt. This is

done particularly with respect to development stock . No such specific

provisions are made with respect to savings bond.; n<l certificates and



the N.R.D.S.C. In addition, as was shown earlier, the provisions made

in respect of stocks accumulated to only a fraction of each debt on

maturity. This means that ostensibly, heavy burden would fall on

the budget any year of the debt matures.

We show in Table 8.9 below the amount of development stocks issued

up till 1970 falling due at various dates. Also we show the amount of

provision required to be passed into sinking funds in respect of the

accumulated debt, as calculated from the various 'directions' by which

the issues were raised. The first interesting feature one notices is

that, so far, the annual provision required to be made in respect of

the accumulated debt has been higher than t :e maturing debt. And

since as pointed out earlier, provisions allocated to the sinking fund

could be invested (re-investment in government securities not excluded)

it means the effective 'withdrawal from revenue' has actually been

the actual amount of debt maturing. In so far as issues of stock

continues to increase and on identical terms as before, this feature

is likely to continue. This i3 particularly so as the maturities

have been carefully spaced out.

Under an assumption that repayments are made out of revenue, it

will be seen that the amounts that have matured so far have represented

a considerably small proportion of government revenue (smaller oven

than interest payments). The picture is not changed even when we

include the net repayments due on other forms of long-term debts.

These are shown in Table 8.10 below. Net repayments in respect of bi¬

lateral loans and savings bonds and certificates are taken as equal to the

fall in outstanding balances of these classes of loan. The Table gives

the picture that amortization burden on the budget has been very low

and has not, at any time, risen more than I.87S of the annual recurrent

revenue. Allowing also for the fact that part of these repayments
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TABLa 8.9

MATURITY A7PJ 1 'JOVISK •' FPU RUPAYUTNT CF D.4V:ILCPM INT STOCKS ISliUKB UP

TO 1970 C'million

Maturing Annual
Debt Provision

i960 - 0.21

1961 - 0.40

1962 - 0.80

1963 - 1.32

1964 0.4 1.80

1965 - 2.24

1966 2.0 2.54

1967 2.0 3.55

1968 2.0 4.71

1969 0.6 5.12

1970 1.0 5.62
1971 2.0 5.0c

1972 3.0 5.60
1973 4.0 5.27

1974 2.0 4.94

1975 2.0 4.71

1976 3.0 4.42

1977 4.0 4.20

1978 4.0 4.06
1979 1.4 3.95

1980 3.0 3. -6
1981 3.0 3.76
1982 5.0 3.65
1983 3.0 3.56
1984 9.0 3.56
1985 7.0 3.11

1986 5.0 2.99

1987 15.0 2.77

1988 10.0 2.51

1989 15.0 2.28

1990 9.0 2.06

1991 5.0 1.93

1992 10.0 1.79

1993 10.0 1.62

1994 18.0 0.05

ijac'ISj Computed from "Local Loan (.Federation of Ni aria ... Development)
irections; Federal Official Gazettes (Various Years).
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accrued to the government sector, their burden on the budget becomes

corres ondingly reduced.

TABLE 8.10

NET REPAYMENT OF LONG-TERM DEBTS 1961 - 1969
£'million

evelo;;- Unfunded Savin, 8 N.R.D.o. Total of Total
YEAR m- at Bilater- Bonds & Certifi- Amount All- tovernment

/Luc al Loans Certifi- cates :ecu rent Revenue
cates

1961 - C.50 0.50 c.4

1962 - 0.49 0.49 0.3

1965 - 0.77 0.77 0.5

1964 0.4
K

0.40 0.2

1965 - 0.82 0.82 0.4

1966 2.0 1.29 3.29 1.8

1967 2.0 1.51 3.31 1.8

1968 2.0 0.80 0.13 2.95 1.8

1969 0.6 0.59 0.01 1.20 0.5

* Increase in unfunded bilateral Loan was higher than repayment.

SOURCE: Tables 8.9 and 6.4 above.

Viewing it another way, one can question the seriousness or valid¬

ity •..>? this so-called amortization burden especially when one considers the

fact that all along, new is :ues of stock (and other forms of long debts)

in the respective repayment years have usually been higher than stocks

(and other debts) maturing. In the absence of evidence to the contrary,

it can be inferred that consideration form debts maturing has ,artly

influenced the size of new long-term debts raised by the government.

If this is so, it means that amortization im.oses no additional burden

on to budget. In that case, the annual allocation into sinking fund

n the investment of such fund in securities simply becomes another

form of transfering funds from recurrent into capital account.



CHAPTER 9

Til3 NATURE OF "DEBT MANAGEMENT I ITS INSTRUMENTALITY

FOR CONTROL AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 1NVJBSTHBHT

Instrumentality of the Public Debt Instrument in Nigeria

It can be discerned from our discussions in the preceding chapters

that the major pre-oceupation of the government with internal borrowing

has been to raise enough to enable it to carry out its planned capital

expenditure. To this end, internal borrowings were increasingly substi¬

tuted for shortfalls in revenue expected from other sources. Although

it can be argued that the policy of trying as much as possible to

utilise long debts only to finance capital expenditure is motivated by

a desire to keep down the inflationary impact of deficit financing, this

fact is not borne out by its policy of increasing resort to borrowing

from the Central Bank. Also, its increasing (understandably inevitable/

utilisation of liquid debt to finance capital expenditure during the

war further shows that consideration for inflationary consequences was

at best of secondary importance in government's internal borrowing

policy.

The functions of the Central Bank with regard to monetary control

and the development of the monetary system have been mentioned. Right

from its establishment, the Bank has legally been given all the necessary

powers it needed to pursue a sophisticated monetary control policy.

Apart from being empowered to stipulate minimum ratios for the banks,

it is also empowered to buy, sell, (on the open market), discount

(where appropriate), and advance loans on the pledge of government

securities. In addition, it is required to underwrite and manage the

issuing of government securities. In spite of these weapons, the policy



of the Bank of supporting government securities on the open market,

apparently in a bid to foster the development of the capital market,

has prevented the gearing of its open market dealings in the direction

of positively effecting any economic control.

In {.articular, the support has largely prevented a free fluctu¬

ation of the price of (yield on) government bonds in response to the

dictates of the market. Thus, for example, the obligation of the bank

to buy issues of government securities not subscribed for by other

investors ensures that th- government is able to sell all issues at

the nominal rate. Low demand for bonds by other investors necessarily

generates substantial increase in the amount of bonds the Bank has to

hold. The result of its attempt to peddle such large holdings through

the market is that there is hardly ever a shortage of bonds on the

Stock Exchange. This necessarily prevents the price of bond rising

(or the rate of interest falling). Similarly, by merely regulating

the amount of bonds it puts on the market, the Bank is able to ensure

that there is just enough supply of bonds on the market to prevent

the price falling (or the yield rising). Not only does this prevent

the use of open market operation for money control, such active support

tantaraounts to a raonetisation of the debt.

Because of the large size of bonds now held by the Bank, it appears

ostensibly in a strong position to influence the liquidity of the

economy markedly if it decides to and succeeds in pursuing open market

operation as a control device. It still remains to be ascertained,

however, what the pattern of demand would be should the Bank withdraw

its sup-ort and allow a free fluctuation of price and yield of govern¬

ment bonds on the market. Nevertheless, let us take a brief look at

the picture presented by the dealings in government stocks.



Table 7*1 above gives the net effect of treasury and Central Bank's

actions on stock holding. 'Net* means the difference between issue and

redemption by the Treasury and the difference between purchases and

sales by the Central Bank. Redemption by the Treasury has been very

small compared with the debts outstanding. Only six types of 3tocks -

all on the shorter end (i.e. having maturity of about 5 years, - had

matured up to 1970* And the total repayment value of all six was only

£7.0 million. Because of the sraallness of the amount involved, we

shall assume that the redemptions have not altered significantly the

pattern of holdings as depicted by the holdings of outstanding stock.

For the purpose of making the analysis easy, let us assume that no

Central Bank's sale to be or purchase from the general public occurs

during any month the Treasury makes new issues of stock. (In actual

fact this can reasonably be argued to be so as it would not be

reasonable, for example, to expect the Bank to attempt to sell from

its stock of securities at a time when it is required to stand ready

to pure ase part of new issues which are not fully subscribed for by

the public;. It follows that only in the special circumstance where the

demand for stocks exceeds the supply from new issues would the Bank be

able to sell from its holdings. In that case, only the changes in

the 'off-is3ue' periods would be regarded as resulting from market

dealings by both the general public and the Central Bank.

First, let us look at changes in the holdings of stocks by the

Central Bank. (Fortunately, figures for these are available on month-

to-month basis). These are laid out in Table 9*1» Figures in the

positive columns are taken as purchases which, as shown earlier, are

expansionary. And figures in the negative columns show sales and/or
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redemptions which are contractionary. The Bank's holdings increase

substantially at the time of each issue but part of such increases get

steadily peddled through the market in subsequent months. Except for

the earlier years - i960 and 1961 - sales by the Bank have consistently

been lower than the amount taken up at the time of issue. This implies

that the amount of liquidity being pumped into the economy by the Bank's

purchases from the Treasury is greater than the amount being withdrawn

through its sales to the general public.

Turning now to the general public sector, it can be seen from

Tables 9*2 find 9*3 that both at issue and off-issue periods, a consider¬

able amount of treasury and Central Bank sales were absorbed by the

Savings Institutions. On the contrary, commercial banks' purchases

both at issue and off-issue periods were very low. In fact, in some

years the banks had net sales rather than net purchases. Y/ith the

rest of the general public, although their market purchases did not

amount to much, they tended to do more buying than selling.

The implication of these is that the brunt of whatever reduction

in liquidity was achieved through both Treasury's and Central Bank's

sale3 to the general public was borne by the savings institutions. In

that case, it could be concluded that the sales of stock have not

succeeded in reducing liquidity beyond what individuals have voluntarily

saved or been forced to save through various welfare schemes. In

addition, should the government decide to increase liquidity - say by

redeeming stocks - the effect would largely be to increase the liquidity

of these institutions. And, as we showed earlier on, 3uch increase

does not necessarily get transmitted to the individual contributors.

In particular, neither Treasury's nor Central Bank's sales could

have had any important effect on commercial banks' liquidity and
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INCbNThiJj
BANK'S

HOLDINGOF
DEVELOPMENT

oTOCKL

1961-
1970(Ji

Line)
^'million

YEAS

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

TOTALS
+-

1961

+

mm

3.69

0.13

0.01

0.04

0.04

0.06

0.26

0.22

0.04

3.69

0.30

1962

+

0.06

0.10

2.41

0.08

0.56

0.48

0.40

0.12

2.10

0.24

1.16

—

2.41

5.30

1963

+

—

-

9.07 0.42

0.36

0.50

0.51

0.51

1.19

0.44

0.43

0.68

1.51

9.07

6.55

1964

+

17.31

0.90

0.46

0.42

0.59

0.28

0.49

0.58

0.87

0.57

0.50

0.47

17.31

6.13

19^5

+

0.79

0.84

13.41

2.34

0.50

0.35

0.08

O.63

2.73

1.38

0.003-

0.61

15.40

8.26

19*6

+

0.81

1.19

12.60

cc

1
.

0

O.87

2.09

0.93

0.91

0.93

mm 0.88

0.55

0.48

12.60

10.45

1967

+

0.84

0.61

1.14

17.40

0.37

0.35

0.82

0.55

0.13

0.63

1.64

0.67

18.07

7.08

1968

+

0.74

0.61

18.85

<•» 0.65

0.82

0.35

0.82

1.37

1.54

0.96

1.10

0.41

19.81

8.31

1969

+

0.82

0.40

13.72

1.22

1.03

0.38

2.30

0.90

6.12

0.63

0.66

0.63

13.72

15.09

1970

+

0.34

1.27

0.87

11.76

0.88

0.80

-

-

—

-

-

-

11.76

4.16

123.84

72.13

-atthemaigiiiSmeansdecrease-sinii'yingsaleorredemption^netj +atthemarginsmeansincrease-signifyingpurchase(net) bQUKGhsComputedfromCentralBank'sBalanceSheetspublishedineconomicandFinancialReview(variousyears), CentralBankofNigeria.
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TABLE 9.2

NET CHANG5S IN HOLDINGS OF DEVELOPMENT STOCKS AT ISSUE

PERIODS - IN RELATIVE TERMS* 1965 - 1970 (June).

Percentages

Central Non-Bank Commercial NCN-BANK GENERAL PUBLIC
YEAR Bank Government Banks Savings Others

Sector Institutions

1965 58.13 16.87 8.67 22.85 1.48

1964 75.51 7.14 0.10 14.86 2.56
1965 77.96 3.90 0.10 16.35 1.65

1966 75.39 3.63 -0.36 19.06 2.28

1967 87.80 0.32 0.67 11.19 -1.12

1968 85.45 2.12 -5.05 17.47 0.81

1969 66.84 4.90 1.49 21.51 8.24

1970 43.46 16.27 2.41 21.73 48.66

k Bach percentage represents the ratio of increase/decrease in the
respective group's holding to total increase for all the groups.

SOURCEt Based on quarterly data of "Holdings of Development Stocks"
in Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Review,
(various years).

TABLE 9.3

WJg CHANGES IN HOLDINGS CF !)■PVELCPI.TCNT ETC CPS AT ( PF-ISSUE

PERIODS - IN RELATIVE TERMS 1963 - 1970 (June;.

Central Non-Bank Commercial NON-BANK GENERAL PUBLIC
YEAR Bank Government Banks Savings Others

Sector Institutions

1963 -90.84 -9.16 - 87.25 -10.77

1964 -95.32 5.65 -0.77 86.35 - 3.90

1965 -100.0 28.35 mm 66.20 3.70

1)66 -99.88 11.82 22.81 61.47 - 0.12

1967 -88.03 -9.90 -2.06 91.33 11.69

1968 -79.84 -19.76 3.27 76.57 -0.39

1969 10c. 0 14.39 3.84 55.65 1.85

1970 100.0 0.30 37.88 60.00 1.82

„ , ...... . Net Purchases/3ales
* Each proportion la taken to represent -,et ,,otal Ele3

during each period.

SOURCEj Same as for Table 9*2.
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consequently credit ereating powers. This is borne out by the result

obtained in equation 8.4(a) above that credit creation by commercial

banks have not been significantly affected by their holdings of

government long-terra stocks. Similarly, any redemption with a view

to increasing liquidity will not affect the liquidity of the banks

significantly. In view of these, one can reasonably conclude that

long-terra debt has been a rather passive instrument in Nigeria.

Furthermore, given the existing pattern of demand for these instruments,

it is likely to continue to be a we.uk instrume t for positive use for

controlling liquidity within the economy.

Funding

Perhaps one way, one could suggest, of converting debt management

to an effective instrument of control would be to fund the existing

liquid debts into longer, less liquid ones. There has not been any

funding or short-terra debts in any strict sense. Occasionally, part

of short-terra loan, raised could be used to finance expenditure which

are actually to be financed by long-terra loan, pending the raising

of such loan. A repayment of such short-terra debt from funds subs¬

equently raised should not be regarded as motivated by a desire to

change the structure of debt with a view to influencing the liquidity

of the economy. Not even the intention declared by the gov rnment

to fund the short debts into medium debts had, up till December 1970»

been on ertaken. This is seen from the fact that short-terra debts

had continued to grow in spite of the increasing borrowing through

Treasury Certificates.

Kve-4 if we assume, for the sake of argument, that such funding

had tal:en place, it would not have had any effect different from that

of the short-term debts on the liquidity of the economy. This is



because, as shown above, Treasury Certificates are as liquid as

Treasury "Jills both in terns of easy discounting ;md qualification

as one of the spec fied liquid assets for the computation of

commercial banks' liquidity ratio. It is only in the event these

terms do not attach to Treasury Certificates that such funding could,

in any meaningful sense, be considered as geared towards control of

liquidity.

One can carry this argument further, albeit abstractly, by

considering the feasibility and possible effects of funding into

illiquid debt instruments. The point about funding would be streng¬

thened by the fact that, as at 1369 and 1970, these debts constituted

62.6/ and 70.2t' of the total internal debt. And more importantly,

the highly liquid state of the banks and the very large amount of

liquid government securities they now hold would tend to suggest

that such funding, if successful, would sharpen debt management

techniques as instrument of control. Liquid government debts, for

example, constituted on the average more than 45;' 49of total

banks' assets in 19&9 anc* 1970 respectively. Average liquidity ratios

were approximately 87,'> and 96,a in the two years. And government

securities amounted to about 86/4 and 89/4 of the banks' liquid assets

during the two ye sirs. Funding of the liquid debts can, in audition,

be deemed necessary, or at least expedient, in light of the fact

that a good roportion of them were necessitated by and spent in

fighting the war and on capital development projects.

In light of the very low demand for government stocks, it would

require that such funding be made compulsory or that interest rates

on stocks be substantially increased in order to make such funding

operation have any degree of success. In the alternative, the liquid



debts can be funded into any other new type of illiquid instrument

issued on terms of security and yield which are more attractive to the

general public than the terms on which development stocks are issued.

Because of its implications for servicing cost, the last two

alternatives might not be attractive to the government. Nevertheless,

compulsory funding would be objectionable largely because of the

highly vulnerable position of the indigenous banks. Because of their

relatively smaller scale of operation, the indigenous banks invariably

o perate at levels of liquidity very near the minimum 25'/' permitted.

Also, prior to 1968, because of their relatively smaller overseas

balances, vis-a-vis the foreign banks, their capacity to absorb

strain of such compulsory funding was much smaller than that of the

foreign banks. Compulsoiy funding, then as now, would merely result

in the undesirable effect of squeezing indigenous banks out. On this

score, compulsory funding would, at best, be objectionable. Additional

to that is that such compulsion at once removes the voluntary nature

of lending to the government. This, in particular, would make sub¬

sequent borrowing by the government increasingly difficult.

Apart from the banks, not much could be gained by way of

reduction in the liquidity of the rest of the general public. This

is because of the relatively insignificant proportion of the liquid

debts they hold. In addition, thinking of the category of investors

in the private sector that would be affected by such compulsory

funding it is doubtful if it would not result in greater harm than

good for the economy. 3ince private companies hold a substantial

proportion of the non-bank general public's holding of the liquid

debt, such compulsory funding would affect private investment adversely.

Of course, the same argument can also be brought up in the case of



co::i .ercial banks. This, as we shall see below, runs counter to the

government's policy of encouraging a higher level of private invest¬

ment. S'ith this we can now roceed to see what the implications of

government hoi'rowings are for the level of investment.

Implications for Investment

There are two ways one can look at these. The first is the

indirect eTfects through government expe diture. This relates to

the general implications of the successive deficits and the induce¬

ment effects of the expansionary impact of these on the level of

investment. The second, which i3 more direct, is the extent to

which government debt has affected the supply of funds for invest¬

ment.

The ;x :ansionary impact of government internal borrowing on

income has been discussed above. Because of the high propensity to

import in the country, the income injection which this entailed

tended to spill increasingly into imports. This, in audition to

government's succe sive withdrawals of foreign assets to finance its

capital ex lenditure tended to place increasing strain on the country's

foreign exchange reserves. Because of the inadequate flow of foreign

exchange, the government has had to keep a closely guarded check

both on the i port component of its expenditure and the level of

imports by the orivate sector.

Thus, for example, measures taken to contain the inadequacy of

external reserves, earnings on external transactions, and inflow of

foreign loans to meet the level of demand for imoorts both by the

gov ••rnrae-1 and the private sector included putting greater emphasis

on projects of low off-3hore costs in the implementation of the

develonment programme, takin strict measures to restrict importation

particularly of consumer goods - and encouraging the growth of import



substitution industries. The implications of the first was that a

substantial proportion of the government's deficit financed capital

expenditure resulted in the injection of additional income into

the economy. Consumption has correspondingly tended to increase.

Given the fact that government policies have increasingly been

directed towards restricting imports by the private sector, the

increasing purchasing .ower thereby injected had tended to be trans¬

mitted into increasing demand for local production. Ceteris paribus,

such increasing demand should induce increasing investment vrithin the

economy. Because of data constraint, it is not possible to establish

the actual magnitude of the association between these variables

(government deficits, aggr gate income, aggregate consumption and the

level of domestic investment;. In examining changes in the last

(i.e. the level of domestic investment) we shall assume, because of

tne absence of .ctual data, that these changes are reflected by the

changes in aggregate caoital forraation in the country. Changes in

gross fixed capital formation are shown in Table 9«4 below.

The table shows the division of capital formation between private

and government sectors only up to 1966/67 fiscal year. It shows that

capital formation in the private sector was rising at a high rate

except for 1566/67 when the rate dropped substantially. The drop

in that year is largely attributable to the political disturbances

and tension in the country then. Capital formation in the government

sector had also been increasing although t,;.ere were slight drops in

1960/61, 19ol/62, and 1965/64. From 1964/65 the rate of increase

had been higher than in the private sector. In all, gross capital

formation increased at an average annual rate of 9.2'/ between 1958/59



~nd 1961/62. Between 1962/63 and 1966/67 it increased at annual

average rate of 10.4'/- The abs olute levels both in 1967/68 and

1968/69 '.'ere each lower than in 1966/67* While this is 1 rgely

attributable to the exclusion of data in respect of the Eastern

States, it no doubt also reflects a continuation of the fall in the

rate of growth of private capital formation which became noticeable

from 1966/67. Thus, in peace t.me, not only was private caoital

formation higher than capital formation in the government sector,

the annual changes in the former tended to be much higher than in

the 1 ratter.

Taking this as a reflection of the changes in investment, one

could infer that the rate of growth in investment in the private

sector aad been reasonably high except for the period of civil strife

and war. No doubt, this growth has been largely in response to the

stimulus of increasing demand. But what are actually relevant for our

purpose are the extent to which 3uch increasing demand represented

import substitution and the extent to which it resulted from increase

in income resulting from government deficit amending. This disti¬

nction is necessary in view of the fact that industrial development

in the country has been largely biased in favour of import substi¬

tution. If investment has been growing only at a rate to produce

_1ust enou,;h to compensate for the fall in import, one could support

an inference of low responsiveness of investment to demand.

An inflation free expansion under the circumstances requires

that local production grows sufficiently to compensate for the fall

in import as well as absorb additional demand generated by the

expans on in income. The price indices given in Table 9*5 clearly

indicate that inflationary pressure has steadily been mounting

within the economy. The items included under miscellaneous are
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TABLE 9.4

CHANGES IK GROSS FIXED CAM'l'AL PULIATION IN NIGERIA 1958/59 - 1968/69

YEAR
ending
31st
March

PRIVATE SECTOR GOVERNMENT SECTOR TOTAL

Amount Rate of

Change
Amount Rate of

Change
Amount Rate of

Change

£'million 1" £'mil lion * fi'million 56

1959 - 1.7 - 2.6 11.6 30.3 9.9 10.0

I960 1.5 2.5 12.1 24.3 13.6 12.5

1961 6.7 11.0 - 0.4 - 0.5 6.3 5.2

1962 24.6 33.4 - 1.2 - 0.1 23.4 18.1

1965 3.1 3.4 4.2 7.0 7.5 4.8

1964 18.5 19.2 - 1.1 - 1.1 17.2 10.8

1965 13.4 11.8 4.6 7.3 18.0 10.2

1966 23.3 18.3 15.8 23.5 39.1 19.9

1967 1.4 0.9 7.1 8.4 8.5 3.6

196s n.a. n. a. n.a. n.a. -44.2 -18.4

1969 n.a. n.a. n. a. n.a. 8.8 4.4

n.a. means 'Hot Available'

S0URC1S* Economic Indicators. Vol. 6, No. 4 1970 (Federal Office of
Statistics)
Gross Domestic Product of Nigeria 1958/59 - 1968/69.

(Federal Office of Statistics), July 1971.

TABLE 9.5

AT: UG: CONSUMER RICE INDICES (I, It nrxin GROUP) I960 - 1970

Year Food Housing

(Base Year - i960)

Drinks Clothing Miscellaneous

%

Aggregate

I960 100 100 100 100 100 100

1961 109.8 102.3 107.9 104.0 100.8 IO6.4

1962 118.0 105.8 114.2 109.1 102.5 112.0

1963 106.7 108.5 114.2 117.5 IO4.4 108.9

1964 105.7 111.1 118.4 122.3 107.6 110.1

1965 110.5 114.2 125.7 124.8 109.7 114.4

1966 133.1 116.8 123.3 127.7 113.3 125.5

1967 119.3 119.7 123.5 129.8 117.6 120.8

1968 112.6 122.6 135.7 137.7 129.0 120.3

1969 133.1 126.9 138.2 148.3 134.7 132.2

1970 I64.4 129.7 140.1 168.8 151.5 150.6

SOURCE: Central Bank of Nigeria.



manufactured goods other than clothing, drinks and building materials.

Although the indices given here are in respect of the lower income

group, they would also be applicable to the upper and middle income

groups except for the aggregate figures. Ag regate indices for the

upper aid :ni .die income groups would be different because of the

differences in the weighting- of the various expenditure heads between the

groups.

Of all the items listed, food has been least affected by import

restriction measures as local production has always constituted a high

proportion of total supply. As regards the other items (including

building materials which are inputs for housing) govermaent policies

have increasingly been directed at restricting imports to protect

locally produced substitutes. As can be seen from Table 9*6» production,
J

expressed at constant 19&2 prices, has steadily been grovfing especially

in the a nufacturing and construction industries, wind from a previous

study we did, it was shown that production in the import substitution

industries, on whose products excise taxes have been imposed has been
2J

rising sufficiently, at least, to compensate for fall in import*

In spito of this growth, however, prices have been on the rising

trend. This seems to indicate that increases in production nave not

been high enough to meet the increasing demand for local production

resulting from the joint effects of the closure of the import valve and

expansion in income for which government deficit financing is partly

accountable. Consequently, although one could say that this increasing

demand has been an inducing, or at least, an increasingly permissive

factor for increasing investment, the latter has not been sufficiently

responsive to m et the former. It is t erefore appropriate to investigate

1» Except for the sharp drop caused by the exclusion of
data in tfespect of the Eastern States in the Estimates
for 1967 and 1908.

2. Adewumi, M.O., op. cit*. Chapter 4*
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now if government "borrowing could "be said to have contributed to this

inade uacy of the growth of investment.

Effects on the Hup,-;ly of Inve3tible ?unis for Private-Type Investment

Considering the fact that direct investments by individu Is, private

companies, an< commercial banks in government long-term debt i ve been

very low, one would immediately draw the inevitable conclusion that

government borrowing has not been a strong competitor with >rivate-type

investment for investible funds. This -ould be evidenced by the fact

that changes in the holdings of the general public (excluding savings

institutions) did not, up to 1^66, amount to more tr an 2.6 '> of the ann¬

ual gross capital formation in the private sector. Judging, .-owever,

from the amount of private sector funds which has been syphoned into

government debt through savings institutions arid by mandatory borrowing,

it would •■ear that thi3 conclusion cannot be sustained. In this regard,

the question one should ask is what are the possible alternative uses

of these funds. This can be considered in two wayB: (a) how the

money would have been disposed of if not mobilised into the hands of

these savings institutions or compul3orily borrowed; and (b) alternative

modes of investment open to the savings institutions.

In considering the former, we should make a distinction between the

two com ionents of these savings. One part consists of what can actually

be regarded 3 voluntary savings. This, in the absence of vings

institution would still have been otherwise saved. And we can make

the ,erm:: nsive assumption that contribution by each individual at any

time is so small that it would not have been possible to acquire real

asset or start any business with it. In that case, the alternative open

to him would have been to put it in a savings account with my commercial

bank.
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TABLE 9.6

GROSS DC LS8TIC PRODUCTION OF SOMS SELECT ID INDUSTRIES (1958 - 1968)

(At Constant 1962 Prices) .'million

YdAd

beginning
1st April

AGRICULTURE
AND

LIVESTOCK
CONSTRUCTION MANUFACTURING

1958 587.5 55.5 45.3

1959 618.7 47.0 52.0

i960 712.0 55.4 57.0

1961 689.9 57.9 63.8

1562 721.4 57.5 75.9

1965 778.3 66.0 76.8

1964 767.0 65.O 88.9

1965 764.6 80.0 103.7

1966 756.0 81.3 113.4

1967* 610.7 63.7 107.3

1968* 618.9 57.3 121.9

*
Estimates - Excluding production in the three Eastern States.

SGURCEt Gross Domestic Product of Nigeria, 1956/59 - 1968/69?
Federal Office of Statistics, L .gos, July 1971*

The other part consists of savings which are, as it were, 'forced'

under rivate or government welfare schemes and mandatory borrowing.

In the absence of such compulsion, such part (to the extent that it is

reduced by income tax) would have increased disposable income. Conseq¬

uently, given a marginal propensity to save which is less than unity

(and probably close to zero) only a small proportion of it would have

been saved - presumably also in the bank. Consequently, rather than
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reduce investments, the forced loans have in fact been an effective

way of controlling consumption and thereby mobilising savings for

investment*

T-,.e other way of looking at it is to assume that no special

relationship exists between the institutions and the government or

that such relationship is immaterial to their investment policy.

Short of establishing business with their funds, the institutions

have two alternative modes of utilisation of the fund9 o. en to them.

They could either put the funds away in time deposits at commercial

banks or invest in private business shares. Whichever way we look

at it, tie problem reduces to how private-type investment would have

gained either through the resulting increase in banks* capacity to

grant credit or through direct purchases of shares*

Considering the latter first, the state of the development of the

capital ; irket in Nigeria would hardly have made this possible. The

amount of shares financing by private businesses, as reflected by the

amount of transactions in business shares done on the stock exchange,

is very small. As can bo seen from Table 9»7» government securities

have increasingly dominated the capital market since its establishment

in I96I. The total amount of business shares that came on the market

exceeded one million pounds only in one year - 1964. -hid judging

in addition from the very few businesses which raise capital by publicly

floating shares, it i3 difficult to say that private shares would have

provided adequate outlet for the inve3tible funds of the savings

institutions.

The more important sources of capital in Nigeria have included

individuals* private sources (either foreign or accumulated surplus)

and loans from credit institutions like commercial banks as well as
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£ th,. 9.7

.u.tou?i'j c.quoino;;.; rudo.iCThi) ok v.- . ■ c.-.

■riCHANGa IN NIG-'J.tIA 1961 - 1970
£' riillion

Government Business
Securities Shares TOTAL

196] 0.71 0.05 0.76

1962 2.12 0.17 2.20*

1965 4.87 0.32 9.19

1964 5.91 1.09 7. oc

1965 7.20 0.74 7.93*

i960 7.61 0.59 8.20

1967 6.05 0.20 6.25

1968 6.29 0.11 6.40

1969 8.10 0.09 8.19

1970 8.20 0.12 8.32

*
Includes rounding error.

X ' C£i Central Bant- of Nigeria, Annual Report and Statement
of Accounts, (various years).

government industrial and housing Loans Boards and Corporations. In

that case, one would posit tuat if funds of the small savers channel¬

led into government debt had instead been deposited with the banks it

would have substantially increased the credit creating capacity of

the latter. Consequently, one can argue that private investment

would have been able to benefit more from the increasing capacity

of banks to supply credit, especially since, as shown above

(equation 8.4a;, the elasticity of commercial banks' credit to deposits

has been greater than unity. One cannot, however, be firm on this



without reference to the extent and nature of capacity utilisation

by the banks.

In. discussing capacity utilisation by the banks, let us take,

to start fith, deviations from the prescribed minimal liquidity

ratio as indicating the extent of under-utilisation of 1. nsing cap-

city. In Chart 9.1, we have plotted the average quarterly tovemonts

in com,:: rcial banks' aggregate liquidity ratios for the period I96I

to 1970* In actual fact, taken on individual basis, we shall have a

distribution of liquidity ratios with some being nearer to and others

being farther away from the prescribed minimum than the a, regate.

Line A':3 represents the minimum 25,' ratio permitted by t ie government.

It can be seen that all along, the banks have been un'erloaned.

Up to 1964* however, the difference between the actual and the permitted

minimi liquidity ratio moved w thin relatively narrow li its. This

means t at the unutilised lending capacity of banks durin; this period

was relatively small. ,-uid since cash deposits and conae meritly banks'

credit capacity were steadily increasing over the time one can infer

that credit expansion by the banks was influenced by, and moved in

sympathy with, the increase in capacity. One can therefore oonclude

that if savings syphoned into government debt during this oriod

had been deposited instead with the banks, credit granted by the

latter would have correspondingly increased. Thi3 does not necessar¬

ily imply that investment would thereby have benefited. We shall

cone to this later.

Although the difference between the two ratios have been in¬

creasing rapidly since 1965, it is not possible to draw any inference

the types made above. This is because, since November 1964» banks



 



have been subjected to such controls that make the level of liquidity

almost absolutely irrelevant for the cPanges in credit expansion by

thera. By these controls, a 15'/' ceiling was placed on the rate of

increase of loans and advances by the banks to the private sector.

In addition, they were directed to curtail advances for consumption

and gen ral commerce. In 1969> the 15';' credit ceiling was brought

down to 11/;, and banks were instructed not to increase their advances

to general commerce and for consumption. In addition, varying rates

of increase were prescribed for credit expansion to the various

sectors. Under such controls, increases in deposit with the banks

would not have made any difference whatsoever to the banks' credit

creating capacity.

These constraints could be said therefore to account for the high

level of banks' under-utilisation of credit capacity since 1965*

However, a look at the annual changes in banks' loans and advances

shows that the banks have in fact not been utilising even their

restricted capacity in full. For example, bank credit increased

by only IQF/o instead of the permitted 1%'> both in 1965 and 1966. In

the following two years, it actually fell by 8/j and 18/' respectively

and rose in 1969 by only T, • (See Table 9*8)•

Turning now to the question of the nature of capacity utili¬

sation, let us take a brief look at the rate of growth and the

distribution of bank credit to some selected sectors in the economy.

These are shown in Tables 9*8 and 9«9« It will be seen that, although

credit to manufacturing has been increasing at .an appreciably high

rate, it has in fact constituted a relatively low proportion of total

bank credit. As at December 1964> this proportion had risen to

only 10.7 '• The proportion of credit to real estate and construction

to total bank credit declined from 9»2C/; in Dec rnber 1961 to 4*7/^ in

December 1964* Over the period, credit to this sector increased at



TAOlfe9.8

CHANGik>INOOfa-■KffiuLnAHKS*LQAMbaNDADVAEChb*1962-1969 RealLstateandImportaridTOTAL
TEARManufacturingConstructionDomesticTradeAgriculture_=ankCredit Amount £'Bdllion

%of Total

Amount £'million
%of Total

Amount £*million
ftof Total

Aaiount £'million
%of Total

Amount £*million
%of Total

1962

2.56

77.7

-0.36

-6.4

8.30

42.7

n.a.

n.a.

17.05

28.4

1963

3.08

52.5

1.26

24.3

2.95

10.6

n.a.

n.a.

12.43

16.1

1964

4.20

46.9

-0.68

-10.6

2.78

9.0

n.a.

n.a.

33.94

36.0

1965

1.37

10.4

0.71

12.3

-4.62

-13.6

n.a.

n.a.

12.62

10.0

1966

5.06

34.8

6.30

97.3

-0.23

-0.9

n.a.

n.a.

14.02

10.0

1967

0.24

1.2

-1.58

-12.4

3.50

12.2

-0.57

-23.6

-11.56

0

.

CO

1

1968

-1.29

-6.5

-1.25

-11.2

—4.67

-14.6

-0.07

3.9

-24.33

-18.0

1969

2.43

13.1

-1.10

-11.0

0.22

0.7

0.26

13.6

8.50

7.0

*BasedonchangesasbetweenDecemberTeartandDecemberYeart-1.
n.a.means'Notavailable*.

SOURCK:Computedfrom"AnalysisofCommercialBankLoansandAdvances",inCentralBankofNigeria, .economicandFinancialReview,(variousyears)
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TABLE 9.9

DISTRIBUTION OP CCMK 3RCIAL BANKS' LOANS AND ADVANCES AS

AT DECEMBER 1962 - 1969
vrn"ll''bv-».

YEAR Manufacturing Real Estate and Import & Dom-
Construction estic Trade

Agriculture

1962 7.6 6.73 36.OO n.a.

1963 9.98 7.20 34.30 n • &•

1964 10.75 4.71 27.34 n.a»

1965 10.74 4.79 21.56 n« &>•

1966 13.12 8.57 19.20 1.6

1967 14.40 10.20 23.34 1.3

1968 16.41 8.80 25.58 1.7

1969 17.29 7.28 22.79 1.8

n.a. means 'Not available'

SOURCE: Same as for Table 9*9.

an average annual rate of 15.45-*

Credit for import and domestic trade, however, constituted between

36; and 27.3/J of total over the period 1962-64. The average annual

rate of increase was 14.85'. Relating these changes to changes in

total credit over the period, the proportion accounted for by credit

to import and trade was 19.3/*. This was higher than those for manu¬

facturing and real estate and construction which were 16.6,H and 2.5';'

respectively. It has not been possible to sort out credit to agri¬

culture as it was lumped with export finance. The latter, together

with commercial bills discounted accounted for more than 30. of total

credit while, as can be inferred from figures of later years, credit

to agriculture could not have been more than of total bank credit.



Prom 1965 the pattern wa3 slightly changed. Credit to import

and trade declined rather fast while credit to manufacturing continued

to rise except for 1968 when there was a fall. Although there were

substantial increases in credit to real estate and construction in

I965 and 1966, it has 3ince been declining. Also credit to agricul¬

ture (which constituted only between 1 .yfo and 1.8/' of total credit

between 1966 and 1967) tended to decline. The changed pattern after

1965 was caused, as pointed out above, by the pattern of selective

controls adopted since then as well as the barrage of fiscal, monetary

and direct controls imposed on importation.

From these, one con infer that in the absence of controls,

increase in banks' credit capacity would have resulted more in credit

expansion to commerce than to the more growth stimulating sectors of

the economy. Furthermore, the fact that the rate of increase in total

bank credit was below the permitted 155$ level would give the impression

that it is the demand for rather than supply of credit for investment

in these 'productive' sectors that is weak.

In light of this, and the limited use of share financing in

Nigeria, one can hardly say that the channelling of small savings into

government debt instruments was detrimental to the supply of funds to

private-type investment. In fact, thinking of the fact that govern¬

ment debts were utilised in financing capital projects, which also

include aid to and direct investment in private businesses, such

channelling of savings would be seen importantly as increasing rather

than restricting supply of funds to investment.
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SUMMARY AND POLICY ISoUHSt Nature of Economic Problem and Instru¬

mentality of Debt Policy Measures in Nigeria.

Ye have shown above that both the pattern of debt financed

expenditure, as well as the pattern of internal borrowing in Nigeria

are expansionary. The expansionary effect of the latter proceeds

from the fact that borrowing has increasingly taken the form of

money creation and re-activation of small savings without a corres¬

ponding reduction of the liquidity of the economy. Transmitted through

government expenditure, these borrowings go to increase the disposable

money income within the economy. Correspondingly, consumption demand

increases.

Government debt financing have been largely in respect of war and

the development of infra-structures. The former is non-productive

while the latter is merely capacity creating. Only to the very

small extent that government expenditure is in form of aid to, or

direct investment in, business would it directly result in increasing

production. The extra consumption demand resulting from the expand¬

ing disposable money income expectedly places great strains on both

local production and imports. Rut, since the government policy has

increasingly been geared towards closing the import valve in a bid to

preserve foreign exchange, more pressure has been placed on local

production.

Ceteris paribus, 3uch increasing consumption demand would be

expected to induce a higher level of investment. On the contrary,

the responsiveness of investment to the increasing demand appears to

have been rather low. Consequently, increasing demand has been

generating inflationary pressure which, a:ter a stage, has necessi¬

tated the institution of price control measures by the government.



It is relevant to ask what has been responsible for this low

responsiveness of investment. Is it that resources have been fully

employed, or is it because of some structural constraint imposed by

some bottle-neck in the economy? Under-utilisation of resources is

a common feature of underdeveloped economies to which Nigeria can

claim no exception. Therefore, we can well discard the former.

This tends to suggest that debt management policies designed for

coping with full employment inflationary condition might not be

3trictly appropriate in the Nigerian case.

The question then turns on structural constraints. We have

discussed the question of capital or credit constraint and from that

discussion we concluded that government borrowing has not been detri¬

mental to the supply of capital for private investment. We concluded

also that credit capacity has consistently been under utilised.

Schatz arrived at a conclusion similar to the latter in his study

of Government lending to the local businessmen, managed by the

Federal Loans Board.

Several reasons might account for the under-utilisation of

credit capacity. To mention a few, interest rate might be considered

too high especially for the indigenous businesses which are mostly

small or medium scaled. Commercial bank lending rates, for example,

ranged from Qfo to 10,3 up to the first half of 1962. From the second

half of 1962 to 1964 they were Tfr - 10;'. The lower rates increased

to make the range 7'W° - 10^' from 1965 to the first half of i960.

Thereafter, until the second half of 1969 the T/o - 10fa range was

restored. From early 1970 lending rates became officially fixed to

1. Schatz, S.F., "The Capital Shortage Illusions Government Lending
in Nigeria", Oxford Economic Papers (New Series). Vol. 17, No. 2,
1965. ~
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the Central Bank re-discount rate and a 7/' - 12',' range of rates was

prescribed.^" This, however, made no appreciable change in the lending

rates of the banks.

The lower range of rates apply to first class loans which

usually rare loans to government, produce advances (which invariably

are more than fully secured on the proceeds from the sales of produce),

and loans to well established large-scale businesses which are mostly

foreign-owned. The other categories of borrowers obtain loans at the

higher rates. Lending rates by government institutions are usually

slightly lower than the upper limit of the banks' lending rates.

Nevertheless, they night still be considered too high especially as

interest, as in the case of commercial banks, is compounded annually.

Anotner, and perhaps a more serious deterring factor affecting

demand for credit especially from the indigenous investors consists

in the conditions on which loans are granted. These relate to cond¬

itions of security and/or guarantee which are usually very difficult

for most of the small scale business men (particularly indigenous

ones) to meet. A substantial proportion of application for loan from
2

even the government boards have been known to fail on this account.

Banks' conditions feature varying degrees of liberality. The

smaller (largely indigenous) banks, in a bid to attract more customers

are often much more liberal while the bigger ones (invariably foreign

owned) which enjoy the custom of the large business enterprises often

impose prohibitive and discriminatory conditions. The results are:

firstly, many applicants for loan fail on this score even where the

loan sought is genuinely for purposes for which the banks are allowed

to expand credit.

1. Central Bank of Nigeria, Annual Report and Statement of Accounts,
1970, p. 63.

2• Schatzj S• - 1 c• c i X • ^ p• X3•
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Secondly, many more people believe that a bank loan is unattainable

or that at lea3t the sacrifice involved is more than the benefit to be

derived. Thirdly, many people have progressively inculcated the idea

that the expartriate banks - which have much larger credit capacities

than the indigenous ones - discriminate in favour of expartriates and

foreign owned businesses in the granting of credit. This last idea

would appear to be gaining currency in government circles as the

more recent credit guidelines have stipulated increasing proportion

of bank credit that should go to indigenous borrowers.'*"
Another very important constraint to the responsiveness of invest¬

ment to increasing consumption in Nigeria is the supply of entrepren-

eurship as well a3 the predominant nature of entrepreneurial inclin¬

ation. This is not unrelated to the question of capital constraint.

Increasing local consumption would meaningfully be expected to call

forth greater response from local investors than foreign businessmen.

This is because several factors (inter alia, political factors,

uncertainty of local conditions, and sheer inertia) might be given so

much weight in foreign investors' decision as to play down considerably

the inducement effect of increasing local consumption on inflow of

foreign entrepreneurship.

The development of indigenous entrepreneurship is, however,

inhibited by various factors. Primarily, the level of private resour¬

ces which can be mustered by the local craftsman (who wants to expand

his business) or the intending entrepreneur who is currently a wage

earner, is low. Wedged between this low private resources, high

lending rates, and stiff credit conditions, he has no alternative but

to contend himself with a small scale of operation, or, in the case

of the latter, eventually engage in small scale trading.

1. Central Bank of Nigeria, Annual Report and Statement of Accounts,
1970, p.15.
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Also, technical knowledge is often a decisive factor in the type

of business a man would engage in. Thus, even if he owns or has access

to sufficient financial resources, lack of technical knowledge might

deter him from engaging in anything more complicated than trading.

Furthermore, financial or t^c mical capacity notwithstanding, con¬

fidence in one's entrepreneurial ability is an important factor. In

the Nigerian case, improper marriage (or lack of it) of entrepreneurship

and skill are seen particularly as perpetuating the orientation of

entrepreneurial development more in the direction of trading than

manufacturing.

Given this orientation, increasing local consumption would merely

result in increasing demand for imports. And since imports have been

getting more and more restrained it is inevitable that increasing govern¬

ment spending and the expansionary impact of the mode of borrowing should

generate inflationary pressure rather than corresponding increase in

investment and roduction.

By way of summarising, one could askt should the government not

review its borrowing policy with a view to reducing the expansionary

impact? Alternatively, one could ask a rather unorthodox questions

can debt management technique be employed (or geared) to remove this

entrepreneurial constraint?

What is required in the case of the first is a substantial reduction

in the Central Bank's participation in government debt. Much appears

to have been achieved in involving the general public through mandatory

and quasi-mandatory techniques. Since these are very analogous to tax,

they have the effect of reducing consumption directly. That they are

based on income tax procedure limits the fiscal effectiveness of this

mode of borrowing, since they would thereby become subject to the



serious constraints which inhibit the effective utilisation of income

tax in underdeveloped countries. Perhaps a restructuring of such

borrowing techniques along the lines of indirect tax system - say» by

making use of purchases stamps - would yield much better results.

Much still has to be done in getting direct and voluntary partici¬

pation of the general public. To the extent that this is not achieved

the answer would be increasing resort to the Central Bank or curtail¬

ment of government expenditure.

It is easy to suggest funding of the existing short and medium

term debts. Hopefully, this might succeed in reducing liquidity -

particularly tiat of the banks. Unfortunately, both ways of doing it

- compulsorily or by increasing yield - are open to objections either

on the basis of the undesirable effects on investment or the budget¬

ary implications. More importantly, it would appear that a policy

directed at reducing liquidity would not orovide the best answer.

This is particularly so as inflationary pressure in Nigeria has not

resulted from the country being at or even near the full employment

ceiling. Tying the economy into a state of high illiquidity would

therefore not be helpful.

The problem is largely one of tailoring credit in favour of invest¬

ment and removing entrepreneurial constraint. For the former, funding

and other debt management techniques would appear too blunt. And in

any case, they would appear, under the conditions, to be inferior to

the specific control measures being adopted. The question of removal

of entrepreneurial constraint is surely not a debt management problem

in the conventional sense. However, one could conceive a combination

of debt management technique along with government participation in

private businesses geared at removing some of the factors inhibiting

the development of the entrepreneurial class. Such participation,



using borrowed money, could be intensified, when necessary by way of

helping existing- industrial establishments to expand and for starting

of new enterprises in areas desirable but neglected. Government shares

in such industrial establishments or new ventures could then be sold

to the general public and the proceeds be used to repay the debt.

A variant of this is that government could set up a mandatory

•Industrial Loan Scheme' on identical basis with the National Reconst¬

ruction and Development Savings Scheme but with the terms slightly

modified. One of such modifications could be that shsxes of enter¬

prises in which the money is invested would be issued, to the contri¬

butors to the value of their contributions and accrued interest.

Another modification is that such a scheme could be operated on a

continuing basis. Also, contributors could be given the option to

contribute above a 3tated minimum and choose, out of a list of enter¬

prises in which the government is thus operating, which one they would

be interested in. Finally, all such enterprises should be floated as

public limited liability companies with their shares quoted on the

Stock Exchange.

This sort of scheme, apart from easing th problem of capital/

entrepreneurial/skill constraint, will make it easy to adapt invest¬

ment and hence production to changes in consumption. In particular,

we believe such a scheme will, at least, work as well ae (if not

better than) and with much less hardship than some of the more popular

schemes usually adopted or recommended to help underdeveloped countries

break out of their "vicious circle of poverty".

These other schemes include, inter alia, tax financed loans to

private investorsand inducement of private credit expansion especially
1. Colin Leys gives a vivid discussion of some of the abuses of developing

local capital formation through government loans in Kenya in his paper*
"The Limits of African Capitalisms The Formation of the Monopolistic
Petty-Bourgeoisie in Kenya", (mimeograph) presented to the Seminar on
Kenya organised by the Centre for African Studies, University of
Edinburgh, 28th April - 29th April, 1972.
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t rough placing tax generated savings at the disposal of 'banks.''
The schemes assume that the most important and probably the only

problem is the private capital constraint. Experiences, at least in

the Nigerian case, have shown that this is not so. There are several

other constraints which, unless taken care of, would merely result

in under -utilisation of credit aid provided.

1. These schemes cannot be discussed in detail in this work. But
see Heller, W. ., op. cit.; also, Nurkse, R., " Problems of Capital
Formation in Underdeveloped Countries. (New Yorki Oxford University
Press, 1957).
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CHAPTER 10.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have been concerned largely with the examination

of the forces behind the growth of internal borrowing in Nigeria, the

permissive factors for such growth, and its influence in shaping, or

it3 instrumentality in controlling the Nigerian economy.'*' The period

covered, by the study has been t .e period from 1946, when the first

attempt at internal borrowing by the government was made, to 1969 -

the last year of the Nigerian civil war. Data constraint prevented

our extending the detailed examination beyond 1969. Nevertheless,

it has been possible to examine the public debt under three phases of

political change - the pre-independence period, the post-independence

peace conditions, and the post-independence war conditions. (in

dealing with the methods of borrowing, the la3t two phases were sub¬

sumed into one in the text).

Before independence, the relatively small (although increasing)

size of government administration and the restricted scope of develop¬

ment programmes necessitated a relatively low level of government

expenditure both on current account and capital account. Consequently,

with a relatively high level of recurrent revenue, the governments were

not only able to meet the recurrent expenditure but were also able to

1. Although outside the scope of this study, we also loo': at the pa tern
of oatronage government debt enjoys in Kenya - a developing country
with a similar economic and social background as Nigeria. This is
intended, at least, to hint at the possibility that the conclusions
arrived at here in respect of Nigeria is not necessarily peculiar
to Nigeria but might, in fact, be applicable to other developing
countries in identical economic, social and political position as
Nigeria. See Appendix II below, pp.
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make substantial contributions from current account towards capital

expenditure. Coupled with the inflow of foreign grants and loans as

well as marketing boards' grants (and loans) to the regional governments,

a very high proportion of the capital expenditure requirements for the

period was met thus necessitating a relatively low level of internal

borrowing.

The post-independence expansion of government administration,

and the very ambitious First National Development Programme (which went

much further than all the previous programmes both in scope and depth)

made the levels of government recurrent and capital expenditures rise

rather steeply. Coupled with the comparatively lower rate of increase

in government revenue, contributions from savings on current account

to capital account tended to dwindle in absolute as well as relative

terms. Funds from external sources contributed a progressively

smaller proportion of capital expenditure, while contributions from

marketing boards to States' capital funds contributed, in relative

terms, a dwindling proportion of States capital expenditure as well as

total all-government capital expenditure. These necessitated increas¬

ing dependence by both the States and the Federal Governments on

centrally raised public debt during the post-independence peace period.

This increasing dependence on internal borrowing was accentuated

by the civil distnxbances and war. Not only did the war situation

increase government expenditure substantially, the attendant disrupt¬

ions and the fiscal policy it necessitated, kept down the level of

government revenue from major sources. In the last two years of the

war, the current account was in deficit. Consequently, apart from the

fact that virtually all the capital expenditures were financed from

loans, raised internally, part of the loans was also absorbed in

financing the deficit on current account.



The structure of the economy ha3 conditioned the mode of borrowing

and gr atly influenced the distribution of ownership of the public

debt. In the fifties, the absence of a Central Bank, a capital market,

or what could pass for an independent monetary system in the country

made the use of government stocks and bills in raising internal loans

difficult. The futility of capital issues in the absence of the nec¬

essary financial institutions was brought home to the government by

the failure of the 1946 issue of government stock to raise only £0.3

million. Consequently governments internal borrowing before i960 was

mainly of the nature of bilateral arrangements.

The loans, which were repayable bi-ennially in 25 - 40 years

proceeded almost entirely from the marketing boards and, to a lesser

extent, the University College of Ibadan. Since the marketing boards

have, since 1954» been owned by the regional governments (as, all

considered, this is the interpretation one can correctly give to the

relationship between the boards and the regional (States) governments),

and the University (College) of Ibadan has always been owned by the

Federal Government, the bilateral loans are of no greater significance

than mere disguised grants, reverse budgetary allocation, or inter¬

governmental loan.

The establishment of the Central Bank and capital market and the

necessity to develop an independent monetary system consistent with the

attainment of political independence made it possible as well as nec¬

essary for the government to raise loans by the issue of loan instruments

(stocks, bills, etc.). The Central Bank was required, inter alia, to

manage the government debt. The backing for its currency, which was,

to start with, required to be highly based on its holding of external

reserves, was steadily relaxed reducing the proportion of external
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reserve backing and correspondingly .increasing the proportion that

can be backed by government securities. The Bank was thereby permitted

to invest increasingly in government securities - an action which has

the implication of assisting the government to finance its expend¬

itures by money printing. In addition, the Bank was empowered to

discount government (and eligible commercial) bills, and lend money

on the pledge of government securities. Furt ermore, the overall

control of commercial bank operations and maintenance of monetary

stability were entrusted to it.

Since its establishment, the Lagos Stock Exchange has increasingly

facilitated dealings in government securities. That commercial banks,

insurance companies and the Central Bank are among the Exchange's

registered agents, prima facie, provide useful contact between it find

members of the general public who are interested in investing in cap¬

ital issues (government securities or private s ares). These instit¬

utional changes permitted the switching over from bilateral mode of

borrowing to issuance of debt instruments for internal borrowing.

Starting in 1959 with a short term instrument (Treasury bills)

and a long one (the Development Stocks), the loan base was expanded

over the years to include three other long-term instruments (National

Savings Certificates, Premium Bonds and the National Reconstruction

and Development Savings Certificates) and a medium-term instrument (the

Treasury Certificates). The strategies adopted in attracting investment

in these instruments are of very important policy significance. They

include elements of compulsion, operational directives (particularly

to commercial banks), and manipulation of the terms of issue.

Of particular importance is the policy of the government to mobilise



as much resources as possible from the private sector (particularly

from individuals). The various 3teps taken to institutionalise savings

(either through compulsory contributions into welfare schemes, setting

up government machinery to organise co-operative as well as credit and

thrift societies, or encouraging people, through extensive propaganda

about the virtue of thriftiness, to save with the post office savings

bank) and canalise such savings through official machinery into govern¬

ment debt were geared towards achieving this objective. Apart from

this quasi-mandatory form of borrowing, the mandatory borrowing (at¬

tached to an event of national interest - the prosecution of the civil

war) undertaken in 1968 also had this objective in view.

Furthermore, to a considerable extent, the terms and mode of issue

of the debt instruments are geared to make them directly attractive

to a substantial proportion of the private sector. That all the instru¬

ments are marketable, transferable, or discountable (at the Central

Bankj is a point of attraction to investors given that they have easy

access to the channels whereby such transfers could be executed. The

wide distribution of post offices (through which national savings

certificates and premium bonds could be obtained and transferred) and

the accessibility of the stock exchange (on which the development stocks

are q oted) through the banks would therefore ostensibly make market¬

ability of these instruments an effective inducement for investment

in them.

Also, the fact that the national savings certificates and premium

bonds were issued in small units put them within the reach of a large

number of people. With respect to development stocks, Treasury bills

and Treasury Certificates, the minimum value of units that can be

bought put them beyond what people other than the very wealthy and



institutions can afford. The policy is very much one of tailoring the

structure of instruments to suit both the small savers as well as the

sophisticated high class investors - the former group of instruments

being designed largely for small savers and the latter for the other

group of investors.

However, these are far outweighed by the relatively poor yield on

the securities vis-a-vis alternative modes of investment open to

investors as well a3 psychological factors and the predominant invest¬

ment orientation of the people. Although the rates of interest on

the instruments are invariably higher than the commercial bank rates

on savings accounts, they are less than the rates obtainable on

alternative forms of investment of comparable maturity and security.

Hates on marketing board bills and other commercial bills, for example,

are usually higher than the rates on treasury bills and treasury certi¬

ficates (the instruments which can bo said to be of comparable security

and maturity as the former).

Similarly, the inducement effect of the lottery character of the

premium bonds was swamped by the fact that prizes that were declared on

them were far below the lottery winnings on the various States lotteries.

And the fact that the capital invested in the former was still recover¬

able while the stake in the latter was lost was not strong enough to

give premium bonds an edge over the latter. Furthermore, yields on the

long-term instruments are lower than yields obtainable in the country,

on equity and preference shares of private companies or oven on a wide

range of small and medium scale businesses.

The plausible argument that the risk of capital loss attaching to

investment in private businesses (as a result of the possibility of

default or failure of business) is not the case with investment in



government securities, and hence makes the latter preferable on the

ground of security of investment, is outweighed, in the Nigerian case,

by several other considerations. To start with, the very few companies

which have raised money by issue of shares are those, which by reason

of their long establishment, size and success command the confidence

(which is the most important thing as far as evaluation of security of

investment is concerned) of private investors who are interested in equity

or government debt papers. Also, given the fact that the country has

been experiencing inflationary pressure, the government bonds would

involve holders in real capital loss. This makes them inferior to

ordinary shares, the monetary value of which tends to appreciate with

inflation. Consequently, in terms of security/yield rating, invest¬

ment in government papers tend to be inferior to these equity shares

(find indeed, to a wide range of small and medium scale enterprises).

Moreover, apart from yield, psychological factors play a dominant

role in the investment decision of a vast majority of individuals in

Nigeria. The psychic satisfaction of owning one's business, the

social status ownership of real property symbolises, and the entrenched

mistrust in alienated investment are still deep-rooted factors in

most Nigerians which the transformation process (through education and

contact) has not hitherto succeeded much to remove. Consequently,

most Nigerians who are interested in investing and have the means or

access to funds hardly think of investment in equity shares or debt

instruments. This point about investment attitud.es overrides most

judgments one can make about the adequacy of the terms, modes of issue

or dealing facilities in debt instruments required to induce investment

by private individuals.

In particular, this is seen largely to have accounted for the



failure (and consequently the discontinuation of the use) of the national

savings certificates and the premium bonds which were particularly

designed to attract direct voluntary investment by small savers and

private individuals generally. In addition to this, the general public's

low yield/security rating are responsible for the very low level of

voluntary investment of the private sector in the other debt instruments.

On the contrary, the mandatory and quasi-mandatory tecnniques have made

it possible to syphon some savings from individuals into securities.

The success of the technique is demonstrated particularly by the fact

that savings institutions' investments have consistently constituted

more than one half of total investment in the development stocks.

That the general public's demand for government securities (parti¬

cularly the short and medium ones) tended to shift upwards from 1968 is

explained largely by the closure of 3orae alternative investment avenues

and the lull in business caused by the war and government's war fiscal

and monetary measures. These effects are most distinctly noticeable

in the case of commercial banks. The withdrawal of marketing board

bill financing from them and the considerable slowing down of the

credit advances (resulting from credit guidelines given by the Central

Bank as part of the measures to curb imports to -reserve foreign

exchange) in the face of increasing deposits left them with substantial

investible surplus for which government treasury bills and treasury

certificates provided welcome repositories.

The upward shift from I968 in the general public's investment in

the securities (particularly treasury bills and certificates) tended

to reduce the proportion of the total debt held by the Central Bank.

Before then, holdings of the Bank had to increase steadily in absolute

and relative terms since the general public'3 demand was low and the



Bank is required to take up government debt not absorbed by the public.

In that case, increasing proportion of the debt was represented by

increasing money supply.

We briefly summarise the U3e of the public debt in terms of policy

objective/implications and their achievements thus. Pour broad policy

goals are identifiable. Firstly, government policy was primarily aimed

at mobilising internal resources through the public debt to finance

tne economic development of the country although, later, the outbreak

of civil war significantly affected the level of internal borrowing

by the government. While the war canriot be said to be an exercise

in the course of economic growth, it has at least preserved the

economic potentialities of the country.

Secondly, efforts were made by the government to minimise the

inflationary impact of its debt financing. Thirdly, the techniques of

borrowing, repayment, and interest rate structure all feature an attempt

on the part of the government to minimise the burden of the debt on the

budget. And, fourthly, the public debt has been used to build up a

financial system that would facilitate the use of conventional monetary

control techniques. These objectives are not mutually e elusive and

the strategy adopted to achieve any one, in most cases, apply to one

or more of the others. And in some cases, strategies which help the

schievement of some objectives inhibit the achievement of others.

For example, while the adoption of mandatory and quasi-mandatory

borrowing techniques aided the mobilisation of substantial financial

resources from the private sector, they also permitted borrowing at

a lev/ rate of interest and consequently helped the minimisation of

the budgetary burden of the debt. Similarly, the fact that the techniques



are based on and administered through the same channel as the personal

income tax. reduces the administrative cost of raising the loan. Also,

because of the fiscal impact of these techniques in reducing disposable

income and hence consumption, they help in toning down the inflationary

impact of government deficit financing.

It is worthy of note, however, that the administration of these

techniques through the income tax channel subjects them to the short¬

comings of evasion .and avoidance which are serious features of the

Nigerian income tax administration. These shortcomings limit the

amount of loan that can thereby be raised and hence inhibit the fiscal

effectiveness of the mode of borrowing. Furthermore, the quasi-mand¬

atory technique inhibits the utilisation of debt instrument for liquidity

control because of the investment bias of the savings institutions and

the insulation they provide for the contributors into the savings scheme

against changes in the fortunes of the government securities on the

capital market.

In addition, although the rather low interest rates on government

securities permit the minimisation of the budgetary burden, they inhibit,

by reducing the attractiveness of t e securities, the mobilisation of

financial resources through the private sector's direct investment in

government debt. Institutional directives (especially to the commercial

banks as regards the composition of their liquid assets) is another

step which has aided the development of an independent financial system

as well as aided the mobilisation of resources from the private sector.

The successive substitution of local securities for foreign ones as

their liquidity base gradually necessitated increasing investment by

banks in government treasury bills as well as sharpened (at least
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theoretically) t e efficacy of the use of conventional monetary control

techniques.

Another step in this direction is the progressive substitution

of government securities for external reserves as backing for Central

Bank currency. It is seen importantly as removing the restrictiveness

of the monetary system thus permitting a flexibility of the money

supply consistent with the growth of the economy rather than its fortune

on the foreign sector. In addition, it enables the government to

increasingly withdraw real resources from the economy through Central

Bank credit which is analogous to money printing - a process which,

in one shift tantamounts to a form of concealed taxation.

However, as Central Bank Credit (or money printing) smacks of

inflationary injection, this increasing borrowing from the Central Bank

tends to run counter to the objective of minimising the inflationary

impact of debt financing. It is useful to mention, however, that this

is so only to the extent that the increase in currency supply resulting

from the borrowing from the Bank generates an increase in money supply

at a rate higher than the rate of increase in real income. Also

potentially inflationary is the high and increasing utilisation of

liquid debt instruments as it, together with the expansionary impact

of increasing government expenditure financed by Central Bank credit

generate excessive liquidity which poses problems of inflationary control.

This problem becomes real as commercial banks' holding of the liquid

debts has, of recent, become very high while their demand for long-term

debts remains very low.

The extensive utilisation of the liquid (short and medium) debts -

the annual interest rates on which are lower than those on longer loans -

as well as the increasing holding of debt by the Central Bank (and
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indeed the whole of the government sector) have enabled the government

to keep down the interest cost. Furthermore, this heavy reliance on

the s.iort and medium debt3, which are floating debts, and the technique

of continuous borrowing to cover maturing debts have hitherto helped to

keep down the budgetary burden of the debt. Continuous borrowing is

particularly facilitated by the fact that a substantial proportion of

the long debt is held by the government sector (particularly the Central

B ank) and the savings institutions (withdrawals from whose investible

funds are infrequent and invariably small). Especially in the ca3e of

the savings institutions, repayment of capital and interest made to

them are largely available for re-investment. Thi3, however, on the

face of it, merely shifts the burden to the future, increases the level

of loan that has to be recurrently raised, and consequently increases

the administrative co3t of the debt accordingly.

In addition, that the public debt has been utilised partly to

finance capital formation in th private sector (through direct govern¬

ment participation in or loan to private businesses) are of importance

in reducing the inflationary impact and the budgetary burden of the

debt. To the extent that such capital expenditure permit or result

directly in business expansion and consequently increasing production,

the increasing demand resulting from the expansionary effect of govern¬

ment expenditure on income would be met. And to that extent, price

increases would be prevented. Also, 3uch business expansion would

generate increasing revenue for government thus making it possible to

service the debt without resorting to increase in rates of taxation.

On the whole, while the techniques have succeeded, to a large

extant in keeping down the budgetary burden of the debt, much less

success have attended the achievement of the other objectives. Given



the existing structure of the holding of the debt, the fact that con¬

tinuous borrovcing tends to shift the burden of repayment to the future

does not pose much problem. Such repayment, if made eventually, would

largely revert to the government coffers - unless the structure and

roles of savings institutions are olianged.

However, as a result of such continuous borrowing, a hard core

of the debt would tend to develop which, one might be tempted to suggest,

should be funded into very long or irredeemable debts at least as a

means of reducing the administrative cost. It is doubtful, however,

whether that would, either in the short or long run, result in overall

cost reduction as the reduction in admin5 strative cost that that would

achieve might be very small compared with the increase in interest cost

that would result from the higher rate of interest which would necess¬

arily have to be paid on the longer term (or irredeemable, debts.

AI30, the mode of borrov/lng (especially the empna3is on liquid

debt), the structure of debt holding, and the utilisation of debt have

generated a net inflationary impact on the economy. Contributory to

this inflationary iraeact are the facts that a substantial iroportion

of the debt was utilised in financing a war and consequently does not

result in or help increasing production; the import valve was virtually

closed thus concentrating the increasing demand on local production;

and the responsiveness of productive investment to the increasing

demand was very low.

The low responsiveness of productive investment cannot, however,

be blamed on competition from government borrowing with the private

sector for the supply of investible funds. Rather, it is to be blamed

on the lopsided entrepreneurial orient .tion within the economy whereby



investment tends more towards trade rather than production. The ori¬

entation has tended to transmit the expansionary impact of government

deficits and mode of financing into increasing the import leakage

rather than correspondingly increasing induced productive investment.

It is suggested, as a means of correcting this phenomenon, that policy

be positively geared to the marriage of entrepreneurial ability (which

has been too liberally disposed towards the line of least resistance),

skill (which has progressively been increasing a3 a result of government

manpower development schemes but is largely under- or mal-utilised), and

capital within the economy.

In a properly worked out scheme, the public debt could be utilised,

in fostering that marriage, to provide capital, accelerate the culti¬

vation of the habit of and confidence in alienated investment, and foster

dedicated application of skill to production. To this end, the technique

of mandatory borrowing can be appropriately modified (as regards mode

of collection and rate(s) of contribution) and utilised on a continuing

basis in this sort of scheme - with debts raised being repayable in

quoted shares of particular enterprises which have been established by

the loan fund. Such a scheme could replace or be supplemented by the

existing scheme whereby the government (as part of it3 development

programmesy provides loans to or invests directly in private businesses

from its capital funds (a substantial proportion of which is obtained

through the public debt).

Finally, the establishment and growth of an independent monetary

system notwithstanding, the public debt instrument still remains a very

weak instrument of monetary control in Nigeria. Although commercial

banks' investment in short and medium (liquid) debts have been increas¬

ing end their lending rates (at least on the lower end) have been



responding to changes in the Central Bank's re-discount rate, the level

of credit expansion by the banks has not been correspondingly affected.

The level and pattern of credit granted by banks have been determined

largely by government credit guidelines and the rather stiff conditions

of credit-worthiness for loans (e.g. as regards security deposit or

guarantee) which marginal borrov/ers (particularly the indigenous bor¬

rowers) find difficult to satisfy, rather than the banks' lending rates

as affected by the Central Bank's re-discount rates.

In addition, because of the predominant indirectness of the general

public's involvement in the public debt and, in articular, the very

low demand by comnercial banks for long-term instruments, traditional

debt management techniques of liquidity control (e.g. funding or open

market operations) have a very slim chance of any appreciable success

in influencing lending rates, the volume and pattern of credit

expansion and consequently the level of investment. And, in any case,

the techniques do not, in the present circumstances, offer a better

substitute for the direct credit control and credit guidelines which

the government has had to adopt.

A determined effort to make them work would require that the

yields on the bonds be increased substantially iind the real value of

the capital invested be secured - say by relating their repayment value

to the inflationary trend in the country. In addition, it would necess¬

itate that the Central Bank discontinues such support it gives to the

government bond on the market which prevents a free fluctuation of bond

prices in response to the dictates of the capital market. Also, it is

suggested that the terms of issue of the medium term instrument (the

treasury certificate) 3hould be revised to make them less liquid.



While they could continue to be freely marketable and pledgeable as

security for loan, tneir availability as liquid instruments for banks1

credit expansion should be withdrawn. While this will substantially

reduce the problem of control posed by the excess liquidity of the

banks to manageable limits, it will, hopefully, not detract much from

their attractiveness as investment outlet.

Furthermore, a huge effort will need to be made to re-orientate

the investment attitude of the private individuals in the direction

of interesting them more in alienated mode of investment. Although it

can be argued that massive propaganda might act as a catalyst, such

re-orientation is actually achieved through a processs of slow evolution.
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I Federal Government
11 States

III Marketing Boards

IV(s
Other Official Institutions

V Sub-Total (Official Assets)

VI

WestAfri¬ canCurr¬ encyBoard
VII Central Bankof Nigeria

VIII Sub-Total (All-Gov¬ ernment)

IX Commercial Banks

X TOTAL

1951

58.1

7.7

60.6

31.5

161.2

66.1

-

227.3

16.1

213.7

1955

17.3

23.2

74.0

10.3

181.8

51.0

-

238.8

21.3

263.1

1956

19.3

26.7

67.1

33.9

177.0

58.2

-

235.2

21.2

256.1

1957

56.0

33.8

10.3

27.2

157.3

77.0

-

231.3

8.8

212.1

1958

17.2

31.5

31.7

22.6

133.0

70.0

-

203.0

10.6

213.6

1959

29.6

31.6

35.2

23.0

119.1

27.1

57.5

201.3

12.2

216.5

1960

27.0

23.3

19.2

17.1

86.9

10.0

77.6

171.5

-2.0

172.5

1961

27.1

19.5

-0.1

16.2

62.1

6.8

75.7

111.9

6.1

151.0

1962

28.0

8.5

1.1

11.1

18.7

-

70.6

119.3

-1.2

118.1

1963

10.5

7.6

6.6

6.8

31.5

-

61.5

96.0

1.8

97.8

1961

1.0

5.6

2.3

6.8

18.7

-

77.5

96.2

-15.5

80.7

1965

2.7

2.6

1.7

9.0

16.0

-

82.6

98.6

-5.1

93.2

1966

5.1

3.9

1.7

9.9

20.9

-

71.1

92.3

-7.9

81.1

1967

1.0 1.0^ 1.7^

3.2

•••

7.8

15.0

mm

36.1 38.0^ 12.6^

51.1

-12.3

38.6

1968 1969

3.0 2.2

••• •••

6.0 5.2

13.0 12.1

—

51.0 51.7

-2.0 -0.1

19.0 51.6

>■

•S
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H M
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(a)IncludegoldtranchepositionintheIMFwhichbecamepartoiCBNassetsfrom1968. (b)excludegoldtranchepositionintheIMP,Thisamountedto£2,95millionand£1,05millionin1968and1969 respectively.
(c)IncludeLocalGovernments,StatutoryCorporations,UniversitiesandthePost0;ficeSavingsBank. ...Negligible-lessthan£0.05, SOURCES:1,DigestofStatistics(variousyears)(FederalOfficeofStatistics,Nigeria). 2.EconomicandFinancialReview,1970(CentralBankofNigeria).
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A .ENDIX II

A SHORT CO MPARISON IF THE HOLDING OF LONG-TERM PP 'LIC DKBT

IN KENYA AND NIGERIA

In order to show that the findings in this study are not peculiar

to Nigeria and might in fact be more generally applicable to other

developing countries in Africa and elsewhere, a brief comparison

is made of the attern of holdings of long-term public debt in Kenya

and Nigeria. Kenya, like most African countries (a) has attained

political independence within the past fifteen years; (bj has had

an independent monetary system only after independence; (c) features

the sort of economic duality described in the text comprising of a

modern sector and a transformation sector and (a, has also been

engaged in speeding up capital development in the public and private

sectors through •Economic development Programmes'.

In the Table below, we show the holding of the government's

long-term debt. From the Table, it can be seen that, as at June 1972

HOLDING OF KENYA'S LC NG-TCRLi DSBV

1965 1966 1969 1972
K K K K

£'m. /u £'m. ft £'m. ^ £'m.

Non-Bank Govt.
Sector 7.95 44.68 11.79 48.58 13.75 31.66 22.71 29.24

Central Bank of
Kenya 3.51 19.77 3.51 14.46 3.51 8.13 3.66 4.71

N.3.3.F.* - - 1.16 4.78 13.52 31.33 26.14 33.66

Commercial Banks 1.01 5.69 1.11 4.57 2.31 5.35 8.09 10.42

Insurance Companies 2.46 13.86 3.26 13.43 4.80 11.12 6.13 7.89

Companies 0.67 3.77 0.97 4.00 2.57 5.95 8.89 11.45

Private Individuals o.39 2.20 0.51 2.10 0.60 1.39 0.29 0.37

Others** 1.78 10.03 1.97 8.12 2.10 4.87 1.75 2.25

TOTALS 17.75 100.00 24.27 100.04 43.16 99.99 77.66 99-99

3

* N.3.3.F. means National Social Security Fund. sot means Outside Kenya.
SOUHCSs Central Bank of Kenyas Economic & Financial Review, Vol. V,

No. 1 July/Sept. 1972.



only 68,50;' of the total long-terra debt represented government's

indebtedness to the private sector as 29,24/3 of the debt was held within

the government sector. This is comparable to the Nigerian situation

where, as at June 1970, 32.87/ of the long-term debt was held within

the government sector and 67,1/ represented the government's actual

indebtedness to the private sector in respect of the long-term debt.

A more striking similarity is the importance, in both countries,

of quasi-mandatory form of borrowing. In Kenya, the N. ;. 1. P •

scheme was started only in 1966 onu by 1972 had become the greatest

single source of long-term credit to the government. Apart from

providing 53*66/ of the total long-terra debt, it constituted more

than 50Z of t e private sector's investment in government debt.

Direct voluntary investment by private individuals in gov rnmont debt

had been consistently less than K£'l million and constituted in 1972

less than 0.4/ of the total debt. Consequently, the only way the

government has succeeded, to any appreciable extent, in attracting

funds from private individuals into government debt has been through

the quasi-mandatory tecnnique - a feature which, as we showed in the

text, has also been the case in Nigeria.

However, the government long-term debt tends to enjoy greater

patronage from commercial ban!.3 in Kenya than in Nigeria. Also, the

proportion of banks' holding of long-terra debt to their total a33ets

tends to be higher in Kenya than in Nigeria. In the former, this

proportion has ranged between 1/ and 4/ between 1966 and 1972 whereas,

in the latter, it has consistently been less than 1 . Nevertheless,

in either case, commercial banks' holdings of the long-term bonds

have not at any time constituted a constraint on their credit expansion

capacities. Banks' credit capacities in both countries have tended to be
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highly underutilised. From these similarities, one can infer that
the patt. rn of fiscal and monetary effects, and the scope for
employing debt management techniques for monetary policy in Kenya
will tend to be very similar to what obtains in Nigeria.

APPENDIX III.

MONEY SUPPLY I960 - 1969.

(Quarterly Averages)3 ^'million,
Quarters

YEAR
1 2 3 4

I960 107.26 103.28 103.07 111.54

1961 115.95 109.82 103.52 111.00

1962 114.46 104.53 98.89 113.16

1963 117.43 108.57 106.90 128.02

1964 125.34 120.00 125.36 141.78

1965 145.20 135.16 134.79 145.30

1966 153.19 148.24 141-07 157.71

1967 165.55 153.19 145.61 150.48

1968 131.63 121.16 124.89 151.58

1969 164.74 163.27 163.69 196.09

a Monthly figures averaged over each quarter.
SOURCES: Economic and Financial Review, Vol. 4No. 2, 1966 and Vol. 8 No. 1, 1970.
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